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PREFACE
The problem
This book is a pamphlet: a call to action. Its origin is frustration, reflected in a simple
question: Why aren’t we doing better? More elaborately: Why, in spite of enormous advances
in science and technology, do society’s economic, social, and environmental problems appear
to get worse rather than better? Why haven’t those advances led to more wealth, wellbeing
and a brighter outlook for humanity?
These questions apply in different measure to different types of problems and groups of
people. Let’s focus. One: why do close to half the world’s citizens, more than three billion
people, continue to live in poverty, among them half the world’s 2.2 billion children? Two:
why, in the rich countries, are most lower and middle income earners and their families worse
off financially than they were in the 1970s? And why, in the wake of the economic and
financial crisis that started in 2007, are things getting worse rather than better, with millions
of people having lost or loosing their jobs, homes, or both, and with tens of millions of young
people unable to find employment?
Three: why does society appear unable to deal effectively with global environmental
problems that threaten present and especially future generations, such as global warming,
fresh water shortages, and the loss of agricultural land and natural ecosystems? Why, in the
aftermath of the 2007 financial crisis, does meeting these challenges appear more remote than
ever?
Four: why, in spite of continuing progress in science and technology, do pundits tell
governments and citizens that for the time being they can pretty well forget about addressing
the above issues, because they have to tighten their belts? Why is economic insecurity
increasing, and why do many experts claim new financial, economic and fiscal crises are as
good as inevitable?
Logically one would expect that our increasing technological prowess would have
translated into an equivalent, steady increase in well-being for all or at least an overwhelming
majority of humanity. That this hasn’t happened, and in the current constellation appears
unlikely to occur any time soon is a question that should be at the top of our agendas. One
would likewise expect that technological innovation would give us an ever increasing
capacity to address the environmental challenges we’re facing, at national as well as global
level. The technology is there, yet we do not seem to be able to apply it effectively, on the
required scale. In consequence problems are increasing rather then diminishing. Again, we
should ask ourselves: How is this possible?
Of course, we have made progress over the past fifty years. There is more material
wealth: the better-off in this world have more, safer and cleaner cars, and lots of electronic
appliances and gadgets. Middle and upper class households live in bigger, more luxurious
houses. When we’re ill doctors are able to work miracles. And, as those who claim humanity
has progressed economically will be quick to point out, even poor people have cell phones
these days. Life expectancy has risen and child mortality decreased, also in poor countries. In
the rich countries, many forms of pollution are under control, with the environment in much
better shape than it was fifty years ago.
Yet in spite of such progress, in the rich countries the lower and middle income groups
that make up about 70 to 80 percent of the population in the rich nations are not much better
off than they were in the 1950s and 1960s. Their incomes have stagnated; they have to work
harder and longer to make ends meet, and face greater economic insecurity. Healthcare and
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education have gotten more expensive2, social security has been dressed down. Though
thanks to technological progress appliances have gone down in price, mom and dad now need
to work more hours than in the past to maintain their standard of living and educate their kids.
Most households cannot survive any longer on a single income, as they could in the first
decades after the Second World War. These days for many low and middle income families
even joint wages are not enough to pay the bills – one of the reasons people got so deeply
indebted over the past twenty years.
And that’s only in the rich countries. In the poor countries, where the bulk of humanity
lives, two-thirds of humankind still lives in poverty, on less than $2 a day. Though tens of
millions have joined the middle class, mostly in Asia, new jobs with adequate wages benefit
only relatively minor sections of the population: perhaps a few hundred million out of four
billion, less than ten percent. In the aftermath of the 2007 financial crisis, these numbers are
unlikely to grow much. In fact, in both poor and rich countries the number of poor is
increasing again – according to the World Bank, by the tens of millions.
So again, let’s ask ourselves: how is this possible? How is it possible that in spite of
enormous and ongoing technological advances most people are barely doing better, and many
are doing worse than forty years ago? How come most of humanity has benefited only partly
or not at all from this progress? How come our environmental outlook is getting worse rather
than better, even though technological solutions to our problems exist?
The answer, so I will argue in this book, lies for an important part in the flawed precepts
and faulty practice of economics. More specifically, it lies in the paradigm at the core of
standard economics, the model of competitive equilibrium. As critical economists and others
have already argued convincingly before me, many of the precepts underlying this model as
well as the economic dogmas flowing from it are gross simplifications and worse, distortions
of reality. Jointly with deficient methodology these shortcomings lead to a failure,
unparalleled in any other science, to correctly analyze and predict the phenomena that are the
subject matter of economics. And worse, the faults of economics lead to economic policy
prescriptions that, through their enormous influence in society, enhance the problems we’re
facing or at best, hinder their solution.
Critiques of economics are not new: the failures of economics have been recognized
well before the 2007 crisis. What should worry all of us is that in spite of these critiques
nothing changes. Not even the 2007 crisis has led to the honest recognition that something is
fundamentally amiss in economics. There has been no initiative for an in-depth, disciplinewide review of economic theory and practice, including a thorough analysis of the failure to
adequately explain economic reality and come up with adequate policy prescriptions.
The economics profession, then, has made no concrete steps towards improving its
performance. Nonetheless it continues to wield major influence over economic policy,
chanting the same tired old mantras as before the crisis: reduce government, let markets do
their work, liberalize trade, lower taxes, give free reign to private initiative. Economic
orthodoxy, based on an almost unconditional faith in private initiative and markets, continues
to reign supreme. The mantras are repeated not only by mainstream economists but also by
politicians, bureaucrats and the media3. They are par for the course for all established quality
news magazines and newspapers, including more left-leaning ones of which one might expect
a more critical attitude.

2

For instance, from 1965 to 2012 the average cost (adjusted for inflation) of tuition, room and board at a four
year university in the U.S. increased 20-fold, from $ 1051 to $ 22.450 (Newsweek, March 26 & April 2, 2012).
3
Though the financial and economic crisis that erupted in 2007 has somewhat diminished the influence of
orthodox economics, the listed commandments continue to be defended by a large majority of economists, with
deviations seen at best as a temporary need in times of crisis.
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In spite of economics’ poor record economists and the science they proclaim to practice
are not challenged – not at a fundamental level. Yes, economists are mocked because in spite
of a shared belief in the basic tenets of their science, they often disagree on just about
everything else. And they are ridiculed because their predictions are so often beside the mark.
Yet the mantras of economics continue to be accepted as universal truths, and the core model
of macro-economics, the competitive equilibrium model, continues to reign supreme.
Economists are not forced to explain why they’re wrong so often. And they rarely engage in
the kind of in-depth assessment of their profession that could lead to an explanation.
One reason for economists not being challenged may be the high level of specialization
in our society, in science as well as in other fields. Today even the most brilliant minds are
reluctant to cross disciplinary boundaries into fields other than their own. A second reason
may be the self-confidence displayed by many economists in hammering home what they
consider to be self-evident truths. Such self-assuredness is an effective tool for keeping
potential non-economist critics at bay.
Economics, however, is too important to be left to economists. First, because its
influence on policy making and thereby, on our daily lives is way too important to ignore.
Second, because if over the past century economists have proven one thing convincingly, it is
that they are unable to address the flaws in their profession themselves. Third, and most
important, because we cannot effectively address current and future economic, social and
environmental problems if we cling to economic dogma.
A little background on who’s writing this book is in order. I am a sociologist (PhD) by
training, specialized in the sociology of developing countries. I have worked for 30 years in
development cooperation, for various consultancy firms, institutes of higher education, the
Dutch government, the World Bank, the European Commission, and different U.N.
organizations. Applied economics has always been an important factor in my studies and
work, and I have followed the discussions on key economic issues in the media since
university.
For many people, especially economists, the fact that this book is not written by an
economist may be a reason to put it aside right now: where does someone who is not a
practitioner find the gall to argue for an entire science to be rebuilt? My first answer to that
question is that as a sociologist I can claim a measure of authority in the field. After all
economics is social science: it deals with a particular aspect of human behavior, economic
decision making. Social scientists, notably sociologists and psychologists, have developed
theory, methods and tools that are highly relevant for economics. Unfortunately, as we’ll see
further on, only a minority of economists makes use of these assets. I would also argue, and
will do so in detail further on, that because sociology and psychology have developed more
adequate methodology for studying human decision making than economics, non-economic
social scientists may well be in a better position to level a fundamental critique at economics
than economists themselves.
My second answer to the question of where a non-economist finds the nerve to
challenge economics is that the problems of economics are so severe and fundamental that it
may require outsiders to address them. One might even say that it would be almost unfair to
expect economists to see the faults in the economic edifice. See, if you will, economics as a
building of which the foundations are flawed. Economists, being inside the building, cannot
see the cracks: one has to be outside and dig to notice them. Moreover for economists, who
should be seen as the architects, engineers and workers who have helped construct the
building, it is a huge psychological challenge to admit there is something amiss with the
foundations – and that consequently, the building has to be reconstructed from the ground up.
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For whom, why, and where to
This book is written for a broad audience: the reasonably informed lay person with an interest
in current affairs as well as economists, natural scientists, and social scientists. Above all it is
aimed at people concerned with the economic, ecological, and social problems society faces,
and an interest in solving those problems. The book is meant not only to give people a new
perspective on key issues that affect us all. It is also a call to action: to question economists on
the validity of their own science. To do so is a necessary first step towards a new economics,
with the aim not only to better explain economic phenomena but even more so, to provide us
with better tools to address the multitude of problems humanity faces in the 21st century.
More particularly, the challenge should lead to the removal of barriers, in the form of
misguided economic policies that now restrain us in effectively addressing those problems.
To challenge economists on their own terrain is, of course, an uphill battle. The natural
tendency for all people, including scientists, is to defend one’s convictions against external
critique. The most effective way to do so is to question not the message but the messenger. As
challengers we’ll have to take care not to be lured into that trap, and insist on being judged on
the basis of arguments, not on whom or what we are.
It would be especially important for natural scientists to enter the debate on revamping
economics. First, because most economists pretend economics to be “hard science”, on a par
with natural science – as opposed to social science, which is considered “soft”. This pretense
of being hard science is misguided: economics is about human behavior and therefore, by
definition a social science.
A second reason for natural scientists to get involved is because they should start taking
issue with economics being one of the reasons that the fruits of their work are underutilized. If
it weren’t for economics society could, over the past five decades, have made much better use
of the new insights and technology the natural sciences have produced, leading to much
greater progress in creating a productive, ecologically sustainable, and socially inclusive
economy.
A third reason for natural scientists to enter the debate is money. The work of natural
and other scientists, especially those in the public sector, is often hampered by the lack of it.
Economics is to blame at least in part. Especially orthodox economists are calling for cuts in
taxes and public spending, leaving less money for scientific research not bound to the interests
of corporations. They are a determining force in privatizing science, leading to funding being
aimed at increasing sales and marketing rather than the growth of knowledge. And the
orthodox are justifying multi-million dollar salaries and bonuses for managers and financial
deal makers while scientists and technologists, earning relatively meager salaries, have to
scrape together funds to pay for science for the common good.
Time, then, for both natural and social scientists to take up their intellectual arms.
Whether scientist or lay person, if swayed by the arguments in this book your help will be
needed to topple the pedestal upon which economists have put themselves. The debate on the
validity of standard economic theory and practice will have to be opened. The issues raised in
this book can serve as a fist step for critically assessing economics’ premises, theory and
policy prescriptions, as a preface to rebuilding the economic edifice. The intended outcome is
a new, methodologically sound economics, founded in the systematic analysis of reality, with
new and better paradigms and methods. And most important, a new applied science able to
provide insights, tools and policy recommendations for the benefit of humanity.

Terminology
In this book I’ll frequently use the terms standard, mainstream, and orthodox economics.
With standard economics I refer to the generally accepted set of theories and methodology of
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economics as taught in economic textbooks and courses. It is to a significant extent equivalent
to mainstream economics, the term used in what’s probably the best known economics
textbook, Economics, by Nobel Price laureate Paul A. Samuelson and William D. Nordhaus4.
Samuelson and Nordhaus describe mainstream economics as “the modern mainstream
economics that prevails in the mixed capitalist economies North America, Western Europe
and Japan.” Though standard and mainstream economics use the same, sometimes partially
conflicting theories, the underlying concepts and model, notably the concept of Rational
Economic Man (or Homo economicus: an individual striving always and everywhere for
maximum profit) and the model of competitive equilibrium, which assumes that markets
always tend towards an optimum in which efficiency is maximized, are shared. Even though
some economists recognize the shortcomings of both concept and model the consensus in
standard economics is that these shortcomings are acceptable, and that therefore, the use of
both concept and model in developing economic theory and policy is justified. The debates
raging in economics are not on the concept and model themselves but on translating them into
economic policy.
There is consensus, then, on the concepts of competitive equilibrium and Rational
Economic Man as the basis for economic theory and practice. However, by using the term
mainstream economics Samuelson and Nordhaus suggest a consensus that isn’t there. The
main difference lies in the perception of markets and the role of government. Here the
distinction between orthodox and liberal or Keynesian economics becomes useful. Orthodox
economists, aligned with political conservatism and the political Right, believe in the selfhealing capacity of markets and therefore, of laissez faire: freedom from (state) interference.
Liberal or Keynesian economists, more aligned with the political Left, believe markets
sometimes work imperfectly and therefore, require a measure of government intervention to
remedy distortions and shortcomings. Note that here and throughout this book the term liberal
is used in the U.S. meaning of politically progressive, meaning in favor of government
intervention in areas where unfettered economic forces are expected to lead to socially,
environmentally and economically undesirable outcomes.
For the purposes of this book the similarities between the different economic
orientations are more important than their differences. Parting from the model of competitive
equilibrium and the underlying concept of Rational Economic Man both groups base their
policy recommendations on the idea that an ideal economic situation can be achieved in
which resources are allocated optimally and efficiency is maximized. The difference lies in
the orthodox believing this state of economic Nirvana can best be achieved by letting market
forces have their way, whereas liberals believe that occasional government interference is
needed to achieve or approach it. Moreover, liberal economists consider that maximum
efficiency is not always Nirvana, as the drive to achieve it may lead to socially or
environmentally undesirable outcomes.
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SUMMARY: FOURTEEN PROPOSITIONS
The contents of this book can be summarized in the following fourteen propositions:
1) Standard economics is a misguided attempt to capture reality in mathematical models.
Standard economic theory and policy prescriptions, derived from the model of
competitive equilibrium, are based on simplifications and assumptions so far removed
from reality that their use leads to a distorted view of economic reality.
2) Standard economics, rather than testing its models and assumptions against reality, treats
them as universal truths. Economics’ failure to discard the model, in spite of
overwhelming evidence it does not work, makes economics resemble faith more than
science.
3) Standards economics’ reliance on the equilibrium model has led to two major maladies:
market fetishism and equilibrium faith. Market fetishism leads to the idolization of
markets, which are seen as the only creators of wealth and the only way to solve society’s
problems in an efficient manner. Equilibrium faith holds that markets naturally tend to an
ideal state in which resources are allocated optimally. Neither assumption is grounded in
reality, but both are decisive in formulating economic and financial policy.
4) The failure to critically assess the model of competitive equilibrium has led to blanket
policy prescriptions evolving into dogma instead of science-based advice. Economic
dogma contributed not only to the 2007 crisis but also inhibits recovery, leads to growing
imbalances in the economy, lays the basis for future crises, and restrains society in
addressing its social and environmental problems.
5) The economy is no more than the aggregate outcome of human decision making on
economic matters. The assumption that there is an economic reality beyond this decision
making, with its own dynamics and universal laws, is faith. The attempt to turn economics
into a “hard”, natural science by trying to express these imaginary laws in mathematical
equations is misguided.
6) Economics should use social science methodology for studying the essence and outcomes
of economic decision making. Blackboard economics should be replaced by an approach
based on empirical methods, such as observation, interviewing and experimentation, and
inductive reasoning.
7) Equilibrium thinking has led to economists overlooking crucial developments in the
economy. The main development being overlooked is a growing gap between economic
demand (demand backed up by the capacity to pay) and the productive capacity of society.
The latter increases rapidly through technological development, whereas demand falls
behind due to stagnating lower and middle incomes and the drive to reduce government
expenditure.
8) Over the past decades the growing gap between productive capacity and demand has been
obscured by the supply and use of credit, with inflated asset values compensating for
stagnating incomes. The 2007 crisis has put an end to this, leaving the perspective of a
prolonged and self-reinforcing downturn.
9) Another phenomenon overlooked by economics is the existence of a financial or, a better
term, speculative economy. This economy can be seen as operating parallel to, yet
interacting with, the “real” economy in which the production and consumption of goods
and services takes place. The money in this financial economy is used for large scale
speculation. This increases wealth in the short run but then leads, unavoidably, to financial
crises as in 2007.
11
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10) Today’s economics offers no solutions to the growing gap between demand and
productive capacity and therefore, no way out of society’s economic predicament. On the
contrary, the mainstream economic prescriptions of unfettered free trade, cutting taxes,
freeing labor markets and downsizing government further widen the gap between
productivity and economic demand. Moreover, these policy prescriptions result in more
money being channelled into the speculative economy, contributing to further crises.
11) Standard economics’ focus on maximizing efficiency in resource allocation to meet
economic demand, making it oblivious to key societal issues such as poverty and
environmental deterioration. A new applied economics should focus on providing
knowledge and tools for achieving the greatest well-being for the greatest number of
people and ensuring that the basic needs of all people, now and in the future, are met.
12) Equilibrium thinking and market fetishism impose an artificial shortage of money on the
“real” economy of the production of goods and services. Money creation for use by the
state is the only course of action to resolve the problem of the growing gap between
productive capacity and demand. Thus it is the only way to get the economy out of the
post-2007 downturn. It is also essential for developing society’s productive capacity to
meet both economic demand and societal needs, such as the conversion to a green
economy and poverty alleviation.
13) Money creation for use by governments will not cause inflation if confidence in the value
of money can be maintained and total demand does not exceed production capacity. Both
conditions can be met if, as today, money creation is delegated to independent central
banks. There is no reason to fear inflation on the basis of the quantity theory of money, as
this theory is based on false assumptions and deficient analysis resulting from equilibrium
faith.
14) If economists are incapable of reinventing their profession, non-economists will have to
force them to do so. This drive for change should come from a broad front of citizens with
the interest of all of humanity at heart. The first step on the path to change is to challenge
the validity of current economic theory and practice. The second is to open the debate on
money creation for use by the state, so as to allow society to fully develop its productive
capacity and address its economic, social and environmental problems.
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1
1.1

THE FLAWS OF ECONOMICS
The emperor’s clothes: an analogy

One of the most well known stories by the Danish fairy tale writer Hans Christian Andersen is
“The Emperor’s New Clothes”. The story is about a vain king who is enticed by two
swindlers to pay handsomely for a set of robes made of specially woven cloth. The cloth
displays the most beautiful colors and patterns and has the added advantage of being invisible
to everyone not fit for his post. Of course neither cloth nor robes exist, but since no one is
willing to admit they can’t see the robes everyone, including the king himself, falls for the
charade. The king’s ministers and other underlings fall over each other in complementing the
king on his new outfit. When the king wears the non-existing outfit in a parade the
townspeople likewise cheer its beauty. Only an innocent child dares call out the truth: that the
king doesn’t wear any clothes. The story ends with the child’s outcry being ignored and the
king continuing his procession – with his courtiers pretending to carry the train of the robe
that isn’t there.
There is a great similarity between this story and the way people deal with economics
and its practitioners: economists. The core of the analogy is in the king pretending his clothes
are real and beautiful and economists pretending their findings are scientific and therefore, an
adequate tool for policy making. Another analogy consists in the king’s ministers and
courtiers being unwilling to challenge the king. The counterpart to this is non-economists –
politicians, pundits and other opinion makers, especially the mainstream press – faithfully
parroting what economists present as universal truths, with the general public, including noneconomic scientists, as passive bystanders. And the child? In the world of economics it’s not
been found yet, unfortunately. Which is why I’ll attempt to take that role.
There are, as in most analogies, also differences. The most striking one may be that in
Andersen’s story everybody knows or suspects the truth – that there are no clothes. But
people are unwilling to admit it – afraid of going out on a limb, of being the odd person out
and especially of damaging their interests. Only the child, with no interests at stake and more
important, not yet bothered by social conventions, is unrestrained and calls things as they are.
In contrast in our society economists themselves, pundits, politicians, other opinion leaders
and the public at large all appear to genuinely believe in economics and its practitioners. In
other words, unlike the two swindlers, everyone actually appears to believe the cloth being
woven is real and a wonder to behold. There is a reason for that belief – another difference
with Andersen’s story. Economics is not, as in the story, nothing; it is a huge and intricate
body of knowledge. The delusion is caused because, as will be shown later on, the
foundations, the basic tenets of that body of knowledge are wrong. The analogy with a
building was already given: economics should be seen as a huge edifice, with an elegantly
designed superstructure but fatally flawed foundations. In consequence the whole building is
unfit for use. Living in the building puts us at risk: it may collapse on top of us. So it is in the
economy: the faulty principles used in the design of economic policy lead to structural
imbalances and a poorly functioning economy at risk of collapse – as almost happened in
2008. In some cases economic policy works, in others it worsens society’s problems or
hinders us in effectively tackling them.
The foundations of a building are not easily accessible. Therefore the basic flaws of
economics are not as easy to observe as the fact that the emperor is wearing nothing. This
difference makes the unmasking of economics a lot tougher than that of the swindlers in the
story. Moreover, whereas in Andersen’s story the spell was created by two swindlers who did
not believe their own story, in economics an entire body of highly qualified and intelligent
professionals who fervently believe in their own science have to be confronted.
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Andersen, with apparent insight into how society works, lets the swindlers get away
with their fraud – even though for all it is plain to see what’s going on. The child is silenced.
Perhaps, as a sociologist, I should realize this is the way the world works. Nonetheless I hope
to have more success than the child, and convince people that I am at least partly right. The
hope is to inspire other, more capable critics than me to start addressing the faults in
economics and reduce the constraints those faults impose upon us, through real improvements
in economic analysis and policy making.

1.2

Economists and society

Economists have an enormous influence on society. Policies of governments, central banks
and private banks are based on economic theory. Economic advisors and pundits from
national and international financial institutions, such as the International Monetary Fund
(IMF), the World Bank, and the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) tell governments what to do on an almost daily basis. Their admonitions and advice
are widely documented in the press, and directly or indirectly influence policy makers around
the world.
The influence of economics is not limited to economic and financial policy. Because
everything governments do has a cost all policy-making is tied to the availability of money. If
there is no money for a specific policy, meaning that policy makers decide the available
money should be spent on other things, the policy involved will not be implemented.
Economists calculate not only the financial costs and benefits of government spending
but even more so, claim as their working terrain the economic impact of government
interventions. Take social policy. Policy makers may decide to reduce social security because
economic theory holds that this will reduce unemployment levels and foster economic growth.
Another example is environmental policy. According to economic theory, countering
pollution by creating a market in which permits to pollute are traded by companies is the most
efficient way to address the problem, meaning it will give the best possible results for the
resources spent. Thus economics affects the daily lives of all of us, also in areas most people
would not directly describe as economic.
Economists frequently complain that politicians do not follow their advice. Yet the
basic concepts of orthodox and mainstream economics are almost universally accepted as
principles of sound economic and financial management: by economists themselves and by
business people, politicians and the mainstream media. The most widely read and highly
esteemed news magazine of the global economic and political elite is called "The Economist".
This “newspaper”, as it calls itself, though well-known for its sharp analysis of current affairs,
stays strictly within the confines of economic convention. All countries, even those run by
odd and isolated regimes such as North Korea and Myanmar (the former Burma), apply at
least some of the basics of what is considered acceptable financial and economic policy. That
gives economics, and economists, an enormous responsibility. Are they up to it?
Economists themselves appear to think so. Using economic theory they advocate
policies that will benefit the economy and therefore, so the implicit argument goes, society.
When those policies fail to deliver the expected results it is rarely the advice that’s wrong.
Rather, the blame is put at the feet of those implementing the policies, who implemented the
prescriptions wrongly or insufficiently. Or blame is put on external factors: people did not
behave as they should have. And what of the reaction of non-economists when economic
predictions don’t hold or economic policy does not lead to the expected results? It is not, as
one might expect, rejection. We swallow it all, and ask for more. As I write this, a few years
after the start of the 2007 crisis, we look to economists to get us out of the mess for which, so
most would agree, they bear at least partial responsibility.
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Economists often disagree with each other. Lampoons abound: put 100 economists
together in a room and you’ll have 101 opinions. Or: lay all economists head-to-toe in a single
line and you still don’t reach a solution. Moreover, most economists appear to be wrong most
of the time. Estimates of key indicators such as economic growth are adapted constantly, and
major events are not foreseen, with as a shining example the financial crisis and economic
downturn that started in 2007. Only a few economists, operating mostly outside the economic
mainstream, predicted that the preceding economic boom was unsustainable; even fewer
predicted the crisis. Whereas as we’ll see further on, in hindsight, when the events leading up
to the crisis were brought to light, it appears plain that things were bound to go wrong. Take
the efforts of banks and financial agents to entice people to take on excessive mortgage and
consumer debt, and the repackaging of that debt into so-called credit derivatives. One would
have expected the specialists responsible for supervising the mortgage and derivative markets
to have been aware of the fact that unmanageable debt leads to defaults, and that large scale
defaulting would bring down the derivatives market. Yet neither these specialists nor the large
majority of economists saw the crisis coming. The few that did predict trouble, such as
economist Nouriel Roubini, were mocked with nicknames like “Mister Doom”.
So why is this? How come economists have so little grip on economic reality? As I’ll
try to substantiate further on, I believe the problem is that many economists behave as
believers rather than scientists. Ideally scientists develop theories, and then test them against
reality. If the outcome disproves (or better, in scientific language, falsifies) the theory it is
either adapted or replaced by a new theory, which is submitted to more testing. Most
economists, however, do no such thing, at least not with their basic precepts and models –
notably, the model of competitive equilibrium, to be discussed further on. It’s as if they hold
this model, and the ideas underlying it, to be a universal, timeless, inalterable truth. That’s
very similar to the belief in a God. In religious faith the believers do not test their beliefs
against reality, but refine and build a system of derived beliefs upon them. Such a belief
system is then defended against all those who dare question it. Economic theory, or rather – in
line with religion – economic dogma, answers to this description to a considerable extent.
Economists’ failure to test their basic beliefs against reality, and to reject those beliefs when
contradicted by reality, is one of the reasons why economists continue to be wrong so often
when predicting the future.
The consequences of practicing economics as faith rather than science are serious.
Faulty economic beliefs lead to policies that make life harder for middle and lower income
groups in the rich countries whereas in poor countries they make it more difficult for people
to escape from poverty. And economic dogma effectively keeps us from addressing a range of
problems that threaten our future and that of coming generations, such as global warming,
fresh water scarcity, and shortages of minerals.
Many economists don’t appear to worry much about those things. That is because they
have faith: an infallible faith in markets. Let the market do its work, and all will be well. We
will have economic growth, which will allow us to pay for what needs to be done. And by
letting markets do the work, solutions will come at the lowest possible cost. Faith in markets
is paired with the belief that economic growth should be the prime goal of economic policy. A
belief that is as good as sacred not only for mainstream economists but also, for policy
makers, politicians, bureaucrats and the mainstream press. Mainstream economists generally
agree on the way to achieve growth: monetary restraint, low taxation, free trade, and a limited
role of the state in the economy. If this recipe is followed, the world's problems will in due time
be solved, so it is explicitly or implicitly argued.
There is no proof of this. That’s not to say that the prescriptions for growth and the
economic dogmas underlying them are always wrong. The point is that since economic
decision making is not directed by universal or timeless laws, economic theory should be
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adapted as circumstances change. One of these changing circumstances is the enormous
technological progress the world has made in the past fifty years. That progress gives us tools
to tackle global challenges such as poverty, fresh water scarcity and global warming. Yet
these challenges go largely unmet: as we’ll see further on, matters are deteriorating rather then
improving, and the outlook for the rest of this century is grim. To address society’s problems
we will have to adapt economics to the possibilities opened up by technological progress, and
convert economic policy making into an effective instrument to help solve those problems.

1.3

A dismal record

Paul Ormerod’s The Death of Economics offers a neat summary of both the track record and
influence of economics: “Economic forecasts are the subject of open derision. Throughout the
Western World their accuracy is appalling. Yet to the true believers the ability of economics
to understand the world has never been greater. In terms of influence in the world the
standing of the profession appears high. Economics dominates political debate, to the extent
that it is scarcely possible to have a serious political career in many Western countries
without being able to repeat more or less accurately its current fashionable orthodoxies.”7
Ormerod’s statement about economics’ forecasting record is confirmed almost daily:
one only has to read the economics section of a newspaper to see that the major financial
institutions, the IMF, World Bank, and OECD, have yet again had to “adjust” their forecasts
of economic growth. Constant adjustments mean, of course, that earlier predictions were
wrong. Also, as already indicated, economists have been largely unable to predict the great
economic and financial crises that have occurred over the past century, including the one that
started in 2007. Another shining example dates back to the 1920s, when one of the best
known economists of his time, Irving Fisher of Yale University, famously declared just before
the 1929 crash of the stock market that “Stock prices have reached what looks like
permanently high levels”8. Ormerod likewise points to the incapacity of economists to identify
the recessions of the 1970s, 1980s and early 1990s. In the late 1990s, when investors paid
absurdly high prices for stock of companies that never made a penny of profit during the socalled dotcom bubble, practically no economist predicted the tanking stock markets and
severe recession that would follow.
Perhaps the incapacity of economics is shown nowhere better than in the daily workings
of the stock market: the place where brilliant, highly paid analysts try to pick those stocks that
will yield the highest returns for their clients. Thousands of such analysts all over the world
counsel institutional and private investors on their portfolios. For almost every opinion on a
particular stock, category of stocks or the stock market as a whole, you can find an opposing
opinion. With so many opinions a few are bound to be right. When the analysts involved have
the luck of being right a few times in a row they become financial gurus, with salaries and
bonuses to match. Yet overall stock market analysts have been notable mostly for their
incapacity to perform better than market indices or a set of haphazardly selected funds.
A recent experiment at a Dutch aquarium showed a group of dolphins performing better
in picking stocks than analysts. The animals got to pick five balls that represented companies.
Five stock analysts got to pick five companies that they thought would do well in the market.
After a year, the dolphins’ stock had increased 27 percent in value, but the portfolio of all but
one of the analysts had decreased in value. Likewise a gorilla based in Scandinavia has been
picking stocks using bananas for years, consistently outperforming professional traders in
selecting the most remunerative stock packages.

7
8

Paul Ormerod, The Death of Economics, p.4
Galbraith, J.K., The Great Crash of 1929, p. 95
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In these cases the conclusion is not, of course, that dolphins or gorillas are smarter than
stock analysts. It is that the haphazard selection of stocks gives better results than paying
experts to choose. As many of these experts use models that draw on standard economics, the
conclusion must be that these models do not work. In brief: most economists are wrong most
of the time in predicting future economic developments.

1.4

Self-fulfilling prophecies

In addition to economists being right because statistically speaking, some of them have to be
right some of the time they also have, as no other scientists, the advantage of their predictions
becoming self-fulfilling prophecies. The chance of a self-fulfilling prophecy is especially
great when the prediction involved is based on economic dogma and hence, is generally
accepted by the economic community. An example: suppose some well-known economist
predicts, because of an economic downturn and an expansionary monetary policy in a South
American country, that the country’s currency, the peso, will fall against the U.S. dollar. The
message is picked up by national and international currency traders and the general public.
Fearing a decrease in the value of their holdings in the peso, traders and ordinary citizens start
exchanging their pesos for dollars, so as to avoid losses if and when the peso falls. With many
people wanting to get rid of their pesos supply exceeds demand and the price of the peso
heads south. What the economic community predicted comes true: the local currency falls
against the dollar. The reason, however, is not necessarily some complex combination of
economic forces: it’s that the shared expectation that this would happen leads to behavior that
actually makes it happen.
The above example can easily be expanded with that of predictions on, for example,
upturns or downturns in markets. Certain things most economists and traders agree on can
happen because the publicity given to their views induces other market players to engage in
behavior that makes the predicted phenomena come true. Such self-fulfilling prophecies can
have disastrous consequences, including financial collapse.
No other science, natural or social, has as great an advantage in terms of self-fulfilling
prophecies as economics. The subject matter of the natural sciences is not influenced by
human decision making. Scientists cannot influence the path of an apple falling from a tree by
making predictions about it. Non-economic social scientists – sociologists, psychologists –
also have much less influence on the behavior of their subject matter than economists. In the
social sciences there is no equivalent to the stock exchange or other financial markets, where
a relatively small group of professionals influences national and even global events. Moreover
non-economic social scientists recognize that their object of study, human behavior, is too
complex for simple cause and effect relationships, and therefore highly unpredictable. The
same is, or should be, the case for economics: economics is as much about human behavior as
the other social sciences. Yet instead of trying to make sense of the complexities of human
behavior, so as to improve their understanding of how economic decisions are made and how
this affects the economy overall, most economists stick to dogmas and models that represent
an inanimate system operating according to timeless and universally valid laws. It is this odd
and faulty interpretation of reality, this misconception of what is essentially a social
phenomenon, which time and again leads to faulty predictions. Nonetheless, as true believers
the economists believing in a system ruled by universal laws stick with their doctrine and their
perception of the world, in spite of overwhelming evidence showing it wrong.
This form of economics is poor science. Even if outcomes of its application happen to
be right it is more likely to be a result of chance than of scientific skill. Or it may be a result
of the fact that, as in no other science, economic predictions can become self-fulfilling
prophecies.
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1.5

Poor science

Let’s take a closer look at the reasons for economics’ failures as a science. We can describe
science simply as the effort to understand, explain and preferably, predict phenomena through
the systematic collection and analysis of data or information. This is done by formulating a
theory about those phenomena and testing that theory against reality: the facts. The leading
principle in this approach is the effort at falsification. Falsification entails that scientists
should make every possible effort to disprove their theory by testing it against the facts, that
is, by looking for outcomes that refute the theory. The more comprehensive the attempts at
falsification, the higher the quality of the scientific process. Yet even if a theory survives such
rigorous testing it is never considered as being “true”, as “the” only, final explanation of the
phenomena studied. It is considered as no more than the best available theory at a particular
point in time – likely to be superseded by a better theory in the future.
The principle of falsification, developed by the Austrian-British philosopher Karl
Popper, has been an enormous stimulus for scientific progress. An ongoing critical attitude
towards existing theory, especially one’s own, leads to increasingly good explanations of
reality and thus, better theory. Unfortunately, many economists appear to have little affinity
with falsification and therefore, with the scientific process, especially when it concerns the
core of standard economics: the model of competitive equilibrium. Instead of testing and
attempting to falsify equilibrium theory economists try to confirm its validity, often through
the selective use of data. That’s a cardinal sin in science. Some economists have done some
critical probing but, even when the model did not hold up to closer scrutiny, did not take the
logical next step of rejecting it. Standard economics therefore continues to use the model as
an adequate representation of economic reality. Worse: implicitly if not explicitly, standard
economics appears to consider the model as a universal truth: valid everywhere at all times.
Such determinism is a cardinal sin in social science.
To be fair, in other sciences it is also common to cling to one’s theory and look for
arguments to support or verify rather than falsify it. But economists take the cake. For
example, many economists working for international financial institutions do not appear to be
genuinely interested in improving theory about how the economy works. Instead they try to
“prove” the importance of applying traditional economic prescriptions. Thus economists of
the OECD, the World Bank and the World Trade Organization (WTO) constantly do their
best to convince the rest of the world of one of the main economic dogmas: that free trade is
good for all parties involved. They do so not only through the selective use of information,
but also by distorting the truth. Thus South Korea is frequently presented as an example of a
country that has benefited greatly from free trade. And yes, South Korea has gained hugely
from western countries opening their markets for Korean industrial products. But Korea’s
economy was, until recently, among the most closed in the world. A good argument can be
made that the combination of open western markets and Korean protectionism has allowed
Korea to come as far as it has. But this combination is a far cry from free trade: free trade
calls, by definition, for both trading partners to do away with trade barriers. Thus the example
of Korea not only does not prove the point of the benefits of free trade, but actually
misrepresents the facts.
A key element in the scientific process is the analysis of causality: what causes what?
Causality is determined in part on the basis of correlation: the extent to which changes in the
value of one variable coincide with those in another. The fact that one variable changes with
another does not, however, always mean that there is a causal relationship between the two. In
other words, correlation does not necessarily prove causation. There may be a third variable
(an independent variable) that influences the first two variables, causing them both to change
(the dependent variables). A classic example to demonstrate this is the relationship between
birth rates and the population of storks. In my country, The Netherlands, both declined
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strongly in the 1960s. Some advocates of the theory that storks bring babies may conclude the
decline in the number of storks was the cause of the reduced birth rate. In reality it appears
more likely that both phenomena are caused by other factors: that both the number of storks
and birth rate are dependent variables that changed due to changes in one or more independent
variables. In other words, a third and very likely, a fourth, a fifth and more factors may have
influenced both the human birth rate and the stork population. Even more likely: both
phenomena are completely unrelated and can be explained through different sets of
independent variables.
In economics one sees relatively little rigorous testing of theory against reality, certainly
not of economics’ basic theories and assumptions. Also, there appears to be little affinity with
cause-effect analysis. In the public debate time and again economists can be seen to commit
the “storks-babies” error: they do not consider – or at least, do not mention – the possibility
that other factors than their independent variable may cause the changes in the dependent
variable. Again, the discussion on the benefits of free trade is a good example. Proponents,
particularly the economists from the already mentioned World Bank, WTO and OECD, are,
as said, out to prove that free trade is always best. They attempt to do so by comparing the
economic performance of countries that have opened up to trade with those that have not:
trade regime is the independent variable and economic growth is the dependent variable. The
economists’ conclusion is that countries which have opened up to trade perform better than
countries which have not. Conclusion: free trade leads to (more) economic growth.
This conclusion is at best simplistic. First, there are likely to be many other factors that
cause differences in economic performance. Economic factors other than free trade as well as
geographical, political, social and cultural factors also influence economic growth – very
possibly more so than trade regime. Second, when defending free trade, the economists’
definition of free trade appears rather arbitrary: the example of South Korea’s rather one-sided
free trade policy (freely export but impede imports) was already mentioned.
A third objection to the way in which economists defend free trade is the choice of
countries. Selective shopping allows including in the study countries with liberal trade
regimes and high economic growth as well as countries with high trade barriers and low
growth. Countries that have liberalized their trade regime but have nonetheless seen their
economic performance diminish are conveniently excluded. One example is Russia in the
1990s. After the demise of the Soviet Union, on the instigation of Western economists, Russia
dropped many import and export barriers, made the national currency (the ruble) freely
convertible, and allowed capital to be brought in and taken out of the country. After those
measures were taken the economy crashed, contracting by tens of percentage points.
It’s important to note the argument is not that Russia’s economic crisis was brought on
exclusively by the liberalization of trade and capital flows: arguing such a strong cause and
effect relationship would be akin to the above described mistakes of free trade advocates. But
it can certainly be argued that freeing trade, especially in currencies and capital, was an
important factor in the crash. Likewise we shouldn’t conclude that free trade is in all cases
bad: there are sound arguments in its favor, and there are many cases where its beneficial
effects can be argued convincingly.
In brief: the objects of social science, human decision making and the functioning of
society, are way too complex for the simple cause and effect reasoning practiced by
economists in public debates. And society is certainly too complex and subject to change to
assume that this cause and effect occurs at all times, in all situations. Doing so leads to
misrepresentations of reality, faulty understanding and therefore, to poor science.
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1.6

Faulty methodology

In addition to laxness in testing economics’ basic assumptions and models against reality and
poor cause-effect analysis, economists commit other offenses against scientific method. A
particularly notable error in macro-economics is already described habit of drawing
conclusions from the comparison of countries.
Once more, let’s take the example of comparing countries to establish whether free
trade stimulates economic growth. Compare this with the method used by medical researchers
to investigate the effects of certain behavior, such as smoking (the independent variable), on
lifespan (the dependent variable). Medical researchers base their conclusions on the effects of
smoking (or of other behavior deemed bad for people’s health) on studies involving thousands
or even tens of thousands of “research subjects”: human individuals. Any medical researcher
drawing conclusions on the effects of smoking from comparing only a couple of dozen
individuals, half smokers and half non-smokers, would be the laughing stock of his
profession. Such small groups do not allow for clearly establishing correlation, let alone a
cause and effect relationship between two variables, because there are many other factors that
may influence lifespan. Examples are diet, genetic disposition, exercise, and obesity. To
neutralize these numbers requires numbers: the larger the number of research subjects, the
smaller the chance that other factors than the independent variable – smoking – exerts an
effect. Comparing a large group of smokers with a large group of non-smokers cancels out the
effect on life span of factors other than smoking, allowing researchers to establish with a high
degree of certainty there is a cause-effect relationship between smoking and lifespan.
A comparison of countries to determine the influence of trade regime on economic
growth is, from a methodological point of view, similar to a comparison of persons to
establish the effects of smoking. Yet whereas medical researchers do their utmost to ensure
that their conclusions on cause and effect are sound by neutralizing the influence of other
possible causes, economists do no such thing. When comparing countries to establish if free
trade stimulates economic growth they do not even mention the possibility that other factors
than trade regime might influence growth. Nor do they use established scientific method to
eliminate the influence of such factors.
Of course economists are in a somewhat unfortunate position when they want to study
the effects of free trade or other economic phenomena by comparing countries. They cannot,
as medical researchers do, compare two groups consisting of thousands of research subjects
each, as there are fewer than two hundred countries on the globe. In practice economists often
compare groups of no more that a few dozen countries, because no relevant data is available
for all countries.
Comparing such small numbers makes even less sense when considering that
differences between countries are even greater than differences between persons. Factors such
as location, geographic size, climate, culture, presence of natural resources, population size,
density and dispersion, educational levels, infrastructure and many others are all likely to
influence economic growth. It is impossible to sufficiently increase the number of research
subjects to neutralize the influence of all these factors. So basically, it is impossible to
establish the relationship between trade regime and economic growth in a in a manner
considered sound in the natural sciences: there are too many intervening factors, and too few
research subjects: countries.
Does that impossibility mean that nothing can be said about the effects of free trade on
growth? No, it does not. One can develop arguments and thus, a theory of why free trade
leads to economic growth, and one can test this theory against reality. By analyzing and
comparing as many different cases of trade regimes as possible and, for each of those cases,
comparing not only economic growth rates but also other factors that might influence growth,
conclusions can be drawn on the effects of free trade. This allows for refining the theory, with
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as a possible outcome that in certain conditions free trade leads to economic growth for both
partners while in others, only one of the trading partners benefits.
To be sure, some economists have taken a more critical look at the free trade dogma,
and arrived at the conclusion that free trade does not always benefit all trading partners.
Among them is Paul Krugman, who won the Nobel Prize in economics for his work on the
topic. However, he is an exception to the rule and, although one of the best-known economists
among the general public, is less well regarded by many mainstream and certainly, by
orthodox economists. Thus, in spite of work like Krugman’s the bulk of the world’s
economists, including those at the international financial institutions such as IMF, OECD,
World Bank and WTO, keep preaching the gospel that free trade is always best for all trading
partners.

1.7

The abuse of the classical economists: Smith and Ricardo

Economists frequently invoke the two most prominent classical economists, Adam Smith and
David Ricardo, to give legitimacy to their views. Smith is often cited to support the view of
“laissez-faire”: minimizing the interference in markets, so market forces can do their
wholesome work without being hindered by rules, regulations, subsidies, levies and other
distorting measures imposed by government. Ricardo is often invoked when free trade policy
is questioned by non-believers.
Adam Smith, 1723-1790, was a Scotsman who studied and taught philosophy, receiving
a scholarship to Oxford at the age of 17, after three years at Glasgow University. Smith’s
major economic work, The Wealth of Nations (or in full: An Inquiry into the Nature and
Causes of the Wealth of Nations) was published in 1776. It presents a theory of how the
economy works and develops, supported by many examples – contemporary (at the time) and
historical. Ormerod emphasizes that Smith’s work is not a piece of abstract theorizing but is
firmly rooted in reality. In the best scientific tradition Smith sought to observe the world and
then to explain it: observation came first, theory second.
The Wealth of Nations describes how the pursuit of self-interest by individuals and
companies can benefit society as a whole through what Smith called “the invisible hand of the
market”. This force guides the selfishly motivated economic actions of producers and
consumers in such a manner that they themselves as well society as a whole benefit. However,
Smith does not make the market the idealized entity it has become in standard economics.
Indeed, before The Wealth of Nations appeared Smith was already famous for his previous
great work, The Theory of Moral Sentiments. A central theme in this book is how sentiments
such as empathy and the desire to obtain others’ approval influence human behavior. The
corresponding self-control and cooperative behavior towards fellow human beings is quite
contrary to the undiluted self-interest that standard economics considers the one and only
drive for human behavior (the behavior of “Rational Economic Man” or “Homo economicus”,
to be discussed further on). True, Smith saw the pursuit of self-interest as the driving force of
a successful economy. However, Smith argued that the invisible hand can only work its magic
in the context of a shared view of what constitutes reasonable behavior.
For Smith an important role of the state is to assume powers that can be used to support
society’s moral framework. This role does not simply extend to the system of justice and
national defense, as orthodox economists like to stress. Smith was, for example, very
concerned with improving the fate of the poor and emphasized the importance of stateprovided education and cultural activities to raise the intellectual level of the population. Thus
Smith put the market firmly within the context of a society co-determined by social, cultural,
historical and moral factors. Paul Ormerod describes how Margaret Thatcher, the conservative
British Prime Minister who frequently invoked Smith in support of her orthodox economic
policies, famously declared “There is no such thing as society”. He stresses that such a
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sentiment would have been completely alien to Smith, who attached great importance to the
concept of society.
For Smith, then, individual values, societal value systems, and social cohesion were
important themes, to be analyzed in an integrated manner with the workings of the economy.
In sharp contrast, today’s standard economics views the economy as a system that can be
analyzed in isolation. The institutional setting, historical experience and the overall
framework of human and group behavior are excluded from standard economic theory,
especially from that based on mathematics and modeling. Today there are, says Ormerod, few
greater insults in an orthodox economist’s vocabulary than to describe someone as a
sociologist. Yet Smith clearly was a sociologist avant la lettre – just as he was an economist
avant la lettre.
Smith defended free trade, particularly in response to forms of protectionism that
benefited small groups of privileged producers. In his days the so-called Corn Laws protected
British corn producers from foreign competition. This form of protectionism favored land
owners and traders but raised prices for consumers, and was especially detrimental for the
large masses of rural and urban poor. Another opponent of the Corn Laws was David Ricardo,
1772-1823, a successful businessman who made a fortune on the stock exchange and then
turned to writing on economic issues. His main work, The Principles of Economic Policy and
Taxation, laid the basis for international trade theory. This theory, simply put, states that free
trade is to everyone’s advantage because it will push each country to specialize on what it
does best. Assuming a case in which two countries trade two goods Adam Smith already
indicated that each country should specialize in the production of the good it produces most
efficiently. The greatest efficiency and therefore, greatest wealth for both countries is
obtained by eliminating obstacles to trade such as tariffs, subsidies, and levies, allowing each
country to satisfy the demand for both goods at the lowest possible cost.
Ricardo took this idea a step further by arguing that even if one country produces both
goods more efficiently, that country should only produce the good it produces with the
greatest efficiency, while the second country should concentrate on producing the other good.
This type of free trade, allowing both countries to produce and trade what they can make best,
will generate the greatest wealth for all.
Ricardo is, after Smith, the most popular icon of today’s orthodox and mainstream
economists and the best-know proponent of free trade in politics and the press. Yet Ricardo,
Ormerod points out, emphasized his theory was dependent upon the assumption that capital
would not flow freely from one country to another. He even approved of restrictions on
capital mobility and stated that he would “be sorry to see them weakened”. Today, of course,
capital freely moves around the world, and orthodox and mainstream economists are as
adamantly opposed to fettering capital flows as they are to restricting the trade in goods and
services. As a result corporations can invest almost anywhere, and governments vie with each
other for the privilege of large companies investing in their country. Despite the fact that a
key assumption underlying Ricardo’s trade theory, to which he himself drew attention, no
longer holds, contemporary economics continues to proclaim free trade and unfettered
markets are always best – abusing Ricardo as well as Smith in the process.
The ideas of the classical economists, then, are used selectively to support what are, as
we’ll see later, ideology-driven postulates. Information supporting those postulates is
gratefully embraced, contrary information is conveniently ignored. Moreover, economists fail
to acknowledge that Smith’s and Ricardo’s theories were developed in a setting very different
from todays. If alive in this day and age, both Smith and Ricardo might well have been the
first to adapt their theories and policy recommendations to today’s conditions.
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1.8

Distorting Keynes

In the Twentieth Century the abuse of the classical economists has found, to a considerable
extent, a continuation in the treatment of John Maynard Keynes (1883-1946). Chronologically
Keynes should be discussed before Leon Walras, whom we’ll take a look at next.
Thematically, however, Walras made a radical break with the economics of Smith and
Ricardo, whereas Keynes has been working more in their tradition. Therefore we’ll take a
look at Keynes first and discuss Walras and the consequences of his approach to economics
thereafter.
Keynes’ interest, as that of the classical economists, was the analysis of the great issues
of the day – to understand what was happening and arrive at workable solutions. In Keynes’
heyday the greatest of these issues was the Great Depression of the 1930s and more
specifically, the very high levels of unemployment and the resulting misery for millions of
people. Says Ormerod: Keynes was concerned not just to understand unemployment
intellectually but to put forward practical suggestions as to how the problem could be solved.
He fought an unremitting struggle against what he saw as the baleful and malign influences
of orthodox economics, which taught that, even with rates of unemployment of more than 20
percent in the U.S.A and Germany, governments should not intervene in the economy to avoid
interfering with the workings of the free-market mechanism. Keynes, like Adam Smith,
believed that market economies could be an enormous force for the good in terms of their
efficiency and the resulting prosperity which they could bring about through economic
growth. But he was contemptuous of orthodox economic theory because he regarded such
theory as offering a seriously misleading view of how the market economies of the West
actually worked.9
Keynes, arguably the greatest economist of the 20th century, gained prominence in the
1930s and 1940s. His policy recommendations were influential well into the 1970s, and have
become so again in the aftermath of the 2007 crisis. Some economic theory has been
developed to counter Keynes’ ideas: both Rational Expectations theory and Milton
Friedman’s monetarism, to be discussed further on, were to a significant extent a reaction to
Keynesian economic policy. They gained prominence in the 1970s, in a period of high
inflation in a stagnant economy, a phenomenon called stagflation. In the aftermath of the 2007
economic and financial crisis Keynes one more again gained the upper hand in economic
policy making, if not in the academy.
Keynes principal idea, stated in his main work The General Theory of Employment,
Interest and Money, was that economic downturns could not, as orthodox economists held, be
dealt with by reductions in wages and interest rates. In the orthodox view economic
contraction, marked by rising unemployment and fewer jobs, would lead to workers accepting
lower wages. At the same time, lack of attractive investment opportunities would reduce
interest rates. This was seen as the market doing its work: reduced demand would force down
prices, in this case, the price of labor (wages) and that of capital (interest rates). At some
point, the orthodox assumed, wages and interest rates would go so low as to make it attractive
again to invest and hire labor. The resulting new investment and hiring would lead to renewed
economic growth, and things would turn back to normal: a state of equilibrium in which all
production factors would be used optimally, meaning the market would squeeze as many
useful goods and services out of the available resources as possible10.
Keynes begged to differ. He pointed out that lowering wages would lower incomes and
thereby, consumption and aggregate demand. That could cause a self-reinforcing downward
9
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spiral – as indeed appeared to be the case in the Great Depression of the 1930s. Keynes
therefore suggested raising demand by having the government spend more, for example on
public works. Thus government would take over temporarily the role of private sector
investors. By investing and consuming the government would create demand and jobs,
pushing the economy up. At the same time taxes could be lowered temporarily to increase
private sector demand. Keynes suggested financing such a stimulus package through
government borrowing – another affront to classical economics, which swore by a balanced
budget. Keynes, however, suggested that temporary deficits were acceptable if the loans were
repaid once the economy was back on track. This could be done by raising taxes back to
previous levels and through the extra tax receipts generated by renewed growth.
The orthodox belief that declining wages and interest rates would in the end lead to
recovery and renewed equilibrium, at full employment, originates with Jean Baptiste Say
(1767-1832), the French counterpart and interpreter of Adam Smith. Say’s law of markets
holds that the natural state of a free market is one in which supply and demand are balanced: a
market in equilibrium. According to Say’s law overproduction is impossible because supply
creates its own demand through adjustment of prices. The law assumes a world where markets
are perfectly competitive and where in consequence, prices and wages move flexibly up and
down to eliminate any excess demand or supply. Market forces, as long as they’re not
tampered with, thus result in supply creating its own demand as well as demand creating its
own supply. Therefore there can be no oversupply of goods and services or underutilization of
resources.
From this way of thinking came, as political economist John Kenneth Galbraith words it
in his book Money11, the one decisive recommendation of orthodox economists for ending
unemployment: do nothing. Do nothing to interfere with the reduction of wages and rising
unemployment in a depression: let the market do its work.
Say’s law remained unquestioned for over a century – until Keynes’s attack on it in his
General Theory12 in the 1930s. As Galbraith puts it: “Say’s law stands as the most
distinguished example of the stability of economic ideas, including when they are wrong”. The
policy implication of Say’s law, to do nothing or the already mentioned, more elegant French
expression laissez faire , was the doctrine or perhaps more accurate, the ideology that Keynes
thought to bring to an end. Keynes still maintained the concept of equilibrium – but there
could be an equilibrium in which there was considerable unemployment. For example, in a
depression or severe recession the desire for saving could exceed the desire to invest:
investors would sit on their money rather then invest it. Less investment would lead to falling
employment, income and demand. Falling income and reduced demand would diminish the
incentives for investment, and thus an equilibrium marked by low investment, high
employment and restrained demand could occur. In other words: equilibrium between supply
and demand could exist at high levels of unemployment.13
With his work Keynes laid the basis for a more advanced theory of macro-economics.
Macro-economics studies economic issues at the aggregate level, usually that of national
economies, as opposed to micro-economics, which analyzes the behavior of individuals and
companies. Important in this distinction is that what may be good at micro level may have
adverse effects at macro level. For example, a company paying lower wages may increase
11
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profits, but if all companies do so the economy as a whole will suffer because of decreased
demand. Likewise saving can be beneficial to individuals, but if everyone does it demand and
thereby economic growth will be reduced.
Ormerod writes that, as happens with all great thinkers, Keynes’s teachings have
become distorted by many of his followers. There is, therefore, an important distinction
between Keynes’ original economics and much of what is now described as Keynesian
economics. The latter has, as Ormerod puts it, been safely absorbed by and neutered within
the framework of orthodox economics. Keynes critique was not limited to the orthodox view
of unemployment and its emphasis on government not intervening in the economy. Keynes
believed that the whole corpus of orthodox economic theory offered a view of the world that
was seriously misleading and that as a consequence, any attempt to use it to conduct
economic policy could have disastrous results. But in trying to steer economics in the right
direction he chose, says Ormerod, the wrong strategy: His aim in setting up a model which
contained many of the postulates of orthodox theory was to try to carry along with him as
many as people as possible from the economics profession. The more his model was able to
encompass the precepts of existing orthodoxy the narrower the scope for disagreement, and
the greater the hope which Keynes had that his fellow economists would be persuaded by his
analysis. It was by no means a foolish strategy to follow, but it was not without risk. For, …
by conducting the debate as far as possible within the framework of economic orthodoxy
Keynes allowed the orthodox a response which would not have been available to them if he
had put forward a model which was fundamentally different to that of standard economics.
Essentially, in reply, Keynes’s critics argued that, although Keynes claimed to have written a
“general” theory, it was no more than a particular case of the even more general theory of
orthodox economics. Thus it was not Keynes’ arguments that were weak, but his strategy of
persuasion. Keynes’s model, they claimed, could be contained within the received wisdom.14
Keynes’s strategy thus led to the development of mainstream Keynesian economics,
which was absorbed as a special case within the overall model underlying orthodox
economics. At least part of the mainstream economists who now present themselves as
Keynes’ heirs are promoting concepts and theories that in all likelihood would not have been
supported by Keynes himself.

14
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2
2.1

HOW ECONOMICS WENT OFF TRACK
Neoclassical economics: Walras and competitive equilibrium

Though Keynes has been one of the most influential economists of the 20th century in
influencing policy, his academic significance has not been as great. As said, Keynes worked
in the tradition of the classical economists, by observing and analyzing reality to find answers
to the key issues of his time, in particular the high levels of unemployment of the Great
Depression. Standard economics uses a different approach to economic reality. Dating back to
the late 19th century, the continued predominance of this approach has put economics in the
regrettable state it is in today.
So where did economics go off-track? To find an answer to that question we have to go
back to the second half of the nineteenth century, a period marked by great advances in the
physical sciences. Economists sought to emulate those successes by introducing mathematical
systems of analysis, founded on principles used successfully in engineering. One of these
economists was Leon Walras (1834-1910), who trained initially as a physicist. Towards the
end of the 19th century he expressed Smith’s idea of the invisible hand of the market and Says
law of markets into a set of mathematical equations called the model of Competitive General
Equilibrium. To this day this model continues to form the core of mainstream economic
theory, in particular of the dominant stream known as neo-classical economics. As such it
continues to be taught to students around the world.15
Walras used the concept of competitive equilibrium to model prices at macro level, for a
national economy. Such an economy, consisting of many interacting markets, was assumed to
tend to a general equilibrium of supply, demand and prices16 at a maximum level of
efficiency, meaning it would not be possible to make some individuals better off without
making others worse off17.
The model of competitive equilibrium, then, is a set of mathematical equations
representing an economic system. Within the system prices are set through the interplay of an
endless number of players that are in perfect competition. Because of their numbers no player
is able to influence the prices for products or labor, resulting in the system tending to a
balance, or equilibrium, in which supply and demand are perfectly aligned and all resources
are allocated in an optimal manner. Equilibrium thus implies that the economy operates with
the highest possible efficiency, meaning that resources are allocated in the most efficient way.
The assumption of perfect competition, meaning infinite numbers of buyers and sellers,
is essential to Walras’s analysis because it allows theoretical economists to build models and
calculate outcomes using powerful mathematical formulas that would not apply in other
15
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conditions. Thus scientific method, in the form of the study of reality through empirical
observation and analysis, was replaced by the mathematical modeling that continues to be the
mainstay of economics today18.
Paul Ormerod describes in The Death of Economics how the introduction of the model
of competitive equilibrium meant a major break with the work of classical economists such as
Adam Smith and David Ricardo. The latter, as said, observed reality and then developed
theory to explain it, taking into account institutional, social, political and historic factors.
They also paid major attention to dynamic change and irregular fluctuations in the economy,
and the effects of such factors on key variables such as economic growth and employment.
Walras’s approach to economics differed radically. He tried to articulate a theory that was
believed to hold true in all economies at all times. Growth was simply taken for granted and
the problems of economic fluctuations and unemployment, which featured prominently in the
classical writings, disappeared. Instead the key issue of economics became how a given
quantity of resources can be allocated most efficiently among individual consumers and
companies.
Walras’ theory of competitive equilibrium was based on Adam Smith’s key proposition
of the importance of free markets for the common good. As mentioned, Smith argued that a
market in which everyone, whether buyer or seller, of labor or of produce, follows his or her
self-interest will lead to the best possible outcomes for all: the “invisible hand of the market”
guides individuals to take those actions that are most beneficial to themselves and to society at
large. It was this part of Smith’s contribution to economics that Walras elaborated into a
mathematical model. In the process a series of assumptions that were required for the invisible
hand to do its work were refined and sharpened. Given those assumptions Walras’ model
appeared to prove Smith’s conclusion in a more rigorous way than was possible with words.
But in the conversion and the detailing of assumptions much of the original analysis was lost,
such as Smith’s insistence that for the market to deliver its benefits an institutional framework
is needed which makes market players adhere to moral values. Such concepts were ignored in
the competitive equilibrium model because institutions and values do not convert readily into
mathematic language. Neither did the new system of economic analysis address Smith’s
interest in issues such as poverty, unemployment and economic growth.
Unfortunately, to fit his mathematical model Walras had to sharpen the assumptions that
allowed Smith’s invisible hand to do its work to such an extent that they lost relation to
reality. One such assumption was already discussed: the concept of perfect competition which
in a real economy, translates into large numbers of producers and consumers who are too
small individually to influence the market price of the product involved. A second assumption
underlying the equilibrium model is that all actors act in a perfectly rational economic
manner, meaning they always make decisions in a manner that maximizes economic utility. A
third is that all actors have all information required for economic decision making, enabling
them to make decisions that give the economically most efficient outcome. In economics
speak: the model assumes fully informative price systems, or in brief, perfect information.
Two of these three key assumptions, those of perfectly rational economic decision
makers and perfect information, are so far removed from reality that it is hard to imagine how
a model based on them could reasonably represent any real economy. Empirical observation,
a measure of psychological and sociological insight and common sense learn that as human
beings, economic actors are nowhere close to being 100 percent economically rational. A
huge body of literature confirms that social, psychological, cultural, biological and other
18
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factors influence behavior, interfering with and even blocking out economic rationality19. In
consequence people don’t always act to maximize economic utility, as the equilibrium model
assumes. The assumption of perfect information is even less realistic, certainly in today’s
highly complex national economies and an even more intricate global economy. As to perfect
competition: for some products markets come close to the ideal, but most do not, because they
are dominated by a limited number of companies so large they are able to influence prices.
There was yet another drawback to Walras’s equilibrium model: it was set in a timeless
environment. Says Ormerod: People and companies all operate in a world in which there is
no future and hence no uncertainty. Once uncertainty – the future – is introduced into the
theoretical framework many of the results obtained from the standard model of competitive
equilibrium no longer hold.20. As we’ll see further on this problem was addressed by later
theorists, but in doing so new restrictions had to be introduced which removed the model even
further from reality.
Of course the equilibrium model is, as any model, only a representation of reality.
However, the quality of a model depends on its adequacy in representing reality. The famous
mathematician John von Neumann stated: By a model is meant a mathematical construct
which, with the addition of certain verbal interpretations, describes observed phenomena. The
justification of such a mathematical construct is solely and precisely that it is expected to
work—that is, correctly to describe phenomena from a reasonably wide area.21 So how
effective is equilibrium theory as a model? Does it work?
The fact that standard economics, based as it is on the equilibrium model, does such a
poor job in predicting economic variables and events strongly suggests it does not.
Considering the assumptions on which it is based this hardly comes as a surprise: it is an
overly theoretical, idealized representation of how an economy functions. By definition, any
model necessarily abstracts from and simplifies reality. But if its basic assumptions are too far
removed from reality, the outcomes of modeling lead to a distortion of that reality.
Many economists themselves have serious doubts about the validity of the equilibrium
model. Ormerod cites various studies by economists who base those doubts on theoretical
results – in other words, on a further mathematical exploration of the assumptions and
outcomes of equilibrium theory. They arrive at the conclusion that except under conditions
they describe as “extremely restrictive” many properties of the model, such as fully
informative price systems, are simply untrue.
Even top economists with impeccable academic credentials have criticized the
equilibrium model and in some cases, arrived at the conclusion it doesn’t’ work. Ormerod
cites among others Roy Radner, a well-known mathematical economist who built on the work
of the even better known Kenneth Arrow. Arrow is the theorist who in the early 1950s
introduced uncertainty and thereby, time in the previously timeless world of equilibrium:
Arrow arrived, mathematically, at the conclusion that in order for an equilibrium to exist
each actor in the market must prepare a complete list of all future states of the environment
that might occur, and that everyone must hold absolutely identical and correct beliefs
regarding the prices which would exist in each of those states at every point in the future.
Ormerod concludes this is a world which, transparently, bears no resemblance to reality, but
leaves in the middle whether Arrow arrived at the same conclusion. Of Roy Radner, who in
the 1960s elaborated on Arrow’s work, Ormerod recounts: Roy Radner, also a distinguished
American mathematical economist, was able to relax Arrow’s assumption in a 1968 paper in
which he proved the existence of competitive equilibrium even if people did have different
19
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beliefs about the future state of the world. However, for his proof to be valid everyone in the
economy needs to have an infinite amount of computational capacity. Radner’s conclusion:
the model of competitive equilibrium “ … breaks down completely in the face of limits on the
ability of agents to compute optimal strategies”. In short, says Ormerod, once the realistic
concept of uncertainty is introduced, the model of competitive equilibrium ceases to be of
value. 22
Yet in spite of such conclusions, even from the top of the profession, the equilibrium
model has continued to reign supreme. Ormerod concludes: Nonetheless this standard, static
model of equilibrium and its results continue to be taught as the core model of economics to
students all over the world. Many economists have doubts about its validity as a description
of reality, either because they have noted contrary empirical evidence or because of the
awareness of contrary theoretical results such as those mentioned above. Nonetheless its
precepts continue to pervade discussions of economic policy. And remarkably, despite all the
problems associated with it, the theory retains a strong grip on the intellectual sympathies of
academic economists themselves.
The continued predominance of the equilibrium model in the academy is matched by its
continued supremacy in policy making. All standard economic policy descriptions, including
deregulation of markets, free trade, monetary policy, and fiscal policy are based on the
concept of equilibrium. And in spite of all criticism leveled at the model all standard policies
deriving from it continue to be promoted actively by both orthodox and mainstream
economists. Ormerod cites Darrell Duffie of Stanford university and Hugo Sonnenschein of
the University of Pennsylvania, who in 1989 wrote an extensive review article on the theory
of competitive equilibrium for the prestigious Journal of Economic Literature. The article
states that “The greatest achievements of economic theory concern the determination of value
in competitive markets and the extent to which competitive markets lead to an efficient
allocation of resources. Today, the general equilibrium is not the exclusive province of the
high-tech theorist; rather, it is a basic part of the professional economists’ tool bag, and one
that is increasingly used.”
Samuelson, on page 750 of his introductory textbook Economics, gives the following
comment on the validity of equilibrium theory: When we consider the wide range of actual
market failures, should we believe that the real world economy bears any resemblance to the
idealized general equilibrium analysis of the textbooks?” … “Taken literally, there is no
doubt that a perfect and absolutely efficient competitive mechanism differs markedly from the
real-world economy. But in a broader sense the insights of the competitive theory retain a
great deal of validity. Even though engineers know that they can never create a perfect
vacuum they still find the analysis of behavior in a near vacuum extremely valuable for
throwing light on many complicated problems. So it is with our competitive model. In the long
run, many imperfections turn out to be transient …. While oversimplified the competitive
model points to many important hypotheses about economic behavior, and these hypotheses
appear especially valid in the long run.
Samuelson’s analogy of engineers working with a near vacuum instead of a perfect
vacuum is illustrative of the incapacity of economists to adequately analyze the shortcomings
of their science. Physicists have good reason to assume that the two states, vacuum and nearvacuum, are so close they are comparable. In contrast, the assumptions of equilibrium theory
are so contrary to reality that the model is bound to misrepresent what happens in real life – as
shown when it is used for predicting the economic future. Also, Samuelson’s claim that the
model would prove its worth “in the long run” is baseless. It is likely to derive from the belief
that in the long run the economy will always tend towards equilibrium, but that view is as
22
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unsubstantiated as the model itself. It’s a pity Samuelson, as so many other economists up to
this day, did not take heed of what Keynes already wrote about competitive equilibrium in the
1930s: “Its teaching is misleading and disastrous if we attempt to apply it to the facts of
experience”23.
Very little has changed since Keynes wrote the above comment in the 1930s, and
Ormerod wrote his book in the late 1980s. Take the following description by Tim Harford,
economist and bestselling author of the 2006 book The Undercover Economist24, which aims
to explain economics and its practical use to a broad audience of non-economists: “Perfectly
competitive markets are markets in which for every product, the price equals the competitive
cost. The free market supercomputer processes the truth about demand and costs …. The
world of truth: the world of perfectly competitive markets: price equals cost equals value to
the consumer. You can’t get more efficient than a perfectly competitive market. Prices are
true representations of costs to firms, and also true representations of value to customers.
Maximum efficiency means it is no longer possible to make someone better off without making
someone else less well-off. Inefficiency, vice-versa, conversely means there is still an
opportunity to make somebody better off at no cost to anyone else.
Neither in this nor in the subsequent text does Harford suggest that perhaps “the world
of truth” he describes does not coincide with the real world. Instead he emphasizes how free
markets lead to maximum efficiency and thereby, so he appears to imply, the permanent state
of economic bliss we should all strive to attain.
Harford’s idolizing description once more raises the question of why the equilibrium
model is maintained as the foundation of economics in spite of the empirical evidence against
it, the obvious fallacies in the assumptions underlying it, and the critiques from within the
discipline. Why does this model continue to be taught as the core model of economics to
students all over the world, why do its conclusions continue to be accepted as the received
wisdom, and why do its precepts continue to pervade discussions on economic policy? The
reasons may well be as persistent as the model itself. One was already mentioned:
mathematical modeling is seen as “hard” science, an image most economists are keen to
cultivate. A possibly more important factor is political: the model can be used to support the
view that intervention in markets should be minimized. Equilibrium thinking appeared at a
time when laissez faire policy came under increasing attack: the second half of the 19th
century saw a growing role of the state in the provision of public services and the creation of
rudimentary welfare systems. Walras’s theory was perceived by laissez-faire proponents as a
scientific counterweight to the growing interference of the state in the economy and thus, as a
means to protect the wealthy from infringement on their privileged position.
Today the model of competitive equilibrium continues to serve an important ideological
function by appearing to demonstrate the superiority of the market economy over the state. As
in the 19th century economists use the model to argue for less government interference in the
economy, so that in line with the theoretical ideal of free markets efficiency and thereby,
productivity, growth and wealth can be maximized. As in the 19th century, minimization of
state interference and thereby, of the size of government and of taxation serves the interests of
the wealthy above all.
One might expect the 2007 crisis to have weakened the position of competitive
equilibrium. After all, economic models gave no indication something was afoot, deregulation
(of financial markets) proved to be a major cause of the crisis, and large scale government
intervention was required to avoid financial and economic collapse. So did this lead to
recognizing the need to replace the equilibrium model with something offering more potential
for understanding economic reality and thereby, for policy development? Hardly, as shown by
23
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a mid-2009 briefing on the state of economics by The Economist.25 The briefing concludes
that, while admitting that the benchmark macroeconomic model of competitive equilibrium
(or as The Economist calls it in full: the dynamic stochastic general equilibrium model)
suffers from some obvious flaws it will, for lack of better, continue to form the basis of
economic analysis. The briefing also described why this is the case: the equilibrium model
“… formalises economists’ gut instincts about where the best analytical cuts lie. It is the
starting point to which the theorist returns after every ingenious excursion. Few economists
really believe all its assumptions, but few would rather start anywhere else”. And: “Today’s
economists tend to be …. doctrinaire about form. They are more wedded to their techniques
than to their theories. They will believe something when they can model it”.
The briefing grants there was precious little foresight of the crisis: “The charge that
most economists failed to see the crisis has merit. To be sure, some warned of trouble. The
likes of Robert Shiller of Yale, Nouriel Roubini of New York University and the team at the
Bank of International Settlements are now famous for their prescience. But most were
blindsided. And even worry warts who felt something was amiss had no idea of how bad the
consequences would be. Yet The Economist concludes that nonetheless, standard economics
will continue to use the general equilibrium model as the basis of economic analysis. It cites
Myron Scholes, the 1997 Nobel Prize Laureate in economics26, who insists the efficientmarket paradigm is not dead: “To say something has failed you have to have something to
replace it, and so far we don’t have a new paradigm to replace efficient markets”. The trouble
with alternative approaches, such as behavioral economics, he adds, is that “it really hasn’t
shown in aggregate how it affects prices”.27
Scholes reminds one of the owner of a fine looking but utterly dysfunctional car that
isn’t going anywhere, because the design of its engine is so poor it will never run properly.
Yet the owner refuses to come out of the car, preferring instead to keep tinkering even though
it’s obvious the vehicle will never move. Why not come of out of the car, and walk? Why not
ride a bike? And, for the longer run, why not try and change the engine or build a new car that
does work?
The Economist’s briefing neatly summarizes the failures of current economic modeling
– failures that led to economists not having an inkling of what was going to happen: “Modern
macro-economics worried about the prices of goods and services, but neglected the prices of
assets.…In many macro-economic models … economic insolvencies cannot occur. Financial
intermediaries, like banks, often don’t exist. And whether firms finance themselves with equity
or debt is a matter of indifference. The Bank of England’s DSGE (Dynamic Stochastic
General Equilibrium) model, for example, does not even try to incorporate financial
middlemen, such as banks. “The model is not, therefore, directly useful for issues where
financial intermediation is of first-order importance” its designers admit. The present crisis
is, unfortunately, one of those issues”, The Economist concludes, and continues: “Few
financial economists thought much about illiquidity or counterparty risk, for instance,
because their standard models ignore it…. Macro-economists also had a blind spot: their
standard models assumed that capital markets worked perfectly. Their framework reflected an
uneasy truce between the intellectual heirs of Keynes, who accept that economies can fall
short of their potential, and purists who hold that supply must always equal demand. The
models that epitomize this synthesis – the sort used in many central banks – incorporate
imperfections in labour markets (“sticky” wages, for instance, which allow unemployment to
25
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rise), but make no room for such blemishes in finance. By assuming that capital markets
worked perfectly, macro-economists were largely able to ignore the economy’s financial
plumbing. But models that ignored finance had little chance of spotting a calamity that
stemmed from it.
Reading this assessment one wonders what it will take for the practitioners of standard
economics to realize that the model of competitive equilibrium has put them on a dead-end
road. The omissions or faulty representations in their models are so glaring that it is hard to
understand why they cling to it so tenaciously. Psychologists may have an answer to that
question: loss of prestige and status by admitting one was wrong, man’s tendency to cling to
what one is familiar with even if it’s erroneous, the difficulty of admitting that much of one’s
life work has been misguided. I don’t have enough of a background in psychology to venture
any further than this rather superficial list. Yet more thorough insight into this matter may
well be an important starting point for bringing about the radical overhaul required for a new
economics: a science that will lead to a better understanding of economic reality and thereby,
better economic policies.

2.2

Blackboard economics: math vs. reality

Ormerod focuses his critique of standard economics on three points. First, he pinpoints the
shortcomings of the competitive equilibrium model and its underlying assumptions. Second,
he emphasizes the tendency of economists to exclude from their analyses variables and
phenomena that cannot be expressed mathematically. And third, he focuses on the tendency of
theoretical economists to rely on mathematical proof to test their theories instead of testing
them against reality.
Economist Deirdre McCloskey, in her book The Vices of Economists – The virtues of
the Bourgeoisie28 takes Ormerod’s third critique further through a detailed analysis of what
she calls the vice of “blackboard economics”. Dating back to the 1940s, blackboard
economics holds that proof “on the blackboard”, as McCloskey puts it, is the main job of an
economist. In other words, if an assumption is proven to be “right” through the consistent
application of mathematics the economist’s job is done. The vice originates with Paul A.
Samuelson, the Nobel Prize winner and author of Economics, the reader of which we’ve
already made ample use. As Mc Closkey puts it: Modern mainstream economics is American.
Being an American economist means being Samuelsonian. Being Samuelsonian means never
having to look at the world outside the study window. Though Samuelson was .... in theory
committed to testing theories against the facts of the world, in practice he never did.
Nor did, or do, most of his fellow economists, says McCloskey. She indicates that in the
1960s most PhD dissertations in economics were empirical, that is, attempts to confront
economics with the facts of the world. By the 1990s most PhD dissertations were purely
theoretical, that is, elaborations of or variations on someone else’s theoretical model. Field
after field in economics has become wholly theoretical, with no attempt to test the theory
against the real world. That goes for international trade theory, industrial organization
(including game theory), the working of markets (notably, general equilibrium theory), and
others. About half of scientific activity in economics takes place on the blackboard.
Part of the explanation of economists’ fascination with mathematics is, as said, that they
long for economics to be “hard science”, a natural science with timeless and universally valid
laws expressed in mathematical formulas. Its great example is physics. Yet as McCloskey
argues, physicists want to know if differences exist, if things work. Math and statistics are
tools to determine if they do, and no more than that. Contrary to economists, physicists would
not dream of relying only on the blackboard, on mathematical proof alone. Blackboard
28
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economists have gone beyond natural science: they are, states McCloskey, like
mathematicians and philosophers wanting to deal in absolutes. Blackboard economists cannot
be bothered with empirical work.
The problem starts at graduate level. McCloskey tells of graduate students at leading
economics departments in the U.S. who were asked whether it was desirable for an economist
to have knowledge of the economy. Only 3 percent considered it “very important”. In 1982
Wassily Leontieff, one of Samuelson’s teachers, calculated that half of the articles in the main
economic journals were wholly theoretical; the comparable figure in physics was ten percent.
In other words: economics had five times as much theorizing as physics. According to
McCloskey, in the 1990s the percentage of wholly theoretical publications was even higher.
Blackboard economics, then, follows the values of the math department: consistency
above all, mathematical rigor ending in conclusions that are proven to follow undeniably from
axioms. The mathematics has become a goal in itself, rather then a tool. As in mathematics,
mathematical economists strive for economic theory to be simple and general, a serene, selfcontained and self-consistent system. McCloskey cites Nobel Prize laureate Gerard Debreu as
stating that the mathematical economist “belongs to the group of applied mathematicians,
whose values he espouses. Simplicity and generality are major attributes of an economic
theory. Their aesthetic appeal suffices to make theories expressed as axiom and proof
desirable ends in themselves for the designer of a theory”. In McCloskey’s words: no matter
if it tells us anything about the real word, as long as it looks beautiful!
Another mathematical economist quoted by McCloskey, William Brock, observes to his
surprise: “when studying ... natural science literature ... it is important for ... the economic
theorist ... to realize that many natural scientists are not impressed by mathematical
arguments showing that anything can happen in a system loosely disciplined by general
axioms. Just showing the existence of logical possibilities (derived from an infinite series of
alternative assumptions A, A’, A’’) is not enough for such skeptics. The parameters .... must
conform to parameter values established by empirical studies or the behavior must be
actually documented in nature.” Apparently, theoretical economics does not require this kind
of conformity. As McCloskey indicates, you are free to choose your assumptions and thus,
can deduce rigorously any conclusions you want.
Do economists recognize the problem? To some extent, yes. But they do not draw the
logical conclusion. McCloskey quotes another economist, a dean at Berkeley, who notes in a
1979 article that much of economic theorizing consists “not .... of forming explicit hypotheses
about situations and testing them, but of investigating economic models – meaning trying out
a pile of assumptions (A, A’, A’’) and exploring all their possible connections with all
possible conclusions C, C’, C’’”. As Mc Closkey says: … that is a silly thing to do if that’s all
one does. Yet it is all that’s done in half the papers published in economics journals: proving
that with different assumptions one gets different conclusions. So what else is new?29
The overall picture for the dominant form of practicing economics, then, is as follows.
A “blackboard economist” shows, or “finds”, that assumption A leads to conclusion C. Then
economist number two shows that by making an alternative assumption A’ the “finding” is
reversed. And shortly afterwards a paper will appear in which a set of assumptions A’’ will
reinstate the old conclusion. And so forth – until the steam runs out of the “research
program”. Only then, says McCloskey, is when it starts to dawn on people that nothing has
been proven one way or the other.
It should be noted that McCloskey emphatically emphasizes (as Ormerod does) that she
is not against the use of mathematics in economics. Mathematics has made hundreds of
economic questions clearer, she argues; many ideas would be muddled without it. She argues
29
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especially for applied mathematics in aid of simulation, and for quantitative observation.
What she argues against is the tendency, so pervasive in mainstream economics, to consider
mathematical proof as a goal in itself rather than as a means to improve insight into economic
reality.
McCloskey and Ormerod are not the first economists to criticize the tendency of
standard economics to substitute math for reality. Ormerod cites a successor to Walras’s chair
in economics at Lausanne, Switzerland, the birthplace of mathematical economics. Tis
economist argued in the mid-twentieth century that mathematics had diverted Walras from
living up to his belief that economic theory should be used to improve human welfare.
Ormerod also points out that Keynes, in spite of his extensive training in mathematics, never
used more than a few lines of elementary algebra. In the 1950s one of his leading disciples
from the University of Cambridge, Joan Robinson, complained of “economists hiding behind
thickets of algebra”. Today, Ormerod writes, things are even worse, with most pages in
established economic journals consisting almost entirely of mathematical symbols.30
This increasing emphasis on mathematics may have contributed to Keynes loosing
influence in the academy: until the 2007 crisis many pronounced Keynesian theory dead. John
Kenneth Galbraith, the political economist who in his insightful books on real world
economic phenomena did not use mathematics at all, is not considered by most of his felloweconomists to be a “real” economist at all.
Like McCloskey, Ormerod concludes that mathematics can be a very useful tool in
economics: “… it was not the introduction of mathematics in itself that led economics on its
present erroneous path: it was the fact that mathematics began to drive economics rather
than the other way around. It has resulted in a situation in which mathematical proof rather
than an adequate explanation of real-life phenomena has become the goal, especially in
academic circles. Thus the most highly regarded academic journals continue to brim with
mathematical symbols and formulas and mathematical proof – without reference to real life
situations. Those mathematics convey the air of scientific authority and precision orthodox
economists so strongly desire”.

2.3

Rational Economic Man – Homo economicus

As we’ve seen a key assumption in equilibrium theory and thereby, a key building block for
all standard economics is the economically rational actor. Following a long tradition,
Ormerod describes this concept as Rational Economic man, McCloskey calls him Homo
economicus. Rational Economic Man is an individual whose one and only purpose in life is to
promote his own economic interest, by striving to maximize profit and utility and minimize
cost.
As indicated the concept of Rational Economic Man does not even come close to
reality. Economic actors are human individuals who make decisions on economic issues. We
don’t have to be psychologists or sociologists to realize there are a range of psychological,
social, cultural, and biological drivers of human behavior and decision making, and that these
drivers also influence economic decision making. Examples are the drive to excel, the need
for social acceptance, social status, power, love, and fear. By assuming that people’s only
motivation is utility maximization, the concept of Rational Economic Man ignores all these
other drivers of behavior. Neither does it allow for a longer term perspective on utility: the
sacrifice of short term economic benefits for higher long term ones, as in the case of longer
term economic cooperation or strengthening social relationships.
If Rational Economic Man would ever have existed he would have died out long ago
through natural selection. After all, our hunting and gathering ancestors survived because they
30
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worked together. That required, on occasion, sacrificing personal short term interests for the
benefit of the group – for example, by sharing the spoils of the hunt even with those not
directly participating rather than keeping as much as possible to oneself, as Rational
Economic Man would have done. No Rational Economic Man would have lasted as a group
member: he would have been expelled for maximizing his own share at the cost of the others,
and would have died a lonely death – very likely, without being able to pass on his genes.
No person acts as a totally isolated economic machine, perfectly rational from an
economic point of view, with no consideration at all for other individuals. All human beings
are socialized in one way or another, meaning they have social, psychological and biological
traits that bring them to seek co-operation with others. And indeed, hosts of experiments have
proven that people do spontaneously cooperate. The people who were found to do so least
were students of economics. Not at the beginning of their studies: only after they had been
told time and again by their professors that, as McCloskey puts it, The Blackboard leads to
the conclusion that cooperation is “a fool’s game”.
In her analysis McCloskey refers to the well-known seventeenth century philosopher
Thomas Hobbes, who coined the phrase “social contract” to indicate that people agree among
themselves to abide by certain rules when living together. This to avoid a “war of all against
all” – and a consequent life that is “vile, brutish and short”. McCloskey: “The term “Hobbes
problem” amounts to the following question: “Will a group of unsocialized brutes
spontaneously form a civil society?” The blackboard answer to this question is “no”:
unsocialized brutes such as the central actor in mainstream economics, Homo economicus,
will defect from social arrangements.”
Ormerod too comments on the way mainstream economic thinking distorts the image of
how individuals act and function in society. Many studies, he states, have shown that people,
except those whose minds have been scrambled completely by economic theory, are far more
co-operative and less competitive than the rational individuals postulated by economic theory.
As McCloskey he refers to an example of the way economic thought scrambles the minds of
economics students, in the form of a 1993 paper by an economist and two psychologists
(Frank, Gilovich and Regan) of Cornell University. The paper assesses behavior in a situation
in which co-operation would yield the greatest benefit for all – but only if all participants cooperated: “The researchers found that the economics students “performed significantly more
in accord with the self-interest model” than did non-economists, meaning they made sure
their own interests were served rather then trusting others to serve a common interest, even if
the latter offered greater potential benefits. Even more so than the anti-social tendencies of
economics students, however, the experiments proved that people (including economists,
though to a lesser extent) co-operate far more frequently than the postulates of self-interested
calculation of Rational Economic Man would allow”. The example is wrapped up by stating
the obvious: “Overall, there is of course ample evidence that co-operative behaviour is far
more beneficial than the narrow-minded “rationality” of economics.”
Fortunately, over the past two decades a growing number of economists have
recognized that the model of Rational Economic Man has little to do with reality, and several
have looked at non-economic determinants of behavior. In a 2008 Newsweek issue, journalist
Stefan Theil discusses a new spate of economic studies on the relationship between economic
growth and attitudes31. He cites Edmund Phelps, a Columbia University economist and Nobel
Prize laureate, who in a 2006 study assessed attitudes towards markets, work and risk taking
as measured by a number of international surveys. His finding was that those attitudes were
significantly more powerful in explaining the variation in countries’ actual economic
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performance than the traditional factors economists look at, including tax rates, social
spending and labor-market regulation.
Another example is Robert Shiller, professor of Economics and Finance at Yale
University, who has written on how psychological factors such as herd behavior can help
explain booms and panics in financial markets32. In his latest book, Animal Spirits, written
with G. Akerlof, the irrational thought and behavior of man takes center stage, as does the
insight that psychological factors play a key role in economic reality. Though it is
encouraging to see such insights come also from well-established economists, the sad fact is
still that they form a minority at the fringe of the economics profession. And we’re not even
asking the question of why it took economists more than a century to arrive at the rather
obvious insight that psychological factors are a key determinant in economic behavior.

2.4

Rational expectations

The idea that psychological and other non-economic factors influence economic behavior is
alien to a recent off-spring of orthodox equilibrium thinking: rational expectations theory. The
Rational Expectations School gained fame since the early 1980s, under the leadership of
Robert Lucas and Thomas Sargent of the University of Chicago; in 1995 Lucas received the
Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences for his work.
Rational Expectations theory takes the concept of Rational Economic Man to new
heights by assuming he makes economically rational decisions not only with perfect
information but also, with perfect foresight. The basic idea of rational expectations is, as
Ormerod puts it, that all economic agents – people and companies – form “rational”
expectations by first, identifying the true model determining the behavior of the economy, and
then, using that model to form their expectations. In other words, everyone has the same,
personal model of the economy that provides a true and correct representation of how the
economy behaves.
Ormerod recounts how in the 1980s rational expectations acquired such a hold on the
profession that it was scarcely possible to publish articles in either theoretical or applied
economics journals without using it. It has been incorporated extensively in macro-economic
models, in spite of the fact that its assumption of perfect foresight is even farther out than the
main assumptions underlying the equilibrium model, of Rational Economic Man and perfect
information. In addition to assuming a market with infinite numbers of consumers and
producers, rational expectations assumes that all these actors have perfect insight and full
information not only on present but also, on future prices. No matter that in real life many
individuals do not have much of a clue as to how the economy operates, or that economists
themselves, using their combined intellectual powers for over 150 years, haven’t come close
to developing a working model of the economy. What matters is, as Ormerod puts it, that the
concept of rational expectations creates lots of opportunities to indulge in fascinating
intellectual and mathematical exercises, and corresponding papers in economic journals. In
addition it serves as a new and excellent tool to push the agenda of the Right, by claiming that
government macro-economic policy has no influence on unemployment or output, is therefore
useless and, because it intervenes with the workings of the free market, counterproductive.
Ormerod gives an interesting analogy on resolving the paradox of on the one hand,
Rational Expectations’ assumption of perfect knowledge and on the other, the reality of the
perfectly inadequate powers of prediction of economists and lay persons: that of a baseball or
cricket batsman reacting to a pitched ball. Rational Expectations theorists explain that
32
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baseball players or cricketers do not need to be able to solve explicitly the non-linear
differential equations which govern the flight of the ball. They just hit it. Likewise in the
economic world people have the right expectations and, based upon those, take the right
decisions, without necessarily being able to articulate how they arrived at them. Of course, the
analogy only goes so far. Whereas top baseball players and cricketers are indeed able to catch
and hit the ball successfully, economists and lay persons are singularly unable to adequately
predict economic events.
One can understand the attraction of Rational Expectations theory in terms of its
opportunities for mathematical grandstanding and pushing the Right’s political agenda.
However, one should wonder how it could come to achieve such prominence in academic
economics, especially when considering some of the obviously false, even shameful
conclusions it leads to when applied to the real world. Samuelson, in Economics, provides an
example: an explanation by Rational Expectations theorists of the high unemployment levels
in the Great Depression of the 1930s. First he discusses the two postulates that underlie
rational expectations theory, starting with the already mentioned perfect understanding of how
the economy works, in combination with complete information on all economic variables.
The second postulate is the premise of completely flexible wages and prices – which to the
impartial observer would appear as improbably as the first postulate. Samuelson concludes,
rather guardedly, that “…the assumptions of flexible prices and rational expectations are not
borne out by empirical studies.”33, before discussing the conclusions resulting from these
postulates. The first is that government cannot use economic policy to affect output and
employment. The second is that business cycles are caused by misperceptions, caused mainly
by that greatest evil of all: government interference. Predictable interventions, such as rules,
regulations and subsidies, are bad enough. But unpredictable, “discrete” interventions, such as
a change in interest rates, the money supply or government spending, are, in the eyes of
rational expectations theorists, fatal.
The harm in discrete intervention lies in that confuses economic actors. In an unfettered
market rational expectations will lead to the already discussed Nirvana of competitive
equilibrium, in which maximum efficiency is achieved and demand is perfectly in tune with
supply at full or close to full employment. Policy measures, especially discrete ones, lead to
misperceptions among economic actors, resulting in irrational economic behavior. When
applied to high unemployment levels in major economic downturns such as the depression of
the 1930’s, this theory leads to the conclusion that workers mistakenly think they can receive
higher wages than on offer, and therefore refuse work. Samuelson’s comments that this idea
“… seems farfetched as an explanation of downturns, like those of the 1930s … that lasted as
much as a decade”34 would appear rather mild for such nonsense. He then takes a somewhat
firmer position by stating that few mainstream economists take seriously the idea that
continuing unemployment during the Great Depression would have been caused by people not
wanting to work because of a faulty perception of the wages they could demand.
Samuelson also comments on the validity of the postulate of flexible wages and prices
and constant supply-demand equilibrium: “Firsthand observation and reams of empirical
studies suggest that prices move slowly in response to shocks. Few economists believe that
labor markets are in constant supply-demand equilibrium.”
In line with Ormerod Samuelson also criticizes Rational Expectations theory for the
very concept of rational expectations: in his words, the postulate that humans are agile
computers incorporating the latest forecast and outpouring of data. Samuelson gives various
examples of the improbability of this assumption, and points out studies that have uncovered
significant elements of non-rational expectations among even the most sophisticated
33
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professional economic forecasters. His final comment on the topic: “… the off-the-mark
predictions of rational-expectations macro-economics are a sobering reminder that the
ultimate test of a theory is fit rather than elegance.”35
Ormerod mentions several studies from the mid-1980s in Britain and the U.S. which
examined survey data on economic expectations, to see if they stood up to the tenets of
rationality. Not surprisingly the conclusion was that “the hypothesis of rational expectations
did not appear to be consistent with the data”. He then gives with an illuminating description
of the kind of argument orthodox economists revert to when defending indefensible tenets. In
the drive to protect their theory the rational expectations theorists attempted to dismiss the
results of the aforementioned studies, arguing that surveys of business opinion could not be
used for or against the hypothesis of rationality. The reason they gave was that companies
asked to complete a survey questionnaire have no economic incentive to make accurate
economic forecasts. Therefore they would not do so, and the outcomes of the study could not
be used to prove or disprove a theory.
Rational Expectations theory was, of course, ideologically attractive for laissez-faire
economists. It could be used to give a new scientific guise to the efforts to counter the
Keynesian economics that achieved predominance in the 1930s and 1940s. Ormerod recounts
of Keynes’ views on expectations: “… Keynes argued that expectations about future levels of
sales and profits were important on determining the level of investment in any particular
period. But unlike the rational expectations models of orthodox economics, Keynes did not
grant companies the luxury of rational expectations and perfect foresight. He believed that
people and companies often made mistakes in their expectations, especially during booms,
when they always became more optimistic about the future than was justified by the evidence.
But eventually they would realize their mistakes and confidence about the future would
collapse, leading to lower investment, which would send the economy into recession.”36
With the experience of past economic and financial crises, most recently the booms and
busts of 2000 and 2007-2008, Keynes’ view of cycles strikes a chord. The developments since
his time and especially those of the past two decades also lend credence to his theory. Keynes’
ideas remained influential, even dominant in policy making from the 1930s until the 1980s.
Then, after a period of high inflation in combination with stagnating economic growth that the
Right and many mainstream economists blamed on Keynesian economics, the orthodox got
their turn. In the United States Ronald Reagan and in Great Britain Margaret Thatcher came
to power, marking the beginning of a thirty year period in which orthodox economics,
including Rational Expectations theory, had the upper hand. In this period two other brands of
orthodox economics gained prominence: monetarism and supply-side economics.

2.5

Monetarism

Monetarism, as the name suggests, is a school of economic thought that puts money at the
centre of macro-economic theory and policy. It states that variations in the money supply
influence production in the short term and price levels in the longer run. The basis of
monetarism is the quantity theory of money, which says that inflation is always and
everywhere caused by increases in the money supply. The quantity theory of money goes
back as far as the fifteenth century, when the famed astronomer Copernicus remarked that
“Money can lose its value through excessive abundance.”37
Monetarists hold that changes in the money supply are the major cause for macroeconomic fluctuations. It is assumed that good monetary policy leads to equilibrium, that ideal
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state of the economy in which resources are allocated most efficiently. As prices are imagined
to move proportionally to the money supply, monetarists generally conclude that the best
possible macro-economic policy is one with stable monetary growth.
From the above follows that for monetarists, increases in the money supply are a
necessary condition for inflation: inflation is impossible without an increase in the money
supply. Milton Friedman, the foremost monetarist of the second half of the 20th century, is
quoted as follows in Samuelson’s Economics: “Inflation is always and everywhere a
monetary phenomenon in the sense that it is and can be produced only by a more rapid
increase in the quantity of money than in output”.38
In The Death of Economics Paul Ormerod shows with various historical examples that
this theory does not hold39. His main example is the inflation that was caused by increased
taxation and corresponding wage demands in Thatcherite Britain in 1980. Thatcher’s cabinet
had conceded significant wage increases across the public sector, leading to corresponding
wage demands in the private sector. In addition the value added tax (VAT) on sales of goods
and services was doubled. With workers getting wage increases, companies raising their
prices, and the VAT tax slapped on those higher prices inflation soared to 20 per cent. Yet
because Thatcher’s economic policies did not include an increase in the money supply, to the
monetarists in her newly elected government this sharp rise in inflation came as a complete
surprise. Ormerod concludes that the idea of inflation as always and everywhere caused
purely by increases in the money supply, and of the rate of inflation bearing a stable,
predictable relationship to those increases, is untenable.
The monetarist belief that inflation is impossible without an increase in the money
supply is based on a strict application of equilibrium thinking, which holds that any
disturbances in variables other than the money supply will be countered by freely moving
prices until equilibrium is restored. For example, if workers successfully press for higher
wages the effect of rising wage costs will be that demand for labor diminishes. Excess labor
will then force the price of labor back to its “natural” equilibrium level. Likewise, if producers
raise prices demand will drop and excess supply will force prices back down. Therefore
inflation will not occur.
Many economists, including Keynes and Galbraith, argue that in a real economy freely
moving prices are a fiction. Keynes used the term “sticky”40 to refer to prices and wages that
do not adapt quickly to supply and demand, due to market imperfections and social and
institutional factors. Galbraith mentions that freely moving prices are found only in markets
that approach the ideal of perfect competition. That means highly competitive, unregulated
markets with many small producers and consumers that cannot influence prices, such as
markets for many agricultural products41. Freely moving prices do not exist in markets
controlled to such an extent by corporations that they can influence or even set prices. An
example given by Galbraith is that of the industrial behemoth U.S. Steel in the middle decades
of the 20th century; in the 1990s and 2000s, Microsoft would be an example. Likewise
flexibility in wages can be hemmed in by labor unions – as was the case in both the U.S. and
England in the thirty years preceding the Reagan and Thatcher administrations. According to
Galbraith, this power of economic players over wages and prices was one cause of the 1970s
period of stagflation: high levels of inflation in combination with low or no growth.42
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Contrary to monetarist economics Keynesian theory holds that factors other than the
money supply can influence price levels, sometimes much more so. For example, demand for
goods and services exceeding production will, when noticed by producers, stimulate them to
raise prices: so-called demand-pull inflation. Vice-versa when demand decreases, as is the
case in a recession, excess production can cause prices to fall. Both demand and production
can be influenced through the manipulation of interest rates, fiscal policy, and government
spending. In addition prices can be influenced through exports, which may cause prices to rise
when it results in scarcity in home markets, and imports, which depress prices through
increased competition as well as over-supply.
Ignoring all evidence to the contrary, monetarists continue to believe that changes in the
money supply are far more important than all other factors in affecting economic performance
and prices. Their clinging to faulty theory is bad enough in itself, but things get worse when
this misconception is translated into economic policy. Their unfailing faith in equilibrium
makes monetarists the perfect apologists for both political and economic conservatism,
expressed through vehement opposition to any form of government regulation or intervention
in markets. The strong link between monetary economics and conservative political ideology
clearly shows in Milton Friedman’s main work, Capitalism and Freedom. Samuelson’s
Economics cites this Friedman book as describing government not only as a disruptive force
in the economy but also as “inefficient, venal, and destructive of personal liberty.”
In the late 1970s the monetarists led by Milton Friedman impressed upon the newly
elected Reagan and Thatcher administrations the absolute need for laissez faire: letting market
forces do their work by minimizing or even better, eliminating regulation. Moreover, they
argued government should never attempt to fine-tune the economy with monetary or fiscal
measures: economic policy should concentrate only on containing inflation. Parting from the
premise that the economy is in equilibrium as long as it’s not meddled with, and that
governments (including Central Banks) are incompetent and unreliable, monetarists insist on
fixed rules for monetary policy. The optimal policy is to set the growth of the money supply
at a fixed rate and to stay with that policy through all economic conditions. This policy links
into the Rational Expectations postulate that governments should aim for stability and avoid
discretionary measures which would upset the market’s equilibrium, such as sudden changes
in interest rates.
A logical consequence of this thinking is that governments should not try to tackle
problems such as unemployment. Unemployment is thought either to be caused by illdesigned government policies or to be voluntary – yet another idea closely aligned with the
Rational Expectations school. Friedman coined the term “natural rate of unemployment” (in
full: the “Non-accelerating Inflation Rate of Unemployment”) to indicate a state of
equilibrium in the economy at which neither unemployment nor inflation will change, with
aggregate demand for labor being equal to aggregate demand. Deviations from this unique
rate of unemployment are held to be purely temporary. The concept implies that any
unemployment remaining at this stage is either voluntary or temporary, resulting from people
searching for better paying or otherwise more attractive jobs.
The term “natural rate of unemployment” sounds, as Ormerod indicates, impressive and
especially, as something not to be tampered with. By using the term “natural” economists
suggest that anyone arguing against the concept is, by clear implication, defying the forces of
nature.43 Since most unemployment is seen as the natural outcome of market forces it
shouldn’t be meddled with. In consequence, monetarists have no problem with high
unemployment rates, as long as high inflation is prevented.
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Monetarism was applied in the U.S. in the early 1980s. Samuelson describes how at the
end of 1982 the Federal Reserve called a halt to its monetarist experiment, to return to
managing the money supply taking account of such economic variables as unemployment,
inflation and the exchange rate of the dollar. The main reasons for this drastic change in
policy were the deep recession that followed the enactment of the Federal Reserve’s tight
monetary policy and the subsequent political pressure to loosen the latter in the face of high
and growing unemployment levels. Also, the monetarist concept proved unworkable in
practice: economists themselves were confused about the definition of the money supply.

2.6

Supply side economics

Supply-side economics is closely related to monetarism and has been practiced in parallel,
especially by the Reagan administration in the United States. Samuelson describes supplyside economics as a reaction to the perceived excesses of Keynesian demand-side economics.
Even though supply-side economics failed to produce a coherent macro-economic theory it
fell on fertile ground with the opponents of Keynesian policies aimed at stimulating demand.
Orthodox economists proclaimed, in line with their aversion to intervening in markets, that
stimulating the economy by fuelling demand through fiscal and other support measures would
sap the economy in the longer run. Government stimulus, by increasing the capital needs of
government, was assumed to “crowd out” private investment in the competition for scarce
capital resources. Moreover private investment would be affected by higher interest rates,
caused by the increased overall demand for capital. And of course the orthodox believed that,
by artificially raising demand, economic stimulus would cause inflation. Supply side
economics offered an alternative to government stimulus and its supposedly nefarious
consequences by focusing on the importance of incentives for people to work and save, and
for companies to invest and produce.
Overall supply-side economists and the political leaders picking up their ideas, Reagan
and Thatcher, believed that governments had become too dependent on government stimulus
packages and income-support programs. Withdrawal of active government management of the
economy would, so it was thought, increase innovation and improve productivity. At the start
of the Reagan administration, supply-side economists therefore proposed large tax cuts as a
way of curing the dual disease of slow economic and productivity growth. It was obvious that
this cure would decrease tax income for the government in the short run. However, it was
argued that the increase in economic growth, caused by the increased incentive to work and
invest, would be such that despite the lower taxes rates overall tax receipts would increase.
According to Samuelson many economists scoffed at this proposition and, as he puts it
“… the evidence of the 1980s has not been kind to this heretical view”. The results of several
econometric studies on the topic showed that a cut in taxes produced an almost proportional
reduction in tax revenues, thus invalidating the idea that lower taxes would result in increased
tax income. And if further disproof were needed it might be found in the fact that the Reagan
administration ended its two terms with record budget deficits.

2.7

Macro-economic modeling

Theoretical macro-economics has, over the past two decades, produced a sort of synthesis of
the various schools of thought discussed in the above, including neo-classical economics,
monetarism, rational expectations theory and Keynesianism. This synthesis is now taught the
world over in courses on macro-economics. Purely monetary or purely Keynesian positions
are regarded simply as special cases of this more general, synthesized model of macroeconomics. If certain links in the model are activated with a certain strength, results which are
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more inclined to the monetarist position are obtained, while the activation of other links gives
the model varying degrees of Keynesianism.
In a well-developed science the outputs of a century of academic and applied study may
be expected to do a fair job in forecasting, even of something as complex as the economy. The
macro-economic models economists have developed since the 1950s, using economics’ most
important theoretical insights and approaches, do no such thing. With all their mathematic
specifications and formulas, they are impressive and intimidating in their size and complexity.
But, states Ormerod, who has worked in the field himself, when it comes to their use in
forecasting the models are so unreliable that virtually no model operator in the world dares to
set his or her model loose on its own. Instead operators adjust their models’ outputs before
they are allowed to see the light of day. Though these “judgmental adjustments” often are
extensive, they largely fail in improving forecasting ability. Ormerod cites a 1982 study for
the Bank of England, carried out by former forecaster Mike Artis, which shows that the
forecasting record of models without such human intervention would have been even worse
than it was with the help of the adjustments – a finding confirmed by further studies44.
Ormerod also discusses a 1993 study by the OECD in which the forecasting records of
the OECD itself, the IMF and the world’s seven major economies are compared against a
simple benchmark: the projection that next year’s growth would be equal to this year’s. Over
the 1987-1992 period this simple rule performed at least as well as the professional
forecasters in projecting next year’s growth rate. In other words, as Ormerod puts it, the
combined might of the macro-economic models and the intellectual power of their operators
could not perform any better than the simplest possible rule to make a forecast. Ormerod
points out that all the problems of macroeconomic models – the contradictory answers
different models give to the same question, the poor forecasting record, the inability to trust a
model on its own – exist despite the effort devoted to their maintenance and construction, and
despite the fact that model builders and operators pride themselves on incorporating the latest
nuances of macro-economic theory.
Errors in predicting economic parameters extend to the consequences of economic
policies. Take, for example, the assumption that central banks can stimulate or slow down the
economy by raising or lowering interest rates. Usually this raising or lowering is by a quarter
or – in extreme cases – one half of a percentage point. Macro-economic models part from the
premise that a raise in rates, leading to increased capital costs for business, will reduce
investment and thus, economic activity and growth. Likewise a lower rate, by lowering capital
costs, will increase investment and growth. But in the real economy, would a company or
entrepreneur refrain from engaging in a business venture because the interest due on the
corresponding loan would be ¼ of a percentage point higher? Or would a lowering by ¼ of a
percentage point convince him to make an investment he would not have made otherwise?
That seems highly unlikely: investments are made expecting returns of several percentage
points at the least – say between five and ten percent. A one-quarter-of-a-percentage point
change in capital costs will only rarely make the difference between go and no-go.
In the aftermath of the 2007 crisis Central Banks lowered interest rates not by one
quarter or one half of a percentage point but, over a period of a few months, by several
percentage points. Such a big change might indeed make a difference for individual investors.
Standard macro-economic models must have predicted a huge effect on investment and
growth. Nonetheless the actual impact of this drastic reduction has been limited because for
business other considerations than interest rates, such as (in a contracting economy) the
expected demand for their product, are much more important. Some of the many such
considerations an investor makes may be included in macro-economic models, others are not.
44
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Thus the economy goes its own way, independently of what macro-economic models,
economists and in their wake the press predict. It does so because, rather than the economy
being a system operating according to the principles of competitive equilibrium, it is the
aggregate outcome of individual decision making. Each decision is based on a broad array of
factors, economic and non-economic, only a few of which are taken into account in macroeconomic models.
Let’s wrap up this brief review of mathematic modeling with an illuminating story on
how economists use models to assess real life situations, and what such application can lead
to. In his book The Ascent of Money45 Niall Ferguson tells the story of the hedge fund LongTerm Capital Management, which went down in 1998 after loosing, on a single day (Friday,
August 21), $550 million – 15 percent of its entire capital. LTCM operations were based on
mathematical models designed by two Nobel Prize–winning mathematical economists, Fisher
Black and the already mentioned Myron Scholes. They devised the Black-Scholes formula, a
complicated model for pricing stock options. Their formula persuaded them that a massive
sell-off such as the one that brought down LTCM could occur only once in four million years.
Obviously, they were wrong – through steadfast believers in mathematical modeling could
argue they were right but just had incredibly bad luck. More probable than the latter
conclusion, though, is that the problem lay with the assumptions underlying their model.
These were the same assumptions underlying almost all economic modeling: economic
decision making by omniscient and perfectly rational individuals, who instantly absorb all
new information and use it to maximize profits (rational expectations); where markets are
continuous, frictionless, and completely liquid (perfectly competitive). Financial markets
were assumed to follow a “random walk,” meaning that each day’s prices were unrelated to
the previous day’s, yet reflected all relevant information available at that point in time. This
was the ideal world for which the Black Scholes formula calculated that the massive sell-off
that took place could happen only once in four million years of trading – so unlikely that the
loss suffered in August 1998 as a result of that sell-off ought never to have happened.
The error lay not solely in the underlying assumptions. An even bigger problem may
have been that the model used just five years of data. If Black and Scholes had gone back
even 11 years they would have captured the 1987 stock-market crash. If they had gone back
80 years they would have captured the last great Russian default, after the 1917 revolution.
Ferguson points out that the Nobel Prize winners knew plenty of mathematics but not enough
history – and included none in their models.

2.8

Macro-economic policy: Keynes vs. the orthodox

As mentioned, Keynes argued that in times of economic contraction it was possible to have
equilibrium at a high level of unemployment. People with a pessimistic view of the future
would consume less and save more, whereas business people would be reluctant to invest for
fear they would not be able to sell their products. The only way to address this problem of
over-saving, under-investment and under-consumption was by having the government borrow
and spend. In line with this thought he helped persuade the British government in the late
1920s to borrow money for a major public works program. Thus government spending was
expected to cure unemployment by creating the demand and investment that the private sector
could not. At the end of 1933 Keynes urged the same course on U.S. president Franklin
Delano Roosevelt. He was not the first: Keynes had various predecessors promoting
government stimulus, including the leading U.S. newspaper group, Hearst, and the well45
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known economist Irving Fisher46. Yet initially the idea of government compensating for oversaving in the private sector, and indeed the very concept of over-saving, was not taken
seriously by the academic mainstream. The Keynesian approach only got legitimacy or rather,
slowly gained broader acceptance after Keynes published his major work, The General
Theory of Employment, Interest and Money, in 1936.
Galbraith points out that by the mid-thirties there was already in existence an advanced
demonstration of the Keynesian approach: the economic policy of Adolf Hitler and the Third
Reich. It involved large scale borrowing for public expenditure, at first principally for civilian
works – railroads, canals and freeways (the Autobahnen), later also through expenditure on
the military. The result was a far more effective attack on unemployment than in any other
industrial society. When rising wages and prices threatened stability a price ceiling was
imposed. The elimination of unemployment in Germany during the Great Depression without
inflation was a major accomplishment – but as Galbraith writes: “It has rarely been praised
and not much remarked. The notion that Hitler could do no good extends to his economics as
it does, more plausibly, to all else.”47
In the U.S., in the 1930s at least, the practical effect of Keynes was not very great.
Though from 1932 to 1934 the revenues of the Federal Government were less than half of the
expenditures, the amounts involved (e.g., in 1932, $1.9 billion and $4.2 billion) were limited
in relation to the size of the U.S. economy. The deficit was reduced from 1935 to 1938, then
started rising again, partly under influence of Keynesian policy, in 1939. However both in
1939 and 1940 the deficit was only $ 3.9 billion, only marginally greater than the $3.4 billion
of 1934. Keynesian fiscal policy was an unsuccessful instrument for recovery, not because it
didn’t work, but because it wasn’t tried – at least not in the 1930s. As Galbraith put it, the
Great Depression did not end: it was swept away by the Second World War. He could also
have said that the massive government borrowing, investment and spending needed for that
war was, in a sense, hyper-Keynesian policy. War time economic policy was not aimed in the
first instance at economic recovery, but it did manage to effectively end the Depression.
Meeting the needs for the war effort stimulated demand and investment to such an extent that
economic growth and close to full employment were restored.
Lessons learned from history on how things work in the real world are mostly lost on
the adherents of neo-classical economics: the orthodox and much of the mainstream.
Conservative opponents of Keynes could, before the Second World War ended the
Depression, perhaps be forgiven for failing to see the importance of fostering demand in an
economic downturn. But one wonders what academic reasons drive the orthodox to continue
to push their theories even after the experiences of the Great Depression and the Second
World War proved them wrong.
In the first three decades after the War neo-classical economics did lose influence, with
Keynesians gaining the upper hand. But starting in the late 1970s, when economic stagnation
combined with inflation to produce a period of stagflation, the orthodox regained momentum.
In particular Milton Friedman’s monetarists gained influence and renewed the faith in laissez
faire. Their argument was already presented: the equilibrium model “proves” that
governments should not intervene in markets. Non-interference will allow the economy to
move to equilibrium, with minimal inflation and unemployment. Intervention, on the other
hand, will interfere with market forces and thus cause inefficiencies, including unemployment
and inflation. Therefore Keynesian stimulation of the economy is not only useless but
counterproductive.
The orthodox view that laissez faire will minimize employment was, of course, already
discredited by the Great Depression. Most economists now agree that the 1930s crisis
46
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worsened through government inaction. When the 2007 crisis erupted, this lesson learnt from
the 1930s was a prime reason why governments opted for large scale intervention to support
banks and stimulate the economy. According to orthodox economic theory the free markets
prevailing in the 1930s should have been reasonably efficient in allocating the available
resources and restoring equilibrium. Yet in practice the high levels of unemployment of up to
25 percent pointed to gross inefficiency, especially in the labor market. There was no sign of
the assumed balance between supply and demand and the efficient allocation of resources,
including labor, which should have resulted from non-intervention. As the number of people
seeking work outnumbered the available jobs by many millions, the supply of labor was much
greater than demand.
The view that government stimulus causes inflation likewise has not been borne out by
the facts. Using the concept of rational expectations Friedman and his followers argued that a
Keynesian boost to the economy would lead people to expect inflation. This expectation, as a
self-fulfilling prophecy, would lead to workers demanding wage raises and producers raising
prices. In other words, economic stimulus would unavoidably lead to inflation, not to higher
levels of output and employment.48 This viewpoint too has been refuted by the facts. In the
1980s under the Reagan administration a huge armaments program combined with across-theboard tax cuts led to huge budget deficits: a classic example of Keynesian stimulus. Output
and employment grew, yet inflation remained low. Likewise in the 2000s the George W. Bush
administration enacted large scale tax cuts while creating massive budget deficits to finance
the Iraq war. Again inflation remained low while the economy grew. The monetarist argument
against government stimulus was raised once more against the 2008-2010 stimulus programs,
enacted to counter the recession following the 2007 financial crisis. Once more inflation
remained low, even when through so-called quantitative easing (to be discussed in more detail
further on) huge amounts of liquidity were pumped into the economy. By early 2012 there
were still no signs of inflation. The post 2007 experience disproves not only the theory that
government stimulus causes inflation: the fact that not even monetary easing led to inflation
also disproves the quantity theory of money.

2.9

Theory and facts: labor markets and the size of government

The facts, then, prove Keynes to be closer to what makes economies tick than neo-classical
economics. Moreover it proves the more extreme fringes of the latter, monetarism and rational
expectations, to miss the point entirely. However much of mainstream economics, which has
absorbed elements of Keynes, also does not hold against the facts. Let’s take a look at two
examples: labor markets and the size of government.
An almost continuing mantra from international financial institutions such as the IMF
and the OECD, faithfully parroted in the mainstream press, is that to stimulate economic
growth labor markets should be unfettered or, in kinder sounding words, should be made
more flexible. The criticism of overregulated labor markets is leveled especially against
(Western) European governments. Deregulating labor markets, which in practice means
making it easier to fire workers, is held to reduce the natural rate of unemployment: in a
market with less interference resources would be allocated more efficiently, including labor.
When tested against reality, however, this theory does not hold. Ormerod states how at the
time he wrote his book, in the early 1990s, unemployment levels were very similar in
deregulated Britain on the one hand and highly regulated France and Italy on the other. As
Ormerod puts it with typical English understatement: “To the casual observer, if not to the
economist, these similar levels of unemployment might well suggest that labour market
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flexibility, or the lack of it, is not tremendously important in determining unemployment in
three large European economies.”49
Heeding the criticism leveled earlier at drawing conclusions from a comparison of just a
few of countries, we should be careful not to fall in the same trap. There is, however, ample
other evidence that shows the relationship between labor market flexibility and
unemployment is not clear cut. Ronald Dekker, a Dutch economist specializing on labor
issues50, concludes that more flexibility does not lead to higher employment or lower
unemployment. He reached this conclusion on the basis of a thorough analysis of dozens of
relevant studies. He also shows that annually, between 1991 and 2001, in both Britain and
The Netherlands 25 to 30 percent of temporarily employed workers moved into permanent
jobs – in spite of the fact that in Britain it is easier for employers to fire workers than in The
Netherlands.
Faith in equilibrium theory and markets also leads practically all economists to believe
that in a country with a small state, taking up only a minor share of the national income,
market forces will lead to more growth and thus, job creation than in countries with bigger
government. In the latter, the reduced strength of market forces due to a greater role of the
state in the economy is assumed to lead to lower growth and a higher rate of (natural)
unemployment. Again there is no convincing empirical proof of this relationship and
certainly, no proof that it holds under all conditions. For example, in line with the above
described thinking Scandinavian countries, with a large state and therefore a major impact of
the state on the economy, should have low growth and high unemployment. Yet over the past
few decades average growth figures have been comparable to those of the U.S., with an
economy where the role of the state is much smaller. Moreover the Scandinavian
unemployment rate has on average been lower than the U.S. rate. In Japan, as in the U.S., the
role of the state in the economy is smaller than in Scandinavia, yet since the late 1980s
economic growth has been minimal. On the other hand, in this same period average Japanese
unemployment rates have been low in comparison with the U.S. and comparable to or below
those of the Scandinavian countries. Thus, contrary to economic theory Scandinavia has
combined a major role of the state in the economy with fairly high growth and low
unemployment, whereas Japan has combined a relatively limited role for government with
low growth and low unemployment. The U.S., with an even lesser role of the state in the
economy and growth which on average has been comparable to that of the Scandinavian
countries, has had relatively high unemployment rates.
One possible explanation for the low levels of unemployment in Japan and Scandinavia
is that in these countries workers are more protected then in the U.S. In Scandinavia this is
due to more people being employed in the public sector, and to large scale public retraining
and job-placement programs implemented in close co-operation with the private sector. This
makes unemployment mostly a temporary phenomenon, as people who lose their work find a
new job relatively quickly. In Japan providing employment is considered not only an
individual responsibility but also a social one. Japanese companies are therefore less quick in
firing workers than U.S. or Scandinavian firms. Also, much Japanese labor is absorbed into
the services sector, which is considerably less efficient than in other industrialized countries.
This (very partial) explanation shows that in real life social, cultural and political factors
and choices play a key role in dealing with unemployment and hence, in unemployment
figures. The way Japan, Scandinavia and the U.S. deal with unemployment is determined
more by social and cultural factors than by economic ones. The way economics approaches
unemployment provides only limited explanatory or predictive value on unemployment
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levels, because only economic factors are taken into account. Moreover, these factors are
analyzed using an untenable economic model. Policy recommendations based on this
approach not only lack a solid base but also, have the potential to make matters worse rather
than better.

2.10

Conclusion – and change?

Standard economics is poor science. Perhaps more accurately, science is the wrong term for
what most economists practice. Many do not appear to be interested in the most basic
scientific principle: the attempt at falsification. Instead of critically testing their theories
against empirical facts they turn to mathematics. In doing so they grossly simplify reality by
throwing out all explanatory factors, variables and outcomes that do not fit their theories or
models because they cannot be quantified, are too difficult to measure, or worse, do not lead
to the desired outcomes. Facts are interpreted in such a manner that conclusions are in line
with the model; alternative interpretations are conveniently ignored. Reality is thus forced to
adapt to the model rather than the other way around, whereas causal analysis is limited mostly
to that which confirms economic dogma. In consequence, orthodox and much of mainstream
economics has more the character of a faith or an ideology than of science.
In spite of economics’ poor forecasting record, economic modeling continues to play a
key role in economy policy making. The rhetorical question is: should modeling something as
complex as the economy even be attempted? The economy is driven by human beings, whose
behavior is determined by a broad range of psychological, social, cultural and biological
motives. Trying to capture economic phenomena and thereby, the complexity of human
thought and behavior in mathematical models is not only impossible, it’s a mistake. The
omission of non-economic motives and the resulting wrongful view of economic decision
making leads to gross simplifications, serious distortions, and seriously flawed conclusions.
Nonetheless economists consider their models as adequate representations of reality. Students
are taught the models do represent reality adequately. Ormerod writes: “Increasingly, the
subject (of economics) is taught not as a way of learning to think how the world might
operate, but as a set of discovered truths to how the world does operate”51.
At the very least economists should be open about the limitations of their models, and
the likelihood they distort reality. At present, they are not: models are presented as adequately
representing the truth. It would be bad enough if modeling were a purely academic exercise,
but it is not: it is also the basis for policy making. Faulty economic models leading to
mistaken economic policies can have grave consequences, as we’ll see further on.
There is some hope. Ormerod writes in The Death of Economics: “Perhaps the most
devastating criticisms of conventional economics have come from within the profession itself,
from talented and gifted people who have looked deeply into the implications of the
assumptions underlying orthodox economics and in so doing have exposed its limitations on
its own terms. Good economists know, from work carried out within their discipline, that the
foundations of their subject are virtually non-existent.”52
Yet in spite of these insights most economists implicitly or explicitly continue to
dismiss the vast and increasing weight of empirical evidence against the validity of their
models, assumptions and policy prescriptions. As Ormerod indicates, the majority even
ignores the mathematical critiques made from within the profession itself – even though these
critiques take on the model on its own terms, meet all the requirements of mathematical
analysis, and have been around since the 1930s.
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The culture in the world of the economics academy reinforces the above described
attitudes. As Ormerod describes it: “An internal culture has developed within academic
economics which positively extols esoteric irrelevance. Despite a new emphasis in some of the
very best work now being done particularly in the United States, on confronting theory with
empirical evidence, a relatively low status is given to applied work, involving the empirical
testing of theories, in contrast to pure theoretical research. Of course, theory has a high
standing in many disciplines. However, contrary to other sciences in economics pure theory is
held to describe how the world actually operates, and there is no perceived need to examine
this empirically. Contemporary economics … is isolated from its roots in the late eighteenth
and early nineteenth centuries, when economists were by no means afraid to theorise, but did
so purely to illustrate and understand the great practical issues of the day. Its method of
analysis is isolated from the wider context of society in which the economy operates. And its
methodology, despite the pretensions of many of its practitioners, is isolated from that of the
physical sciences, to whose status it none the less aspires.”53
The desire of the practitioners of standard economics to practice “hard” science, on a
par with physics and other natural sciences, has resulted in the development and by most,
unquestioned acceptance of the model of competitive equilibrium, and to the assumption that
the economy is driven by unchangeable, eternally valid laws. This makes economics the exact
opposite of what their practitioners pretend it to be: instead of making economics “hard”
science it turns it into a faith. The failure of most economists to question the tenets underlying
that faith makes them believers rather than scientists. The faithful are not in the habit of
challenging what they consider to be universal truths. Rather, they try to convert others to
their faith. And as the truly faithful they are not only themselves unwilling to challenge the
dogma’s of their religion but also, do not look kindly upon people who do – be they outsiders
or , worse, fellow believers.
Economists show the true spirit of the faithful especially when presenting their opinions
to the general public. Ormerod paraphrases the remark of the Russian physicist Lev Landau
about cosmologists: economists are often in error, but never in doubt. In spite of economics’
lack of scientific achievement – Ormerod compares the state of economics to that of the
physical sciences before Newton – the confidence with which claims are made is striking.
Take the already mentioned Tim Harford, who in his book The Undercover Economist not
only glorifies the ability of economists to describe, dissect and predict economic reality, but
also their social conscience: “Economics is in many ways like engineering: it will tell you how
things work and what happens if you change them. It is a tool for objective analysis, but
wielding the models that underlie such subjects as power, growth, poverty and development
makes it hard to remain unmoved by the world that lies behind them. So economists often step
beyond their role of engineers of economic policy and become advocates. David Ricardo, for
example, was an early campaigner for free trade, ran for parliament, and challenged the
Corn Laws that restricted the import of grain. Ricardo´s theories had demonstrated clearly
that the Corn Laws were shoveling money into the pockets of the landlords at the expense of
everyone else in the country. Economists today come to similar conclusions about
protectionist laws which protect privileged pressure groups at the expense of the rest of us.
Billions of people could benefit from better economic policies. Millions are dying because of
bad ones. Sometimes the logic of economics is so compelling that it’s impossible for
economists not to take a stand…”.54
Indeed, billions of people could benefit from better economic policies, and millions are
dying because of bad ones, as we’ll see in Part 2 of this book. Not only, as Harford suggests,
because economic policy descriptions are not followed, but also because they are. When
53
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Harford compares economics to engineering, telling you how things will work and what will
happen if you change them, he punches way above his weight. Unfortunately, non-economists
allow themselves to be swayed by such presumption. Impressed by the confidence with which
economists present their self-proclaimed truths policy makers, the media, and the general
public continue to accept the policy prescriptions of economists as science-based and
therefore, correct. They thus continue to pay homage to the pedestal on which, unjustly,
economics has put itself.
As said, within economics there have been critical voices. Ormerod’s, McCloskey’s and
Galbraith’s objections to standard economics were already touched upon, but neither these nor
better-known critics of economic orthodoxy, such as Joseph Stiglitz and Paul Krugman, have
been able to dent the economic edifice. And even if they would the question is if this would
lead to the radical overhaul economics needs. As we’ll discuss further on in this book
Ormerod still believes economic reality can be expressed in mathematical equations and
models and looks at the natural sciences, notably ecology, for inspiration. McCloskey, like
Ormerod, emphasizes replacing blackboard economics with building theory on the basis of
real-life phenomena, and then testing it against reality, but does not express herself on the
validity of equilibrium thinking. She criticizes the abuse of mathematics only in as far as it is
carried out in isolation of what’s happening in the real world, is removed from empirical
evidence, and involves the erroneous use of statistics. She deserves huge credit for her
critique, but less so for her apparent support for the concept of expressing economic reality in
mathematical models. Stiglitz and Krugman stay even closer to the mainstream by being
critical of some of the outcomes of equilibrium thinking yet continuing to work within its
confines. In the earlier given analogy to economics as a building, Ormerod is on the threshold,
whereas McCloskey, Stiglitz and Krugman are still firmly entrenched inside – albeit on the
bottom floor.
Economists, then, should step outside and start rebuilding, starting with the foundations
of their science. So what should those new foundations look like? We’ll look into this in more
detail further on, in chapter 6 of this book, but the issue is important enough to already briefly
touch upon here. Ormerod, by discarding equilibrium theory, appears to start out on the right
track – but then takes a wrong turn by insisting once more for economics to capture reality in
mathematical models. He suggests replacing the linear mathematics used in equilibrium
theory by non-linear mathematics which are used to analyze, among others, chaotic systems.
Chaotic systems are systems where a minor change in one part can eventually lead to large
changes throughout the system – a phenomenon, Ormerod believes, that also applies to
economic systems. Ormerod suggests for economists to look at how sciences such as
astronomy, climatology and paleontology use large numbers of data, often incomplete, to
build theories around facts rather than pursuing abstract theories on how a rational world
ought to operate. As examples of the success of this approach he mentions the law of natural
selection and the improved understanding by climatologists of the world’s weather systems.
Though one can only agree with Ormerod’s general suggestion of building theories
around facts it is unfortunate, not to say a mistake, that he does not take the social sciences,
specifically sociology and psychology, as a guiding light. As all other economists Ormerod
continues to believe that the economy is an entity, a system existing independently of human
decision making – comparable to a solar or stellar system, a climate system or an ecological
habitat. Interestingly, he points to sociology to make his point that Rational Economic Man,
operating independently of his social environment, does not exist in the real world. Negating
Margaret Thatcher’s famous claim that “there is no such thing as society” he points to the
social sciences to make the point that there is such a thing, thus professing the belief that
society is more than the sum of its parts. Yet few if any sociologists believe that society is a
system consisting of more than the sum of its parts, in the sense that the system is governed
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by laws that transcend individual behavior. Certainly they see the group, or society, as
influencing human decision making and thus, individual behavior – but there are no
sociological “laws” that determine how groups or society as a whole function. Almost without
exception social scientists do not attempt to describe society’s “behavior” in mathematical
equations and models. There is interaction between individuals and feedback from groups, but
society is still being shaped, and as such is, the sum of individual decisions and behavior. In
other words, there is not, as is assumed for the economy, a society that answers to its own
laws and logic, beyond the decision making and behavior of individuals.
Economics should follow its sister social sciences, and recognize there is no empirical
or logical basis for assuming the existence of an economic system that goes beyond the
aggregate of individual behavior. And it should drop the idea that such a reality can be
described in mathematical formulas. No system, no laws; no laws, no mathematical models.
Economists will have to accept economic decision making as simply one element of human
decision making – one among many. If they want to replace their belief in a Higher Economic
Reality for a reality-based, scientific approach to investigate economic phenomena they will
have to look at the social, not the natural sciences.
In the end, the economy is nothing more, and nothing less, than the aggregate outcome
of the decisions and behavior of all economic actors. As long as this is not recognized, the
foundations of economics will remain as shaky as they are today. Everything built on them
will be built on quicksand. Efforts to improve those foundations by drawing upon the
methodology of other sciences may help somewhat, but only to the extent that the most
glaringly false assumptions of equilibrium thinking will be replaced by less unrealistic
notions. The effort to express reality in mathematical models, however intricately designed
and constructed, is and will remain unfit for describing and forecasting human behavior –
even of the relatively limited area of behavior covered by economics. The human mind and
thereby, human behavior are far too complex and therefore too unpredictable to be caught in
mathematical equations.
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3
3.1

BLIND SPOTS: HOW ECONOMICS OBSCURES OUR REAL
ECONOMIC PROBLEMS
Maladies and delusions

Standard economics’ continued reliance on the model of competitive equilibrium and its
underlying assumptions has led it to contract two major maladies. These hinder the analysis
and understanding of economic behavior at micro level as well as the outcomes of economic
decision making at the aggregate, macro-economic level. The maladies are transferred from
economists to politicians, bureaucrats, other decision makers and the media, with harmful
consequences for economic policy making and for government policy overall.
Let’s call the first of the maladies market fetishism. The Encarta Dictionary of North
American English Next describes fetishism as 1) the worship of a magical fetish, 2) the use of
a fetish to produce sexual arousal, and 3) as an irrational obsession with or attachment to
something. The third definition is a spot-on description of the fixation of standard economics
with markets. Market fetishism is grounded in the delusion that wealth and economic growth
are created only by markets, by private initiative, competition, and the drive for profit. Wealth
creation through production of goods and services outside the market, e.g. by government or
by unpaid private individuals, such as volunteer work or child care, isn’t taken into account,
goes mostly unvalued, and at best is considered to exist only by the grace of the wealth
created by markets.
One of the consequences of market fetishism is that government is seen as a kind of
parasitic entity that preys on the economy, where industrious individuals and companies
produce wealth only to see it extracted, in the form of taxes, by a predatory state. Moreover
that state imposes measures, such as regulation, that inhibits the creativity and productive
capacity of the private sector and thereby, wealth creation. Orthodox and liberal economists
differ with regard to the extent to which they consider such extraction and regulation is
needed and desirable. All economists recognize that a state is needed – if only as a tool that
facilitates economic activity by providing security and rule of law. Most also recognize,
therefore, that some measure of regulation and taxation is needed. However, opinions vary
widely as to the role and size of the state. Liberal economists envision a greater role, among
others by the state providing such services as education, healthcare, social security and
infrastructure. The orthodox would like to divert the production and management of many if
not all of such services to the private sector. Yet all economists share the concept that wealth
is made in markets, and that non-market forces interfering in the economy inhibit economic
growth and wealth creation at least to some extent.
Market fetishism also results in the delusion that, by definition, private is more efficient
than public. Therefore the production of goods and services, also those for the public good,
should be delegated to the private sector whenever possible.
The second malady we’ll be looking at is equilibrium faith: the belief that economies
are systems that tend naturally to a balanced state. Orthodox economists believe, as we’ve
seen, that equilibrium is an ideal state that will be reached automatically if markets aren’t
meddled with. Keynesians and other more liberal economists believe that equilibrium may
form at sub-optimal levels, and that intervention may be needed to arrive at a more optimal
equilibrium. But the faith in the economy tending to equilibrium is shared.
In combination with market fetishism equilibrium faith leads especially orthodox
economists to argue for minimal market regulation, as interference in markets is held either to
upset existing equilibrium or hinder the “natural” process of moving towards equilibrium.
Also, it leads to the assumption that ultimately, whatever the problems in an economy, the
balance between supply and demand and thus between the productive and consumptive
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capacity of society will be restored. Likewise, market fetishism and equilibrium faith lead to
the delusion that market forces will ensure a balance between the supply of and demand for
money, in quantities in line with the supply of and demand for goods and services55. Again,
meddling with the money supply, notably by central banks, is held to upset equilibrium and
thus, negatively affect the economy.
Balancing the money supply with the demand and supply of goods and services is
assumed to happen automatically as a result from market forces. These consist of private
sector banks lending to private borrowers – producers and consumers – as well as
governments. Liberal economists differ from the orthodox in that they believe it is sometimes
necessary to guide this process, for example, by central banks promoting lending by lowering
interest rates, or tempering it by raising rates. Yet liberals and the orthodox are in agreement
that the only way to insert money into the economy is through private bank lending.

3.2

Market fetishism

3.2.1 Markets, the state and wealth creation
Market fetishism leads to two assumptions that have a major impact on the way market
economies order society. The first is, as said, the fiction that wealth is created only by
markets, by private sector individuals and companies, and the parallel perception that
government, or the state, is a kind of parasitic entity that saps the wealth generating capacity
of the private sector. The second, related assumption is that the private sector is more efficient
in the production of goods and services than the public sector and that therefore, even the
production of publicly financed goods and services should be delegated to private enterprise.
Market fetishism is well reflected in Samuelson & Nordhaus’s Economics56. This bible
of economics sees three economic functions for government: to promote efficiency, equity,
and stability. Samuelson & Nordhaus state that government actions concerning efficiency are
attempts to correct market failures like monopoly. Government efforts to promote equity
involve using taxes and spending to redistribute income. Stabilization policy aims to shave the
peaks and troughs of the business cycle, reducing unemployment and inflation, and promoting
economic growth.
Tellingly, Samuelson & Nordhaus make no mention of the production of goods and
services – which in line with market fetishism, is considered the task of the private sector.57
Government production is seen as undesirable because, not being subjected to the disciplining
forces of the market, it is held to be inefficient and therefore, a wasteful or at least, less than
optimal use of scarce resources. The assumption follows logically from standard economics’
preoccupation with markets: government is not subject to competition and therefore, without
the discipline imposed by market forces, by definition inefficient. If the market place is
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Simply put, money is seen to be linked to the supply and demand for goods and services either directly, by
purchasing for consumption or investment, or indirectly, through savings. When money is saved it is assumed to
be deposited with banks which will lend the money on to consumers, producers or government, who will use the
loans for either consumption or investment.
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Economics, op. cit., p. 43
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Elsewhere in Economics, (p.77), Samuelson and Nordhaus refer indirectly to the production of goods and
services when they define public goods as “the economic activities – conveying small or large benefits to the
community – that cannot be left efficiently to private enterprise. …. Private provision of public goods will not
occur because the benefits of the goods are so widely dispersed across the population that no single firm or
consumer has an economic incentive to provide them.” No further mention is made of the fact that the generally
accepted view of economists and in their wake, most politicians and opinion leaders is that government can
provide the private sector with the incentive to produce public goods by paying them to do so – and the fact that
such production is deemed to take place more efficiently than when done by government organizations.
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economic heaven government is in a kind of economic limbo. For orthodox economists, it’s
economic hell. As Ronald Reagan put it: government is not the solution, it’s the problem.
At best, then, government is seen as something that can facilitate markets by creating
the conditions under which entrepreneurs can operate more effectively: a functioning legal
system to ensure contracts are honored, an educational system that provides private enterprise
with schooled workers and professionals, an infrastructure that allows for the transport of the
inputs and outputs of the production process. Many economists feel tasks such as education
and infrastructure provision could be done by the private sector since private suppliers,
subject to market forces, are held to provide these public goods more efficiently than
government organizations.
Let’s take a closer look at these assumptions, starting with the axiom that the state is
unable to produce wealth. A look at the world around us is enough to discard this assumption:
in many countries, government enterprises have produced goods and services in the past, and
continue to do so today, with varying measures of success – as is the case for private
enterprises. Many countries still have state enterprises, some of which are successfully
competing with private companies in international markets. Yet in spite of this obvious fact
economists, politicians and the mainstream press continue to hammer home the dogma that
wealth is created only by the private sector58.
The assumption underlying this axiom is that the private sector will create wealth
because its purpose is profit making: it has to produce financial returns that are higher than
the costs of production and marketing. And profit making is wealth creation: profit not only
benefits the company or individual producing it, but is added to the overall wealth of society.
Government does not aim for profit, and therefore, will not normally contribute to profit
making and wealth creation.
This viewpoint has several deficiencies. One is that most of the public goods produced
by the state do contribute to wealth creation, but that the value of that contribution is difficult
to express in monetary terms. What is the monetary value of a good legal system, safety on
the streets, a well-educated population, social security, a well-functioning healthcare system,
the conservation of natural ecosystems, or national security? The problem in defining the
value of such “non-market goods” is that, since they are not subject to the price setting
process that occurs in markets, their value cannot be determined in what economists hold to
be an “objective” manner: by market forces. In line with common practice in standard
economics, that which cannot be measured is ignored, hence the wealth created directly or
indirectly through public goods is not taken into account in determining a society’s wealth.59
The concept that wealth is created only by the private sector leads logically to the
already mentioned view that the state is a parasitic entity which, by draining resources from
the private sector, holds back wealth generation. There are several ways in which this takes
place. The first, already briefly mentioned concept is the “crowding out” effect. Samuelson
58

Take, for example, Robert Samuelson in Newsweek, November 22, 2010, in a column on the stagnation of
Japan’s economy and the failure of government stimulus to correct economic deficiencies: “Success or failure
ultimately depends on private firms. We ought to encourage their expansion by reducing regulatory burdens and
policy uncertainty”. Or take Denis MacShane, a British Member of parliament for the social-democratic Labour
party (!), who in the Newsweek issue of June 8, 2009, in a piece on how the left can rise again, states: “The left
must embrace the goal of strong economic growth ….But it is business, not the state, that creates jobs.” One
might ask, rhetorically: and what about the jobs in education, healthcare, law enforcement, the judicial system,
the social security system? And what about businesses who profit from and even live off government contracts to
build, for example, roads and bridges, process trash, and furnish hospitals? About 50 percent of Britain’s
national product is tied to the public sector, making it by far the biggest direct and indirect employer.
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standard economics, as a result of which such measures as national income and national wealth represent only
production and assets with a monetary value.
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and Nordhaus, in their textbook Economics, explain that economists, politicians and business
analysts often argue that government spending undermines the economy because it’s assumed
that when the government spends more, less money will be available for private investment60.
In other words, government spending crowds out private investment. As the latter is assumed
to always result in higher economic returns as well as, according to the orthodox, greater
social utility, society as a whole suffers. Crowding out not only reduces the amount of capital
being available for private investment but also, reduces access to the available capital by
raising its cost. This is because the increased demand for capital will – according to
equilibrium thinking – increase its price. And a higher price of capital, that is, higher interest
rates, will restrain private investment.
To what extent crowding out occurs in the real world is unclear. The claim that it does is
based on equilibrium theory, not on facts. Samuelson & Nordhaus cite the case of the United
States in the early 1960s, in which the phenomenon did not occur even though, according to
equilibrium thinking, it should have. Fiscal expansion at the time appears to have encouraged
private investment, so they claim, because there were ample unutilized resources and because
the Federal Reserve allowed the economy to expand without raising interest rates. Something
similar happened in the 1980s. Samuelson & Nordhaus thus recognize that under certain
conditions, notably when there are ample unutilized or underutilized resources, crowding out
does not take place. However, as is customary in economics, this finding is not used to
question the correctness of the theory of crowding out, much less the theory of competitive
equilibrium that underlies it.
The most obvious way in which government preys upon the private sector and thus,
hampers wealth creation – or in other words, economic growth – is taxation. Standard
economics sees taxation as having various disadvantages. The first is linked to crowding out:
taxation of private sector incomes and profits will reduce the amount of money available for
private investment; less investment, less growth. As we saw in Part 1, supply-side economics
takes this viewpoint to the extreme by arguing that reducing taxes will lead to such an
increase in investment and thereby, so much growth that even at lower tax rates total tax
income will still be higher than at the previous higher rates.61
Another way in which the state is held to sap the strength of markets is that taxes,
especially those on income, will reduce people’s incentives to work. Less work means less
production, less wealth creation and thus, lesser economic growth. High taxes, especially
progressive taxes with high rates for the higher income brackets, will reduce the drive to work
for especially the most productive workers – which economists hold to be those earning the
highest salaries. This viewpoint is shared by practically all economists, including more liberal
ones. Samuelson, for example, states: “… there will be a distorting effect on incentives that
are inescapably present in the case of any taxes”62.
The economic axiom that higher taxation means people will work less is based on the
concept of Homo economicus. In the real world, however, Homo economicus does not exist,
and there is no clear-cut evidence that such an automatism exists. On the contrary, plenty
arguments can be raised against this axiom. Let’s assume the government increases the tax
rate on everything earned over $ 100,000 with, say, and additional ten percent – e.g., from
40% to 50%. It is doubtful this would cause a significant proportion of the people affected to
work less. If we look beyond the concept of Rational Economic Man it’s not hard to think up
the reasons. For one, most people won’t even have the opportunity to do so: their boss needs
them for a specific number of hours a week or, in the higher income brackets, to finalize
60
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certain task packages. Slightly lower net pay is not going to change anything in that. Other
people like their work, and slightly lower compensation is not going to have them reduce their
hours. Few people will work less hard in the hours they do work because they get paid a little
less: they still have their tasks to fulfill, and will not want to risk the wrath of their boss or
even, their job. Entrepreneurs also are not going to forego an investment opportunity because
they may earn a little less if their investment is successful.
By way of example, let’s look at Sweden. In the 1970s, the highest tax bracket in this
country was 80 percent. Probably, Rational Economic Man wouldn’t even move if he would
have to submit 80 percent of his hard-earned upper bracket earnings to the tax man.
Nonetheless Scandinavians did move, work, invest, pay their taxes, and contribute to a
dynamic and innovative economy. Sure, the people paying 80 percent in the top bracket
complained. But they didn’t stop working.
The assumption of a direct relationship between financial compensation and work effort
is, then, another example of how economists and their acolytes in politics and the media
misinterpret reality, based on the distorted image of Rational Economic Man. Homo
economicus might indeed work less if his take-home pay would be reduced. But in the real
world there are many factors that determine work performance and the number of hours
worked, and only a few of them are economic. Social status, sense of responsibility, loyalty to
colleagues and company, lust for power, ambition, the need to be appreciated by others,
pleasure in and satisfaction derived from one’s work are all outside the realm of Economic
Man and thereby, of standard economics. As are pressure from one’s employer (bring in the
goods!), one’s family (bring in the income!), and one’s social environment (show you’re
successful! Beat the Joneses!). All these factors are major drivers for individual behavior and
decision making, economic and other. In fact, a more thorough analysis of these drivers of
behavior and an empirical study of the effects of a tax increase on number of hours worked
and productivity might just as well lead to the opposite conclusion economists now arrive at.
Quite possibly people would, as far as possible, actually work more hours, to maintain the net
income they had before the tax increase. In that case a tax increase would result in increased
economic growth, through an increased number of working hours and more effort: the exact
opposite of what economic theory tells us. Do I believe this to be the case? Possibly: in some
circumstances this effect may occur. In other cases, higher taxes may indeed lead to someone
deciding to work fewer hours. But the assumption by standard economics that this effect will
always occur is untenable.

3.2.2 Markets, the state and efficiency
Now let’s take a closer look at the viewpoint that government spending and investment is less
efficient than that of the private sector and therefore, creates less growth and jobs. This prime
dogma of economics, faithfully parroted by politicians and the mainstream press, is the most
frequently used argument to lower taxes by almost the entire political spectrum – from the
economically orthodox and politically conservative to the moderate left. Again, there is no
firm proof that government spending results in less growth than private spending: it’s a belief,
a myth that has been told so often that is has come to be accepted as self-evident truth63. And
again, a minor dose of sound reasoning is enough to discredit this maxim. It’s an almost
rhetorical question: is a tax dollar spent on public education or a road or bridge really spent
less efficiently than on, for example, a pedicure or a day at the races? Especially when
63

Economists will substantiate the tenet that higher taxation translates into lesser growth by claiming their
models show this to be the case. But that’s because the assumptions underlying that outcome are, in one way or
another, built into their macro-economic models: obviously, what you put into the model is what you get out.
Also, as discussed, such models are subject to so many restrictions that do not hold in the real world that they
cannot, with any degree of seriousness, be held to represent that world. Such “proof” is, therefore, worthless.
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considering that a large proportion of the tax money spent on education and infrastructure
goes back to the private sector? After all, teachers buy goods and services from their salaries,
and private companies are contracted to build and in some cases, maintain the schools,
produce the teaching materials, and build the roads and bridges.
Economists will counter the above by saying that a tax dollar will be spent less
efficiently than a dollar in the private sector, because civil servants are not subject to the
disciplining forces of the market. There is some truth to this argument. Other things being
equal public servants, not being affected directly themselves by poor spending choices, may
be assumed to be more likely to misspend the resources available to them than private sector
players. But the question is not only how that dollar is spent, it’s also on what it is spent.
Moreover, the argument of poor spending choices doesn’t always fly. As exemplified by the
years leading up to the 2007 crisis, private sector managers of larger companies and
corporations, especially banks, can spend and gamble huge amounts of money without
bearing the consequences themselves. It’s important, therefore, to distinguish between private
entrepreneurs working with and risking their own resources, for their own benefit, and
salaried employees and managers working in enterprises in which ownership is separated
from management. Adam Smith believed, with reason, that people who invest their own time
and money in a business will look more closely at the bottom line than those who spend other
people’s money – such as public servants or, for that matter, corporate executives. This was
the prime reason Smith opposed separating ownership and management in private enterprise
and consequently, opposed corporations as a form of private enterprise – a fact conveniently
ignored by those who invoke Smith for almost any other issue related to the workings of the
market.
Much can be said, then, for the argument that if people investing their own resources
benefit directly from their hard work through increased profits and thus, income, they are
more likely to give it their all than if they get the same salary no matter how hard or how little
they work. The absence of the personal profit incentive is, indeed, the main reason for the
failure of collectivist societies such as Soviet Russia in competing economically with
capitalist societies. It also explains for an important part the enormous economic growth
China has seen since the ruling Communist Party allowed private entrepreneurship to flourish.
And it helps explain the enormous rise in wealth in the rich countries since the Second World
War. Yet the fact that market economies, through competition and the incentive of personal
profit, have been and are continuing to be hugely successful in terms of creating wealth is no
ground for assuming that only markets can create wealth, nor for assuming that markets
maximize efficiency by optimally allocating society’s resources. Efficiency in the private
sector is highly overrated – at least, with regard to the efficient allocation of resources and
generating wealth. To see this, it’s important to broaden our perspective on what constitutes
wealth, and what constitutes efficiency. The problem with standard economics is that wealth
creation is measured solely in profits at the level of economic actors, and in economic growth
at the level of whole economies. Let’s call this economic efficiency. Markets may be efficient
in maximizing economic efficiency, but the question is if that’s the same kind of efficiency
the general public and society as a whole would like to see. From the point of view of the
public interest, what’s needed is the most beneficial outcome for society as a whole, at the
lowest possible cost. Let’s call this societal efficiency.
To illustrate the difference between economic efficiency and societal efficiency let’s
take a look at national healthcare systems. Of the rich nations, the U.S. has the system with
the largest role for the private sector. It is also the most expensive system, which in 2006
gobbled up close to 16% of the nation’s gross national product. Other rich countries stayed
well below 10%, with an average of 7.4%. Yet the U.S. system performs poorly on a range of
variables that are highly relevant for a healthcare system, such as mortality rates. A British
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study64 ranked 19 countries according to their effectiveness in reducing the mortality rate for
the elderly, with ages from 55 to 74, by comparing the amount of money spent by each
country on healthcare and the reduction in mortality rates over the period 1979 to 2004. The
U.S. came out 17th out of the 19 countries investigated. The healthcare systems of the bottom
four countries – Germany, U.S., Portugal and Switzerland – were all heavily dependent on
profit-based, private health insurance provided primarily through the employer/employee
relationship. Vice versa, the top 15 countries on the list were all reported to have strong state
funding for single-payer universal healthcare (as opposed to insurance-based healthcare tied
to employment). In the U.S. more than 16% of the population (almost 50 million people) was
not covered by health insurance, implying limited or no access to healthcare65. In the other
countries all or almost all citizens were ensured.
This example effectively disproves the assumption that private is more efficient than
public – at least, if we look at non-economic outcomes such as mortality rates. The U.S.
system is likely to be the most efficient by far in generating profits for the economic actors
involved in the provision of healthcare. Looking at the percentage of GDP66 spent on
healthcare, the system is also likely to contribute more to economic growth than systems in
other countries, through the aggregate of those profits. However, that growth benefits
providers at the cost of society as a whole. In other words, though the economic efficiency of
the U.S. system is higher than that of the other healthcare systems in the study, societal
efficiency, measured in this case through mortality rates and coverage, is lower.
This example shows the crux of the matter. Private sector provision of public – and
other – services may be the most efficient economically, in terms of generating profit for
providers, but is not necessarily so in non-economic terms. This is a distinction that standard
economics fails to make. It is blindness caused by market fetishism and equilibrium faith,
resulting in the automatic assumption that, through Smith’s invisible hand of the market, the
competition fostered by markets will lead to the best possible product – in this case healthcare
– being supplied for the lowest possible price: production cost plus a profit margin that is
sufficiently attractive for the supplier to continue his business. That might be the case in the
ideal world of economics: a perfectly functioning market with a limitless number of suppliers
and clients who are perfectly informed about the quality and cost of the product, allowing
them to choose the optimum combination of quality and cost. In the real world, however,
these conditions do not exist, certainly not in the complex world of healthcare. The number of
suppliers is limited, sometimes to one. The client’s knowledge of the product and its price is
minimal. The government which, also in the U.S., pays a sizeable part of healthcare costs,
also lacks information and, more importantly, lacks capacity to monitor if service supply is
adequate, meaning effective and efficient in terms of quality and price. As the U.S. example
shows it isn’t, exactly because of the much vaunted profit motive.
Without an invisible hand, or with a weakened one, there will be too many service
suppliers who will cut corners in service supply so they can maximize profits. Instead of
providing the least invasive, lowest cost care, providers may choose for more expensive and
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therefore, profitable procedures. Instead of low cost generic drugs expensive brand drugs are
prescribed. And that’s not to mention swindle, as in cases where suppliers submit bills for
treatment that has not been given. That’s excellent for profits and thus, highly efficient in
economic terms, but dysfunctional in terms of efficiency in service supply. Economic
efficiency is high, at the cost of societal efficiency.
In a system as complex and opaque as healthcare we may praise ourselves lucky that
most people working in it, even in private systems, are caring, responsible people with a
genuine concern for the well-being of their patients. In most cases they also have a sense of
social responsibility that prevents them from abusing the system for their own profit. Rather
than operating as Rational Economic Man they base their work on such un-economic motives
as concern for their patients, social responsibility, professional pride, and even altruism. If all
acted as Rational Economic Man the problem of cutting corners and malfeasance would be
many times worse than it is today, with disastrous effects for patients as well as the cost of
healthcare overall. Ironically, economics’ drive for privatization would result in even worse
outcomes than with economically non-rational man.
Another example for demonstrating the difference between economic and societal
efficiency is financial services. Again the question is not so much if private is more efficient
than public as regards economic efficiency. Looking at the salaries and bonuses of bankers
and other financial managers, there is little question that the private sector has taken economic
efficiency to high and ever increasing levels. Especially since the 1990s, private financial
players such as banks and more recently, hedge funds have generated huge profits and
thereby, enormous wealth. However, in their relentless drive for profit these same players
have also caused major economic crises. If in the aftermath of the 2007 crisis, as most experts
agree, society is facing years of economic stagnation and belt tightening to pay off the debts
contracted to bail out private banks and keep the economy afloat, the almost rhetorical
question should be whether societal efficiency has been as high as economic efficiency. The
answer would appear to be no. Parallel to this the question should be asked whether a public
banking sector would have been more societally efficient than private banking. Very possibly
a less adventurous, government-owned banking sector, charged with responsibly managing
deposits by lending to consumers and business, would have been much more efficient in
allocating society’s financial resources than a private banking system which, in its drive for
profit maximization, took such huge risks that when things went wrong it had to be bailed out
by tax payers. Initial growth and thereby, economic efficiency and arguably societal
efficiency would have been less: in the high-rolling times all of society benefitted from the
huge profits made by the financial sector. But this effect was more than wiped out by the
subsequent crisis. When private enterprise causes such a mess public sector provision of the
service involved should be considered. Yet so strong is market fetishism that even after the
2007 crisis brought the global financial system and economy to the brink the question wasn’t
even asked if a public banking system, or even a mixed private-public system, would not be
better for society than a purely private system. Even for banks that have been nationalized to
prevent them from going under the non-debated consensus is that they should be privatized
once more as soon as the market allows it, meaning as soon as the bank is back in the black
and private investors are willing to pay a reasonable price for it.
The conclusion, then, is that when comparing efficiency in the private and public sector
we should look beyond the simplistic assumption that market forces will ensure private sector
production is more efficient and therefore preferable over public sector supply. Yes, private
sector production is likely to generate more profits and therefore, to be more efficient
economically, that is, in generating wealth. But for many goods and services, especially those
that are crucial to people’s well-being, profit making is not the main societal purpose. More
importantly, maximizing profit is likely to go at the cost of the public interest. Especially in
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imperfectly or non-functioning markets the profit motive, the supreme goal of the private
sector, is likely to run counter to the interests of clients and of society overall: economic
efficiency will work against societal efficiency. That leads to major inefficiencies not in an
economic sense but in a societal one: services are not supplied in a way that gives the greatest
benefit to society at the lowest possible cost.
Standard economics’ axiom that the private sector is more efficient than the public
sector is also applied to taxation. It translates into the viewpoint that the private sector, that is,
consumers and producers, will spend their hard-earned dollar more efficiently than the public
sector will spend its tax dollar – or that a dollar borrowed by the private sector will be spent
more efficiently than by government. More efficient spending means, again, spending in ways
that generate more value and thus, growth.
In line with this axiom standard economics, and especially the orthodox, hold that the
higher the taxes, the lower the efficiency and thus, wealth creation and growth. Therefore
economists and their devotees in the press continue to hammer on what in their eyes are
excessive tax rates in the U.S. and especially Europe, and the high percentage of GDP flowing
into public coffers. After all, all economic models “prove” that lowering taxes promotes
economic growth – both because it creates incentives for work and investment and because
the private sector uses and invests money more efficiently than the public sector.
Again, there is no proof that this assumption holds when tested against reality. Over the
past decades many pundits have compared heavily taxed, supposedly slow growth Western
Europe with the lower taxed, faster growing United States. Yet as already mentioned, in a
sizeable part of the past few decades the Scandinavian countries, with the highest tax rates in
Western Europe, also had high if not higher growth rates than the U.S.. Other European
countries with high tax rates, such as Germany and France, also did at least as well as the
U.S.. This basic fact contradicts the belief that public spending is less efficient than private
spending. However, as indicated in chapter 2 of this book, country comparisons are not the
best way to draw conclusions on causal relationships between tax rates and growth. There are
hosts of other variables, economic and non-economic, that are likely to influence growth, so
to establish the effect of tax rates by comparing a few dozen countries is practically
impossible. Inductive reasoning is a more adequate or at least, an important complementary
way of arriving at conclusions67. Using such reasoning it would appear an uphill battle to
argue convincingly that money invested in, for example, luxury consumption or unsustainable
financial speculation, as in the dotcom and housing bubbles leading up to the 2000 and 2007
crises, yield more wealth than government investment in education, infrastructure or
healthcare. Yes, there is wasteful spending by government. But the conclusion that private
spending is more efficient in terms of wealth creation cannot be substantiated. And again,
there is the difference between economic and societal efficiency. Expenditure of private
dollars will likely be most efficient in satisfying personal or business needs: individuals and
certainly companies will try to get the most bang out of their buck. But that does not
necessarily mean societal efficiency is maximized. For example, the thousands of dollars
spent by a movie star on a designer dress are perhaps efficient from the points of view of
those involved, but from the point of view of the public interest, that money would be spent
more efficiently by the government on public safety, heath care or education.

3.2.3 Incentives
A key concept underlying the above discussion on whether private is or isn’t more efficient
than public is incentive. Standard economics holds that private sector economic actors will
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work harder and better than public servants because they have a stronger incentive to do so.
They are assumed to personally benefit from hard work when as a result they make more
profit or, as an employee, receive a higher salary or bonus. And they will personally suffer
from poor performance if as a result their business loses money or as an employee, they get
fired or lose their job because their company goes under against the competition.
The issue of incentives is related to goals. In standard economics the single goal is to
maximize efficiency, profits, and wealth creation, and the single incentive to achieve this is
financial gain. Equilibrium thinking and market fetishism then lead, as we’ve seen, to the
convenient conclusion that if profits and other forms of financial compensation are
maximized all of society will benefit, because the invisible hand of the market will ensure
efficiency and thereby wealth creation are maximized. In this reasoning no account is taken of
the fact that for society as a whole goals other than maximum wealth creation may be more
important, such as providing all citizens with a good quality education and healthcare, at
acceptable cost, or sustainable energy supply at reasonable prices and minimal pollution
levels. In analogy to societal efficiency we can call such goals societal goals – as opposed to
the economic goal of profit maximization. Defining societal goals is considerably more
complex than defining the closely interlinked economic goals of profit maximization,
economic growth and wealth creation through the optimal allocation of resources. But it’s
essential for society to progress in a direction that yields the greatest benefits for the largest
number of people.
It is important to recognize that incentives are not only a key factor in private sector
performance but also, in the functioning of the public sector. Economists and other, more
impartial observers are right in pointing out that in many cases government service supply is
poor and inefficient. Standard economics sees this as an intrinsic quality of government:
government is not efficient because it is not subject to the disciplining forces of the market. It
is a key argument for those averse to a greater role of government in society: civil servants
will by definition perform more poorly than their counterparts in the private sector.
Such critics of government have a point. In rich and more so in poor countries
government bureaucracies often perform poorly; in many poor nations they are more an
obstacle to than a facilitator of development. The problem of a poorly performing state or
poorly performing government organizations is not, however, caused by some intrinsic
characteristic, some quality that is inextricably tied to the public sector. Poor performance is
not inherent in government. It’s caused by a lack of proper incentives. In many cases
government employees are overly protected in terms of job security, much more so than in the
private sector. It is often extremely difficult to fire public servants because of legislation,
powerful unions protecting them, or both. Thus there are no sanctions for poor performance:
however poorly they perform, public servants hold on to their jobs and salaries.
Public servants usually are not rewarded for good performance either. As a result public
organizations may have a general culture in which the rule is doing only the bare minimum
required to keep things going. Public servants may even be sanctioned socially, by their
colleagues and bosses, if they become overly zealous in their work.
In many government organizations, then, especially large bureaucratic ones, public
servants have little or no incentive to perform. Moreover, especially in less developed
countries where government jobs are seen as a perk, as a reward for political and other forms
of support to those in power, the drive to provide public goods in an efficient manner is
minimized by the perception that obtaining public employment is the end of the line, the
reward for services rendered, and a license for profiting personally rather than the start of a
process in which the employee has to prove his worth as a public service provider.
So let’s accept the rather logical premise that poor government performance is not due
to government not being subject to market forces, but to a lack of adequate incentives. This
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opens up a world of options to improve the functioning of government. It should be possible,
by providing the right incentives and linking those incentives to the right performance
indicators, to improve government performance, effectiveness and efficiency. Indeed, the
many examples of well-performing government organizations give pointers for defining both
the indicators and the right incentives. Moreover, the possibilities for betterment are much
greater than in the private sector, as in the public sector there are more options to develop not
only the right incentives but also, and especially so, the right performance indicators. In the
private sector there is only one performance indicator which, certainly in the corporate sector,
is and will always be paramount: profit. The drive for profit is due not only to economic
actors wanting to maximize the returns on their efforts but also, to competition. Profit and
growth are needed to survive in the market. For corporations there is the additional drive of
shareholders wanting to see maximum returns on the capital they’ve invested.
Government organizations are not subject to this overriding drive for maximizing profit.
This means there is ample opportunity for establishing performance indicators other than
profit, and for putting to work the most effective performance improving incentives. What’s
most effective depends in part on the kind of service to be supplied. In most cases, indicators
will involve such variables as client satisfaction, effectiveness (in achieving what has to be
achieved), efficiency (optimizing output at minimal cost), and employee satisfaction.
The above leads to a preliminary conclusion we’ll explore in more detail further on in
this book. It is that aiming for more efficiency in the rational and efficient use of society’s
productive resources is not, as standard economics simplistically assumes, dependent solely
on exposure to market forces and the drive for profit. In principle the public sector offers,
more so than the private sector, possibilities for identifying, creating and using the right
performance indicators and incentives and thereby, for maximizing efficiency in the supply of
goods and services for the common good. This is the case especially for goods and services of
which production takes place in poorly or non-functioning markets, and for services that are
of prime importance for the adequate functioning of society. Creating incentives for the
private sector to produce such public goods will in practice be impossible, due to the
overpowering economic incentive of profit maximization.

3.3

Equilibrium faith

The above discussed beliefs that markets are always more efficient than the state and that
wealth is created only by the private sector are just that: beliefs. They do not hold against
empirical observation and analysis of what’s happening in the real world. The same applies to
the belief that markets tend to equilibrium. Equilibrium faith leads us to believe that national
economies and even, the global economy are markets that tend to equilibrium and therefore,
when left unfettered, lead to the most efficient allocation of resources and the greatest wealth
creation. On closer scrutiny, there is little to substantiate this claim.
If a tendency to equilibrium would exist one might expect much more stability in
national economies and the global economy than is currently the case, and has been the case
since Smith Adam Smith came up with his concept of the invisible hand. The true believers,
the orthodox, will claim that the tendency to equilibrium is there, but is constantly interfered
with by external developments: natural disasters, technological development and especially,
governments intervening in the economy through such horrors as regulation and taxation. As
is the case with any faith, it’s hard to disprove these notions. Yet the ongoing disruptions that
mark economic history point more to internal than external forces causing imbalances.
Moreover, if external influences and change are constants the whole discussion on whether
the tendency to equilibrium exists or not becomes moot. The ideal of a serene, balanced
system that isn’t meddled with and is driven only by economically rational decision making
has little to do with reality. The real world consists of a large number of mutually influencing
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societies, composed of economically largely irrational individuals and groups and of
constantly intervening governments. Moreover, these economically chaotic societies are
frequently affected by socio-political and environmental forces, such as wars, irrational
leaders and natural disasters. In such a complex reality holding on to the concept of
equilibrium is misguided.
This is not to say that the concept of equilibrium never applies. As is the case with the
belief that markets maximize efficiency, the concept of markets tending to equilibrium may
apply to some extent in partial markets, for a single product: markets in which consumers are
reasonably aware of what different suppliers have to offer in terms of quality and price, and
can choose between a large number of suppliers. The closer the ideals of perfect competition
and information, the more valid the concept of equilibrium. Where standard economics goes
wrong is in extending the concept to the terrain of macro-economics, to aggregate markets at
the national and even global level. In this utterly complex reality of interacting partial markets
of millions of products, the preconditions for equilibrium theory to be applicable are so far
from being fulfilled that the whole concept is unsound.
The greatest problem is information. No expert disposes of the information needed to
make rational decisions in such huge, complex markets, and certainly the masses of
consumers and producers do not. Moreover, in many, if not most of the millions of partial
markets making up such complex economies the preconditions of perfect competition, perfect
information and rational economic decision making do not apply either. And if in partial
markets the conditions for equilibrium aren’t met, much less so can they be expected to hold
at the aggregate level.
Discarding equilibrium faith has major implications. It means that at the aggregate level
market forces do not function, or function only partially: there is no equilibrium, nor a
tendency towards it. It becomes much more logical to assume the entire economy is in
constant flux. In a constantly changing environment, determined by haphazard events and
choices of economic actors driven by a wide range of motives, most of them running counter
to those of Rational Economic Man, there is no way to predict the consequences of specific
actions or policies. There is no basis for statements that such and such an increase or decrease
in taxes, or increase or decrease in the money supply, will lead to such and such an percentage
point of increase or decrease in growth or inflation. Don’t take my word for it, just look at the
devastatingly poor record of economics in predicting such key economic indicators.
Plain reasoning (crucial conditions for equilibrium, e.g. rational economic man, perfect
information, perfect competition, do not apply) and facts (economics’ dismal record of
prediction), then, should lead us to discard equilibrium faith. That means also doing away
with the concept of supply being balanced with demand, in an equilibrium at which maximum
efficiency is achieved through the optimal use of resources or means of production, leading to
maximum wealth creation and minimal unemployment. Nor is there reason to assume that the
money supply is in balance with the demand and supply of goods and services – and that
therefore, changes in the supply of money not matched immediately with changes in the
demand and supply of goods and services will lead to inflation or deflation.
Why is it important to do away with these concepts? As we’ll see below, first, to obtain
a better understanding of real economies that are messy, imbalanced, unpredictable, and show
little or no tendency to equilibrium, certainly not at a level where all production factors are
used efficiently. It opens up a more realistic perspective of an economy in disarray, marked by
huge and, as will be argued below, growing imbalances. Second, discarding the straightjacket
of equilibrium faith allows, through a more thorough analysis of economic reality, addressing
the real economic problems our society faces. If there is no equilibrium between overall
supply and demand, and neither is in balance with the money supply, there is less need to fear
interventions that are now assumed to upset such balances. This opens up new options for
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economic development, including addressing the 2007 financial crisis and dealing with such
major societal problems as poverty, unemployment and the depletion of our natural resources.

3.4

The upshot: blind spots in economics

Market fetishism and equilibrium faith lead to standard economics missing out on key
economic phenomena that have a major impact on society. The failure to recognize these
processes and problems leads economists to continue recommending economic policies that
not only, brought us the 2007 financial crisis as well as previous financial and economic
disasters but also, make it harder to recuperate from it. Even worse, the failure to see what is
happening inhibits or at least delays addressing urgent societal issues that threaten the
wellbeing of present and future generations. In the below, we’ll look at two major blind spots
and one misconception in economic thinking which jointly, cause standard economics to be
increasingly irrelevant and even counterproductive in addressing national and global
economic problems.
The first blind spot is a growing gap between on the one hand, potential supply and on
the other, demand. More specifically, there is a growing gap between the productive capacity
of society and demand from consumers and governments that is backed up by the capacity to
pay. As we’ll discuss in more detail below, the failure to recognize this problem and its
consequences lead, jointly with market fetishism and equilibrium faith, to the mistaken
conviction that the market will provide a way out of society’s post-2007 economic problems
as well as provide solutions to our environmental and social problems.
The second blind spot of standard economics is our twisted financial system. Based on
market fetishism and equilibrium faith, economists and economic and financial policy makers
have managed to create a financial system that is largely dysfunctional. The result is money
ending up where it shouldn’t: in a financial economy which can be seen as operating parallel
to yet interacting with the “real” economy in which the production and consumption of goods
and services takes place. The money in this financial economy is used for large scale
speculation, leading to economic and financial crises as the one that started in 2007.
Due to the economic and financial policies promoted by standard economics money is
extracted from the real economy and channeled into this financial or, perhaps a better term,
speculative economy. In consequence there is an increasing lack of money where it is needed:
in the real economy of the production and consumption of goods and services.
A third phenomenon we’ll discuss is money, or more particularly, the misconceptions
standard economics has of money. The faulty understanding of what money is, what it does
and what it can do leads decision makers to impose upon society economic and financial
policies that amount to a financial straightjacket. Rather than helping society solve its
economic problems and address its social and environmental challenges, this straightjacket
keep us mired in an economic and financial morass from which it will be increasingly hard to
escape.

3.5

The growing gap

Equilibrium thinking has blinded standard economics to a phenomenon which, after a quick
look at of the facts, should be obvious not only to the impartial observer but also, and
especially so, to economists. It is a fundamental and growing imbalance in the economy
between productive capacity and what we’ll call asset-backed demand: demand backed up by
the capacity to pay from the payer’s income or accumulated wealth.
Asset-backed demand differs from demand as defined by economists which, in addition
to capacity to pay from income and accumulated wealth, includes payment capacity resulting
from access to credit. Let’s call this economic demand.
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Economists will argue that access to credit is based on payment capacity, which is
determined by income and assets. When a lender gives out a loan, he will take account of the
present and expected payment capacity of the borrower, to ensure loan and interest will be
(re)paid. Therefore, in practice asset-backed demand will be the same as economic demand.
However, as the developments of the past 20 years and especially, the 2007 crisis have
shown, credit can very well be given on a scale that exceeds payment capacity by a large
margin. Therefore the distinction between asset-backed and economic demand is a useful one.
Since the 19th century and especially, since the 1960s the productive capacity of modern
society has grown immensely. Technological development has resulted in a hugely increased
capacity to produce an enormous and steadily increasing array of goods and services, and
doing so ever more efficiently. Asset-backed demand, on the other hand, has grown much
less, due to stagnating lower and middle incomes. The growing gap, then, is one of assetbacked demand increasingly falling behind productive capacity.
Up to the 2007 crisis the growing gap has been hidden in the rich countries because
economic demand has kept up with productive capacity. This happened because an ever
growing part of economic demand was generated through credit. Yet as we’ve learned from
the 2007 crisis and will look at in more detail below, over the past two decades credit supply
has grown to such an extent that it has become unsustainable: consumers and governments
have borrowed beyond their means and are now too deeply in debt for the process to continue.
The extent to which credit can be paid back depends on future income: consumers, companies
and governments can take on as much debt as they can be expected to repay, with interest,
from future earnings. Borrowing beyond this capacity to repay is unsustainable. It is such
unsustainable borrowing that we’ve seen over the past two decades, and for which in the
aftermath of the 2007 crisis the bill has come due68.
Asset-backed demand is determined primarily by wages, especially for the lower and
middle income groups that make up between 70 and 80 percent of the total number of
households. Up until the early 1970s, real wage increases more or less kept track with
increases in productivity. Newsweek columnist Robert J. Samuelson presents the following
figures: from 1950 to 1973, productivity rose 97 percent69, whereas over this same period
median compensation of high school male graduates aged 35-44 rose (after inflation) 95
percent. For college graduates the increase was 106 percent. From the 1980s on, however,
wage increases fell far behind the rise in productivity. From 1980 to 2005, productivity
increased by 71 percent, yet median compensation for high school graduates dropped four
percent, and compensation for college graduates rose only 24 percent.
A study by Queens College demographer Andrew Beveridge shows similar figures. His
research shows that in the U.S., from 1970 to 2005, men’s real wages (including those of men
with college degrees) declined while women’s remained the same. Among full-time workers
with advanced degrees men’s wages increased only marginally. The only significant raise in
wages was for highly educated women in a number of big cities. Beverage explains this is due
to a social phenomenon: the fact that single, career oriented women are now much more
common than before the 1970s.70
So how come wages are stagnating? The reasons are various: economic as well as
political and social. Samuelson gives, in the above cited column, an explanation that is socio68

Though not entirely, or perhaps not yet: in early 2012 economic growth in the U.S. picked up again because
borrowing by the state and consumers reached new highs – even higher than pre-crisis levels. This in spite of
predictions of economists and the press in the two years right after the crisis that both consumers and
government would first have to restore their balance sheets before new large scale borrowing could be engaged
in. As this book was finalized in early 2012, it was not yet known till when this renewed borrowing spree could
be sustained – but that at some point the bill will come due is unavoidable.
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political as well as economic, exemplified by the case of auto workers in the U.S. The case
derives from economists Frank Levy and Peter Temin of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, who analyzed the effects of the Treaty of Detroit, a series of labor agreements
between the United Auto Workers and the Big Three U.S. car makers, General Motors, Ford
and Chrysler. Starting with a 1948 contract at General Motors the agreements guaranteed
annual wage increases, job security and generous fringe benefits. The treaty influenced other
unionized industries, where pattern bargaining – companies signing similar contracts –
became common. Many non-union companies embraced comparable norms: workers received
wage gains that went beyond inflation, as well as job security and fringe benefits.
This concept held for much of the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s. In the 1980s, however,
business leaders and politicians, supported by economists, abandoned the idea that workers
had the right to job security, fringe benefits and wage increases in line with productivity
growth. Social norms were out, the market was in. In the aftermath of the 1980s recession and
with increasing international trade, competition increased. Before the 1980s, as Levy and
Temin put it, "market outcomes" in pay were "strongly moderated by institutional factors" –
read: social norms such as workers’ rights, in combination with union power.
From the 1980s onwards union powers diminished rapidly. Though initially the United
Auto Workers could still call the shots in Detroit they had no influence over foreign car
makers exporting cars to the U.S. or setting up shop in the U.S., in states where labor unions
had no clout. In consequence, in 2007 GM’s hourly compensation – wage plus fringe benefits
– totaled $71 compared to Toyota’s $4771. GM’s wages, in combination with the fringe
benefit of the option to retire after 30 years, reflects the clout of the UAW – up to the 1980s.
Toyota’s wages represent a situation where wages come about under pressure of international
competition instead of unions. The example clearly illustrates how in newer, non-unionized
industries workers have seen their real incomes stagnate or in some cases, decline.
So why is the gap continuing to increase? Technological development, already
proceeding rapidly, is fostered even further by increasing competition for market share. Such
competition is increasingly fierce in a market in which demand grows only slowly due to
stagnating asset-backed demand. As competition increases so does the drive for efficiency and
productivity, leading to a self-reinforcing process of innovation and resulting increases in
efficiency and productivity. Wages do not rise in tandem due to international competition and
the corresponding decrease of countervailing power. Union power has been marginalized by
globalization: rather then meet union demands companies can move production to nonunionized areas or countries. At the same time low-priced imports from low-wage countries
out-compete the higher priced products from companies paying higher wages. The latter are
forced to lower wage costs, reduce the use of labor through labor saving technology such as
robotics, or go bankrupt.
The downward pressure on wages resulting from globalization is huge. Over the past
decades the rich nations have seen entire industrial sectors disappear as a result of competition
from low wage countries: textiles, shoes, and more recently electronics. In some industrial
sectors companies have met the challenge by moving production off-shore to low-wage
countries. Employment has been lost mostly in the industrial sector: workers have been
retrenched, gone on the dole – in countries with strong social safety nets, often permanently –
or have been sent with early retirement. In some cases they have found new employment in
other industries, or in the growing service sector. New entrants to the job market have also
gone largely into services. But globalization has its effects there too: thanks to information
technology, especially internet, more and more white collar work is brought off-shore or is
outsourced to companies in low wage countries. The actual move of jobs overseas or the
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threat this may happen further weakens union power – traditionally already weak in services –
and helps suppress wage demands. Lower paying service employment substitutes former
well-paid industrial jobs.
Yes, there are new jobs in services that are well-paid. But they are for a minority of
highly skilled and talented knowledge workers in jobs that cannot be outsourced. And even
those jobs are increasingly at risk as outsourcing is moving up the food chain. Well-educated
youths in Eastern Europe, India and elsewhere increasingly able to carry out highly
specialized tasks such as software development, for wages that are a fraction of those in the
rich nations. Thus even in those professions there is the risk of wages stagnating or
decreasing. Overall demand in the economy decreases correspondingly, whereas productive
capacity continues to increase – and not only as a result of competition. Productive capacity is
greatly enhanced also through foreign investment in low wage countries, making available
capital and know-how that greatly increases the productivity of workers. Those increases in
productivity are not or only very partially reflected in wages, leading to a further widening of
the gap between productive capacity and asset-backed demand.
Does standard economics offer solutions to this growing gap between productivity and
thereby, productive capacity, and asset-backed demand? No, it does not. Economists do
recognize that in an economic downturn demand will fall behind productive capacity, but they
do not see a structural problem. At the same time standard economic policy recommendations
make matters worse rather than better. To promote economic growth economists argue for
economic liberalization, in the form of freeing trade and making labor markets more flexible,
making it easier to fire workers and lowering or (preferably) eliminating minimum wages. Yet
it’s exactly these prescriptions that have led to the growing gap and continue to it widening
further. Freeing trade increases competition, which promotes innovation and thus, increases
productivity and productive capacity. At the same time it depresses wages, as companies are
forced to keep labor costs low to remain competitive in international markets. Likewise, the
lower wages resulting from labor market flexibilization contribute to reducing asset-backed
demand.
Economists are likely to argue that there is no proof of a gap. They may admit there
are periods of economic stagnation in which productive capacity exceeds demand. However,
such periods are always followed at some point by periods of strong growth and low levels of
unemployment. This, they will argue, indicates that the tendency of the economy towards
equilibrium exists, with temporary imbalances occurring only as a result of what is called the
business cycle: a cycle of periods of relatively rapid economic growth, in an expansion or a
boom, and periods of relative stagnation or decline: a contraction or recession.
They are right to the extent that indeed, up until the 2007 crisis, there has been, in the
high growth, expansionary periods, a rough balance between productive capacity and
economic demand. However, this balance came about because the shortfall in asset-backed
demand resulting from stagnating incomes was compensated for, in various ways. One way
consumers have done this has been by working more hours – especially at household level. In
the past three decades this was achieved mostly by women entering the work force for an
increasing number of hours. In the U.S., in 1950, the overall participation rate of women in
the labor market was 34 percent. By 1980 it had risen to 52 percent, in 2000 it reached 60
percent.72
The other, already mentioned way in which consumers have compensated for
stagnating incomes, especially over the past two decades, has been by borrowing. Low
interest rates and thus cheap credit, with financial institutions aggressively pushing loans on
consumers through credit cards and mortgages, made up for the shortfall in asset-backed
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demand. Especially in the U.S. and Britain a credit culture has led households and individuals
to take on massive debt, while savings rates fell to close to zero. Thus borrowing and lending
has allowed, until the 2007 crisis, for economic demand to keep up with productive capacity.
Simple lending, however, was not enough. Lending and borrowing required collateral: a
pledge on the part of the borrower to the lending institution that ensures repayment of the
loan. With incomes largely stagnant such collateral was found first, in the exploding stock
prices that led to the dot-com bubble of the 1990s. When that bubble burst collateral was
found in the rapidly rising values of real estate – a bubble that came to an end with the 2007
crisis. In both booms lending and borrowing was stimulated not only by excessive valuations
of assets but also, by all parties involved counting on asset values (of stocks and homes
respectively) continuing to rise forever.
The shortfall in asset-backed demand, then, was compensated for by borrowing and
bubbles. Bubbles were needed to create sufficient collateral for the large sale lending and
borrowing that kept up demand: first stocks, then housing. Without these bubbles it would not
have been possible for households to borrow on a scale sufficient to compensate for the lack
of asset-backed demand. Or, in other words, it would not have been possible to close the gap
between productive capacity and asset-backed demand – or perhaps more accurately, to limit
the growth of the gap.
Economists insufficiently recognize that over the past decades, demand keeping up with
production capacity came about not as result of a healthy, sustainable rise in asset-backed
demand, but as a result of unsustainable financial bubbles based on speculation, excessive
borrowing and financial pranks. Finance and thereby, speculation became the new leading
edge sector that pushed the economy upward. Lending to consumers, through credit cards and
mortgages, gave consumers the money to keep spending and thus, keep up demand and
maintain and create jobs. Speculation and the charges for the myriad financial transactions
accompanying that speculation, such as the commissions on the trillions of dollars in risky
financial products such as credit default swaps, contributed hugely to wealth creation and
thereby, demand.
In the aftermath of the 2007 crisis we’ve now become aware, painfully, this could not
last. Wealth creation through creating and trading virtual financial products and the artificial
generation of demand through a credit binge did manage to keep up demand temporarily by
compensating for stagnating lower and middle incomes. The resulting high levels of consumer
demand created jobs throughout the economy, especially in construction, thus lowering
unemployment. But it could not do so indefinitely, because the borrowing on which this
growth was based was unsustainable. At the end of 2008 total debt as a share of the economy
was at a record 350 percent of GDP in the U.S. and 400 percent in Britain. Those levels are
bound to rise: even as consumers have started to pay off their debt governments, in the
aftermath of the 2007 crisis, have had to take on more. As the economy stays flat, so will tax
income. Expenditure on employment benefits and other social security measures will remain
high. Annual budget deficits have risen to unsustainable levels due to bank bailouts and
stimulus measures, taken to ward off a total collapse after the 2007 crisis. To pay off debt and
bring the deficits to the two to three percent that is considered sustainable governments will
have to make major cutbacks in spending as well as raise taxes. Both will depress assetbacked demand, thus further widening the gap with productive capacity.
In the rich countries, then, the use of credit to substitute for the lack of asset-back
demand appears to have run its course, at least for the years to come. Consumers and
governments are overly indebted and, with uncertain economic prospects and banks unwilling
to lend, cannot take on more debt. As a result demand is stagnating, forcing producers to
compete even more fervently than usual for remaining market share. Stronger competition
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drives technological development and productivity whereas demand stagnates: the gap
increases further.
The gap between productive capacity and asset-backed demand is even more marked
in the low and middle income countries – where about 85% of the world’s inhabitants live.
Whereas in times of economic expansion the rich countries may experience a close to full use
of productive capacity, in low and middle income countries, even those with high growth
rates, huge numbers of people are unemployed or underemployed. Hundreds of millions of
people are engaged in low-yielding activities in farming, crafts or services. As has been
shown by the developments in especially China, introducing new, highly productive
manufacturing processes based on technology developed in the rich countries leads to an
enormous increase in production and productivity. In other words, the huge armies of
unemployed and underemployed in the low and middle income countries represent, in
combination with modern technology, an enormous productive potential.
Standard economics barely takes account of such productive potential. Economists do
assume that, as Samuelson & Nordhaus call it, the production-possibility frontier may be
pushed out somewhat, thus increasing productive capacity to a limited extent. However,
equilibrium faith holds that normally, supply and demand are balanced at a level of maximum
efficiency, meaning the available resources are used optimally to create maximum output.
This concept cannot be aligned with the idea that there could be a permanent, huge unused or
underused production capacity, as is the case in poorer nations and thus, in the global
economy overall. The increase in production over the past two decades, resulting from
matching a minor proportion of the huge reservoir of labor in low income countries with
advanced technology from the rich nations is proof that at the global level, potential
productive capacity is much higher – or, in economic terms, that the production-possibility
frontier can be expanded much more rapidly – than standard economics considers possible.

3.6

A twisted financial system: the real and the speculative economy

Next to the growing gap, a second phenomenon standard economics misses out on is the fact
that money is not, as assumed by standard economics, used only for investment, production or
consumption. It is also used for speculation: the trade in securities or money (currencies) in an
attempt to profit from price fluctuations73. The best way to picture the situation is to
distinguish between the two partially overlapping but mostly separate economies already
referred to in the above. The first is the “real” economy of the production and consumption of
goods and services; the second is the “financial” economy, involving the trade in money and
financial products. Standard economics is barely aware of the latter: as mentioned in the
earlier presented 2009 review of the state of economics by The Economist, economists don’t
really know how to handle financial intermediaries and therefore, do not take them into
account in their models. In practice, therefore, economics largely ignores what’s happening in
the financial economy or, as we’ll call it more appropriately from here on, the speculative
economy.
The speculative economy, then, entails the world-wide trade in money (currencies) and
financial products (stocks, bonds, and other securities such as options, futures and swaps).
The money involved is not used for consumption, production or investment, as is the case in
the real economy, but is used to try and make more money by profiting from often minor
price fluctuations. All this financial trading takes place in a virtual circuit that is largely
separated from the “real” economy of the production, trade and consumption of goods and
services.
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In good times the speculative economy is a wealth generator, especially for the richest
layers in society. The middle classes and lower incomes also benefit, as part of the wealth
generated in the speculative economy trickles down into the real economy. Though in relative
terms, that is, in comparison with the total amount of money in the speculative economy, the
trickle-down amounts are minor, in absolute terms it involves huge sums of money. It
involves all capital gains and profits from financial transactions that people and businesses
working in finance do not use for further speculation but instead, spend on goods and
services: think, for example, bankers and traders spending their multi-million dollar salaries
and bonuses, and the wealthy spending some of the returns on their investments.
Speculation, then, creates wealth, and wealth creates demand. That’s good, especially
when considering the above described problem of demand falling behind the productive
capacity of society. However, the existence of a speculative economy has major
disadvantages that far outweigh the wealth generating effects. The first is that it can extract
money from the real economy, with a growing shortage of money in the real economy as a
result. Again, consider the speculative economy as hovering above the real economy, and as
growing in size both through internal growth, by speculation, and by drawing in money from
the real economy. The latter happens when profits from the real economy, in bank deposits,
corporate reserves, pension funds, and funds of insurers and other institutional investors, are
invested into the financial products of the speculative economy.
The transfer from the real to the speculative economy is fostered by stagnating demand
in the real economy, meaning fewer business opportunities and therefore, fewer possibilities
for lucrative investment. Faced with reduced investment opportunities and the risk of poor
returns the rich, banks, institutional investors, even corporations channel their money into the
speculative economy, under the assumption that there is more money to be made through
speculation than through investment in the actual production of goods and services. It’s a
phenomenon that can be observed especially in the aftermath of the 2007 crisis. Easy money
that central banks make available to private banks at minimal interest rates is channeled only
in part as intended by central banks and governments: to the real economy, where companies
and consumers are struggling to obtain credit. Instead investments and credit go into the
speculative economy, where it is forming new bubbles, notably in stock markets and real
estate in emerging economies, and in commodities. Even corporations normally operating in
the real economy jump the bandwagon: instead of investing in improving and expanding
production in the real economy they invest in the speculative economy by purchasing stock
and bonds from other companies, taking over companies in their entirety, or buying back their
own stock.
More money flowing into the speculative economy leads us to greatest drawback: the
formation of speculative bubbles, followed by the unavoidable crash when the bubble
becomes so big that the more perceptive speculators come to see it as becoming
unsustainable. With more experienced speculators heading for the exits faith in the inflated
values of the underlying assets is lost, a panic ensues, assets are sold off en masse, and asset
values decimated.
Unfortunately, the negative effects for the real economy of a downturn or a crash in the
speculative economy are often worse than the positive effects in a period of growth, as is
shown in the aftermath of the 2007 crisis. As faith and liquidity is lost banks and other
financial institutions contract their lending, which affects especially small and medium-sized
businesses. Banks, especially those “too big too fail”, meaning their collapse might lead to the
whole financial system to implode, are bailed out by governments and thus, by tax payers.
This means a further transfer of wealth from the real to the speculative economy, and a
corresponding decrease in demand in the former. It’s been called socialism for the rich: when
things go well the profits are for the rich, when things go wrong society pays the bill.
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Economics’ failure to distinguish between the real and the speculative economy makes
economists, especially the orthodox, push for policies that make matters worse. One of these
is deregulation, which in the 1990s gave banks and other private financial institutions the
freedom to increase leverage to unprecedented levels. In the years before the 2007 crisis
increased leverage added huge quantities of capital to the speculative circuit, which were
invested for an important part in unsustainable financial products (so-called “toxic assets”)
that helped cause the crisis. Thus deregulation helped to foster speculation, promoted the
development and trade in risky financial products, and contributed to creating the 2008
financial crash that started with the fall of Lehman Brothers. Earlier financial bubbles and
crashes were caused in a similar manner.
Another standard economic policy prescription, tax reduction, also promotes
speculation. Tax reductions on income, corporations, property and capital gains benefit the
rich much more than the lower and middle incomes. The rich are much more prone to push
money into the speculative economy than lower and middle income groups. Likewise
corporations are much more prone to funnel spare liquidity into the speculative economy then
are small or medium-sized businesses, governments, or low and middle income consumers.
The distinction between a real and a speculative economy also helps to understand why
the massive money creation through the speculation and excessive lending of the 1990s and
2000s did not lead to inflation. We already discussed one explanation: the growing gap
between asset-backed demand and productive capacity. The rapidly increasing productive
capacity of the global economy allowed meeting the additional demand created by, on the one
hand, lending and borrowing and on the other, the proceeds from speculation trickling down
to the real economy. In addition, a sizable part of the money created through speculation and
excessive lending was not used for consumption or investment in the real economy, but
remained tied up in financial assets in the speculative economy. Since in that form it did not
create demand for goods or services it did not result in inflationary pressure.
The diversion of money from the real economy to the speculative economy, fostered by
the policy prescriptions of standard economics, leads to structural shortages in the former and
excess money in the latter. This imbalance would be enhanced even further if other precepts
of what is considered sound economic, fiscal and financial policy would be followed. Imagine
all governments acting “responsibly” by running minimal or no budget deficits while at the
same time establishing sufficiently large funds to meet future obligations for pensions,
healthcare, and care for the elderly. Likewise, imagine citizens and companies would act
responsibly and started putting aside money for a rainy day as well as depositing ample funds
in pension funds and retirement savings accounts. This would create an enormous growth in
capital accumulation by government social funds and institutional investors such as pension
funds, banks and insurers. The rhetorical question: where would all that money go, meaning,
where would it be invested? Compared to the current system there would be only a fraction of
the quantity of government bonds to invest in. Money would therefore have to be invested in
the private sector – where there would be way too much money chasing too few investment
opportunities. New investment vehicles would surely be invented, resulting in further
speculation in stocks, commodities, futures and swaps. But with too much capital chasing too
few investment opportunities a crash would be inevitable, wiping out large parts of the
arduously built-up savings. The real economy would be affected as banks and financial
institutions would need new bail-outs, as credit and demand would contract, and government
debt would rise. There would be recurring crises: after a slow and painful recovery new
savings would be built up and again, too much money would be chasing too few investment
opportunities. Thus the policy prescriptions of standard economics, based on the
misapprehensions resulting from equilibrium thinking and market fetishism, lead to the exact
opposite of the tranquil, optimal equilibrium that economists would like to see so dearly.
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3.7

Money: character, creation, creed

Standard economics suffers from what we can call money deification. Let’s refer again to the
Encarta Dictionary of North American English, which describes deification as “to honor or
adore somebody or something as if he, she, or it were divine”. The terminology fits since
economists – and people in general – see money as some kind of magical entity, with innate
forces and dynamics which are, at least in part, beyond the control of men. Money deification
has unfortunate consequences as it leads, as we’ll see next, to financial policies that hinder
society in addressing its economic, environmental and social problems.
Market fetishism and equilibrium faith not only constrain us in understanding the
economy and finding solutions to economic problems; they also put us on the wrong footing
in dealing with money. Economists’ viewpoints on money, the money supply and money
creation are, as everything else in standard economics, determined by equilibrium theory.
There is broad consensus among economists that there is a balance between the money supply
and the supply and demand for goods and services. Economic growth brings the balance to a
higher level, with as the main driving force credit provision by private sector banks. As we’ve
seen, all credit is assumed to be used either for investment in the production of goods and
services or for financing consumption. By generating supply and demand credit serves as the
engine for economic growth, pushing the equilibrium to a higher wealth level, a new balance
where a larger supply of goods and services is matched by increased consumption and a larger
money supply.
Economists themselves are not entirely in accordance of how money is created. Most
economists hold that credit provision leads to money creation through a process called
fractional reserve banking74. Banks take in deposits and borrow money from central banks,
and then lend to consumers, producers and investors. They are obliged by financial regulators
to keep a certain proportion (or fraction) of usually about ten percent in reserve to be able to
pay depositors wanting to withdraw their money. The rest they lend. As banks lend, are
repaid, take in deposits, relend, and so forth, money is created75. The lower the reserve
requirements, the more money is created, as banks can lend a larger proportion of what they
receive through deposits and loans from the central bank.
A simpler way to look at money creation through credit supply is based on the premise
that money is created when banks lend out more then they have in reserve, and destroyed
when such loans are paid back. It follows that an indication for the increase of the money
supply caused by bank lending is the increase in the total debt held by companies,
governments, and consumers. Over the past decades this increase in indebtedness has been
huge: in the U.S. private sector alone debt rose from around 50% of GDP in 1950 to nearly
300% in 2010.76 By 2011, the total public and private debt had risen to $57 trillion dollar – of
which $46 trillion was created since 199077. In other words, in about 20 years U.S. lending
and borrowing alone has led to the creation of $46 trillion.
Since the amount of lending is determined for an important part by interest rates and
reserve requirements, and central banks determine both, central banks play an important role
in managing the money supply. However, economists differ in opinion as to how important
this role is. Some economists hold that central banks automatically supply the reserves private
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banks need to extend loans and, given this automatism, only exercise limited influence.
Others believe that, by raising or lowering the interest rates against which central banks lend
to the banking sector, they exert considerable influence.
Economists themselves, then, are not entirely clear and do not agree on exactly how
money is created, or on the driving forces behind it. But apart from these differences there is
consensus that money creation by private banks is essential for healthy economic
development.
Whereas money creation by private banks is seen as the driving force of the economy,
standard economics holds that money creation by central banks for direct use by government
is a cardinal sin. Such money creation would take place outside the market place and
therefore, would not be subject to market forces. According to the quantity theory of money
this would disrupt equilibrium: the infusion of newly created money into the economy by the
state would lead to too much money chasing too few goods. In an economy in equilibrium,
that of which the quantity is growing (in this case money) will lose value against that of which
the quantity remains constant or reduces (goods and services bought with that money). Money
creation by government would, therefore, decrease the value of money and thereby, push up
the prices of goods and services, a process we all know as inflation.
Inflation is not necessarily bad – as long as it is low and controlled. Most economists
consider an inflation of 2 to 3% annually as acceptable and even desirable, as a lubricant for
growth, as it is held to stimulate consumption and investment. This idea is based on the
concept of Rational Economic Man: rather than see his money slowly decline in value,
Rational Economic Man will use it to buy commodities or services that he expects to be
higher priced later on, or invest it to get a good return. Economists are much more scared of
deflation, meaning decreasing prices for products, and the corresponding increase in the value
of money. Deflation is feared because it is assumed to restrain people from consumption or
investment, as they expect delaying the purchase will allow them to acquire the desired goods
and services at a lower price at a later point in time.
A few percentage points of controlled inflation, then, is accepted and even, considered
useful to spur on the economy. The great fear is runaway inflation which, being
uncontrollable, may lead to hyper-inflation, in which money loses it value by the day. Out of
fear of this happening there is, certainly in the eyes of the orthodox and especially of
monetarists, no greater economic transgression than creating money for the state. Mainstream
and liberal economists share this view: not even the most left-wing, heterodox economists
consider money creation for the public good a feasible option. The only way of creating
money is through the above described process of credit supply to the private sector by private
banks.
Central banks can stimulate lending by banks by lowering the interest rates they charge
when lending money to private banks. In extreme situations, such as the aftermath of the 2007
crisis, they may even attempt to increase the money supply through a process called
quantitative easing. This consists of supplying private banks with extra liquidity by buying
securities such as (government) bonds, in the hope that the liquidity thus created will be lent
on by banks and other financial players to producers and consumers.
The assumption that providing money created by central banks directly to government
will unavoidably cause inflation derives from the quantity theory of money – already
mentioned in the second chapter of this book and in the above. The problem with this theory
is that, as with other equilibrium model derivatives, it’s not only a gross simplification but
also a caricature of what happens in the real world, and as so much in standard economics,
based on faith rather than fact. The assumption of impersonal market forces determining the
value of money can only be described as superstition: there is, as already argued, no reason to
assume there is an economic reality determined by forces that go beyond the aggregate of
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individual decisions made by economic actors. Prices do not go up by themselves: sellers will
have to raise them, and buyers will have to accept and pay the higher price. The quantity
theory of money would hold only if indeed there would be equilibrium, with a money supply
perfectly in line with the supply of goods and services, and then only if all economic actors
were perfectly rational and informed, meaning they’d know exactly, at any given point in
time, the exact quantity of money and the exact quantities and prices of all goods and
services. Only then would sellers, on the basis of their knowledge of the available quantity of
money, be able to determine if they could raise prices, and by how much. And only then could
consumers, with the same knowledge, come to the conclusion they should pay more to obtain
the desired goods and services.
Reality is, of course, that neither buyers nor sellers have this information: economies are
much too complex. Even monetary specialists, including those of Central Banks, don’t have a
complete overview of the quantity of money, let alone how that quantity matches with the
supply of goods and services. A quick look at reality clearly shows there is no direct
relationship between the quantity of money and the supply of goods and services. For
example, the large scale money creation through private sector lending and speculation since
the 1990s has not led to inflation, though according to the quantity theory of money it should
have. As was already mentioned, the 1990s and 2000s saw the creation of trillions of dollars,
Euros, and other currencies through lending and the creation of and trade in all sorts of
financial products. Likewise huge amounts of money were created through speculation,
resulting in rising prices of stocks and other securities, housing, and commodities such as oil.
The corresponding increase in the quantity of money was much greater than the increase in
the supply of goods and services and therefore, according to the quantity theory of money,
should have caused massive inflation. It did not, thus proving the theory wrong.
Economists also err in their analysis of inflation by extrapolating micro-economic
phenomena to macro-economic events. This happens when they assume that decision making
by individuals and companies on price setting (the field of micro-economics) has direct
consequences for prices in the economy as a whole (the area of macro-economics). In a
particular economic sector, with relatively few producers and consumers, producers might
perceive that there is more demand for their products than they and their competitors can
supply, which indeed could bring them to raise prices. Likewise, a consumer noting more
supply than demand could negotiate lower prices by threatening to go to the competition.
Thus inflation or deflation may occur in markets for a specific product, when consumers and
producers become aware of excess supply or demand. But such perceptions are impossible for
the total supply and demand for goods and services in the economy, and the total quantity of
money. In today's complex society producers have no insight at all on how the total amount of
money circulating in the economy affects the price they can ask for their product. When
producers lower or raise prices, they do not have their eye on the total money supply. Instead,
they look at production costs, at the competition, at the behavior of the buyers of their
product, and at predictions on how their particular niche market will develop.
Standard economics’ perception of the factors that determine the value of money further
loses credibility by assuming a closed, national economy. If in a national economy it’s already
impossible for economic actors to know the quantity of money as against the quantity of
goods and services, it’s even less so in a global economy in which billions of dollars in money
and goods cross borders every second. In other words, if people, including economists, don’t
have much of an idea if there is a match between the amount of money, goods and services in
a national economy, they have even less so in an increasingly open global economy.
There is yet another argument against the validity of the quantity theory of money. It is
not only actual production capacity at a certain point in time that’s relevant in balancing the
money supply with the supply of goods and services but also, potential production capacity. If
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an expanding money supply is met by the additional production of goods and services by
newly created production facilities, supply and demand of a particular product can be
balanced again. If it’s already difficult to estimate potential production capacity for partial
markets, it’s even more so for the market for all products and services. Nonetheless, the
experience of the past twenty years has shown that, employing surplus labor and modern,
highly productive technology, potential production capacity at global level is huge. Especially
China has shown that with modern technology, mostly imported from the rich nations, this
potential can be realized rapidly: the production capacity of the Chinese economy increased
enormously over the past twenty years, leading to double digit annual growth rates.
This rapid expansion of production capacity happened in response to the growing
demand that resulted from the just mentioned large scale money creation, through the
speculation and excessive lending and borrowing that marked the second half of the 1990s
and the 2000s. Inflation remained low not because of, as many pundits would have it, prudent
monetary policies of central banks, but because producers were able to rapidly expand
production capacity. This expansion took place to meet the increase in demand resulting from
what most monetary economists would describe as loose rather than prudent monetary policy.
From the 1990s up to the 2007 crisis, then, money that was created through excessive
lending and borrowing and through speculation, to the combined tune of trillions of dollars,
has not led to the massive inflation it should have caused if the quantity theory of money were
true. In spite of the enormous infusions of money into the world’s major economies inflation
did not rise significantly. That if nothing else effectively discredits the theory.
The invalidation of the quantity theory of money does not, of course, mean that money
can be created in unlimited quantities without causing inflation. It only invalidates the idea of
a direct causal relationship between the quantity of money and inflation. To understand why
inflation does occur it is important to keep in mind that all economic phenomena are
determined by the decision making of individual economic actors. Parting from this fact there
are two situations in which inflation will occur. One is when the faith in money’s value is lost.
This is visible most clearly when hyperinflation occurs. Economists and their hapless
followers in the media claim that hyperinflation is caused by printing excessive quantities of
money – as was the case most recently, in 2010, in Zimbabwe. But that’s not the actual cause.
If the presses were running but people would not be aware they were, nothing would happen –
there would not be inflation. The problem comes when people become aware of excessive
quantities of money being printed and when in consequence, they lose faith in its value. There
is ample evidence of the fact that loss of faith is the cause of hyperinflation, and not the
quantity of money as such. Accounts of hyperinflation almost invariably report that the
printing presses could not keep up with the need for new bills. In other words, money lost its
value more rapidly than it could be created. Loss of value, caused by loss of faith, came
before the actual creation of money.
So why do people lose faith in the value of money? The main cause is loss of
confidence in the authorities held to be responsible for money keeping its value: central banks
and governments. Economists and other financial pundits play a key role in such loss of
confidence by announcing they expect inflation to occur. Inflation then becomes a selffulfilling prophecy as all economic actors, out of fear their money will lose its value, engage
in exactly those actions that will cause it to lose its value: exchange their money for goods and
services and for other currencies that are assumed to be stronger, meaning more likely to keep
their value. This can become a self-reinforcing process, as more and more people try to do so
ever more rapidly, leading to hyperinflation: money loosing its value at an accelerating pace,
with prices going up as much as 10% every day.
Hyperinflation, then, occurs when people, for fear of a further decline in the value of
money, try to convert it as quickly as possible into goods or other commodities expected to
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hold their value, such as gold. A good example of hyperinflation is the well-known case of
Germany in the 1920s – a traumatic experience that has left Germans with what can be
described best as inflation paranoia up to today. Many people, including monetarists,
mainstream economists and the press believe that German hyperinflation was caused by
excessive money creation. However, again the facts tell us that excessive money printing was
no so much cause as consequence. Money wasn’t printed before it lost its value; it was the
other way around: the printing presses could not keep pace with the rate at which the German
currency, the Reichsmark, lost value. The exact causes of the phenomenon, that is, the reasons
why people lost confidence in the mark, have never been established clearly. That’s not
surprising: a wide range of interrelated factors, economic, social and psychological, may lead
to people loosing faith in a currency; also, different people may be influenced by different
factors. Galbraith describes several factors, notably fears of rising deficits in Germany’s
budget and balance of payments78. Possibly, the prospect of Germany having to pay massive
World War I reparations to the allied nations may have brought Germans to expect inflation
and spend their money on durable goods that would keep their value. Galbraith tells how
inflation became a self-reinforcing process: having gained speed it accelerated further and in
the last months fed upon itself. The end came abruptly: the Reichsmark was replaced by the
Rentenmark, to the tune of one trillion to one. Even though the basis for the Rentenmark was
thin79 it worked: confidence was restored and faith in the new currency established. A
contributing factor may well have been that people were yearning for economic and financial
order: they wanted to believe in the new currency. Also, Galbraith mentions a balanced
budget as a measure that restored confidence.
The point of the German case: hyperinflation was caused by loss of confidence, not by
money creation as such – as has been the case throughout history. Loss of confidence, then, is
one cause of inflation. The second is a situation already referred to: when economic actors
become aware that demand exceeds supply. When, through money creation or for some other
reason, demand increases to such an extent that it cannot be met suppliers will take notice and
raise their prices. Likewise, when workers find there is more demand for their labor and skills
than can be provided they are likely to raise the price of their labor by demanding higher
wages. When the scale on which these processes occur is big enough inflation will result.
Both forms of inflation are recognized by mainstream economists (though not by
monetarists who, as we’ve seen, hold that inflation is always and everywhere caused by
changes in the money supply). In the case of suppliers raising their prices because they
perceive their products will be bought anyway the term used is demand-pull inflation. In the
case of workers demanding higher wages because they perceive they will be hired
nonetheless, the phrase is cost-push inflation. Cost-push inflation can also occur when
suppliers of production factors other than labor, such as raw materials or energy, raise prices
on a major scale. Again, this will be the case when demand for these inputs is such that
suppliers feel assured they can raise prices without affecting sales.
The conclusion that can be drawn from the above is that, as long as confidence in the
value of money is maintained, and as long as the newly created demand does not exceed
production capacity, money creation is possible without causing inflation. Furthermore, there
is no reason why such money creation should not take place by a central bank for direct use
by the state, for example, for investments for the common good and for paying off debt.
It is time, then, to demystify money. To start the demystification process we have to
look at the origin and character of money. There’s no magic involved: money is nothing more,
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and nothing less, then a means to facilitate exchange and trade. It works because it is
something people have mutually agreed upon to accept as something representing value. In
the absence of money goods have to be bartered: a party wanting to trade product one for
product two has to find another party, interested in obtaining product one and in possession of
and willing to trade product two. Money, in the form of coins, bills, shells or other easily
handled objects that throughout history have been used for the purchase and sale of goods and
services, greatly facilitates economic activity. With money it becomes possible to sell product
one to any interested party – independently of whether that party has product two or not. With
the proceeds, product two can be purchased from any party willing to sell it. Money thus
allows for a much more flexible process of exchange. It is the lubricant of the economy. The
concept is so practical that over the ages it has been invented and used in almost all societies.
In its function as a means of exchange money also facilitates hoarding, or saving. Money
takes up very little space and does not spoil. Hoarding allows for both accumulation and trade in
money. Those needing money – to purchase a product or to invest in producing one – can borrow
it from those who have accumulated it. Later, the borrowed amount is returned with interest: a
premium that makes it attractive for owners to lend their money rather than keep it hoarded.
That’s the basic principle of banking.
Money, then, is no more and no less than a symbol depicting a certain value. Its utility and
use rest on a general agreement to accept it as an instrument for payment. That was the case in
the past, and continues to be so today, in modern society. The acceptance of money is based on
the faith that others will accept that same money at some point in the future, in exchange for a
good or service of corresponding value.
To adequately serve its purpose of facilitating trade and accumulation, owners and users of
money should be confident that money will retain its value. The confidence it will do so – if you
will, the faith in money – is crucial because by itself, money has no real value. That used to be
the case even in the past, at a time when the value of a coin was reflected in its gold contents, or
was backed up by gold reserves. After all, gold has little intrinsic value: it has little practical use,
is unfit for human consumption, and is too malleable to make any useful tools. With gold having
no intrinsic value, its economic value is based purely on its general acceptance as something
representing value – the very definition of money.
The intrinsic value of paper money (bank notes or bills) is even less than that of gold or
silver coins. That’s why for a long time the value of paper money was guaranteed by gold
reserves, held at the bank that issued the bills. With the enormous growth of the global economy
since the 1940s, however, the principle of backing up the nominal value of all newly issued
money with gold became impossible to maintain. The U.S. dropped the gold standard in 1970,
other countries followed suit. Since then the value of money depends even more than before on
the faith people put in it. Most money does not even exist physically but only virtually, in the
memory banks of computers and print-outs. Only a few percent of the total money supply exists
in the form of bills and coins.
The above implies that money can be made at will. If, as is the case in standard economics,
we turn it into a scarce resource, then that’s our own choice. If, as is the case especially in the
aftermath of the 2007 crisis, we raise that scarcity to levels at which people lose their jobs and
public services are scaled back, that’s also our choice. If instead of addressing our environmental
and social problems we say there is no money to do so that too is our choice. It’s a choice that
would be immoral were it not that its proponents, those believing in standard economics and the
underlying faith in markets, equilibrium, and the magical properties of money, would not be so
convinced that they’re doing the right thing.
It is a faith we can afford no longer. The human misery caused by unemployment and
underpaid work is unacceptable, as is the worldwide poverty of two-thirds of the global
population and its consequences: malnutrition, hunger, and the early death or stunted
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development of children. Even less acceptable is that the scarcity of money imposed by
economic faith will have terrible consequences for future generations, as it restrains society in
addressing major environmental problems such as global warming, impending water scarcity,
and the depletion of natural resources. In today’s society, in which most money does not even
exist physically it can, in principle, be created or destroyed at will. Its artificial scarcity there
where it’s needed serves no other purpose than the confirmation of economic faith.
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4

POLICY FALLACY: WHERE IT’S BROUGHT US

4.1

Introduction

After looking at the blind spots of standard economics in understanding economic reality, our
next step is to look at the effects of the policy prescriptions resulting from its two main
maladies, market fetishism and equilibrium faith. First, we’ll explore how economics’
continuous effort to liberalize the economy, through freeing trade, cutting taxes, and
minimizing regulation, affects the lower and middle incomes and thereby, demand. Then
we’ll look at the consequences of having the private sector supply goods and services for the
public good.

4.2

Productivity and wages

One of our most important concerns is what we earn. At the very least, all of us want to make
enough money to live in a decent house, put tasty and (to a lesser extent) healthy food on the
table, and pay for healthcare, our kids’ education, transport, and doing fun things in our spare
time and vacations. And we’d like to have a nest egg for harder times and retirement.
Unfortunately, for most of humanity such earnings are a pipe dream. In some cases, this is not
so much due to too low earnings as to poor budget management. In most, people simply do
not make enough money to pay for all this.
Standard economics is not unduly worried by this: in line with equilibrium faith and
market fetishism it sees wages, be they high or low, as a fact of life, determined by the
mighty, autonomously functioning forces of the market. As amply discussed those forces are
assumed to lead the economy to a state of equilibrium where efficiency is maximized. And in
this wonderful world of equilibrium all is fair, meaning that prices for products as well as the
inputs for production are assumed to reflect their actual value – not only for the actors directly
involved, but for society as a whole. The market can’t be wrong, and if there are temporary
deviations, the tendency towards equilibrium will set things straight. This also applies to the
price of labor: in equilibrium thinking, wages are a truthful reflection of the value of that
labor.
Here again is an issue where standard economics misses the mark. Economists assume,
first, that wages are set by the market – in other words, by supply and demand. Second, wages
are determined by and are a reflection of productivity: the output, measured as the monetary
value of the goods or services produced per unit of time, e.g., per hour.
Of course, as in most of economics, there is some truth to these viewpoints. Supply and
demand do to some extent determine wages and reflect productivity. But this is not
necessarily so. Ormerod, citing Michael Lewis80, provides an excellent example and at the
same time, yet another demonstration of the tunnel vision of many economists on their subject
matter. Lewis, who began his career as a successful trader on global capital markets, recounts
the case of a trainee at a Wall Street firm, Salomon Brothers, who had recently taken an MBA
from the University of Chicago. This young economist was asked why he and his colleagues
were so well paid. He answered, true to economic form, “It’s supply and demand. My sister
teaches kids with learning disabilities, and earns much less than I do. If nobody else wanted to
teach she’d make more money.” In fact, Ormerod indicates, all trainees were acutely aware
that there had been intense competition to enter the training program: of over 6000 applicants
only 127 had been admitted. In other words, there was more than enough supply – with many
people wanting the position for lower pay. This takes away the empirical foundation of the
assertion that pay is a function of scarcity, and thereby renders worthless the economic theory
80
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underlying it. As Ormerod remarks, orthodox economics is quite unable to provide an answer
to the question why people operating in financial markets are paid far more than, say, school
teachers. A range of factors is involved, most non-economic, but none of them involves the
“fundamental” principle of supply and demand.
Apart from supply and demand there are other factors that influence wage levels and
wage differentials: the difference in wages between workers with comparable skills in
different industries or localities. Most are non-economic and therefore, are not taken into
account in standard economics. The best example is negotiating power: individuals or groups
may be able to raise their wages by convincing or forcing their employers to accept the
increase. Workers can negotiate higher wages through labor unions. The greater the power of
the unions, the more they can achieve in terms of higher wages for their members and, as a
result of collective bargaining, for workers overall. Managers in corporations often are able to
negotiate excessively high pay because of their powerful position.
Wage differentials are a theme in which equilibrium thinking really leads economists
astray in offering satisfactory explanations. In the era of globalization wage differentials
between rich and poor nations are an issue of particular interest. Samuelson, in his textbook
Economics, provides the standard explanation: the much higher wages in rich countries are
due to higher labor productivity81, a consequence of higher quality labor, greater availability
of capital, and more advanced technology. Orthodox, mainstream and liberal economists all
explain wage differentials in this manner. Take liberal economist Jeffrey Sachs, in the first
decade of the 2000s the poster child for global development and a leading advocate for
fighting Third World poverty. In his book The End of Poverty, How we can make it happen in
our lifetime82 he discusses the progress rural women in Bangla Desh have made by replacing
their miserable lives in the countryside for slightly less miserable lives in urban areas, where
they work long and arduous hours under unsafe conditions in the garment industry. Sachs
describes this as a first step on the ladder of development, a step on the way to economic
opportunity that was unimagined in the countryside in generations past. He then continues:
“…. Some rich country protesters have argued that Dhaka’s apparel firms should either pay
far higher wage rates or be closed, but closing such factories as a result of wages forced
above worker productivity would be little more than a ticket for these women back to rural
misery.” The error, typical of standard economics, and therefore even made by liberal
economists such as Sachs, is in the phrase wages forced above worker productivity. This
suggests that the shamefully low wages paid to these women are justified because they reflect
their productivity. That’s nonsense. Those apparel factories work with reasonably modern
equipment, and the women working there are, depending on the machinery they work with,
almost or as productive as apparel makers in industrialized nations – the few that are left.
They may even be more productive, because in comparison to workers in rich countries, who
have a measure of protection from labor laws and unions, workers in poor countries are likely
to be fired if they do not perform optimally. They are also likely to be more productive, that
is, produce more than apparel workers in the rich nations of, say, 30 years ago, who worked
with less advanced equipment. Yet those workers received much higher real wages – which is
exactly the reason why most of their jobs were moved to low wage countries.
The reason for low pay is not low productivity. It is lack of power, resulting in a high
level of exploitation, made possible because the women enjoy no protection whatsoever and
can easily be replaced. There are no labor laws, or they are not enforced. Unions are
suppressed and even if they exist, are barely able to operate. For every woman working in the
industry ten can be found to replace her if she makes trouble, such as asking for a raise (in this
case, in contrast to Lewis’ earlier example of financial traders, supply and demand do
81
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influence wage levels: the fact that in the Bangla Desh garment industry the supply of labor is
much larger than demand depresses wages).
Economists may argue that productivity is reflected in the value of the goods produced
– in this case, the price of the garment as it leaves the factory. But that’s circular reasoning:
that value is low in large part because labor costs are so low, which is due to low wages. If the
off-factory price of the product would be higher, productivity would be higher.
The problem with Sachs’s reasoning, and that of economists in general, is that they look
at average productivity at national level. And indeed, average productivity in Bangla Desh is
low, as the large majority of people are still employed in traditional small scale agriculture or
in the informal sector, in petty industry, trade and other services. Lacking access to capital
and production equipment the people involved produce little, with very limited monetary
value. For every highly productive worker using advanced machinery in the modern industrial
sector there are hundreds or even thousands of people whose productivity is very low. In
consequence national average productivity is low. However, this average is meaningless when
considering the pay of workers in modern garment factories.83
The example of the garment workers is valid for all work that has been moved or is
moving out to low wage countries: from the production of electronic equipment to software
engineering. The very fact that productivity (measured in quantity and quality of output) is as
high as in the rich nations yet wages are much lower is exactly the reason for companies
moving production to low income nations in the South or the East.
The real reasons for wages in modern industry being low in low wage countries, then,
are not low productivity but lack of protection and bargaining power for workers, and a labor
supply that exceeds demand. In addition wages are determined by overall wage levels in the
economy and as such, are a function of history as well as the present state of economic
development. Moreover wages are depressed, especially in low-skill jobs such as garment
production, by tough international competition: productivity is less of an issue than the fact
that in other countries workers are willing to do the same work for even lower pay.
Samuelson makes exactly the same mistake as Sachs – and almost all mainstream
economists – by “explaining” in Economics that even though wages in East Asia are only 20
percent of those in the U.S. – $2 against $10 per hour – the reason American workers have
higher wages is that they are on average more productive. If U.S. wages are ten times those in
East Asia, it is because on average the U.S. is roughly ten times more productive in the
manufacture of tradable goods84. Again, that may be roughly true on average, at the national
level, but that says nothing about productivity in specific sectors – notably those in which
China out-competes the U.S. On the contrary, it is exactly the combination of high
productivity (measured in quality and quantity of output) and low wages that enables Chinese
companies, or U.S. companies that have set up shop in China, to out-compete companies with
production facilities in the U.S.
A third example of this elemental mistake comes from Tim Harfords’ already cited The
Undercover Economist. As Sachs and Samuelson he writes: … Sadly for the Chinese, workers
in developing countries are far less productive than workers in developed countries. They are
able to compete only because they are paid much less, in fact, the relationship between lower
wages and lower productivity is an extremely close one”.85 Hartford’s remarks not only reflect
how economic theory blinds economists to reality but is also a good example of the typical
error of confusing a relationship (or in statistical terms, a correlation) with a causal effect – a
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fallacy referred to earlier. Yes, there is a relationship between low wages and low
productivity, if productivity is calculated as the value of the produced goods and services
divided by the number of hours worked. The value of those goods and services is, obviously,
co-determined by the cost of labor, leading to the already mentioned circular reasoning. But
the relationship does not necessarily mean that low productivity causes low wages. The much
more logical and therefore more probable explanation of low wages is the already mentioned
lack of worker bargaining power: workers know that even though by Western standards they
are paid peanuts they are better off than and can be replaced easily by their country men and
women without jobs, doing day labor on farms, hawking trinkets on the street, or working in
sweatshops without modern means of production.
The elementary mistake of confusing average productivity at the national level with
productivity in a particular sector, sub-sector or enterprise is not only meaningless but also
harmful. It is damaging to people and economic development because it justifies the dismal
wages now being paid to millions of people in Southern countries. Better pay would not only
be a matter of fairness to workers, it would also allow them to improve their living conditions
and those of their families. This would increase the local demand for goods and services and
thus, provide a stimulus for the economy as a whole. At present such demand creation does
not happen or happens insufficiently – thanks in part because economists such as Samuelson,
Sachs and Harford provide a “scientific” justification for employers ruthlessly exploiting their
workers, and governments looking the other way or even supporting business in doing so.
In the rich nations also, the relationship between wages and productivity is not nearly as
clear cut as economists hold it to be. Rather than go into specific cases, let’s take a look once
more at the earlier presented figures given by Newsweek columnist Robert J. Samuelson about
productivity and wages. From 1980 to 2005 median compensation for high school graduates
did not rise at all but dropped by 4 percent, whereas compensation for college graduates rose
only 24 percent.86 In the same period productivity increased 71 percent. So much, then, for the
assumption that wages adequately represent productivity.
As with so many other economic phenomena, with regard to wages and productivity
also economists actually do note that reality is not in line with theory. For example,
Samuelson & Nordhaus cite greater competition, both nationally and internationally, as the
main reason for median wages not keeping track with increasing productivity. However, they
does not use this conclusion to question the assumption that wages are a truthful reflection of
productivity.
Does the fact that wages have fallen behind productivity mean that in poor countries it
would be possible to, say, double factory workers’ wages – as well as shorten their working
hours and improve working conditions? Unfortunately, it’s not that easy. As far as
productivity is concerned, a rise might be warranted. But the issue is not productivity. It’s
competition: employers in other places paying their workers even less, making them work
more hours, and investing even less in worker safety, as a result of which they can offer the
same product for a lower price. What makes this possible is free trade, not only in products
but also in capital. As free trade allows internationally operating business to move production
to countries with lower production costs, a doubling of wages in one country could well lead
to business moving to another, lower cost nation. Free trade, then, is one of the factors
pushing down wages and contributing to the growing gap between productive capacity and
asset-backed demand. At the same time free trade is one of the pillars of economic dogma.
That’s why it is important to take a closer look at it.
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4.3

Consequences of free trade

One of the most frequently heard mantras of standard economics is the call for free trade. This
call is a logical consequence of equilibrium faith: obstacles to trade, such as tariffs, quota or
subsidies, interfere with market forces and therefore, cause inefficiencies. Free trade implies
expanding the national market by linking it to other national markets, thus forming one new,
larger market. The dream of standard economics is an unfettered global market, where goods,
services, capital and labor can move around without obstacles, thus smoothly flowing to
where the returns are highest. In that ideal market efficiency and thereby wealth creation
would be maximized, to the benefit of all.
As mentioned, one of the first proponents for eliminating trade barriers was Adam
Smith in the eighteenth century; the argument for free trade was further developed by David
Ricardo in the early nineteenth century. In the twentieth century Ricardo’s concepts were
developed into neo-classical and modern trade theory. Before discussing some of the
consequences of standard economics’ free trade dogma, it’s good to quickly review the
concept of comparative advantage, which continues to be the foundation of today’s policy
prescriptions.
Very simply put Ricardo’s theory of comparative advantage states that free trade
stimulates all countries to produce what they produce best, creating an international division
of labor. Ricardo argued that trade will be mutually beneficial even if one country is more
productive than its trading partner in every tradable commodity. This is because each country
will concentrate on goods in the production of which it has a relative productivity advantage –
relative in comparison with the other goods it produces. The already cited Tim Harford,
author of The Undercover Economist, gives the illustrative analogy of a brilliant scientist who
can write better on both physics and economics than he (Harford) can. But because the genius
will concentrate on his prime area of expertise, physics, because he is much better at that than
at economics, he leaves Harford the area he is best in: economics.
Harford’s analogy is interesting because it illustrates the weakness in applying
Ricardo’s theory today. In Ricardo’s time specialization was required because of limited
production capacity. Analogously, the brilliant scientist would concentrate on what he does
best, physics, spending all his time and energy on it, and leaving the market for economics to
Harford. But what if modern aids to writing, such as word processors and speech recognition,
would allow the brilliant scientist to publish also on economics? Since he would write better
books than Harford, the latter would be in serious economic trouble.
As an economist Harford does not ask these questions. In line with economic faith,
under the assumption that economic laws are timeless and universally valid, he applies
Ricardo’s concept to today’s world. Yet today’s world is different from Ricardo’s. In
Ricardo’s time the countries and economies relevant for his argument87 were much less
diverse than they are today, productive capacity was much smaller, and technology levels
were much more uniform. In that context Ricardo’s theory made sense. Moreover capital did
not move across borders, nor did managerial and technical expertise. Today things are
different. Thanks to the enormously increased production capacity resulting from
technological progress, a limited number of countries is able to meet the demand for
practically all goods that are traded internationally. That means that for many economically
disadvantaged nations there is no or insufficient comparative advantage, making it impossible
for them to partake in international trade on an even footing. Had Ricardo been alive today
one may assume he would have recognized this and would have adapted his theory. Not so
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economists, who continue their calls for unfettered trade referring to a theory that, however
brilliantly conceived, was developed two hundred years ago in circumstances very different
from today’s.
As already indicated in the above, Ricardo did not hold the theory of comparative
advantage to apply if capital was allowed to move freely across borders. In fact, very different
from today’s economists, Ricardo strongly opposed cross-border capital flows. Today not
only capital but also management and skilled labor move across borders, allowing for the
outsourcing of production processes. Companies from high-wage countries move their
factories and increasingly, services to low-wage countries – something unheard of in
Ricardo’s time.
So what are the effects of unfettered trade on national economies and the global
economy? For standard economics this question is a no-brainer: as said, free trade contributes
to economic growth because it allows the invisible hand of the market to do its wholesome
work from which, thanks to comparative advantages, all trading partners benefit. By
increasing competition and allowing capital to flow where it can be used most productively
free trade increases productivity and efficiency, leading to better quality products, lower
prices, new investments, more consumption, and thus, overall economic growth and wealth
creation.
There is truth to this theory. However, it only paints part of the picture. No doubt
consumers benefit from competition between producers as this leads to greater choice, lower
prices and better quality. However, before consumers can buy products they have to earn the
money to do so. This is where the problem lies: whereas consumers benefit from free trade,
workers suffer as jobs are lost and wages remain stagnant or decrease.
Economists do recognize that jobs, even whole industries are lost as a result of foreign
competition fostered by free trade. But, they argue, the wealth created by free trade will lead
to new, higher yielding investments and thus new jobs, in those fields where the economy
suffering the losses has a comparative advantage. Though individual workers and companies
in the outcompeted sectors suffer, overall efficiency is increased and business, workers and
the economy as a whole will benefit.
The question is if, as economists believe, this happens always and everywhere –
especially when wages vary as much as they do today in rich and poor countries. Economists
say such wage differentials are irrelevant. Samuelson and Nordhaus say in Economics it is a
fallacy to think there is a need to have tariffs on cheap imported industrial goods, due to
wages in East Asia being only 20 percent of those in the U.S.88. We already saw this opinion
is based on the mistaken belief that wages are a reflection of productivity. We’ve also seen
average productivity is irrelevant: what counts is productivity in the sector or industry
involved. When, as is increasingly the case, production is brought off-shore to a low wage
country, modern production facilities and the latest technological and managerial expertise
make workers as productive as their counterparts in high-wage countries – even though they
get paid only a fifth. In line with classic trade theory Samuelson goes on to argue that the U.S.
should concentrate its productive capacity on areas where its labor is most productive.
However, as we enter further into the 21st century, the question arises if there are sufficient
areas left where this is the case.
One person who has asked this question is Paul Craig Roberts, former Assistant
Treasury Secretary in the Reagan administration and a former Business Week columnist.
Those credentials – not exactly those of a flaming liberal or worse, a socialist – imply that
even some in the mainstream are reconsidering the unquestioned benefits of free trade. In a
2004 article called “The Harsh Truth About Outsourcing”89 Roberts points out that for
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comparative advantage to work a country’s labor, capital and technology must not move
offshore. If it does a business can go abroad to seek absolute advantage: of lower labor costs
as well as lower energy and environmental costs and lower taxes. If technology and capital
move abroad to combine with cheap labor, absolute advantage takes over from comparative
advantage. According to Roberts, the free trade debate is not really about trade but about labor
arbitrage. Companies producing for the U.S. (and other) markets are substituting cheap labor
for expensive U.S. labor. The U.S. loses jobs as well as the capital and technology that move
offshore to employ the cheaper foreign labor. Economists argue that this process does not
result in unemployment as much as in a reduction in wages, and call this “short term friction”.
Roberts wonders, almost rhetorically, if this friction is indeed short term. Huge excess labor in
China, India and other low income countries and stagnating lower and middle incomes in rich
nations imply that short term friction may well evolve into long term friction. Roberts
therefore expects continued stagnation and even a decline of wages in high income nations – a
phenomenon we’ve discussed amply. Roberts points out that as a result upward mobility
decreases and income distribution will become more polarized – a process that started in the
1980s. Another consequence is a reduced tax base, and thus a diminished ability of
government to maintain infrastructure, entitlements and public services – including education.
Roberts indicates that until recently high income countries retained their capital, labor
and technology. Foreign investment occurred but worked differently from outsourcing: its
purpose was to sell more cheaply in foreign markets by avoiding shipping costs, tariffs and
quotas. Outsourcing, on the other hand, is aimed at serving the home market as well as foreign
markets as the lowest possible price, using Asia’s vast supply of low cost labor. As was
already remarked in the above, in combination with First World capital, technology, and
business know-how, this low cost labor is just as productive as First World labor, but much
cheaper. Thus, the capitalist incentive to seek the lowest cost and to maximize profits leads to
the substitution of cheap labor for expensive labor. India and China gain, the First World
loses.
Like Roberts, Morgan Stanley economist Stephen Roach also signals increasing doubt
as to the unequivocal benefits of economic globalization. In a 2006 Newsweek column The
Hollowing Ring of Davos90 Roach challenges the contention that globalization is a "win-win"
proposition for the development of poor as well as rich countries. He points out that one of the
"wins" for rich nations has failed to materialize, as the job creation and increase in real wages
expected to result from countries specializing on what they do best has failed to occur. Instead
employment and wages have seriously lagged behind historical norms. Since the recovery of
the early 1990s, in the midst of accelerating globalization, economic recoveries have been
either jobless, wage-less or both. Roach points out the same phenomenon we already
discussed above: that gains in U.S. worker compensation have lagged while productivity
growth has soared. This, according to Roach and several Davos panelists, defies the already
discussed basic premise of economics that labor is always paid in accord with its productivity.
Roach points out that at a time that the emergence of China and India are celebrated
the impact of their rise on the global labor market is hitting home as never before. He asks,
almost rhetorically: “After all, if India is to services as China is to manufacturing, what does
the future hold for high-wage workers in the developed world?” … “The globalization of
information services is migrating quickly up the value chain, from its start in call centers and
data processing five years ago to software programming, design, medicine, accounting and
other professions. The speed of this transformation turns the win-win models of globalization
inside out. And it puts knots in the stomachs of most free-market economists, including myself.
For generations we harbored the belief that while painful, it was also understandable for rich
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countries to lose market share in manufacturing activities. This was never viewed as a serious
threat because the developed world was blessed with a growing profusion of highly educated
knowledge workers employed in non-tradable service industries. Rich countries would be able
to buy cheaper things from poor countries, thereby expanding the purchasing power of an
increasingly knowledge-based work force. And as producers in the developing world turned
into consumers, these new markets would provide nothing but opportunity for the industrial
world.
Those hopes have now been dashed. … Like it or not, IT-enabled globalization has
unexpectedly tilted the playing field. Labor markets in the industrial world have an
increasingly hollow ring. And so did this year's debate at Davos.
Roach does not have an answer to the problem. But at least, as Paul Craig Roberts, he
recognizes it – meaning he is miles ahead of the legion of economists that still believes in
“win-win” – no matter what the facts say.
Roberts does not mention that it’s not only high wage countries that lose. The least
developed nations, which do not have industrial sectors to speak of, see that what little
industry they do have is wiped out by imported industrial goods, mostly from China. Yes,
local consumers benefit from imported mass-produced low-priced clothing, shoes and
electronics. But local shoe makers, tailors and other small apparel manufacturers are forced to
throw in the towel, as even at the low local wages they cannot compete with dirt cheap
imports produced en masse by low paid workers with modern equipment.
It increasingly appears, then, as if, thanks to technological development and
globalization, productive capacity has increased to such an extent that for most industrial
goods, a few countries, led by China, can meet world demand. In consequence the law of
comparative advantage no longer applies: there are no or insufficient commodities left for
these least developed countries with which to partake in international trade.
So how do these countries cope? How they get the foreign exchange needed to pay for
their imports? Some pay for their imports with raw materials or agricultural products that
exporting countries such as China cannot produce themselves. Otherwise many depend
increasingly on foreign aid and especially, remittances from citizens working abroad. Neither
is a basis for the development of a healthy national economy that can stand its own in the
global market place.
The fact that especially African countries – with the partial exception of South Africa –
have seen their local industries decimated is for an important part due to policies pushed upon
them by the free trade advocates of among others, the IMF, the World Bank, and the World
Trade Organization. As we’ve seen, to illustrate the benefits of free trade these free traders
point mostly to successfully exporting countries such as the four “Asian tigers” (South Korea,
Taiwan, Hong Kong and Singapore), China and earlier, Japan. And as discussed in Chapter 1,
these nations did not practice free trade at all: especially China, Japan and South Korea built
up their industrial sectors by protecting their own industry while making use of open markets
abroad. Also, they actively supported their home grown industries to become internationally
competitive through cheap credit, support for research, industrial espionage, and
strengthening education. So much, then, for these successful examples of development
through free trade. Welcome to the real world, where export success is created by closing
one’s own economy against foreign competition while making use of open markets abroad.
And what of the free trade in capital? As we’ve seen, much against the spirit of Ricardo
standard economics also promotes free trade in capital, arguing market forces will take capital
to where it produces the highest returns. To foster this process, currencies should be freely
convertible so the market can set their real value and efficiency is maximized. In most major
nations, currencies are indeed freely convertible and money can flow in and out of stock
markets unhindered. So does this lead to the most efficient allocation of resources and
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maximum wealth creation? Looking at the financial mayhem that initiated with the 2007
crisis, it’s at least questionable. What appears for sure is that free trade in capital leads to
massive speculation. According to the McKinsey Global Institute daily cross border capital
flows reached a record $8.2 trillion in 200691; by 2009 they had risen to well over $11.2
trillion, up more than 11.000 percent since 199092. Only a fraction of these flows is related to
the cross-border trade of goods and services, that is, the real economy. The rest is speculation.
Especially smaller so-called emerging economies can fall victim to the fickleness of the
financial markets. On the one hand there is the possibility of sudden huge inflows of capital
when speculators get wind of perceived good investment opportunities. The resulting
oversupply of capital leads to rapidly rising stock prices, bubbles and usually, a panic and a
crash when at some point investors realize rising stock prices are not matched by growth in
the real economy. International speculators then withdraw the capital they manage even more
rapidly than they pumped it in, leaving the nation involved short of capital. It may then be
forced to raise interest rates to attract new capital – at the cost of local entrepreneurs. Jointly
these processes can cause a recession or even a depression, as happened in East Asia in the
1990s.
The free trade dogma can lead to outright disaster when applied in weak, unstable
economies. A good example is the push of western financial institutions to liberalize capital
flows and exchange rates after the fall of the Berlin wall. This was a policy advocated not
only by orthodox economists but also by liberal ones such as Jeffrey Sachs93. This recipe was
prescribed in a situation in which faith in the local currency was already low: even in Soviet
times people hoarded dollars and German marks, with black market exchange rates being
much higher than official ones. Not surprisingly, making the local currencies freely
convertible proved disastrous. Especially in Russia people massively exchanged the ruble for
U.S. dollars, German marks and Swiss francs. The value of the ruble plummeted, inflation fed
upon itself and the money supply was effectively decimated. Without an effective lubricant
the already battered economy contracted by tens of percentage points; many people and
companies had to revert to barter to survive.
Typically, Sachs puts the blame of this financial disaster on everything but his own push
for radical reform, better known as shock therapy. He is right to the extent that, with a set of
measures he proposed for supporting the ruble – a large ruble stabilization fund, generous aid
from the West and at least a partial pardoning of Russian debt – faith in the ruble might have
been restored and things would have turned out for the better. Yet he maintains that even in
hindsight, after realizing that the external support needed for these measures would not be
forthcoming, he saw no alternative to shock therapy: “… as for recommendations regarding
budget balance, currency convertibility, international trade and the like, these changes made
sense with or without external aid.”94 Apparently to Sachs a more benign therapy, allowing
economic actors to adjust to the new situation, to create some measure of confidence in the
currency and give companies time to adjust to foreign competition, was unimaginable and
therefore, not even considered an option. Proof once more of the pervasiveness of economic
dogma and of the consequent difficulty economists have in adapting theory and practice to the
situation at hand.
In summary, then, free trade is not the panacea economists make it out to be. Yes,
costs for consumers are lowered by increased competition and off-shoring production to low
wage countries. And yes, competition spurs technological development and thus, productivity.
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But there are serious disadvantages: free trade depresses wages and thereby, demand. It may
destruct whole industrial sectors and cause large scale unemployment – without, as standard
economics assumes, necessarily generating even greater growth in other, new sectors. The
assumption that always these destructive effects are more than compensated for by reorienting
production to sectors where countries have comparative advantages does not hold. This is,
first, because it’s not only products, but also capital and know-how that flows freely across
borders. Second, with demand constrained and productivity increasing through technological
development, less competitive economies may find there are no sectors left for them to
compete internationally, because demand is already met by highly competitive economies
such as China’s. Or, in economic terms, for less competitive countries there is no comparative
advantage – implying continuing economic under-development, poverty, and dependency on
foreign aid and remittances from citizens working abroad.

4.4

Cutting taxes: enriching the rich and promoting speculation

As we’ve discussed in the previous chapter, market fetishism leads economists to assume that
money in the hands of the private sector will generate more wealth and thus demand than
money spent by governments. In consequence the economics community has, over the past
decade, exercised relentless pressure to lower corporate, income and capital gains taxes. And
with success: since the 1980s, there has been a worldwide race to lower tax rates, especially in
the rich nations. Taxes on high incomes have been lowered the most: in the 1970, upper
bracket tax rates in most OECD countries varied between 60 and 75%, with an average of
64%. Two countries, Sweden and the United Kingdom, had rates above 80%: 87 and 83%
respectively. By 2010 almost all of these rates had been lowered to between 40 and 50%, with
an average of 42%.95 Likewise, from the 1980 onwards corporate tax rates have been reduced,
from an average of 41.4% in 1981 to 23.5% in 201196.
The official tax rate is one thing; what is actually paid in taxes is another. Both the rich
and corporations use a variety of loopholes to avoid taxes. The OECD puts the official U.S.
corporate tax rate at 26%97 but in reality, large corporations pay much less. In the second
quarter of 2011, for example, two of the largest U.S. companies, Microsoft and General
Electric, reported quarterly profits that exceeded expectations – yet Microsoft had an effective
tax rate of only 7%, down from 25% a year ago, while General Electric paid an effective tax
rate of 19%. Since part of these taxes can be deferred General Electric actually paid no taxes
at all.98
So what’s the effect of this sweet treatment of rich individuals and corporations?
Standard economics holds, as we’ve seen, that funneling money to these economic actors will
lead to investment, production, and growth. Moreover, the implicit and explicit assumption is
that this investment will lead to more growth and wealth creation than when the money goes
to either government or lower and middle income earners. That’s economic theory, or more
aptly, economic faith. In the real world it appears that shoving even more wealth to the rich
and corporations leads to a further widening of the gap between productive capacity and
demand, and to more speculation. For example, in the aftermath of the 2007 crisis
corporations have invested only part of the windfall profits they’ve made over the past
decade, and are sitting on the remainder. In May 2011 Richard Milne and Anousha Sakoui
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reported in the Financial Times that “… less than three years on from the dark days of the
financial crisis, companies are sitting on a bulging war chest of several thousand billion
dollars of cash, according to calculations by financial analysts” 99. Whereas most
governments face huge and increasing deficits U.S. business alone has, as the Financial Times
puts it, “…$1,900bn sitting idly on balance sheets”.
So if this money is not, as economists would have it, invested in the real economy, than
what does business do with it? The Times reports that acquisitions and returning money to
shareholders are picking up: “…. For example, deal making through mergers or acquisitions
is ahead by 27 per cent so far this year on the same period of 2010 ….” Acquisitions and
returning money to shareholders do not have much effect in the real economy and therefore,
are unlikely to create many jobs and much demand. In fact, investment and hiring by business
remained so far below expectations that in February 2011 President Obama called on U.S.
business “to get in the game” by investing more and thus, creating jobs.
Unfortunately, as already mentioned, in times of economic hardship investment, when it
takes place, is channeled more into the speculative economy than into the real economy. In
the current economic system money does not flow to producers and consumers as much as to
banks, investment funds, hedge funds and other organizations, which in the search for higher
returns, use it more for speculation than investment in the real economy. An indicator of this
phenomenon is the growth of the financial sector since the mid-1980s. In the U.S., from 1973
to 1985, the financial sector never earned more than 16 percent of domestic corporate profits;
in 1986, this figure reached 19 percent. In the 1990s, it oscillated between 21 percent and 30
percent, higher than it had ever been in the postwar period. By 2006 it had reached about 40
percent – about $ 640 billion100.
Standard economics does not foresee in possible unproductive uses of capital owned by
business, such as speculation, buying back its own stock, mergers and acquisitions, and
returning money to shareholders through super dividends101. Standard economics
automatically assumes that money channeled to corporations and the rich will lead to
investment in the real economy and thus, to growth and wealth creation. It does not take
account of the possibility of capital destruction, as takes place when money is lost in financial
downturns and crashes caused by excessive speculation, or when values of companies do not
rise as a result of buying back stock or failed mergers or acquisitions.
In short, channeling capital to the wealthy, to rich individuals and big business, has
negative effects on the development of not only our society but also our economy. It
contributes to a ballooning financial sector and thus, more speculation. Lower and middle
income households suffer doubly from the resulting economic and financial crises. They are
affected on the one hand by job losses and stagnating or even decreasing expendable incomes.
On the other, they suffer when governments have to fix their balance sheets after bailing out
financial institutions, by increasing the cost of public services and reducing service provision
and social benefits such as unemployment and welfare payments. For the economy as a
whole, the speculation and crashes caused by channeling more wealth to the rich and
corporations contributes to the growing gap between productivity and demand and thus, as
described in the above, further speculation. Also, in the longer run the productive capacity of
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society will be affected negatively by the impoverishment of public services such as
education, healthcare, infrastructure, law enforcement, the judicial system and environmental
management.

4.5

The impact of monetary policy

In standard economics monetary policy is, as we’ve seen, a key tool in the management of the
economy. Economists, financial decision makers and the press assume that the right monetary
policies lead to a well-functioning economy, with maximum wealth creation and minimal
unemployment. But what is the real record of monetary policy? Let’s briefly review, using
Galbraith’s Money, how monetary policy affected economic growth and inflation in the
twentieth century.
As Galbraith points out in Money, orthodox economists and other conservatives usually
form part of the possessing classes. Being wealthy they fear inflation, more so than those who
have less, and much more so than debtors, for whom inflation means the real value of their
debts is reduced. Galbraith describes how the fear of inflation invariably leads orthodox
economists and political conservatives to advocate tightening the money supply and raising
interest rates. When such measures are taken they lead, also invariably, to economic
contraction and unemployment – as was already described earlier in this book for Great
Britain and the U.S. in the 1980s.
Galbraith describes how monetary policy failed miserably in both preventing and
countering the Great Depression102. In 1928 and 1929 the Federal Reserve had been unable to
check the boom preceding the 1929 crash mainly because, says Galbraith, doing so would
have meant to be blamed for the ensuing collapse. Then it was helpless in counteracting the
Depression, for banks would not lend and borrowers would not borrow, and could not be
forced to do so. “In a metaphor that gained currency at the time monetary policy was like a
string. You could pull it, though with incalculable results. But you could not shove it at all.”
In 1933 and 1936, after lowering interest rates and increasing lending to banks helped
bring about a slight recovery, the monetary officials of the Federal Reserve, in line with
monetary orthodoxy, immediately became concerned about inflation. Their answer was a
restrictive monetary policy, consisting of raising interest rates and increasing reserve
requirements of the member banks, in combination with a restrictive budget policy. The
combination brought a sharp new recession “… within the arms, as it were, of the larger
depression”. Galbraith continues with the following scathing judgment of Federal Reserve
policy: “This was the last error of the Federal Reserve for a long time. That was because it
was the last action of any moment for fifteen years. The problem with monetary policy was
now clear. It could make reserves available. It could not cause them to be borrowed and used
productively”.
In the end, arresting the Great Depression came about due to the economic and
ideological opposite of monetarism: Keynesian policy, on an exponential scale. Keynes’
prescription of government stimulus did not work when it was intended too, in the 1930s.
Recovery occurred only when, because of the war effort, government expenditure took on a
scale that was much larger than proposed by Keynes – a scale which neither orthodox nor
mainstream economics would have deemed responsible. The urgency of the war effort
allowed policy makers to throw off the straightjacket imposed by monetary and standard
economics. This allowed not only the winning of the war but also a period of rapid economic
expansion which, with a few relatively minor interruptions, lasted for another twenty years. In
this entire period inflation remained low, due in part to something abhorred by standard
economics: various forms of wage and price controls. Instead of letting the market set prices
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government agencies actively intervened by leaning on producers and workers to limit price
increases and wage demands, especially during the Second World War and the Korean War,
so as to keep inflation in check.
The high growth – low inflation period in the U.S. came to an end in 1966, when prices
began to rise in an uncontrolled manner. The primary cause was spending on the Vietnam
war. As Galbraith puts it103, with the natural reluctance to raise taxes came the greater
reluctance to increase them for an unpopular war. Growing demand from government as well
as business and consumers put upward pressure on prices and the cost of living. As both rose
so did the pressure for higher wages. Restraints on prices and wages that held earlier, in the
form of so-called “guideposts” to check prices and wage demands negotiated between
government, unions and producers, were no longer effective.
The failure to effectively address inflation was enhanced under the Nixon
administration which, taking office in early 1969, abandoned any attempt at setting
guideposts. No political action was taken to try and contain inflation through negotiations
with producers and unions, or through price controls. Nixon’s team of economists was
opposed to such market intervention as a matter of principle. However, as Galbraith indicates,
action along the lines of guideposts to foster price restraints was never fully incorporated into
the conventional wisdom of liberal economists either. This was because the Keynesian system
left the market untouched: the basic principle was still equilibrium, with supply and demand
balanced by market forces – notably, freely moving prices. The difference with orthodox neoclassical economics was that the level of equilibrium could be raised through policies that
increased demand, resulting in higher output. But the Keynes model took no account of prices
and wages being influenced or even controlled by the power of corporations and unions. For
such power standard economics had no place: it was something, as Galbraith puts it, “ … from
which numerous liberal economists tried devoutly to avert their eyes”.
Galbraith points out that liberal economists involved in policy making could not escape
the effect of unions on wages and of corporations on prices, and of the interaction between the
two. But once they returned to the academy they were, as Galbraith puts it, “… in a position
to jettison such messy, contentious and unscientific preoccupations”… “In their writing and
instruction, prices were retrieved once again from the corporations and the unions and
brought back to the markets. Employment was again assured and inflation prevented by wellconsidered professional adjustments in monetary and fiscal policy.”
Pushed by its economic advisors, the Nixon administration that came to power in 1968
returned to relying on monetary policy to save the day. The result was, in the 1970s, a period
of high inflation combined with high unemployment in an almost stagnant economy:
stagflation. The main cause of inflation was not, as orthodox economists, especially
monetarists would argue, an oversupply of money. Monetary action, in the form of high and
rising interest rates was taken under the Carter administration, but did not help. Reality was,
as Galbraith indicated, that inflation was caused by an inflationary spiral of wages and prices,
possible because of the power of unions to negotiate higher wages and of corporations to
incorporate those higher wages in prices. Price controls were, in line with the views of
orthodox as well as mainstream economists, anathema: Galbraith’s proposals to the Carter
administration of a price restraint on petroleum products were almost unanimously rejected104.
Carter’s economic team, like its predecessor, stuck to monetary policy, and thus also failed to
address the problem. Partly in consequence, Carter was soundly defeated at the polls. Only the
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economists who, in the words of Galbraith, “… guided this unhappy exercise in … economic
policy … emerged with their reputations and self-esteem intact”.105
In a 1996 article Dutch journalist Robert Went describes the effects of the application of
monetarist policies in Chile and Britain106. In Britain, as already indicated in the above, it was
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher who, after coming to power in 1979, instigated a
monetarist policy. One of the key institutions of the international financial system, the Bank
for International Settlements107, wrote in its 1980 annual report that economists and policy
makers for once got the possibility to observe an experiment such as those carried out in the
natural sciences. As was already quoted from Ormerod, in contrast to what monetarist theory
claimed it appeared impossible to control inflation through contracting the money supply.
However, the attempt to do so did lead to the deepest economic recession since the 1930s. In
its 1981 annual report the Bank of International Settlements warned that strong monetary
restrictions can harm the production capacity of the economy. In March 1982 the British
government abandoned strict monetary policy partially and in 1984 in full, leading the
Financial Times to declare monetarism officially dead.
In democratic countries the harsh consequences of monetarist prescriptions were
politically untenable. But there was a case of an undemocratic country for which this did not
hold. In Chile, under the brutal right-wing dictatorship of General Augusto Pinochet, strict
monetary policy was applied for a longer period of time, under the direct guidance of none
other than Milton Friedman. Pinochet and his henchmen gave free reign to Friedman and his
acolytes, a group of young American and Chilean economists trained at the University of
Chicago and therefore called the Chicago Boys. With the Pinochet regime ruthlessly
suppressing any dissent all traditional orthodox economic recipes were applied: trade barriers
were eliminated, government-owned companies were privatized, and government expenditure
was trimmed – much more drastically than in the U.S. under Reagan or Britain under
Thatcher. Went describes that when Friedman visited Chile in 1975, the Chicago policies had
led to a significant reduction in economic growth, higher unemployment, and a crisis in the
balance of payments. It had not, however, achieved its primary purpose: to reduce inflation.
Friedman therefore recommended (in a one hour lecture to Pinochet himself, according to a
Fortune article cited by Went) “shock therapy”: a further reduction in government
expenditure by between 20 and 25percent.
The result was, predictably, a further deepening of the recession and the unemployment
rate rising to 24 percent (the term depression may have been more appropriate). Even
Pinochet realized this was untenable and fired the leading Chicago Boy in his administration,
Sergio de Castro. In the following months monetarist policy was gradually abandoned.
Though in January 1982 Friedman still called Chile an economic miracle, in April 1983 The
Economist called the country “a laboratory for Friedman’s disciples” that had led to
“economic disaster”.
When Pinochet disappeared from the stage in 1989 the number of poor in Chile had
doubled to 40 percent of the population, and the much-praised public national healthcare
system had been largely dismantled. For the rich, however, it was a Golden Age: between
1978 and 1988 the richest ten percent of the population increased its proportion of the national
income from 37 to 47 percent. An indication of what monetary economics and orthodox
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economics in general are successful at: making the rich richer – at least in part at the cost of
the rest of society.
The above shows the track record of monetarism, the most fundamentalist form of
monetary economics, to be disastrous. However, less doctrinaire monetary policy has hardly
been a success either. Galbraith, at the end of Money, expresses the hope for increasing
recognition of what he calls “the perverse unusefulness of monetary policy” and the “patently
disastrous record of monetary policy in the 20th century”108. His case, in summary: monetary
policy worsened both booms and depressions – starting with the boom and bust right after the
First World War, followed by the boom of the 1920s, the 1929 crash and the ensuing Great
Depression. When monetary policy was relegated to the background, during the Second Word
War and the 1950s and 1960s, economic performance was much better. Its revival as a major
instrument in economic management in the late 1960s did not halt inflation but managed to
combine it with a serious recession. Inflation did come under control at a later stage, but this
wasn’t a result from monetary policy as much as from the recession caused by it. Or, put
differently: the severe monetary policy of the early 1980s helped control inflation only
indirectly, at the cost of a major recession. Galbraith concludes: “To argue that it (monetarist
policy) was a success may well be beyond even the considerable skills of its defenders. Only
the enemies of capitalism will hope that, in the future, this small, perverse and unpredictable
lever will be a major instrument in economic management”109.

4.6

Standard economics and money: starving the real economy

We’ve already seen how, in line with equilibrium thinking, economists consider money as a
scarce entity, the creation of which should be left exclusively to the market: to private banks.
Financial markets are the key: the invisible hand of the market will ensure banks will create
the right quantity of money, and financial traders will allocate it in the most efficient manner.
Financial markets should be left unfettered so that money can be created in response to market
forces, ensuring an optimum balance between supply and demand for products as well as
money.
Orthodox and liberal economists differ on the extent to which they consider government
should check and control private banking. The orthodox, of course, want to minimize
regulation to let the market do its work. Liberal economists fear poor judgment or excessive
greed in the financial sector and therefore propose regulation to reign in excessively risky
behavior. Their fear would appear to be amply justified by the multitude of financial crises
since the 16th century110 and if that weren’t enough, the 2007 crisis. But though orthodox and
liberal economists may differ on the need for regulation all agree that as a rule, money
creation has to take place through private bank lending in response to the demand for money
from producers, consumers, investors, and speculators – with as said, the latter group not
recognized as such by standard economics and therefore, considered investors. Central banks
may increase the availability of money to private banks through quantitative easing, but they
cannot inject this money directly into the economy. In consequence, if governments need
money they cannot turn to their central bank but must turn to financial markets. They do so by
issuing bonds which are bought by private banks, institutional investors such as pension
funds, private investors, and other financial agents.
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To many mainstream economists and certainly to the orthodox even quantitative easing
is anathema. To the orthodox it entails government intervention in the economy and thus, a
disruption of equilibrium that unavoidably, according to the quantity theory of money, must
lead to inflation. Money creation, so the orthodox hold, should take place only through private
bank lending, in reaction to market forces.
Liberal and most mainstream economists condone quantitative easing, but only in
exceptional circumstances. Most of this group supported the quantitative easing engaged in by
the U.S. Federal Reserve, the Bank of England and the Swiss Central Bank to fight the 2007
crisis. But quantitative easing is condoned only because it still relies on the market, meaning
private banks, to actually funnel the money into the economy. Thus economic dogma is
upheld.
The way the money created through quantitative easing is channeled into the economy
is illustrative of the way standard economics puts us in an economic and financial
straightjacket that keeps our policy makers from doing the logical thing. Consider. After the
banks and other major financial players have created a major financial crisis, with huge
repercussions throughout society, and after governments have had to save the day by bailing
out banks with tax payer money, one would logically expect the money newly created through
quantitative easing to be passed on to government for expenditure in the public interest. Such
funds could be used not only for paying down debt incurred through the bail-outs but also,
more important, for investment in public works to meet societal needs and create jobs. Such
job creation would compensate for the contraction caused by the crisis and help put the
economy back on track.
Nothing of the kind happens. Instead, in line with standard economic faith, a course of
action is taken that from any standpoint other than that of standard economics can only be
considered as irrational. The spoils of quantitative easing go not to the public but to the
private sector: to private banks. These banks receive the money almost for free, as Central
banks have lowered interest rates to practically nothing to stimulate the economy. Governments,
however, have to borrow against market rates to finance the bail-outs and pay for stimulus
measures to keep the economy going. They do so by issuing bonds carrying higher interest rates
than the loans of the central bank to private banks. Thus private banks borrow from central
banks, at interest rates close to zero, to buy bonds on which several percentage points have to be
paid by governments and thus, tax payers. The banks pocket the difference. The winners are the
banks, the losers the tax payers. In standard economics, that’s the sensible thing to do.
Tax payers paying private banks for money created by central banks, thus giving them
billions of dollars of profit, may be rational within the realm of equilibrium faith. But it’s not the
sensible thing to do in a real world that does not function by the laws of equilibrium theory.
Money created by central banks would be spent better on paying off public debt directly, and on
stimulus programs that would create jobs and economic growth while addressing the multitude
of social and environmental problems society is facing.

4.7

Consequences of deregulation: banking

As mentioned throughout this book market fetishism and equilibrium faith lead economists,
especially the orthodox, to endlessly chant their mantra about minimizing or eliminating
regulation in the economy. Let’s take a quick look at the consequences of deregulation, with a
focus on banking. When in the 1980s the Reagan and Thatcher administrations rose to power
in the U.S. and Britain, the orthodox got their chance. Using the time-worn argument that
regulation interferes with the workings of the free market, leading to efficiency losses and
reduction of economic growth as well as hampering innovation, they strove for and achieved
deregulation in many sectors of the economy, but especially so in banking.
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The United States has a long history of regulation, deregulation and reregulation of
banking; an annotated overview is provided by John Kenneth Galbraith in Money: whence it
came, where it went111. One of the main consequences of deregulation under the Reagan
Administration on the instigation of conservative economists such as Milton Friedman was
the Savings and Loans scandal, of which Paul Ormerod gives a brief overview in The Death
of Economics112. Savings & Loans Associations are locally operating, mutually owned banks
which, as the name implies, accept interest bearing deposits and give out loans to local
businesses and families. Before 1981 government regulations controlled strictly how S&Ls
could use the money deposited with them. It could be put only into low risk assets – mostly,
the money was lent locally to people to buy houses. In September 1981 Congress allowed the
S&L’s to trade in riskier assets, which they proceeded to do on a grand scale. Congress also
permitted complicated new accounting procedures which allowed any losses made over the
past ten years to be offset against taxes. In other words the American government, courtesy of
the tax payer, effectively agreed to underwrite any S&L losses.
The result of this deregulation was a huge squandering of resources by S&L executives.
Exorbitant fees were paid to Wall Street operators who engaged the S&L’s in transactions that
in the 1990s, led to huge losses. Cleaning up the mess took tens of billions of dollars of
government funds, with tax payers footing the bill. Thus, as Ormerod dryly states, far from
promoting economic efficiency deregulation achieved exactly the opposite.
The financial deregulation of the 1980s in the rich countries and the dogma of free
trade, implying capital should be allowed to flow unhindered across borders, also had
consequences for poor nations. In the 1980s and 1990s the economists of the international
financial organizations, notably the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank, pressed
poor countries to allow for the free flow of capital by, among others, eliminating exchange
controls. When in July 1997 Thailand floated its currency, cutting its peg to the U.S. dollar,
panic ensued in financial markets: the so-called Asian crisis. Huge amounts of speculative
capital that had been put into Asian financial markets in preceding years, mostly by trading
houses from rich nations, were withdrawn. As a result local currencies plummeted and the
economies involved were starved of capital, leading to prolonged recessions. Hardest hit were
exactly those countries that had liberalized their financial markets the most: Thailand itself,
Indonesia, and South Korea. Countries such as China and Malaysia, which had maintained
exchange controls against economic doctrine and the wishes of the IMF and World Bank,
were much less affected. The massive withdrawal of capital ensued much more from panicked
herd behavior then from a sound analysis of local economic conditions (arguably only
Thailand was in significant economic trouble). Yet it caused economic mayhem exactly in
those countries which had followed the orthodox economic prescription of liberalizing
financial markets.
A third example of the effects of banking deregulation, also neatly summarized by
Ormerod, is that of Sweden in the early 1990s. Before then the ability of the banking sector to
invest abroad had been strictly regulated. Swedish banks lobbied hard to end this curtailment
of their freedom to make money (or, as would soon appear, to lose it) wherever they could.
Their wish was granted and they invested massively abroad, mainly in the European property
market. Unfortunately they bought at the very height of the property boom; in the ensuing
downturn they incurred losses so great that the Swedish government had to intervene. It did so
by effectively nationalizing the most troubled banks – again, at the cost of the tax payer.
When bad loans were digested and balance sheets restored the banks were privatized again.
That wasn’t the last of it, though. The incorrigibility of private bankers showed itself once
more when, starting in the late 1990s and up to the 2007 crisis, Swedish banks aggressively
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lent at low interest rates to the Baltic states, ostensibly to conquer market share. Most of these
loans were used to finance a building spree and consumer credit. Since the 2007 crisis started
the banks have been trying to disentangle themselves from the Baltic market – with falling
property prices as a result. Hardest hit has been Latvia, where in 2009 a 16 percent economic
contraction was forecasted, after a 20 percent one in 2008113. Public debt is estimated to rise
to 80 percent of GDP in 2011, from 19 percent in 2008. The country had to be saved from
bankruptcy by emergency credit from the IMF. In Sweden the question whether the overexposed banks would remain solvent appeared once more. If not, it’s bail-out time again. In
conclusion: unregulated, irresponsible lending created a bubble that harmed the population of
the Baltic countries as well as, to a lesser extent, the Swedish people (banks have tightened
lending as a result of their exposure to the Baltics) while public money may be required for
bail-outs.
We’ll wrap up this disconcerting record with the financial crisis that started in 2007 –
which resembles the S&L story to a surprising extent, though on an even larger scale. The
similarity with the S&L crisis lies on the one hand in policy makers, spurred on by
economists, deregulating once more, and on the other in financial executives, in their strive
for higher returns and thereby, salaries and bonuses, taking undue risks – with disastrous
consequences.
In the years leading up to the crisis vast amounts of foreign money flowed into the U.S.
from fast-growing economies in Asia and oil-producing countries. This excess liquidity
combined with low U.S. interest rates to fuel both housing and credit bubbles. Housing as
well as other loans (credit cards, cars) were exceedingly easy to obtain and consumers
assumed an unprecedented debt load.
With mortgages things went wrong for two reasons. The first was outsourcing the sale
of home mortgages, resulting in banks financing mortgages having little control over and
knowledge of the mortgage taker – including his or her capacity to pay interest and principal.
Mortgage sellers ran no risk of being affected by defaults of those they sold their mortgages
to, as these were for the banks doing the lending. This led to mortgages being pushed on hosts
of people without the financial capacity to service them. In many cases people were misled or
poorly informed, mostly on high interest rates coming into force after a grace period of very
low or no interest. In other cases mortgages were so high that the slightest economic
misfortune would mean mortgage takers could no longer meet their financial obligations. All
this, it should be emphasized, could take place because of lack of regulation: no such
problems occurred in Europe, where mortgaging is tied to much stricter rules, protecting
borrowers as well as lenders.
The second reason for things going wrong was that banks managed to transfer the risks
of mortgage defaults to investors. Huge numbers of mortgages, including the risky ones –
euphemistically called “subprime” – were sliced up and repacked as securities, so-called
credit derivatives. This was done in such a complex manner that few people really knew the
quality of the mortgages making up a package, meaning the risks of default and thereby, their
value. This lack of knowledge extended to credit rating agencies, which nonetheless gave the
highest possible ratings to these products. These high ratings, implying a minimal default risk,
stimulated banks and insurance companies in especially the U.S. and Europe to invest in
them.
In 2006 interest rates began to rise and many initially favorable terms of payment
expired. Because of over-supply housing prices started to drop rather then, as anticipated, rise
even further. In consequence defaults and foreclosures increased dramatically. The problems
were enhanced by the fact that in the U.S., unlike in Europe, the mortgage rests on the house,
113
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not the person taking out the mortgage. This allowed people, especially those who had
recently bought a new house with a mortgage that was now higher than the house’s value, to
pack up their belongings, send back the keys to the bank and return to renting – leaving the
bank to deal with the loss. In the meantime the mortgages had been packaged, repackaged and
distributed worldwide, thus exposing institutions and investors around the world to the
disintegrating U.S. housing market. As housing prices declined major global financial
institutions which had borrowed and invested heavily in mortgage backed securities,
especially subprime ones, reported significant losses. Defaults and losses on other loan types
also increased as the crisis expanded from the housing market to other parts of the economy.
Total losses are estimated in the trillions of U.S. dollars.
Newsweek columnist Daniel Gross gave, in early 2009, an overview of the costs of the
crisis until the end of 2008114. By then stocks had fallen back to where they were in 1997.
Household net worth in the U.S. dropped from its peak of $65.2 trillion in the third quarter of
2007 to $56.5 trillion in the third quarter of 2008, below the level of 2005. The economy had
lost 2.6 million jobs in the previous 12 months. Foreclosures rose 79 percent in 2007 and
spiked another 81 percent in 2008, to a record 2.3 million. Some estimates, according to
Gross, held that 2009 could bring as many as 3 million foreclosures.
American journalist, writer and economist Robert Kuttner claims that today, thanks to
the securitization of loans and the ability of insiders to create exotic and unfathomable
financial instruments, the financial system is in worse shape than during the Great
Depression115. Then, in the 1930s, the U.S. was a major international creditor; today it’s the
world’s biggest debtor. Government measures to fix the economy and rescue the financial
system are, in addition to the budget deficits resulting from tax cuts and the Iraq war
originated by the Bush administration, resulting in annual budget deficits which for 2009 were
expected to exceed 11 percent of GDP. Kuttner points out that during the Great Depression, in
spite of the stimulus measures enacted by Roosevelt administration, the biggest peace time
deficit was only about six percent of GDP. Even so, as already indicated in the above as well
as mentioned by Kuttner, it took the truly massive deficits of World War II, at nearly 30
percent of GDP, to finally end the Great Depression.
Nobel Price winning economist Paul Krugman also describes the link between financial
deregulation and the 2007 crisis. Krugman cites Federal Reserve Official Edward M.
Gramlich, who in May 2004 declared that “increased subprime lending has been associated
with higher levels of delinquency, foreclosure and in some cases, abusive lending
practices”116. Gramlich revealed that he tried to convince then Federal Reserve Chairman
Alan Greenspan to increase oversight of subprime lending as early as 2000, but got nowhere.
Gramlich also wrote that “the subprime market was the Wild West. Over half the mortgage
loans were made by independent lenders without any federal supervision”. As Krugman
states, what Gramlich didn’t mention was this was the way the laissez-faire ideologues ruling
Washington wanted it. Krugman: “They were and are men who believe that government is
always the problem, never the solution, that regulation is always a bad thing”.
Gramlich stressed, just before his death in 2007, the extent to which unregulated lending
is prone to the “abusive lending practices” he mentioned in his 2004 warning. Many
borrowers are ill-equipped to make judgments about complex subprime loans that offer a low
initial interest rate that suddenly jumps after two years – a fact hidden in the small print of
contracts which, one may assume, was not always pointed out by mortgage sellers eager to get
their commissions. Gramlich asks, almost rhetorically: “Why are the most risky loan products
sold to the least sophisticated borrowers? The question answers itself – the least sophisticated
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borrowers are probably duped into taking these products. …the predictable result was
carnage”.
One can conclude, then, that the main causes of the crisis were, next to the rapacity of
financial service executives and staff, the lack of regulation to keep this rapacity in check. The
free-for-all in the selling of mortgages was already mentioned, but in addition there was no
insight in, let alone control over, the financial derivatives that helped cause the havoc. The
credit rating agencies, which by awarding the highest possible ratings to all mortgage
derivatives, including sub-prime ones, enticed institutional and other investors to invest in
them, could do as they pleased. The main reason, again: laissez faire ideology: the faith that
markets operate best if left alone, leading to the highest efficiency and economic growth.
It is easy to put the blame for all the misery resulting from the 2007 crisis on the
orthodox who, with their unyielding faith in the self-regulating properties of the free market,
were most averse to regulating even the most obscure financial practices and products. But
it’s not just the orthodox. Even the present, more liberal Obama administration stands for this
ideology, or at least did so before the 2007 crisis. The three leading members of Obama’s
economic team, Timothy Geithner, Ben Bernanke, and Lawrence Summers, were at least
partly responsible for pushing or condoning the laissez-faire policies of the 1990s. Especially
Lawrence Summers was, in the 1990s during the Clinton administration, a vocal proponent of
financial deregulation. Few in the mainstream objected, with some notable exceptions –
among others, Joseph Stiglitz and Paul Krugman. Most mainstream economists favored
deregulation – and were, as usual, faithfully parroted in the mainstream press. Take as an
example Newsweek magazine, considered liberal by most. Reporter Rana Foroohar, in an
early 2008 article on rogue French bank trader Jerome Kerviel losing $7 billion for his
employer, Société Générale, wrote this: “Kerviel’s story seems likely to encourage the drive to
clamp down on the titans of capital. Never mind that the number of financial disasters is not
rising with the complexity of the world financial system, and that market volatility has fallen
over the past two decades, thanks at least in part to financial derivatives pioneered by banks
like SocGen”117. This was a few months before the downfall of the Lehman Brothers
investment bank that triggered the financial crisis.
To wrap up this discussion on regulation, let’s also look at an example of the benefits of
regulation: deposit insurance. Galbraith describes in “Money, whence it came, where it
went”118 how in all of American history there is no single legislative action that has been so
effective. The guarantee that the newly founded Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation would
compensate depositors if a bank went bankrupt effectively eliminated the large scale runs on
and subsequent failures of banks. Those runs and failures were characteristic of not only the
Great Depression of the 1930s but also, of the many smaller and greater banking crises in the
preceding 150 years. They have not been seen since. The American Bankers Association,
supported by conservatives (and, it must be said, the Roosevelt administration) led the fight
against the proposal “to the last ditch”, calling it “unsound, unscientific, unjust and
dangerous”. Yet the proposition was approved by Congress, and included in banking
legislation passed in 1933. As Galbraith describes: “the anarchy of uncontrolled banking had
been brought to an end not by the Federal Reserve System but by the obscure, unprestigious,
unwanted Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation”.

4.8

Consequences of privatization

We’ve seen how market fetishism leads to the conclusion that the production of goods and
services by the private sector is, by definition, more efficient than public sector production.
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This axiom leads economists to argue that even the supply of goods and services that are
crucial for the public good, in markets that are far removed from the ideal of perfect
competition and information, should be left to the private sector. In consequence, since the
rise of the orthodox in the 1980s there has been a relentless drive towards the privatization of
public services. Let’s look at some of the consequences.
The problem with the assumption that private enterprise will produce more efficiently
than the public sector is, as discussed, the failure to distinguish between efficiency in making
profit and thus, wealth creation for the enterprise involved, and efficiency in terms of meeting
public needs, by providing a good or service of the desired quality and quantity. Maximum
profits, whereas good for managers and shareholders, do not automatically imply greater
wealth for society overall. Efficiency in profit maximization, that is, economic efficiency, can
easily run counter to efficiency in satisfying public needs, or societal efficiency. We’ve
already mentioned the examples of offering our youth good quality education at acceptable
cost, good quality healthcare for all who need it, or protecting the general public as effectively
and efficiently as possible.
Similar doubts can be raised about the capacity of private enterprise to establish a
transport infrastructure that serves the entire population, or the provision of energy and
drinking water to all. And we must ask the question if such essential services as banking,
insurance, medical research, and other services essential for the proper functioning of today’s
complex societies and the wellbeing of the public should be left to the private sector.
The problem, as we’ve seen in Chapter 3, is that the incentive is wrong. The drive to
maximize profit may lead to private enterprise cutting corners in service provision,
overcharging, and focusing supply on those areas that are most profitable, at the cost of others
where the real needs are. In the following, we’ll look at some examples. We’ll analyze how
services that have traditionally been the domain of the private sector, such as banking and
insurance, score on effectiveness, that is, delivery of the needed products, and efficiency:
doing so at the lowest possible cost. Let’s start with a case from a sector we already looked at
briefly in the above: healthcare.
In many countries the state and future of the healthcare system is the subject of an
ongoing discussion. Part of that discussion centers on the extent to which the private sector
can and should supply the services involved. Opinions range from fully public to fully private;
many countries have mixed forms. The case we’ll look at is England, where healthcare is
provided by the National Health Service. The NHS is a fully public service which provides
almost all care free of charge. However, since the 1980s there have been efforts to increase
the role of the private sector, allegedly to promote efficiency, among others through the
Private Finance Initiative, PFI. The PFI was introduced by the Conservative Party “to enable
costs to be cut” by having the private sector build and manage public service facilities such as
schools, hospitals, roads and prisons and rent them to the state. The Labor Party took over the
initiative, leaving the NHS with no choice but to rely on the private sector for capital projects.
Unfortunately, what the NHS needs is not always in line with what the private sector is
interested in. In the late 1990s the NHS had been planning to refurbish two hospitals in the
city of Coventry, at a cost of $50 million119. Analysts realized that business would not be
interested: the scheme was too small, with too little potential for serious profit making. The
NHS was therefore forced to redesign its scheme to make it more attractive to private capital.
Instead of refurbishing the two existing hospitals it would ask private business to knock them
down and build a new one. This would cost not $50 million but almost six times as much: $
290 million. To pay for this the hospital trust would have to cut both beds and services.
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By January 2002 the price of the new hospital had risen to $480 million, by the end of
that year to $550 million. The final cost, the Birmingham Post reported in March 2007, was
$680 million. In 2007 the hospital trust was projected to have to pay $93 million in service
and other fees to the private consortium that built and maintains the hospital. The annual cost
was projected to rise in line with the retail price index for 30 years. By 2007 it had become
obvious that the Trust could not afford such high fees if the hospital were to maintain a proper
standard of care: it had to announce a $50 million hole in its budget. Around $16 million
could be found by firing staff: at least 200 people and possibly as many as 375 were to be
retrenched. The hospital would also rely on revenue generating activities: people dropping off
patients by car were to be charged $5 for doing so while parking fees had been raised to $16;
the free parking scheme for the disabled was cancelled. Parking was scheduled to bring in
money in particular because the new hospital was built, against the wishes of most citizens, on
the edge of town, requiring many people to go by car. Nonetheless the trust was anticipating a
budget shortfall of $20 million in 2007. Drastic measures were required to plug the hole:
closure of one ward, removal of eight beds from another, cutting 116 jobs. Recruitment of
nursing staff was partly frozen, yet another ward was closed just six months after the hospital
was opened. In July 2007 the hospital found itself in the bottom ten of the NHS list for
waiting lines. There is no clarity as to where the money will come from to cover the rest of
the 30 year PFI contract.
There is only one set of costs the hospital cannot cut: the money it must pay to the
private financiers. As the author of the article, George Monbiot puts it: “ … beds, doctors,
nurses and managers could be sacrificed, but not the donation to the Fat Cats Protection
League. The great free market experiment looks more like a corporate welfare scheme”.
Monbiot says the government justifies privatization via the PFI by claiming that
privately financed schemes are cheaper than comparable public schemes. However, the data
required to support this claim does not exist, or if it does the government refuses to release it.
In this case, if public funds would have been available the two existing hospitals would have
been refurbished at around one thirteenth of the cost of building the new hospital.
The U.S., as we’ve already seen, is a good example of what happens when healthcare is
left mostly to the private sector. The result is societal inefficiency: performance is poor in
terms of providing good quality healthcare to all citizens at affordable cost. Private sector
supply might be efficient if market forces could do their work, that is, in a reasonably
competitive market where well-informed consumers can easily switch suppliers to look for
the best deal. In healthcare that’s only very partially so. The possibilities for choosing
between different, competing insurers, doctors and hospitals are often limited. You don’t go
shopping for the best and most economic emergency ward when you have an acute health
problem. Moreover, whereas for most goods and services you can choose whether to purchase
or not, for healthcare people do not really have a choice: if you’re ill, you have to go to a
doctor. And it is difficult to compare the quality of the service before making use of it. As
regards costs, doctors and clinics have an incentive to carry out expensive tests and provide
costly treatments because that will bring in more income. Frequently such tests and treatments
are not really necessary, or cheaper, less invasive measures may actually suit patients better.
The most cost-effective approach to healthcare is prevention. Preventing disease has,
however, no benefits for private healthcare providers: curative procedures bring in the money.
Private healthcare insurance doesn’t work very well either. Again, the private interest in
profit conflicts with the public interest of having all people covered and receive adequate
treatment at the lowest possible cost. Insurers have an obvious interest in minimizing the costs
of treatment which to some extent helps keep healthcare costs in check. However, the interest
of insurers to minimize payments so as to maximize profits not only brings them to checking
doctors and clinics, but also to selectively shop for customers. Insurers have a prime interest
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in insuring healthy people, who pay their premiums but make little or no use of medical
services. They have a strong incentive to exclude people with serious, chronic health
problems, as for such people the premiums paid do not even come close to covering the
medical costs. Such patients eat into profits. Likewise, for people that are insured it is in the
interest of insurers to exclude costly treatments. The priority is not to have the patient cured
but to spend as little as possible.
Conflicting interests are also a problem in the production of medicinal drugs. To
maximize profits private drug companies have an interest to push drugs they have invested in
even though they do not work well, add little or nothing to the existing range of drugs, or have
harmful side effects. More is spent on drug advertising than on research. To create demand
people are stimulated to take drugs for minor problems for which, without the industry’s
prodding, they might not even consider taking medicine for.
The most serious consequence of the drive for profit of pharmaceutical companies is the
selective use of research results and misleading publications. There is a long history of
pharmaceutical companies manipulating research results in their favor, at the cost of patients.
Let’s look at just two examples, from Britain and the U.S.. Jeremy Laurence, health editor of
the British newspaper The Independent, reported in 2004 that the effectiveness of expensive
new cancer drugs introduced in the decade before were increasingly questioned. Evidence
published in the Journal of the American Medical Association showed that 38 per cent of
independent studies of the drugs reached unfavorable conclusions about them, compared with
just 5 per cent of the studies funded by the pharmaceutical industry120. In 2008 the New York
Times reported that the U.S. drug maker Pfizer had manipulated the publication of scientific
studies to bolster the use of its epilepsy drug Neurontin for other disorders, while suppressing
research that did not support those uses – a conclusion arrived at by specialists who reviewed
thousands of company documents for plaintiffs in a lawsuit against the company. Pfizer's
tactics included delaying the publication of studies that had found no evidence the drug
worked for other disorders, "spinning" negative data to place it in a more positive light, and
bundling negative findings with positive studies to neutralize the results, according to written
reports by the specialists121.
A search on the internet will yield many similar cases – to the extent that distortion of
unwelcome results almost appears common practice. The motivation is, of course, profit: over
the years a successful drug can earn a company billions of dollars. Drug companies are
efficient in wealth creation, especially in lining the pockets of their management and
shareholders: in the two decades leading up to 2003 pharmaceuticals was the most profitable
U.S. industry by far122. However, performance and efficiency in satisfying societal needs, by
offering good quality, well-functioning products for an acceptable price, is questionable – to
say the least.
Marcia Angell, former editor in chief of one of the most prominent medical journals,
the New England Journal of Medicine, and a Senior Lecturer in Social Medicine at Harvard
Medical School, has described in her book The Truth about the Drug Companies123 how the
practices of commercial drug producers affect U.S. consumers and tax payers. She describes
how as a result of what she calls one of the more perverse of the pharmaceutical industry's
practices prices of drugs are much higher for precisely the people who most need the drugs
and can least afford them. This is because the industry charges recipients of Medicare (the
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U.S. government health insurance program for the elderly and disabled) without
supplementary insurance much more than it does favored customers who can buy in bulk and
thus can bargain for steep discounts or rebates. People without insurance have no bargaining
power so they pay the highest prices.
Angell describes how resistance is growing to what she calls “rapacious pricing and
other dubious practices of the pharmaceutical industry” and that in response, drug companies
are blanketing the general public with public relations messages. The magic words in these
messages, repeated over and over like an incantation, are research, innovation, and American.
Yet research and development (R&D) is a relatively small part of the budgets of the big drug
companies—dwarfed by their vast expenditures on marketing and administration, and smaller
even than profits. The prices drug companies charge have little relationship to the costs of
making the drugs and could be cut dramatically without coming anywhere close to threatening
R&D.
Angell also shows the pharmaceutical industry is far from innovative: only a handful
of truly important drugs were brought to market in the years before her book was written, and
they were mostly based on taxpayer-funded research at academic institutions, small
biotechnology companies, or the National Institutes of Health (NIH). The great majority of
"new" drugs, she says, are not new at all but merely variations of older drugs already on the
market. These are called "me-too" drugs. The idea is to grab a share of an established,
lucrative market by producing something very similar to a top-selling drug. Thus of the
seventy-eight drugs approved by the FDA in 2002 only seventeen contained new active
ingredients, and only seven of these were classified by the FDA as improvements over older
drugs. The other seventy-one drugs approved that year were variations of old drugs or deemed
no better than drugs already on the market. In other words, they were me-too drugs. Seven of
seventy-eight is not much of a yield. Furthermore, of those seven not one came from a major
U.S. drug company. However, even though the industry is not particularly innovative in
discovering new drugs, it is highly innovative—and aggressive—in dreaming up ways to
extend its monopoly rights.
Angell concludes that since the 1980s the pharmaceutical industry has shifted from a
focus on discovering and producing useful new drugs into a marketing machine that sells
drugs of dubious benefit. In doing so it uses its wealth and power to co-opt every institution
that might stand in its way, including the U.S. Congress, the Food and Drug Administration,
academic medical centers, and the medical profession itself. Indeed, most of its marketing
efforts are focused on influencing doctors, since they must write the prescriptions.
Another example of private sector interests acting against the public good is that of
scientific publications. Over the years almost all scientific journals have been taken over by
large private corporations. This has greatly restricted free access to scientific information, and
driven up the price of accessing such information. The private interests of shareholders and
managers of the companies have been and are being served through huge profits – yet the
public interest, of scientists and other interested parties having easy access to scientific
findings, has been compromised seriously.
In principle, knowledge generated by publicly funded research should be freely
available. In the past, it largely was. But that is no longer the case. When librarians are asked
to provide access to the most recent scientific literature they are forced to answer “no” to
everyone who is not linked to their institution because the hard copy and electronic scientific
journals in which that information is made available are owned by large commercial
publishers. The companies make money though the subscriptions to these magazines, with
sky-high subscription rates. Profit margins are reflected in the fact that the largest scientific
publishers are estimated to have returns as a percentage of sales of between 30 and
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40percent124. The subscription price of a single top-rated magazine may be as high as $10.000
annually – and there are hundreds of them, for each area of academia. In 2007, the 13
university libraries in The Netherlands, spent €33 million, close to U.S. $50 million, on
scientific journal subscriptions. The publishers obtain the actual contents of the magazines,
meaning the articles presenting the research results, for free. Not only do they not pay for
research and reporting, they usually don’t even pay the editors and reviewers. But as the
owner of the journal they can charge as they please.
Making available all scientific publications on the internet could save a small country
like The Netherlands €33 million a year. More important, doing so would give scientists and
other interested parties that cannot afford the subscription fees, especially in poor countries,
access to information which now remains out of reach. More people getting better access to
relevant research results will increase the societal goals of scientific progress, innovation, and
thus – depending on the innovation – human well-being, productivity, and economic growth.
Unfortunately, the private sector profit motive overrules the public interest. Economic
efficiency is maximized, societal efficiency is compromised.
Science publishing, then, is yet another example of a system in which a large part of the
cost of the product – the actual research – is paid for by tax payers, after which private
companies can make windfall profits in a largely monopolist and therefore, non-functioning
market. As in the health sector private corporations can charge exorbitant prices for the
delivered products at the tax payers’ expense. At the same time the search for solutions to
important problems, especially in poor countries, is hampered for lack of access to relevant
information.
Yet another sector where efficiency in profit making through private sector service
provision does not coincide with the public interest is the privatization of law enforcement
tasks. Let’s look at the specific case of debt collection of arrears in municipal taxes. In the
U.S. many municipalities have outsourced tax collection to commercial firms that charge
double-digit interest rates and thousands of dollars in service fees. High interest rates and fees
are, of course, a result of the drive to maximize profits, which come on top of recuperating the
investment made. This investment can be sizeable, as cities and counties sell their delinquent
tax bills to the highest bidder.
For local government outsourcing debt collection seems a painless way to quickly turn
old debts into cash to finance schools or public services. But now that hard times are causing
more homeowners to fall behind on their property taxes the number of foreclosures has risen.
Housing advocates say the private companies are exacerbating the foreclosure crisis, pushing
out homeowners faster than would governments, which are increasingly concerned about
neighborhoods becoming wastelands of abandoned properties. Investors say the arrangement
actually benefits everyone: municipalities, which get an infusion of cash; investors, who take
on a risky but potentially high-yielding investment, and taxpayers, who do not have to pick up
the tab from negligent landlords or tax evaders. There is, of course, a group that does not
benefit: those who cannot meet their payment obligations. Local government also charges
interest and penalties on properties for back taxes, and can also foreclose. But governments
charge interest rates that are half what private investors charge, and often offer no-interest
payment plans, thus giving those who are behind on payments a chance to recuperate. This is
beneficial not only to this group but also to the community as a whole, as the long-term
prospects of neighborhoods improve when there are fewer foreclosures.
In a 2009 article the New York Times presents the case of Lucas County, Ohio, which
includes the city of Toledo, which sold off more than 3,000 tax liens for $14.7 million125.
Auditor Anita Lopez states that “In the beginning, you’re getting this immediate windfall of
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cash. But when you think about abandoned properties, foreclosed properties — the cost to the
community is far higher than the short-term benefits.” Toledo is one of the areas hardest hit
by the downturn and by private lenders holding tax liens. The Times cites the case of a
homeowner who is facing foreclosure for a few thousand dollars in overdue taxes. The owner
lost his job with Chrysler in January 2008 and took a lower-paying job. As he and his family
struggled to pay their mortgage, credit cards and other bills, they fell behind on $5,900 in
taxes. And they’re not the only ones. With the economy faltering and property values
plunging, large numbers of homeowners and landlords are falling behind on their bills. Private
investors who have bought the tax liens charge interest rates as high as 18 percent on the
unpaid taxes, forcing many to abandon their property, after which the investors get the right to
foreclose on the properties – taking priority over mortgage lenders. The Times quotes the
executive director of the National Tax Lien Association as saying “It beats the heck out of any
certificate of deposit”, and claiming that tax liens generate about $10 billion each year.
The Times does not provide data but one wonders how many foreclosures, personal
bankruptcies and overall human misery could have been avoided if public service providers
would have been allowed to settle tax arrears more leniently. Nor does the article report how
much more misery is yet to come – at the level of households as well as communities facing
increased numbers of foreclosed and abandoned properties.
The drive for profit and the public interest are also at odds in the supply of utilities.
Let’s take a look at the effects of the 1989 privatization of water companies in Britain and
more specifically, the case of water shortages in the exceptionally dry summer of 1995, which
led to water rationing126. Apart from the drought an important reason for water rationing was
dilapidated piping systems, which in some cases dated back to the nineteenth century.
Estimates were that 20 to 25 percent and in some areas as much as 50 percent of piped water
was lost to leakage. In comparison, at the time leakage in The Netherlands was about five
percent. Of course, the privatized water companies attributed the water losses to low
investment in repair, maintenance and replacement in the years before privatization. They
argued that the price of water would have to be doubled to allow for the required investments.
Critics of this viewpoint argued there was enough money: annual profits over 1994 were
reported to be $2.3 billion; over the five previous years total dividends amounted to $3.8
billion. Stock prices increased by a factor 2.6 in the six years since privatization; CEOs and
other high ranking managers paid themselves seven figure salaries. Apparently, rewarding
managers and shareholders came before service supply: the private interest came before the
public interest. Nothing could be done: the conservative government did not impose binding
measures forcing companies to reduce water losses, arguing that this would have impinged on
the autonomy of the companies and thereby, on the workings of the free market.
Privatization buffs will argue that there are many cases in which privatization has led to
a cost reduction at comparable levels of service or, in other words, increased efficiency not
only in profit making but also in service supply. That’s true in some cases, notably when there
are various competing suppliers. On the other hand the drive for efficiency and profit is likely
to lead to eliminating or reducing service levels for consumers for whom service provision is
relatively costly. In public service supply costs are often spread evenly over the recipients –
even though delivery costs will be higher for some than for others. E.g., medical care for a
chronically ill or disabled person will be much more expensive than for a healthy person, yet
both will pay the same insurance premium. Likewise reaching isolated rural households with
roads, public transport, drinking mains, telephone, electricity and mail will be costlier than
reaching city dwellers with such services. In a society with a measure of solidarity and a
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minimum of morality – one not inhabited by Rational Economic Man – those who are better
off can subsidize those who are worse off for no fault of their own.
The institution arranging for such solidarity is the state. Put differently: a public service
provider will use profits made on low cost supply, e.g. in healthcare, infrastructure and
communications, to finance higher cost supply: to those in poor health and living in remote
areas. Though this may seem contrary to the interest of the healthy and city dwellers, in the
end everyone benefits. Rural services allow farmers to live in the countryside to produce the
food needed by city dwellers, and allow the latter to entertain themselves out of town. Thus
city dwellers profit in an indirect manner from the subsidies given to rural areas. As for
assisting the seriously or chronically ill or the disabled: economic benefits consist in the
contribution these citizens can still make to society when receiving proper care, and avoiding
higher future costs when such care is not given. But of course the main benefit is moral:
taking care of fellow-citizens in need of support.
The above described “cross-subsidizing” is unlikely to be practiced by private sector
companies, unless forced by regulation. But regulation can be circumvented, and is often
difficult and costly to enforce. And contracts can always be renegotiated. In consequence,
service provision deteriorates. In The Netherlands this has been observed in public transport:
especially bus transport has been outsourced to private companies, resulting in reduction of
service to outlying areas. In other public services partial privatization has led to commercial
companies taking over service provision components that are profitable, whereas the public
sector and thus tax payers are left to subsidize the loss-making components.
In all of the cases described in the above the cause of the problems resulting from
privatization is that the prime incentive for commercial companies, profit, runs counter to a
broader range of public goals. All of the above examples involve service delivery in a setting
that does not come close to the economic ideal of a perfectly competitive market. Consumers
cannot choose from a range, much less an infinite number of hospitals, drug suppliers, water
companies, bus companies, or electricity suppliers. Therefore providers have a monopoly
position, or something close to it. A commercial firm is bound to take advantage of that
position: a monopolistic position is highly conducive to profit maximization. However, this
runs counter to the societal goal of the best possible service provision, to all those who need
it, at the lowest possible price. Economists, conservatives and much of the mainstream have
supported for the private sector to supply public services even from a close to monopolist
position – in spite of the fact that even standard economics recognizes that market forces do
not function in monopolistic or oligopolistic markets. Economists and conservatives have
done so out of market fetishism: blind faith in markets and the efficiency of private enterprise.
Mainstream politicians and the media have done so because they blindly follow economists
and their faith. All have confused societal efficiency, the best possible service provision at the
lowest possible cost, with economic efficiency: efficiency in maximizing profits.
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5
5.1

POLICY FALLACY: WHERE IT WILL TAKE US
Our economic future

In the previous chapter we’ve looked at current and past outcomes of economic policy
prescriptions based on market fetishism and equilibrium faith. We’ve seen that these
prescriptions have not led us to the ideal state of equilibrium, in which consumption,
production, employment and the money supply are optimally balanced to create maximum
efficiency and wealth. Instead, policies derived from standard economics have contributed to
an increasingly lop-sided, unbalanced situation marked first, by a growing gap between
productive capacity and asset-backed demand, and second, by a massive diversion of capital
from the real economy to the speculative economy: the world of finance. In this chapter we’ll
take a look at what to expect in the coming decades if we continue to apply standard
economics’ prescriptions. We’ll start with the economic consequences, and then discuss the
broader impact on society as a whole. In particular, we’ll look at the possible outcomes of not
effectively addressing the urgent environmental and social issues facing society today. The
failure to do so is highly likely if we continue to operate within the economic and financial
straight jacket standard economics imposes upon us.
In the aftermath of the 2007 crisis, the great economic issue is how to get the global
economy going again. There are, as usual in economics, major differences of opinion on the
causes of the crisis and the remedies to be applied. Liberal economists, mostly Keynesians,
say the crisis was caused by a lack of regulation, and affirm large scale government
intervention in 2008 and 2009 saved the global economy from collapsing. Bailing out
financial institutions and implementing stimulus programs were necessary, they argue, but in
the years to come the price will have to be paid: balance sheets will have to be restored by
paying off the accumulated debts.
Orthodox economists deplore the large scale government intervention and resulting
deficits, and especially the monetary measures: central banks engaging in quantitative easing
to stimulate economic activity. They believe on the one hand that the state stepping in has
interfered with the cleansing forces of the market and thus, has prevented or is tempering a
solid recovery. They assume that if market forces would have been allowed to do their work
the downfall might have been harder but recovery would have been swifter and more
vigorous. The orthodox also fear massive government borrowing slows down recovery by
crowding out private investment. And worst of all: the large scale deficit spending and
monetary easing will lead, unavoidably, to inflation.
In spite of the differing opinions on the measures taken to fight the crisis all economists,
from orthodox to liberal, agree on what should be done next: consumers and especially
governments should start paying down their debts. There is dissent on when they should start
doing so: liberal economists argue it’s better to wait until the recovery catches on; the
orthodox argue better sooner than later. But overall economists see no other option but
restoring public and private balance sheets, and hoping that the economy will return to what
are considered healthy growth levels. Only the private sector can do so – because according to
standard economics only the private sector creates wealth. Government can mitigate the
effects of the crisis, but it cannot generate the sustained growth that will allow us to pick up
economically where we left off before the crisis. And government certainly cannot generate
the growth that will allow us to address the world’s environmental and social problems. In
short, the consensus is we’ll have to wait for private initiative and the market to do their
wholesome work.
The problem with this view is that it takes two to tango: both producers and consumers
will have to play their part to get the economy going again. Producers may be able to do so,
but not private consumers and government whom, as we’ve seen, have been hard hit by the
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2007 crisis. By 2008 U.S. households, who account for 70 percent of all spending in the U.S.,
averaged about $121.000 in mortgage debt127, for a total of close to $12 trillion128, and
another $8,329 in credit card debt, for a total of $962 billion129. Total U.S. consumer debt
(excluding mortgage debt) reached $2.56 trillion at the end of 2008130. Personal savings, on
the other hand, were minuscule: in 2007 just $57.4 billion, as against $174.9 billion in
2003131. All in all in 2009 household debt stood at 129 percent of disposable income.
According to The Economist, a ratio above 100 percent is generally considered
unsustainable132.
This high level of indebtedness led several pundits, among them Newsweek columnist
Daniel Gross, to predict a period of thrift: years in which individual consumers and
households will reduce expenditure and start saving to pay off debts. Also, in a time of rising
unemployment and growing job insecurity consumers tend to reduce expenditure and start
saving for further rainy days133. In 2008 Merrill Lynch chief economist David Rosenberg
expected U.S. saving and consumption rates to return to the relatively conservative levels of
the early 1990s, when U.S. consumer spending was 65 percent of GDP instead of the 71
percent it hit in 2008. That would effectively reduce consumption by about $1 trillion each
year – about 8 percent of GDP, and 12 percent of spending.134 Such a decline would have a
major impact on business opportunities, employment, and wages in the production and trade
in consumer goods and services.
Then consider Britain – that other credit-hooked nation and, with the City of London,
other financial powerhouse. From 2001 to 2004 the British economy grew at an annual rate of
7.2 percent, against 3.2 percent for the rest of Europe. Most of this growth came from the
financial wizardry practiced by banks. Creative banking resulted, among others, in consumers
increasingly taking on debt to buy homes and consumer goods135. The total debt load of
British households exceeded one trillion British pounds in early June 2004 – at the time about
$1.8 trillion. In December 2008 it stood at close to 1.5 trillion pounds, $2.45 trillion. By
September 2009 the average British household owned $34.800 without mortgages; total debt,
including mortgages, reached $95.000 per household136. Overall British debt – government,
household and corporate – stood even higher than that of the U.S., at 400 percent of GDP137.
As in the U.S., British consumers will have to reduce spending and start settling their debts –
leading to stagnation in the demand for goods and services.
Elsewhere in Europe the situation is not much better. It’s easy to say, as in the above,
that households will have to repair their balance sheets. In practice many won’t be able to.
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Gross points out Europe is facing a consumer loan crisis involving large scale debt defaults.
By the end of 2008 defaults already added up to $175 billion. Gross estimates that to bring
this debt down to sustainable levels may take as much as a decade. Even after this is done the
question becomes if, once the debts are paid down, consumers will be able, will want, and
should take on as much debt as before. The answer is likely to be no. In addition to the
already mentioned increased tendency of consumers to save, the typical family income is
stagnating – Gross points out it hasn’t risen since 1999 – while the costs of such basics as
health insurance, energy, food and housing have soared.
In short: whether by design, as in fashionable thrift, or by need, as in having to pay
down debt or face bankruptcy, consumer spending will be curtailed. But as Keynes taught
during the Great Depression, thrift can be counterproductive in times of weak demand.
Consumer spending, accounting for between 60 to 70 percent of economic activity in Europe
and the U.S., is what keeps most people employed. With consumer demand stagnant or
declining the economy is and will remain in trouble.
CEO Jeremy Grantham of the global investment management firm GMO describes the
situation as follows138. Bubbles in financial markets and excessive borrowing caused an
illusion of prosperity. Though since 1982 real hourly wages in the U.S. have barely grown,
consumption has risen by one percent each year. The borrowing has led to a situation in which
people are now paying back more in interest than they can borrow. People therefore have to
start paying down their debt. Grantham calculates they will do so by an average of 0.5 percent
per year – which will unavoidably depress consumer demand. Stimuli in the form of tax
rebates will be used to help pay off debt rather then, as policy makers hope for, consumption.
There are countries where the situation is even worse than in the U.S. and Britain:
Ireland, Greece, Spain, Italy, Portugal, the Baltic Republics, Hungary. And there is the case of
tiny Iceland, with a public and private debt load that amounts to more than $403,000 per
capita. Iceland is an extreme case, but high indebtedness of national governments, banks and
consumers is a phenomenon occurring in all rich countries, and its effects will be felt for
many years to come.
Even if consumers were cured from their thrifty ways and would want to return to precrisis borrowing and spending, the question arises where they’d get the money. Consumer
banks remain troubled. In September 2009 the IMF came with new predictions of global
losses stemming from the financial crisis. It estimated more than half of all bank losses still
had to be written down; estimates of additional write-downs were $470 billion for European
Union banks, $420 billion in the U.S., and $126 billion for Asian banks139. Those figures
mean banks may need a long time, possibly a decade or more, before they can go back to the
kind of financing of the past two decades. Question is, of course, if they should: another
bubble, though offering temporary economic relief, would only lead to new crises. Of course,
if history has shown anything it is the short-lived memories of those in the financial
community: it may be assumed safely that within a few years, at most a decade or so, our
bankers will make the same mistakes – and a few new ones to boot. But until then
consumptive credit is likely to remain much more constrained than in the past two decades.
Reducing spending is one way to restore household balance sheets. Another would be
to increase incomes, which requires job growth and steadily raising wages and salaries. Here
also, the picture is grim. Newsweek columnist Robert Samuelson gave, in September 2009, a
total U.S. unemployment and underemployment rate of 16.8 percent140. This figure includes
the officially unemployed and the part time workers who would prefer a full-time job as well
as discouraged job seekers who have stopped looking for work. And even though 2010 saw a
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measure of economic recovery and growth in corporate profits, largely due to stimulus
programs, unemployment remained stubbornly high in the U.S.. In Europe, official
employment stood, in all 27 member states, at 9.6 percent, and underemployment at 3.6
percent, with another 3.5 percent available to work but not seeking (a category largely absent
in the U.S. due to less generous social benefits)141. All these figures are not counting the many
unemployed who have stopped looking for salaried unemployment and have started up their
own, often one-person business – often with limited success. 2011 gave little improvement
over 2010: unemployment stayed stubbornly high in the U.S. and was on the rise in Europe.
Some pundits have put their hope on China and, to a lesser extent, on other large
emerging economies such as India and Brazil to lead a recovery. Of these economies China is
by far the biggest and therefore, most important. When the crisis erupted it had some $2
trillion in foreign reserves, built up through two decades of exporting. When as a result of the
crisis demand from China’s prime export markets contracted, these huge reserves allowed the
Chinese government to initiate a $590 billion stimulus program. As a result, the Chinese
economy continued to grow at annual rates of close to 10 percent. Yet the question is not only
if the stimulus will allow China to continue growing in a sustained manner but also, if that
growth will lead to a global economic recovery. Both are doubtful. Newsweek journalist Rana
Foroohar described in July 2009142 how, with exports down by close to 30 percent, continued
Chinese growth was sustained entirely by government investment. Support was being given to
ailing industries: central and local governments were raising subsidies to support idle
factories, retrain workers and boost incomes in hard-hit areas. Most of the stimulus, about 75
percent, went into infrastructure: rail lines, roads, but also community centers, convention
halls, and sports facilities. The Chinese state is even handing out spending vouchers directly
to consumers, particularly in rural areas, good for such products as cars and refrigerators. The
government also ordered banks to increase lending to private investors, who use the money to
build offices, apartment buildings and luxury housing. A huge question is if there is enough
demand for all that’s being built.
Such measures can only be temporary. To sustain high Chinese growth and fuel global
growth exports are essential. But if U.S. consumption does not pick up for the above
mentioned reasons many Chinese exporting companies face bankruptcy. Consumers from
other rich countries will be unable to pick up the slack. That leaves Chinese consumers to buy
the excess consumer products originally intended for export as well as the newly developed
real estate, built not in response to demand but for speculation. Chinese incomes are,
however, only a fraction of those in the U.S. In 2007 total Chinese consumer spending
amounted to about $1.7 trillion – compared to the $12 trillion spent by U.S. consumers. The
Chinese save 25 percent of their income, mostly as insurance against healthcare costs and
pensions, a result of the virtual disappearance of a social safety net after Den Xiao Pings’
reforms.
A report co-produced by the United Nations Development Program and the China
Institute for Reform and Development calls on China to spur demand by upgrading what
remains of its social-welfare system. Providing universal basic healthcare, education, and
unemployment and retirement benefits for the country's 1.3 billion people, the argument goes,
will create a safety net that will reduce the need to save for hard times. This, it is hoped, will
increase consumer spending. However, this is unlikely to happen any time soon. One warning
signal is that Beijing has entrusted much of the safety net creation to the provinces, which
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historically have put a low priority on financing social measures143. Chinese consumer
spending, which by 2009 stood at only 36 percent of GDP, barely half the U.S. percentage, is
therefore unlikely to fill the gap left by the decrease in exports.
China’s economy, then, can depend only very partially on Chinese consumers to replace
exports as a motor for growth. Exports will have to pick up again, on a major scale, to keep
the economy growing at the rate China has become accustomed to. Until that happens,
government investment will have to pick up the slack. Twice before has the Chinese state
spent its way to recovery: during the Asian financial crisis of 1997-98 and after the dotcom
bubble burst, in 2001. In both cases government reserves were used only temporarily, while
the global economy and exports recovered. This time it’s different: as we’ve just seen it’s
unlikely that global economic activity and exports will return to previous levels for years to
come. From 2008 to 2011 China’s stimulus programs have helped to sustain national
economic growth and have contributed to an, albeit weak, international economic recovery.
But China cannot sustain stimulus programs of such size indefinitely.
If consumers do not generate enough demand, either in low income countries such as
China or in the overly indebted rich countries, we have to look, in Keynesian fashion, at
governments. Yet as already discussed rich country governments are in even bigger trouble
than consumers. Stimulus programs and the bail-outs of financial institutions following the
2007 crisis have led to an enormous increase in government debt. U.S. government debt was,
even before the crisis, rising rapidly, mostly because of the George W. Bush administration
tax cuts and the Iraq war initiated by that same administration. Since then, due largely to the
government measures taken to address the crisis, debt has expanded exponentially. The
International Monetary Fund, in its World Economic Outlook of April 2009, estimated that
total U.S. government debt would rise to 107 percent of GDP in 2014, around $15 trillion. For
the G20 nations, making up 85 percent of the global economy in terms of gross national
product, the average was estimated at 114 percent. Interest payments and payment of the
principal will eat into government spending for many years to come.
But that’s not all. An even darker cloud is hanging over government spending – the
outlines of which were already apparent well before the crisis. It is the combination of
entitlements and a graying population – in the U.S. as well as in Europe and Japan. Already in
2004 it was estimated that U.S. tax payers have a “hidden debt” of at least $53 trillion in
government obligations144. This hidden debt is the amount taxpayers would have to pay
immediately to cover the government's financial obligations. Most of this debt derives from
Medicare and Social Security obligations. Total debt equaled, at the time, $473,456 per
household, dwarfing the $84,454 in personal debt per household owed for mortgages, car
loans and other borrowing. In its May 29 issue of 2007, just before the crisis started, U.S.A
Today reported taxpayers were now on the hook for a record $59.1 trillion in liabilities, a 2.3
percent increase over 2006. That amount equaled $516,348 for every U.S. household. By
comparison, U.S. households owed an average of $112,043 for mortgages, car loans, credit
cards and all other debt combined. Unfunded promises made for Medicare, Social Security
and federal retirement programs accounted for 85 percent of taxpayer liabilities; state and
local government retirement plans accounted for much of the rest.
As said, this hidden debt is the amount taxpayers would have to pay immediately to
cover government's financial obligations – which of course, they do not have to do. But they
will have to pay over time – and it will cost more to do so than to pay all at once. According
to these 2007 figures, U.S. households would have to pay an average of about $31,000 a year,
over a period of 75 years, to meet the entitlement obligations of their various governments
(federal, state and local).
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Thus, even if we were to work ourselves out of the 2007 crisis mess, there is the
additional challenge of graying populations and corresponding increases in healthcare costs
and pension obligations. If the outlook is bad in the U.S., it may be worse in Europe and
Japan. There low birth rates lead to an ever increasing percentage of the population not being
economically active. EU figures show that in 2009 its member states had, for every pensioner
(people over the age of 65) close to four persons aged between 20 and 65 who were
economically active: working, earning income and paying taxes. In 2020 this will be
approximately three persons, and between 2040 and 2050, only two persons.145 Moreover
only a few countries, notably the UK, The Netherlands, Denmark and Finland have, as the
U.S., pension funds financed through premiums paid by private and public employers and
employees. In other countries, including the Big Three Germany, France and Italy,
government pensions and social security for pensioners are paid not from pension funds but
from the recurrent government budget. This means future governments and thus taxpayers
will have to pay huge sums to meet pension obligations. The result: government demand for
goods and services will shrink further, and with it overall demand. It’s likely, then, that lack
of consumer and state demand will affect not only the 2010s: graying populations and
resultant entitlements are almost certain to lead to continued low government demand in the
following decades also.
The above review points once more to the key economic issue we face today: the
growing gap between productive capacity and demand, caused by stagnation of asset-backed
demand paired with a rapid increase in productivity. The 2007 crisis and its aftermath have
only exacerbated the process, and continue to do so due to the depressing effects on demand.
We saw how from the late 1980s up to 2007 the financial industry helped to obscure the
growing gap by artificially raising demand, through speculation and excessive lending. And
we saw how with the 2007 crisis this scheme collapsed. The big question has become,
therefore: what will replace the stagnation and possibly, even contraction in demand resulting
from lower and middle incomes and governments having to restrain and cut back spending? If
it’s not consumers and government, can it be business?
Non-financial business, especially small and medium enterprises operating regionally or
nationally, are hard hit by both stagnating or contracting demand and the reluctance of banks
to lend in a weak real economy. Large internationally operating corporations are doing better,
because they are less dependent on banks and can sell their products internationally,
particularly in the still growing economies in Asia. Yet these companies, as all others,
ultimately depend either directly or indirectly on consumers or government to purchase the
goods and services they produce. With between 70 and 80 percent of consumer demand still
coming from the rich nations, the contraction in demand resulting from both consumers and
governments spending less will hit private producers hard. The question is not whether
companies are affected but if they can weather the storm. European business is actually worse
off than U.S. companies: at the recession’s outset euro-zone non-financial companies owed
debt worth 100 percent of GDP, compared to a relatively low 50 percent for non-financial
U.S. companies. In the financial sector also European banks were more leveraged than their
U.S. competitors. European companies also are more reliant on banks for financing, and are
therefore having a harder time than their U.S. competitors in finding the capital they need146.
Companies forced to deleverage and pay off debt will have trouble raising capital to invest
and stay competitive, and will be forced to squeeze jobs and wages. Again, that’s a poor
recipe for a strong recovery. And in any case, no matter how well prepared companies are for
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weathering a recession, there is no way producers can generate a sustained and sustainable
recovery without sufficiently strong demand from consumers and government.
We’ve seen how over the past decades, the financial sector became the single most
important wealth generator – through speculation and all kinds of unsustainable financial
inventions. Yet this form of economic growth also has run its course. Though some of the
investment banks most responsible for creating and dealing in the toxic assets that almost
brought down the global financial system have continued to make huge and in some cases,
record profits, the rest of the financial sector is suffering. Most consumer banks, responsible
for the overwhelming part of lending to small and medium enterprises, are still in trouble or in
the best of cases, slowly recuperating. They have contracted lending to business and
consumers not only to avoid risk in a stagnating real economy but also, to strengthen their
balance sheets.
The combination of poor prospects in the real economy and weak consumer banks
leads, as indicated earlier, not only to fewer growth opportunities in the real economy but
also, to renewed speculation. With less money being lent to consumers and business, business
holding back on investment in the real economy, and government bonds carrying low interest
rates, the real economy offers few prospects for attractive returns. Bankers and speculators
therefore are looking for markets with higher returns. Instead of pumping capital into the real
economy, investment banks and other financial institutions catering to the rich and
corporations channel the funds they control into the speculative economy. Rather than leading
to increased demand resulting in jobs and profits from the production of tangible goods and
services, this capital contributes to forming new bubbles. This trend has worsened as in the
aftermath of the 2007 crisis central banks, especially the Federal Reserve, have continued to
flood financial markets with cheap credit. With few opportunities in the rich nations’ stock
markets attention has turned to the still growing economies of Asia and South America. As a
result stock markets and real estate prices in Asia, especially in China, started rising rapidly in
2009 and 2010. This rise combined with the above-mentioned effort by the Chinese
authorities to push banks to supply credit to sustain economic growth: in the first half of 2009
lending was 70 percent higher than in the first half of 2008. With China’s largest export
markets continuing to struggle and Chinese consumers unwilling or unable to pick up the
slack, the real economy was unable to absorb so much credit. Much of the money therefore
went into stocks and real estate. Ruchir Sharma, Newsweek columnist and Head of Emerging
Markets for Morgan Stanley Investment Management, describes the 2009 upturn in stock
markets, rising Chinese real estate prices and China’s continuing high growth rate as a new
bubble – what he calls an echo bubble147. This is a term economists use to describe the
smaller bubbles following on the heels of major ones. They usually come about when
governments and central banks flood financial markets with cheap money, causing a new
round of speculation as the financial agents responsible for channeling this money into the
economy are seeking satisfactory returns. In the absence of sufficiently attractive investment
opportunities in the real economy the money flows into stock, property and derivative
markets. The resulting speculation is, as always, profitable as long as the ride goes up. But
even minor events can lead to loss of confidence, leading to investors heading for the exits
and another crash.
The growing gap between productive capacity and demand thus far has been coped with
and, within the framework of standard economics, can only be coped with artificial wealth
creation through speculative bubbles. With stagnating incomes and high indebtedness for
most of the population dating back to the 1990s, such artificial wealth creation has been and
continues to be the only possible way of compensating for the growing gap between
147
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productive capacity and asset-backed demand. Up to 2007 it has ensured that economic
demand has kept up with productivity growth by compensating for the shortfall in assetbacked demand. To some extent this process was repeating itself in the early 2010s, though
not at the same scale as before. Therefore even the effect of new bubbles is unlikely to be, as
in the two decades preceding the 2007 crisis, to increase demand in the real economy to such
an extent that it can keep up with productivity growth.
Standard economics, then, has no answer to the question of what will set the economy
back on a path of healthy, sustainable growth, based on the production and consumption of
goods and services in the real economy. It offers only the hope, or faith, that the market will
come up with solutions. Economists will argue that thus far, the market always has. Yet as
we’ve seen, the solutions the market has come up with have been increasingly unsustainable.
Moreover, standard economic policy prescriptions only serve to enhance the problem. In
previous chapters we discussed the negative effect on overall demand of free trade,
liberalizing labor markets, reducing government expenditure, and lowering corporate taxes.
Downward pressure on wages and taxes is good for business, but bad for demand.
Economists, especially supply-siders and other representatives of the orthodox but also, most
of the mainstream, reason that better conditions for business will lead to more investment,
production and thereby, growth. But the problem is not supply, it’s demand.
If the growing gap is a fact – and logic and facts say it is – society is facing, in the
aftermath of the 2007 crisis, years and perhaps decades of economic stagnation and possibly
contraction. Lack of spending may lead to a vicious circle of further spending reductions,
growing unemployment, downward pressure on wages, fewer business opportunities, and
reduced tax income, followed by further spending cuts by government and consumers. At the
same time, the policy of “quantitative easing”, consisting of pushing huge quantities of money
to private banks at minimal interest rates, will lead to further speculation, financial creativity,
bubbles and crises, as for lack of sufficient attractive investment opportunities in a stagnating
real economy banks will channel the newly created money into the speculative economy.
Thus the imbalance between a real economy starved of money and a speculative economy
awash in it will worsen further.
Those analyzing the situation without professionally pink-tinted glasses can arrive at
only one conclusion: we’re in for prolonged economic stagnation, at high levels of
unemployment and government debt. A prolongation that can run into decades as by the time
consumers and governments have overcome their present balance sheet problems they’ll face
the pension and healthcare costs of graying populations. It’s a grim picture indeed.

5.2

Beyond economic recovery: the environment and poverty

Our economic future is only part of the picture. At least as important is, or should be, the fact
that of the global population two thirds continues to live in poverty, with more than one
billion people destitute. And for the longer run an even greater concern is, or should be –
though not, it seems, for most economists and policy makers – the availability of natural
resources that we and future generations will need to sustain a growing global population.
Failure to meet these concerns will affect especially the two thirds of the global population
who, due to their poverty, are already much more vulnerable to natural disasters and natural
resource shortages than the richest third.
Possibly the main environmental problem we are facing is global warming. Rising
levels of CO2 and other gasses such as methane cause the earth’s atmosphere and oceans to
absorb more warmth from the sun. This causes what’s called the greenhouse effect, resulting
in rising temperatures. Although there are still dissenters and skeptics, the overwhelming
majority of experts agree that global warming is for real. The Intergovernmental Panel on
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Climate Change (IPCC)148 concludes that most of the increase in temperature observed since
the middle of the 20th century has been caused by increasing concentrations of greenhouse
gases, resulting from human activity such as the burning of fossil fuel and deforestation. The
IPCC’s conclusions have been endorsed by more than 40 scientific societies and academies of
science, including all of the national academies of science of the major industrialized
countries.149
Higher temperatures are likely to have disastrous consequences for large parts of
humanity. They will cause polar ice caps and glaciers to melt, leading to rising sea levels150.
Higher sea levels threaten about half the global population – the part that lives in coastal
areas, at sea level, and sometimes below it. There is not only the increased risk of inundation
but also the problem that ground water in coastal areas, used for drinking water and
agriculture, will become saltier. Through a process called capillary action salty ground water
reaches surface soils, causing salt levels to increase to such an extent that crop yields are
affected and in more extreme cases, soils become unfit for agriculture. Other likely effects of
global warming include desertification (land formerly covered with crops, pasture, forests or
other vegetation turning into desert), changing amounts and patterns of precipitation, and
increased intensity of extreme weather events, such as destructive storms and excessive
rainfall. Global warming is also likely to lead to the decline and destruction of ecosystems
such as wetlands, coral reefs and tropical rain forests, all of which have key ecological
functions in among others, food production and neutralizing the waste products of human
activity.
Making matters worse is that the effects of global warming caused by human activity
appear to be multiplied by nature: rising temperatures lead to mutually reinforcing changes in
the world’s climatic and ecological systems. Sea water and mountains not covered by ice and
snow, which will result from the Arctic and the Himalayas loosing their ice and snow caps,
will reduce the reflection of sunlight back into space, thus leading to further heat absorption in
the atmosphere. As temperatures rise permafrost, the permanently frozen land in the
Northern-most ranges of Canada, Alaska, Europe and Siberia, may thaw. Permafrost holds an
enormous amount of carbon and methane from long-dead plants, which would enter the
atmosphere if the land would defrost. This could double or triple the effects of emissions
caused by human activity over the past century.151
Low income countries, especially China and India but also most African nations, will
suffer more from global warming than Europe and North America. In part this is because rich
countries can afford to protect themselves from rising sea levels and extreme weather
conditions. Also, in some areas with temperate climates agricultural conditions may improve
as a result of higher temperatures and rainfall. India and China, on the other hand, are set to
suffer disproportionately from climate change. As patterns of rainfall shift large swaths of
these countries and large areas in Africa and the Americas will face more severe droughts
alternated by periods with heavy rainfall and flooding. China's South and West are already
experiencing a sevenfold increase in flooding disasters compared to the 1950s.
Both China and India will need to increase irrigation to keep up agricultural production
– a major challenge when droughts are on the increase and rivers are drying up. China as well
as India get much of their fresh water, for agriculture and drinking, from glaciers in the
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Himalayas, which feed major rivers such as the Ganges, the Indus and the Yangtse. The
Himalayas have been warming three times as fast as the world average, resulting in glaciers
there shrinking more rapidly than anywhere else. Rivers originating in the Himalayas could
become seasonal rather than year-round. As things stand water availability for hundreds of
millions of Chinese and Indians is projected to fall 20 to 40 percent in this century.
Even apart from disappearing glaciers in the Himalayas availability of fresh water is
already a major problem, especially in China. In the summer of 2009 China was experiencing
its worst drought in half a century, with 300 million people facing shortages of drinking water
and 50 million acres of crops lost or damaged. Overall, projects the IPCC, Asian rice
production will fall 10 percent for every 2-degree rise in growing-season minimum
temperature152.
Mark Lynas, a science journalist specializing in climate change and author of Six
Degrees: Our Future on a Hotter Planet153 has put together scenarios corresponding to
different grades of global warming: from less than two degrees Celsius to more than six
degrees. The below box gives a summary.
− Less than two degrees Celsius (2C): arctic sea icecap disappears, changing the Earth's
energy balance dramatically as reflective ice is replaced during the summer months by
darker sea surface. Droughts spread through the sub-tropics, accompanied by heat waves
and intense wildfires. Worst-hit are the Mediterranean, the South West United States,
Southern Africa and Australia
− 2C-3C: Summer heat waves as that in Europe in 2003, which killed 30,000 people,
become annual events. Extreme heat and lower rainfall turn most of the Amazon
rainforest into desert and savannah. Remaining coral reefs are destroyed and many
species of plankton, the basis of the marine food chain, are wiped out, decimating fishery
stocks. Several metres of sea level rise is now inevitable as the Greenland ice sheet
disappears.
− 3C-4C: Glacier and snow-melt in the world's mountain chains depletes freshwater flows
to downstream cities and agricultural land. Most affected are California, Peru, Pakistan
and China. Global food production is under threat as key breadbaskets in Europe, Asia
and the United States suffer drought and heat waves outstrip the tolerance of crops.
− 4C-5C: Massive amounts of methane – a greenhouse gas 20 times more potent than CO2
in trapping heat – are released by melting Siberian permafrost, further boosting global
warming. Much human habitation in Southern Europe, North Africa, the Middle East and
other sub-tropical areas is rendered unviable due to excessive heat and drought. The
focus of civilization moves towards the poles, where temperatures remain cool enough for
crops, and rainfall - albeit with severe floods - persists. All sea ice is gone from both
poles; mountain glaciers are gone from the Andes, Alps and Rockies.
− 5C-6C. The Arctic region sees temperatures rise much higher than average - up to 20C meaning the entire Arctic is now ice-free all year round. Most of the tropics, sub-tropics
and even lower mid-latitudes are too hot to be inhabitable. Sea level rise is now
sufficiently rapid that coastal cities across the world are largely abandoned.
− 6C and above. Most sea life is dead. Human refuges are now confined entirely to highland
areas and the polar regions. Human population is drastically reduced. Perhaps 90
percent of all species become extinct, rivaling the worst mass extinctions in the Earth's 4.5
billion-year history.
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As things are going, that is, considering the measures taken thus far to constrain global
warming, the worst case scenario of a temperature rise of 6 degrees Celsius or beyond is not
unlikely. David Adam, environment correspondent of the British newspaper The Guardian,
reports that almost nine out of ten climate scientists do not believe political efforts to restrict
global warming to 2 degrees Celsius will succeed154. An average rise of four to five degrees
Celsius by the end of this century is more likely, they say, given soaring carbon emissions and
political gridlock in addressing the problem. As the box indicates such a change is projected
to disrupt food and water supplies and trigger massive sea level rises, swamping the homes of
hundreds of millions of people.
Keeping carbon concentrations at levels that would avoid the above sketched scenarios
would require a drastic 80 percent cut in emissions by 2050. Some scientists, including
NASA's outspoken expert James Hansen, say even that's not enough and argue for faster and
bigger cuts. They may be supported by (not yet conclusive) observations pointing in the
wrong direction: already temperatures are rising quickly at the poles, the northern polar ice
cap is in retreat, permafrost is showing troubling signs of change, and ocean currents may be
weakening the uptake of carbon.
A well-known critic of taking action to limit greenhouse emissions is Danish political
scientist and statistician Bjørn Lomborg. He argues that though human activity is warming the
planet, cuts in carbon emissions won’t solve the problem155. Cutting emissions, Lomborg
says, has failed spectacularly in the past. In Kyoto in 1997, world leaders promised to cut
greenhouse-gas emissions 5.2 percent below 1990 levels by 2010, but they will miss that
target by as much as 25 percent. Moreover, the progress that has been made is due more to the
economic contraction caused by the 2007 crisis (less production, fewer emissions) than by
energy efficiency gains. There is, therefore, little reason to assume that a goal of 80 percent
cuts can be achieved. Currently proposed measures, Lomborg argues, are too little, too late.
As an example he mentions the U.S. approach for cutting emissions (which at the time of
writing still had to pass the Senate): even if the entire industrialized world enacted the same
legislation tomorrow, temperatures would drop only 0.22 degrees Celsius by 2100.
Instead of reducing emissions Lomborg suggests climate engineering: ways of
artificially lowering temperatures to compensate for the rise in temperatures caused by global
warming. For instance, automated boats could spray seawater into the air to make clouds
whiter, and thus more reflective, augmenting a natural process. Bouncing just one or two
percent of the total sunlight that strikes the earth back into space could cancel out as much
warming as that caused by doubling pre-industrial levels of greenhouse gases. Another option,
says Lomborg, is a global agreement on investment in research and development of greenenergy sources so as to reduce our reliance on fossil fuels. According to Lomborg, embarking
on a quixotic crusade to cut carbon emissions will do great economic damage without
avoiding a harmful rise in temperatures. Better, therefore, to develop and apply climate
engineering and renewable energy options.
Lomborg’s arguments are sensible to the extent that it’s worthwhile to look at climate
engineering as a means to fight global warming. Oddly, he only discusses the cost of
researching and developing seawater spraying technology ($9 billion), and like a real
economist, the potential returns (savings of $20 trillion in climate damage!), but without
giving cost estimates for applying the developed technologies. Developing a technology is
one thing, applying it on the scale required to have the desired effect is another. He appears to
make the same mistake when proposing to spend $100 billion annually on green energy
research, for which he claims that every invested dollar will avoid about $11 of climate
damage. Again, the issue is not the cost of research but the large scale application of the
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research results. And in any case his proposal does not appear to be that much different from
what those proposing to reduce carbon emissions propagate, which is to replace fossil fuels
with renewables: solar, wind, biomass, hydrogen, and other.
What Lomborg fails to note are the enormous gains that can be achieved by using
energy more efficiently. Energy expert Amory Lovins, in a Newsweek interview in 2008 156,
cites a McKinsey & Co. study that argues that the world could profitably abate 46 percent of
global greenhouse gas emissions by 2050 through measures that, because of the huge savings
earned from improved efficiency, give a full return on the needed investments. In the same
Newsweek issue Jeremy Oppenheim, Eric Beinhocker and Diana Farrell state that the shift to a
low-carbon economy would require new global capital investment averaging $570 billion per
year between 2010 and 2030 – about two to four percent of total capital expenditures. If
resulting in the energy savings and thereby, cost reductions indicated by Lovins that would
appear a feasible investment.
Whatever the strategy, it’s clear that addressing global warming will require major
investments. Question is, where should that money come from? With the global economy in
the doldrums will companies, consumers and governments be able to muster the needed
investment capital, and will banks provide the necessary loans?
Global warming is not the only environmental challenge we are facing. Another major
problem, already alluded to in relation to global warming, is impending fresh water shortages.
By 2050 over half the global population, in rich as well as poor countries, is expected to face
serious fresh water shortages, with China and India the most heavily affected. Irrigated
agriculture in these countries and in many other areas of the world will become more difficult
or impossible, seriously affecting food production. Apart from the effects on agriculture and
food production there is the direct effect on human health. The Millennium Assessment
estimates that already the annual burden of disease from inadequate water, sanitation, and
hygiene already amounts to 1.7 million deaths. Some 2.3 billion people lack access to safe
drinking water157 and 2.6 billion lack access to basic sanitation – a threat to fresh water
supplies.
Another major environmental threat is the rapid disappearance of natural ecosystems.
The result is not only that plant and animal species become extinct. Ecosystems such as coral
reefs and mangrove forests are also sinks for greenhouse gasses and the birth place for most
fish species. Tropical and mountain forests likewise absorb greenhouse gasses and control
regional climates, especially humidity and rainfall. Mountain forests are essential for
tempering water run-off and thus, erosion of soils and the sedimentation of rivers. If present
trends continue, in twenty to thirty years most of the remaining tropical forests, a large part of
mountain forests and most of the world’s wetlands will be gone or severely marred by
pollution.
Even apart from global warming, desertification and soil erosion caused by
deforestation, wind and water lead to a steady decrease in the quantity and quality of
agricultural land. Agricultural land is also lost to salinization of irrigated areas, caused mostly
by poor water management This is true especially in the most densely populated areas of the
world. In coming decades, with the global population projected to increase from 6.8 billion in
2009 to 9.1 billion in 2050158, more and more people will have to be fed from decreasing
areas of increasingly poor agricultural land.
Other major environmental problems to be urgently addressed are air, soil and water
pollution. Although over the past three decades the rich nations have been fairly successful in
fighting pollution problems are worsening in poor countries. Pollution affects over a billion
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people around the world, with millions poisoned and killed each year. The World Health
Organization estimates that 25 percent of all deaths in the developing world are directly
attributable to environmental factors; some researchers estimate that exposure to pollution
causes as much as 40 percent of deaths annually.159
Closely linked to the pollution problem is that of waste management. Proper handling of
wastes is not only important to reduce or eliminate soil, water and air pollution. Also, it is
essential to recover from waste scarce raw materials that are rapidly being depleted. Many
metals that are essential in industrial production processes are scarce. Metals such as copper,
zinc, lead and tin may run out within decades. Even though new supplies have been and are
likely to be discovered, it is obvious that mineral resources are finite and therefore, should be
used as sustainably as possible. That means they should be recycled to the extent possible –
which is much more than is practiced today, even in rich nations. Likewise mineral sources of
energy, notably oil, gas and coal are finite, non-renewable resources. At our current rate of
consumption the bottom of the treasure trove is coming in sight. Oil and gas may run out this
century, or become so scarce and difficult to mine that prices will go through the roof. For this
reason as well as the contribution of fossil fuels to global warming the mass conversion to
renewable energy is crucial.
The technology to address the above mentioned problems exists or is being developed.
The productive capacity for an all-out effort to resolve them is partly in place; the remainder
can be built up over the next decades. So why aren’t these problems addressed?
The issue, put very briefly, is money. The measures that have to be taken are costly,
requiring immense investments. Many such investments will earn themselves back in the
medium and long term, and some (e.g. energy saving measures) even sooner. The private
sector, however, aims for short term profits. With the exception of a handful of measures that
yield short term returns, such as low cost energy saving measures, the private sector will not
make the switch to sustainable on its own. It is the role of government to make or enable the
investments needed to address regional, national and global environmental problems.
However, as we’ve seen governments are in dire financial straits, especially since the 2007
crisis. In consequence, though lip service is being paid to investment in sustainable
development, and in spite of some relatively minor stimulus programs to promote energy
saving measures and renewable energy, the efforts don’t come close to what’s needed. It’s not
only inability: governments simply do not put priority on effectively addressing the problems,
as shown by the fact that even in the high-flying times before the crisis very little was done.
Politicians listen to economists, who have other priorities: to increase efficiency and
economic growth.
Economists argue that the cost of addressing global environmental problems is too high;
that government, being inefficient by definition, will squander the resources, and that as a
result the economy will suffer. Large scale public investment or subsidies, says standard
economics, will interfere with market forces, cause inefficiencies, and thus reduce growth.
Instead of a concerted assault on the problems by the state, economists trust the invisible hand
of the market to put things right. When the time comes people, companies and governments,
prodded by market forces, will take the required action. For example, if oil becomes scarce
and therefore expensive, companies will be stimulated to look for alternatives – and will
actively identify, develop and market them. No need to interfere: the market will solve all.
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Especially the poor countries, so economists and politicians from those countries claim,
can’t afford to spend much money on the environment (the same argument is used, as we’ll
see later, to argue against large scale spending to fight poverty). The line of reasoning is that
first, countries have to develop economically through their private sector: local and foreign
investment should be promoted and business should be hindered as little as possible by
regulation and taxes. The resulting economic growth can then generate the resources for
improving the environment and fighting poverty. Many economists even doubt if a targeted
effort by government is needed to achieve the latter: with their unshakeable faith in the market
many believe that with economic growth the problems will resolve themselves. That’s how
things went in the rich countries; the poor countries are expected to follow suit.
So what’s wrong with those arguments? First, it’s bad economics. Second, it’s morally
wrong. It’s bad economics because much of the damage now being done to the environment
will be difficult, expensive or even impossible to restore. The longer we wait with addressing
the problems, the costlier and more difficult the cure. The same goes for poverty: if basic
human needs are not met, especially at a young age, people suffer permanent losses in
physical and mental capacity. That, in combination with poor or no education and healthcare
will lead to major losses in productive capacity (and, of course, in human wellbeing – but
we’re discussing economics here). Moreover, meeting basic human needs has proven to be the
most effective tool for reducing birth rates in poor countries – a key factor in fighting poverty
as well as environmental damage. Even from an economic point of view, then, it’s better to
address environmental distress as well as destitute poverty today than to wait until some
unspecified future date, when the economy is expected to have grown sufficiently to enable
addressing the problems. Moreover, with today’s knowledge it makes no sense to sacrifice the
environment on the altar of economic growth. What’s the point of making the same mistakes
the rich countries made? Contrary to the 19th century and the first 60 years of the 20th, the
knowledge and the technology to produce in an environmentally friendly manner are there. It
would be folly not to use them.
Likewise, the resources exist to eliminate destitute poverty. It’s a moral imperative,
towards present as well as future generations, to use the knowledge and resources we have to
address the human suffering caused by poverty. There’s simply no moral justification to
exposing people to hunger and disease if the resources to address these problems exist. Nor is
there justification in saddling future generations with the environmental mess we’ve created,
are creating today, and as things stand, will continue to create the coming decades.
From a moral point of view the argument can be made that the problem of poverty
needs to be addressed even more urgently than our environmental problems. The website
“Global issues”160 provides an overview of the main challenges. The 2008 World Bank
Development Indicators show that in 2005 1.4 billion people, 22 percent of the global
population of 6.46 billion, had to live on $1.25 a day or less – a level established in 2008 by
The World Bank as the poverty line. Close to 50 percent of humanity, 3.14 billion people, had
$2.50 a day or less to live on. Most affected are the young: of the 2.2 billion children in the
world almost half, one billion, live in poverty.
Only 20 percent of humanity can spend more than $10 a day – meaning, of course, that
80 percent of humanity lives on less than $10 a day. Of the population of the developing
countries 95 percent lives on less than that amount. Incomes, of course, are reflected in
consumption. In 2005, the wealthiest 20 percent of the world accounted for 76.6 percent of
total private consumption. The poorest fifth was good for just 1.5 percent.
Incomes and consumption are only a small part of the picture. Access to basic services
is at least as important, if not more so. Some 1.6 billion people, a quarter of the global
160
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population, has no electricity. Some 1.1 billion people have inadequate access to water, and
2.6 billion lack basic sanitation. Lack of access to healthcare leads to people being infected
with and dying unnecessarily from easily curable infectious diseases. Every year there are
350–500 million cases of malaria, with 1 million fatalities. An estimated 40 million people are
living with HIV/AIDS, with 3 million deaths in 2004.
Some 2.5 billion people rely on fuel wood, animal dung and charcoal to meet their
energy needs for cooking: over 80 percent of the population in sub-Saharan Africa and over
half the populations of India and China. The resulting indoor air pollution claims the lives of
1.5 million people each year, more than half of them below the age of five: that’s 4000 deaths
a day.
Approximately 790 million people in the developing world are chronically
undernourished. Stunting (reduced growth due to malnutrition) affects almost half of all
children in South Central Asia and Eastern Africa, close to 40 percent in South Eastern Asia,
and about 20 percent in Latin America. According to the United Nations Children's Fund,
UNICEF, 25,000 children die each day due to poverty – more than 9 million a year. Some 1.8
million of these deaths are due to easily treatable diarrhea.
The effects of poverty and malnutrition go beyond child survival and morbidity.
Malnourished children have lifetime disabilities and weakened immune systems, and lack the
capacity for learning that their well-nourished peers have. In young children malnutrition
dulls motivation and curiosity and reduces play and exploratory activities, impairing mental
and cognitive development, the effects of which are likely to last a lifetime. Malnutrition in an
expectant mother can produce varying degrees of mental retardation in her infant.
Much of the poverty reduction in the last couple of decades comes from China, where
the poverty rate is claimed to have fallen from 85 percent to 16 percent. Those figures are
notoriously unreliable, and do not mirror the effects of increased costs of living, the falling
away of what used to be called “the iron rice bowl” (job security and a guaranteed income and
benefits), and the disappearance of free public healthcare. Excluding China, global poverty
fell only by around ten percent161. And apart from China the recent crisis is likely to have
undone much of that already limited progress. The economic impact of the crisis in
developing countries, jointly with high food and fuel prices, is likely to lead to a renewed
increase in malnutrition and the number of people below the poverty line162.
Poverty and its effects are most pervasive in rural areas, which account for three in
every four people living on less than $1 a day as well as 75 percent of the world population
suffering from malnutrition. Migration to the city, however, is not necessarily a solution.
Urban slum growth is outpacing urban growth by a wide margin. In 2005, one out of three
urban dwellers (approximately 1 billion people) was living in slum conditions.
The worst effects of destitute poverty could be remedied by providing people with
access to basic services that are already taken for granted in rich countries, notably clean
drinking water, sanitation, education, healthcare, and a minimum of social security. Those
services make the difference between people living their life in reasonable health and security
and living a life threatened by chronic illness, physical and mental impairment, and early
death. To provide the needed basic services is not nearly as costly as the earlier described
161
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environmental measures. The Global issues website gives a $40 billion cost estimate,
additional to what’s currently spent, for providing all of humanity with adequate water and
sanitation, basic healthcare and nutrition, and basic education. That’s less, the website states,
than what European and U.S. citizens spent in 1998 on perfumes, pet food, and ice cream.
And it’s about 5 percent of the $780 billion the world spent on arms in that year.
So why is there no large scale, global drive to ensure all of mankind gets access to the
above described basic services? To put it bluntly: it’s not a priority, especially not in the
countries involved. For the economic and political elites in poor nations alleviating the plight
of the poor is not a matter of concern. This lack of interest leads to only minor percentages of
national budgets and foreign aid being spent on such essentials as basic education and
healthcare, drinking water and sanitation, and employment programs, cash transfers and other
measures aimed directly at poverty alleviation. Instead revenues are spent on salaries of
especially higher placed public officials and politicians (e.g., members of parliament of Kenya
are paid salaries that are higher than those of most European countries), invested in infrastructural works, and on development initiatives oriented at economic development, such as
support for entrepreneurs. Also, many nations spend disproportionate amounts of their
national budgets on the military and national security – which in many cases, translates into
repressive internal security agencies. In some countries, such as China and India, the national
elite may be somewhat more amenable to improving the fate of the poor, if only to avoid
social tensions. In those countries corrupt local officials, over whom the centre has little
control, divert funds from fighting poverty. Experts have estimated that corruption in India
indirectly kills more than 8,000 people a day by diverting money from food programs into the
pockets of crooked officials163.
There are more reasons for poor basic service supply, such as low pay for those who
should supply the service, unwillingness of those suppliers to work in rural areas, and lack of
knowledge among staff on the most efficient ways of avoiding disease and improving health.
In principle, most of these issues could be resolved with money. Pay could be improved,
incentives given for working in rural areas, training given to improve skills and knowledge.
But with the exception of a few nations such as China poor countries lack the resources to
finance such improvements on a significant scale.
The problem in fighting poverty is not only that poor nations lack the resources to do so,
as reflected in a low GNP. Also, poor nations have weak public services and governments that
are incapable and unwilling to raise enough tax money. Bad government leads to
dysfunctional tax systems and a poor allocation of public funds. As a rule the rich in poor
countries pay no or hardly any taxes: most government income is derived from indirect
taxation, such as value added taxes and levies on imports, and in somewhat more developed
nations, from income taxes on middle class wage earners. Without adequate taxation there is
not enough money to set up and maintain a well-functioning government, run by a capable
and dedicated civil service. Also civil servants do not provide useful public services as much
as form a drain on the economy and on the citizenry in general. In many developing countries
a government position is seen less as bringing with it an obligation to provide a public service
then as a license to sit back and relax, or worse, to exploit the citizenry. Low pay is an excuse
for civil servants neglecting their tasks (“they pretend to pay us, we pretend to work”) and
taking on private sector jobs parallel to their government position. As a rule such behavior is
accepted and therefore, goes unpunished: people lose their jobs for going against the grain,
not for doing little or nothing. Even those who are interested in performing their duties are
usually unable to do so because they lack the means. Clerical staff does not have functioning
computers or office materials, agricultural extension agents lack means of transport or fuel.
163
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Low pay also promotes corruption. In many bureaucracies everyone in the hierarchy is
in on the scheme: often those in lower positions have to pay a percentage of illegally obtained
benefits such as bribes to their superiors. Corruption is especially endemic in countries where
civil service positions are given out as favors to kin and political supporters. In many
countries making use of one’s position to enrich oneself and one’s family is seen not only as
natural but as a social obligation.
Local elites are often adroit in channeling significant proportions of scarce public
resources to themselves – illegally, through corruption, or legally, through subsidies and
lucrative government contracts. Moreover the economic and political elites have a vested
interest in poverty. Poor people are willing to work for low wages, which helps increase
profits and international competitiveness. Moreover, the very poor and uneducated are less
likely to critically assess their leaders or organize politically to demand fairer treatment.
In many poor nations, then, the interests of the elite lie more with maintaining and
further expanding their wealth and power then with improving the fate of the poor. With a few
exceptions, those in power are therefore more likely to block or water down measures to
combat poverty than promote them. Even if government policies are aimed formally at
fighting poverty or environmental distress programs are often mismanaged and abused by
corrupt bureaucrats and power holders.
For rich countries, fighting poverty and environmental deterioration in poor countries is
not a priority either. Many voters have other, national priorities. Critics of development aid
point out that its effects are doubtful, and that much of the money is misspent. Tax payers
therefore prefer their government to spend the money at home. Also, much aid money flows
back to the rich countries through the purchase of goods and services in the donor country,
including lucrative contracts for companies and consultants. In spite of the latter many
development projects are poorly designed and implemented, with local elites in the recipient
countries getting ample opportunity to channel the resources in ways that benefit them rather
than the poor.
The main cause for development aid not achieving the desired effects is that it is not
conditioned on the elites in the recipient countries committing and taking effective steps to
improve public service and really start tackling poverty. Though lip service is paid to fighting
poverty and environmental deterioration by both donors and recipients, in practice business
continues as usual, with short term incidental projects, many of which leave no lasting effects,
rather than the comprehensive, integrated, multi-year approach that is needed to really address
the problems.
So what does the future hold for the world’s poor? A few trends were sketched in the
above, and they’re far from positive. Although since the 1980s tens of millions of people have
been lifted out of poverty and have joined an emerging middle class this has happened mostly
in just two countries: China and India. Yet in these two countries also hundreds of millions
continue to live below the poverty level; in China, hundreds of millions more live just above
it. Most of the new middle class has wealth levels way below those in western nations and can
easily fall back into poverty – something which may well happen on a large scale if the
economic stagnation and possibly, contraction in the rich nations continues.
There are some positive notes. Since the start of the century some countries have seen
the rise to power of governments that have engaged in genuine attempts to alleviate at least
the most destitute poverty. The best example is Brazil, which through a conditional cash
transfer164 program called Bolsa Familiar has alleviated the worst poverty for over 50 million
people, a quarter of the population. Brazil’s example was preceded by comparable but much
164
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smaller programs in Chile and Mexico, and by 2010 was in the process of being emulated in a
range of other nations165. The World Bank reported in 2008 on its website it would support, in
2009, 13 countries in implementing conditional cash transfer programs, for a total of $2.4
billion. A big question is if these programs will meet with the same success as in Brazil – a
middle income country with a comparatively able (though by no means corruption-free) civil
service. In other, poorer nations with less well-functioning public services chances of officials
diverting funds for their own purposes are considerably greater than in Brazil (the abovementioned case of Indian officials diverting funds to feed the poor is indicative).
Even if all conditional cash transfer programs were successful they would only barely
begin to dent global poverty. Such programs alleviate the plight of the poor, which is
laudable, but do not provide the poor with the jobs and the access to education, healthcare,
housing and other amenities needed to really escape poverty. The poor will remain poor, even
with cash transfer programs. The only prospect for real advancement is a combination of
improved public services and paid employment. However, the poor economic prospects for
the rich nations and the fact that the poor nations, including the emerging economies, are not
yet rich enough to pull the global economy out of its slump make it unlikely that in the
coming decades the large scale job creation needed for alleviating global poverty will take
place. In fact, it seems unlikely that in the years to come the number and percentage of people
living in poverty will diminish significantly. With nations the world over paying down debt or
being careful not to take on more of it, governments will neither be able to fund employment
programs on the required scale nor raise the level of basic public services to the needed
extent. Worse, high population growth in the poorest nations, combined with rising food
insecurity resulting from fresh water shortages, climate change and loss of agricultural land
will hit the poor the hardest. In consequence, the number of people living in poverty and
suffering from malnutrition and hunger is more likely to increase than to decline.

5.3

Economic development in poor countries

Economists, as said, hold that the poverty and environmental issues will be addressed in due
course as a country develops economically. The resulting growth will give countries the
resources to care for its poor, increase educational and employment opportunities and deal
with environmental problems. However, the above explanations for poverty indicate the
problem is not only economic but also political, social and cultural. And even if the problem
were primarily economic there are huge obstacles to economic development.
A first key problem for the economic development of poor nations is that especially in
smaller countries the poor generate insufficient demand to attract foreign investment. For this
same reason local business people also may be reticent to invest in production. Investment is
inhibited further by several other factors. First, in many poor countries a significant part of the
national wealth, held disproportionally by the political and economic elite, is moved abroad,
to places where higher returns can be obtained at lower risk. Second, there’s the debt problem.
Even though international debt relief measures taken in the first years of this century have
helped the poorest countries diminish their debt considerably, many countries still have to
spend sizeable parts of their national budgets and foreign exchange on debt servicing. These
two outflows make the shortage of money in the local economy even more acute. Third, the
already mentioned political shortcomings of bad government166 and dysfunctional civil
services hinder not only the fight against poverty and environmental distress but also,
165
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economic development. Corrupt and self-serving political and economic leaders and
bureaucrats scare off foreign investors and weigh heavily on local entrepreneurs and business
people for bribes and other forms of payment, draining the already limited local capital supply
and stifling economic initiative. Well-educated, entrepreneurial people with the potential to
become political or economic leaders frequently leave to try their luck elsewhere, mostly in
the rich nations, which further diminishes the prospects for change for the better at home.
The response of mainstream economics to these threats is, as with all else, faith in
markets and economic growth. Most economists and in their wake, the mainstream press point
to the above mentioned tens of millions who did rise from poverty and, extrapolating these
figures into the future, expect this process to continue. Globalization, free trade and free
enterprise will lead to growth. Growth will lead to a growing middle class, more responsible
government, more tax income, more growth, more poor people being lifted out of poverty,
and the resources to fight poverty and environmental distress.
According to most economists, especially those of the international financial
institutions, the magic word for the economic development of poor countries is exports. In the
absence of a vigorous, well-developed local market, economists believe that growth needs to
be export-led: local producers and foreign investors should produce for international markets,
to generate jobs, growth and domestic demand and to earn foreign currency. Export-led
growth, in turn, is to be fostered through the by now familiar prescriptions of freeing trade,
deregulation, opening up to foreign investment, and reducing the role of government –
including lowering taxes and privatization.
The export growth model is not without basis. Over the past two decades, as we’ve
seen, initially poor nations such as Japan, South Korea, Taiwan and more recently China have
indeed exported their way out of poverty. Question is if today this path is also available to the
sizeable number of countries in Africa, the Middle East, Asia and Latin America that over the
past few decades missed out on the export boom. The answer is no. First, let’s remember the
already mentioned fact that the success of the just mentioned exporting countries is due for an
important part to one-sided rather than, as economists would have it, two-sided free trade. The
mentioned countries made use of export opportunities to economies that did open up, notably
the U.S., while keeping their own economies largely closed. Possibilities to do so have
diminished since the 1990s through successive international free trade agreements, both
global and regional. Moreover, since the 1980s huge pressure has been exerted on poor
nations to lower and eliminate trade barriers. This pressure, exerted both by the rich nations,
led by the U.S., and by the World Trade Organization (WTO), the IMF and the World Bank,
has met with considerable success. The rich nations, of course, wanted the poor countries to
open up their markets to goods and services in which the developed economies had a
competitive edge – while at the same time keeping their own markets closed for some,
notably agricultural commodities in which they were not competitive. The drive of
international organizations to open up economies was based on a more genuine faith in free
trade and markets. But whatever the reasons behind it, the drive to reduce import barriers has
been successful, and has made the one-sided model used by the above-mentioned nations
practically impossible to duplicate.
Another factor working against a repetition of the export-led growth model is that
competition in international markets is increasingly fierce and has come to be dominated by
the rich nations, the already mentioned Asian tigers, and especially so-called emerging
economies, notably China. The emerging economies combine the following characteristics:
low wages (except for highly specialized technical workers and managers, who are paid well),
a sizeable entrepreneurial class, a reasonably educated and disciplined and/or suppressed
work force, an adequate infrastructure, political stability, a somewhat competent (though by
no means sparkling clean) government and bureaucracy, a reasonably favorable investment
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climate and a favorable location. In only a handful of the remaining poor countries are all
these conditions met. The countries that have missed the boat thus far lack at least one and
usually several of these factors – which is exactly why they missed the boat the first time
around. Even if by now they would have all of the required characteristics and would put
them to use in building an export economy they would run up against the extreme
competiveness and enormous production capacity of the main emerging economies, especially
China, and the contraction in international demand that followed the 2007 crisis.
Yet even without the crisis the simple fact is that there are limits to the amount of goods
and services the international market can absorb, especially since the present exporting
nations have no trouble in satisfying current demand. With stagnating demand since the 2007
crisis it’s harder than ever for newcomers to conquer market share in an increasingly
competitive international export market. The export path to growth is limited further by the
trade barriers imposed by the rich nations on a range of agricultural and manufacturing
products, and on the rich countries subsidizing exports, especially of agricultural produce.
Most of these unfair and harmful practices can and should be stopped. However, the main
beneficiaries of that would mostly be other rich countries and the limited number of poor
countries that are already able to compete internationally. The number of poor countries and
people who would profit would be relatively small, with most of the benefits going to the
already better off.
Foreign investment and exports can and will contribute to economic growth, especially
in a handful of countries with strong comparative advantages. However, most poor nations
have too little export potential to have exports become the engine of growth. Even if they
would succeed in making inroads in international markets it is highly doubtful this would
generate the levels and kind of growth needed to eliminate poverty. Present economic
prescriptions, therefore, will not enable poor nations to significantly decrease poverty, much
less address environmental deterioration. Even in countries where foreign investment and
exports do drive economic growth the benefits are very unevenly distributed. In consequence,
only a minority of between 10 and 20 percent of the population has been able to rise out of
poverty, even in such export powerhouses as China and India. Because of the huge
populations of these two nations the number of people represented by these percentages is
enormous: as said, tens of millions, perhaps as many as three hundred million in all. Yet close
to two billion people have remained behind. Considering the above trends it is unlikely that
this will change to a significant extent.
The lack of internal demand resulting from a poor population is not only a constraint on
economic growth but also, a prime factor in keeping countries from utilizing their productive
potential. Labor is in ample supply. In many poor countries, skills and knowledge are also
present to a significant extent: in many poor countries, especially in Asia, Latin America and
the Middle East, there is massive unemployment and underemployment not only among the
unskilled but also among young educated workers and professionals. There is a problem in
that education, especially at university level, is often of poor quality and not attuned to labor
market needs, but retraining could remedy that fairly quickly. In principle, then, most nations
would be able, using local as well as imported production factors, to rapidly expand
production capacity, create jobs and thus, generate income and wealth. The key problem is
lack of demand: the very poverty of the nations involved is the main constraint on expanding
production.
The growing gap between production capacity and asset-backed demand, then, affects
the poor nations as much as the rich ones – possibly even more so. Limited demand
suppresses the development of productive potential. Such potential could be used to produce
the goods and services the poor and middle class need to improve their lives and productivity,
and those the state needs to address environmental and social problems. Unfortunately the
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current economic context, defined by the straightjacket imposed by economic dogma, offers
no options for putting this productive potential to work. In consequence there is no effective
escape from the economic stagnation following the 2007 crisis, and no prospect to address
society’s social and environmental problems.
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6

TOWARDS A NEW ECONOMICS

6.1

The need for a new economics

Samuelson & Nordhaus, in their textbook Economics, claim that the better understanding of
both microeconomics and macroeconomics has led to a markedly better working of the mixed
economies in Western Europe, North America and Japan167. The era since World War II, they
state, has witnessed a growth in world output and living standards unmatched in recorded
history. They thereby suggest that this progress is due at least in part to economics. They do
not substantiate this conclusion. It can as well be argued that economic improvement and
rising living standards have been achieved in spite of economics.
The source of our increased wealth and well-being is technological development, not
economics. Indeed, it can very well be argued that economic dogma has not promoted but
constrained economic and societal development. Very possibly, the huge technological
progress since World War II could have benefitted many more people and could have led to a
much more sustainable economy and society than is currently the case. The case made in this
book is that what has held us back are the policy prescriptions mandated by standard
economics: prescriptions shaped by market fetishism and equilibrium faith.
Perhaps there are some feats that economists can rightly claim some credit for, and that
show at least some economists learn from the past. For example, in the aftermath of the 2007
crisis the disastrous policies that helped bring about the Great Depression in the 1930s were
avoided. Still, if it had been up to a sizeable minority of orthodox economists, those policies
would have been implemented once again. Otherwise the economic policy record has been
poor, especially since the late 1960s. A period of inflation in the 1970s was followed by a
severe recession, deregulation led to one bubble after another and to several banking scandals,
followed by the inevitable downturns and culminating in the 2007 crash. Not an impressive
record. Overall there has always been major discord on how to manage economies. With so
many differing opinions some economists are bound to be right some of the time. But that’s
hardly a basis for claiming that economics as a science has contributed to the huge increase in
wealth since World War II.
Samuelson wrote the above in the late 1980s, well before the 2007 crisis and about ten
years before the dotcom bubble burst. Both were economic upheavals caused for an important
part by economic policy prescriptions, yet were not foreseen by most economists. Yet in all
likelihood most, if not all economists still share Samuelson’s belief that national economies,
the global economy and thereby, society overall have benefited from the insights and policy
prescriptions of standard economics.
The truly faithful cling to their beliefs, in spite of overwhelming evidence to the
contrary. The economic mayhem that started in 2007, therefore, also will not make
economists give up their faith and the rituals surrounding it. We’ve seen in Chapter 2 of this
book that in mid 2009 The Economist, in a briefing on the state of economics, concluded that,
while admitting that the benchmark macroeconomic model of general equilibrium suffers
from some obvious flaws it will, for lack of better, continue to form the basis of economic
analysis168.
As things stand, then, standard economics will continue to base itself on the model of
competitive equilibrium. It will also continue to attempt to represent economic reality in
mathematical models. The Economist cites economist David Collander, who thinks economics
requires a revolution in technique. He proposes to simulate economies on the computer
instead of solving models “by hand”, using economists’ powers of deduction. More math, less
167
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empirical observation and analysis. Fortunately The Economist also reports that at least some
economists put their hopes elsewhere: economist Paul Krugman suggests macroeconomists
should turn to patient empirical spadework, “documenting crises past and present, in the hope
that a fresh theory might later make sense of it all”.
Let’s hope Paul Krugman is willing to consider the analytical approach he proposes not
just as complementary to, but as an alternative for the equilibrium model. But whatever
Krugman’s plan of action may be, the briefing of The Economist indicates few economists
will follow his lead. Possibly, abandoning equilibrium thinking and the preoccupation with
mathematics requires events that are even more hard-hitting than the 2007 crisis. On the other
hand, psychological research has indicated that the faithful always find ways to reinterpret
reality in line with their basic beliefs. A prime example is those predicting the end of the
world, yet carrying on merrily after the date it was supposed to happen passed uneventfully.
Yet whether at some point standard economics will drop its faith or not is not the main
issue. Humanity does not have time to wait if it will. A revolution in economic thinking is
urgently needed. If it doesn’t come from inside economics – and experience thus far strongly
suggest it will not – it will have to be generated from the outside. Because as we’ve seen in
the above, today’s economics is not only hopelessly deficient in analyzing and explaining
economic reality. Also, and even more important, it keeps us from using society’s productive
potential to create more well-paying jobs, address our environmental problems, and increase
the wellbeing of the 80 percent of the global population that still lives in or close to poverty.

6.2

Starting points of a new economics: method

In its review of the state of economics The Economist wraps up the main section169 with the
following sentence: “For in the end economists are social scientists, trying to understand the
real world.” Saying that economists are social scientists implies, obviously, that economics is
social science. The Economist is right. However, economists are not social scientists. And that
is exactly the problem. In the social sciences, be it sociology, psychology, anthropology,
history or others, reliance on mathematical modeling to explain human decision making is
rare170. And with good reason: human behavior is much too complex, fickle, and erratic to be
captured in mathematical models. Yet that’s exactly what economists try to do. And that is
why mainstream economics is doomed to failure – as it has been over the past 120 years,
since Walras and contemporaries who frequently started out as mathematicians or engineers
rather than social scientists, started to use mathematical equations to represent economic
reality.
There are much more logical and direct ways than mathematics to investigate why
people engage in certain behavior. One is to observe and interview people on what they do,
and why they do it. Economics can be seen as having an advantage over natural science, the
research subjects of which are either inanimate or unable to speak. But no use is made of this
advantage: practitioners of standard economics rarely take the obvious step of testing their
assumptions by asking people why they take certain economic decisions171. This is all the
more serious because economists, as other social scientists, also have a significant
disadvantage over natural scientists: the subject of economics, human behavior, is much more
complex and less predictable than that of inanimate objects or of non-human life.
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Other social scientists – sociologists, psychologists, anthropologists – interview people
on what they do and why they do it. In addition they use observation and experiments. The
social sciences have developed a range of methods to ensure that the information thus
obtained is as reliable as possible. As in the natural sciences social scientists, especially
sociologists and psychologists, formulate hypotheses and test these by collecting and
analyzing relevant data – sometimes through experiments, more often by putting questions to
a representative sample of the people whose behavior is in need of explanation. But this
method is not used in standard economics. Why? Possibly because economists do not want to
be identified with social scientists and hence, avoid using their methods. Likely because they
do not get the methodological training needed for this kind of research. But whatever the
cause, the consequence is that economic methodology does not make use of the prime option
for reaching firmer conclusions: through the collection of data directly at the source, from
economic decision makers.
As we’ve seen modeling is the choice course of action because of the desire of
economists to have their endeavor seen as “hard”, natural science. Modeling an entire
economy implies the economy is seen as a system that somehow has its own dynamics,
independently of individual human decision making. The assumption of the economy being
such a system, with timeless and universal properties that can be represented adequately in
mathematical equations is, as discussed in part one of this book, a faith. As many faiths it is
not based on sound logic and empirical proof. In consequence, it is rife with inconsistencies.
Something pretending to be science shouldn’t rely on faith. John Stuart Mill, the 19th century
philosopher and political economist, already stated in his Principles of Political Economy: “…
the way economic resources are distributed is a function not of some inexorable economic
laws, but of political – that is, human – choices”.
If we put faith aside it would appear obvious that the economy is nothing more, or less,
than the aggregate outcome of economic decision making by individual decision makers. To
make sense of that decision making is a huge challenge. To try and do so through
mathematical modeling does not make sense: is it, literally, non-sense. Yet as we’ve seen,
economists keep moving on that erroneous path. Even a critic like Paul Ormerod wants to
replace the equilibrium model by one or more other models that translate reality into
mathematical equations. As an economist he has faith in a system that somehow hovers above
humanity, with its own laws and internal coherence. Society, he claims, is more than the sum
of its parts: what is needed is “… an alternative approach to the orthodox view that the
behavior of the economic system as a whole can be deduced by simply adding together the
individual parts and that there is therefore no such thing as society”172
Ormerod states, then, that the behavior of economic and other systems at the aggregate,
macro-level cannot be deduced from simple extrapolation of the behavior of a single
individual. The whole is different from the sum of the parts: “There is such a thing as
society.” He cites the American sociologist James Coleman, who in his 1990 work
Foundations of Social Theory emphasizes the fundamental importance of interaction between
individuals, and how the behavior of one person can influence the behavior of others.
Ormerod cites with approval Coleman’s scathing comments on the model of competitive
equilibrium, notably the assumption of the entirely independent behavior of individuals,
describing it as a broadly perpetrated fiction. Ormerod concludes that the behavior at the
aggregate, macro-level is often very different from the behavior patterns of the individual
components of that system.
In this last conclusion Ormerod is wrong. The whole does not behave different from its
component parts: the system’s behavior is the aggregate outcome of the behavior of the
172
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individual components. Of course it is true that interaction between individuals is of
fundamental importance and that behavior of one person influences the behavior of others. On
the other hand many other factors, not or indirectly tied to the behavior of others, influence
individual behavior. Examples are the genetic make-up of a person, but also values, norms
and other forces that guide behavior within a social group and society as a whole. All these
factors determine individual behavior. In turn, this individual behavior is the building block of
the aggregate outcome: the economy as a whole. In other words, the whole is not different
from the aggregate of the parts, but the parts are influenced by the whole, or parts of it.
However, the conclusion that the whole influences the parts and that there is an interaction
between the two does not imply, as is assumed by Ormerod, that the aggregate – the economy
– differs from the sum of the parts.
The economy, then, is shaped by the aggregate of the behavior of its members. There is
no proof and therefore, no reason to assume that there are mysterious other forces out there
that influence or even determine the characteristics of the economy over and above the
aggregate of that behavior. But it’s certainly true that behavior is influenced by a huge array
of driving factors, including perceptions of the individual decision making of others and of the
economy as a whole.
Economic behavior is just one form of human behavior. Most logical would be to
consider economics at the aggregate level as a field of sociology, and at the individual level as
a field of psychology. As said neither sociologists nor psychologists assume that there is,
above and beyond the behavior of individuals, some kind of aggregate system that is more
than the sum of its individual parts, with its own qualities and laws. Such an assumption
cannot be substantiated, is therefore faith and, having no basis in reality, has no place in
science.
One may even question if the economy should indeed be seen as a system. The
definition of a system is a set of interacting or interdependent components forming an
integrated whole, with relationships between those components being different from
relationships of the set or its components to other components or sets173. An organism can be
seen as a system, but an economy? The components making up the system (individuals) move
in an out of the set (the economy) with ease, sometimes participating, and sometimes not.
Because of this fluidity, the use of the term system is at least questionable.
The belief of Ormerod and of economists in general in a system that is more than the
sum of its parts points them in the wrong direction when trying to address economics’
shortcomings. This is because it leads them to treat economics as “hard” science once more.
In consequence Ormerod, in The Death of Economics, does not look at other social sciences
as an inspiration to develop an alternative to equilibrium theory. Instead he seeks out natural
sciences such as biology, climatology, chemistry and even physics. In a book written after The
Death of Economics, called Butterfly Economics, A new general theory on social and
economic behaviour174, Ormerod proposes to view society as a living creature, which adapts
and learns. Its behavior as a whole can never be understood by mechanistically adding
together its component parts. Just as a living creature is more than the sum of the individual
cells which make up its body, so the economy and society are more than the sum of the
individuals who inhabit it.
Ormerod emphasizes that in other sciences – the above-mentioned applied natural
sciences – the world is also increasingly seen as a living organism. Prodding it in a certain
way, he states, may sometimes cause the beast to hop in one direction, sometimes in another,
and sometimes it will not move at all. The behavior of the organism, or system, thus may well
be very different from what might be anticipated from the extrapolation of the behavior of
173
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individuals. Individual behavior impacts the behavior of other individuals, which in turn
causes feedback elsewhere in the system, and so on and so forth. As Ormerod points out, this
realization effectively invalidates the concept of Rational Economic Man, the basic actor of
standard economics, who acts purely out of self-interest without any regard for his social
environment.
A key conclusion of Ormerod, of enormous consequence for the practice of economics,
is also that economic processes are not linear and that therefore, it is senseless to present
economic reality in linear mathematical models such as that of competitive equilibrium. In
that sense his reference to chaos theory, of unexpected events in one part of the system
reverberating throughout it, leading to unexpected consequences in other parts, is much more
convincing than linear equilibrium thinking. But the image of the economy as a system that
resembles an organism is misleading. An organism indeed is more than the sum of its parts.
But again, there is no reason to assume that the economy, which itself is made up by
organisms, is more than the sum of its parts and has, as depicted by Ormerod, its own internal
workings, logic, operational principles, or metabolism. Logic and facts tell us that the
aggregate of individual decision making is what makes up the system – nothing more, and
nothing less.
The challenge for economics, then, is not to look for laws, rules or operational
principles that determine the operation of the system. That’s a wild goose chase, because there
aren’t any. It’s doubtful there is a system, and if there is, it’s so fluid it certainly can’t be seen
as something ruled by laws. Instead the challenge in economics is, or should be, to understand
the decision makers. To obtain such understanding is difficult, as psychologists, sociologists
as well as anyone else with a professional interest in human behavior will confirm.
Mathematical modeling only obscures the motives and perspectives that underlie decision
making, and therefore makes it more difficult to obtain that understanding.
Instead of the image of an organism a more apt analogy of the economy is that of a
crowd. Under the influence of the behavior of others in the crowd, and of the overall context
and environment (for example, a demonstration and the presence of police), individuals
forming part of it can behave differently from what they would do as individuals. But what
the crowd does is still the sum of individual actions. The difficulty in predicting what the
crowd will do lies not in trying to find some overarching “behavior” of the mob, as the
analogy of an organism suggests. It lies in determining how the different individuals that
make up the mob will react. Ormerod is right when he states that behavior is altogether too
complex to be captured by a mechanistic approach. But it is also too complex to be captured
by chaos theory or by other theories that would try to express non-linear interactions between
the components of a system in mathematical equations. Moreover, the focus is wrong: the
theory should be applied to individuals and aggregates of individuals, not some kind of
system that is, erroneously, expected to have a dynamic of its own.
The concept of a crowd also gives us indications on how to study it, and how to make
predictions on how it and surrounding events will develop. Basically, there are two
complementary strategies. The first is what we can call comparative analysis: we try to arrive
at conclusions on how the crowd will behave (or more exactly, what the sum of the individual
behavior of the people making up the crowd will look like) by looking at past cases of mob
behavior that have been documented with some measure of scientific rigor. An important
element of such analysis is to assess the manner and degree in which these other cases
differed from the present crowd: the greater the differences, the less relevant the comparison.
In such a comparison a range of factors have to be taken into account that may be expected to
influence behavior in a crowd: e.g., size of the crowd, its composition (mixture of men or
women, approximate level of education, young or old), the crowd’s environment, the presence
of authorities such as police, the standing of the police in society in general and the crowd in
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particular, etcetera. The analysis of these factors and of what happened on other occasions
with comparable crowds may give indications on what may happen with the crowd being
studied. Note the “may”: comparative analysis gives results that are no more than indicative.
History does not repeat itself, and each new situation will differ from previous ones at least in
some respects. This is not exact science, and it isn’t natural science. There are no “laws” that
govern behavior or phenomena, and thus there is nothing to be expressed in mathematical
formulas.
The second way to study the system is to analyze the behavior of the individual
components of the system: in our example, the individuals making up the crowd. We can call
this unit analysis. Through interviewing and observation an understanding can be obtained of
individual traits and personal circumstances that influence the behavior in a crowd. When
studying a crowd this is, obviously, a less suitable method. People that form part of a crowd
are usually not in the mood for an interview. Even if they were, an expert or team of experts
would need days to elaborate a detailed psychological profile, by which time the crowd would
be dispersed. And even if it would be possible to obtain such a profile there would be several
intervening factors that would render the first findings obsolete. First, individual decision
making can be expected to be influenced by the crowd even during data collection and
analysis. Second the research itself, meaning the interaction between subject and researchers,
would influence the behavior of the individual. In other words, the subject under investigation
would change his behavior while being under investigation, requiring constant updating of the
profile.
A further complicating factor would be that even a complete set of individual profiles
would still be only the first step in understanding and predicting the crowd’s behavior –
meaning, the sum of the individual behaviors. For the latter the influence of the crowd and of
the individuals therein on each particular individual would have to be assessed. That would
imply, among others, assessing the relative weight or influence of the different group
members in determining the groups’ behavior. A few relevant questions would be: Who are
leaders? Who are followers? Who will follow what kind of leaders, and who will inspire what
kind of followers? How many of these followers are there relative to other kinds of followers?
And so on.
Compared to sociologists studying crowd behavior, economists using the above two
research strategies to study economic behavior would appear to have a relatively easy job.
This would be especially so for the analysis of individual behavior through interviewing and
observation. Economic behavior is not nearly as impulsive as crowd behavior. It develops
over longer periods, making it less emotionally charged and less subject to sudden changes.
Also, to make useful predictions about economic behavior it will in most cases not be
necessary to come up with results within a matter of hours or even minutes. Therefore
observation and interviewing can be suitable instruments to analyze economic behavior –
much more so than for studying crowds.
Economists can also engage in experiments: testing a hypothesis on economic behavior
in a controlled environment, in which the explanatory variable of the behavior under
investigation is manipulated. Behavioral economists already do so, but as said, they operate
mostly on the fringes of standard economics. In such experiments the way the research
subjects react to the manipulated variable is assessed, and the outcomes are analyzed.
Formally, this should lead to the hypothesis being accepted or rejected; in practice,
experiments can yield interesting and unexpected findings not directly covered by the
hypothesis. Experiments are relevant for assessing the behavior of individuals and small
groups, but for practical reasons, can rarely be applied at the aggregate level (this is why
psychologists work much more with experiments than sociologists).
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Strengthening economics by basing it on social science methodology will be a key step
into changing economics from faith into science. Wikipedia defines science as a system of
acquiring knowledge based on the scientific method, and the organized body of knowledge
gained through the application of that method. Scientific method refers to a body of
techniques for investigating phenomena, based on gathering observable, empirical and
measurable evidence that is subjected to specific principles of reasoning175. As a social
science a new economics would focus on economic behavior at the individual (micro) level,
and the aggregate outcomes of that behavior at the collective (macro) level.
Turning standard economics from faith into science, then, will imply a radical break
with the concept of economics as “hard” science which studies phenomena subject to
universal, timeless laws, and expresses the outcomes in mathematical equations and models.
No more mathematical exercises reported as research in economic scientific journals: the
practice which McCloskey, cited in Chapter 2, called Blackboard economics. Today’s
economics would be converted into a social science that studies human behavior by gathering
and analyzing empirical data and, through comparative analysis, analyzing aggregate
outcomes of that behavior.
At micro level, with as its primary subject the economic decision making of individuals
and groups, a new economics would have as its primary tool behavioral analysis, using
experiments, observation and interviewing. At macro level economics would analyze
economic phenomena using comparative analysis: the comparison of cases with similar
characteristics in comparable environments. Such comparisons should, through inductive
reasoning176, lead to general conclusions and the formation of theory. The reasoning should be
made explicit, giving other scientists (or non-scientists) the possibility to follow, verify and
challenge the conclusions arrived at. The resulting discussion would lead to the best possible
explanation, or theory, for the phenomena to be explained – a theory that would be valid until
the moment it would be falsified, adapted, or replaced by another, better theory.
For policy making a new economics would involve the study, along the lines described
above, of past and ongoing experience with policy implementation: what works, under what
conditions, and why. Account should be taken of all possible explanatory factors of
phenomena and not, as is the case today, only of those factors that fall within the realm of
standard economics.
The social sciences have developed, over the years, methodologies that increase the
validity and reliability of data collection and analysis through experiments and interviewing.
For example, in an interview the research subject (or respondent) may misinterpret the
question, which may lead to him or her giving an answer to another question than was
intended. This is called a validity problem: does the question measure what it is intended to
measure? Also, the respondent may interpret the question correctly, but purposely give false
information. This is a reliability question: does the response adequately represent reality; is it
the truth? Social sciences that make use of interviewing as an instrument for data collection,
such as psychology and sociology, have developed methods and techniques to minimize
validity and reliability problems. Scientist engaging in interviewing should use such
methodology. This does not give hard guarantees the truth will be arrived at: the research
subjects, being human, are not only complex and fickle but, contrary to natural science
research subjects, may consciously or subconsciously mislead the researcher. Yet the use of
social science methods and techniques, developed since the early 20th century to optimize
validity and reliability, increases the chance that the conclusions arrived at are correct. If
175
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economists want to study economic phenomena in an adequate manner, meaning with at least
a minimum of scientific rigor, they should train in and use social science methodology.
A new economics will still have a quantitative component: mathematics will still be
needed. It will not be the kind now used to express reality in mathematical equations. Instead
statistics will be used to describe and summarize data sets and test hypotheses on the
relationships between independent, or explanatory variables, and dependent ones. Math would
also be used for the processing of key statistics to obtain estimates of such macro-economic
variables as national income, national product, and their components. Such statistics already
play an important role in economic analysis: Galbraith describes177 the contribution of Simon
Kuznets, the 1971 Economics Nobel Prize winner, to improving the calculation of national
income, national product, and the components of both. Kuznets work contributed greatly to
wartime planning during the Second World War: it showed what increases in output were
possible, what was going to civilian consumption and investment and what, accordingly,
could be made available for military purposes. With peace, argues Galbraith, the same
calculations would show what output and employment would be possible, what would be
saved from the resulting income, and what would have to be invested to ensure full
employment.
Will the economic mainstream be open to introducing the above proposed changes? To
some extent, economists already make use of comparative analysis, experiments and
interviewing. Already mentioned was Paul Krugman, quoted by The Economist as saying that
macro-economists should turn to patient empirical spadework and documentation to develop
new theories. That’s comparative analysis. It should be encouraged as long as it does not
degenerate into efforts to mathematically model reality, and as long as it is recognized that
due to the complexity of human behavior and society any predictions made on the basis of
such theory can be no more than indicative.
Other economists, such as the in this book frequently cited John Kenneth Galbraith as
well as the classical economists Adam Smith and David Ricardo, also relied on comparative
analysis. Smith and Ricardo, of course, lived and worked before Walras, and therefore are
excused by today’s modern economists for not using mathematical models to represent
reality. Galbraith, however, who did not engage in mathematical modeling, is barely
recognized as an economist by the economic mainstream, and even less so by orthodox
economists. The way Galbraith is treated by his fellow economists is an indicator of the long
and difficult road ahead in swaying economists to change direction.
As we’ve seen, even criticism generated using the framework of competitive
equilibrium modeling is barely accepted if it challenges economic dogma. Economist critics
of equilibrium thinking’s iron laws, such as Paul Krugman and Joseph Stiglitz, receive a
measure of recognition only reluctantly because of their proficiency in mathematics, used to
contest economic dogma using its own arms. In this manner Krugman showed that free trade
is not always beneficial for both trading partners, whereas Stiglitz has mathematically proven
that markets are not always efficient. Yet in spite of these achievements they operate mostly
outside the economic mainstream.
Whereas equilibrium thinking continues to reign supreme in macro-economics some
progress has been made, since the 1990s, in recognizing that economic decision making is
influenced not only by economic rationality but also, by psychological, social, cultural and
biological factors. In October 2009 the Nobel Prize Committee awarded the Nobel Prize in
Economics to Elinor Ostrom, of Indiana University, and Oliver E. Williamson, of the
University of California. The Nobel judges, in their description of Mr. Williamson’s and Ms.
Ostrom’s achievements, said that “economic science” should extend beyond market theory
177
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and into actual behavior. The two award winners, in their empirical work, had done just that.
Another prominent economist, Yale University’s Robert Shiller has, on the basis of his
pioneering work in behavioral economics, concluded that decisions of investors and stock
traders are often driven by emotion rather than rational calculation. Shiller is one of the best
known practitioners of behavioral economics and, recognizing that in economic decision
making emotion frequently trumps rational calculation, has expressed doubts on markets
always being efficient.
According to The Economist178 behavioral economics, in its application of insights of
psychology to especially the world of finance, has boomed in the 21st century. But the concept
of psychological factors influencing markets goes back further. The title of Shillers book
“Animal spirits” (written with George Akerlof of the University of California, Berkeley) is,
according to The Economist, taken from John Maynard Keynes’s description of the quirky
psychological forces shaping markets. The Economist also argues macro-economics too
should draw lessons from psychology.
The rise of behavioral economics has been noted not only in The Economist but also in
other mainstream media. Newsweek journalist Stefan Theil points out, in an article on a new
spate of economic studies claiming that growth may come down to attitudes, the growing
interest of economists in how personal attitudes might influence economic growth179. He
describes it as part of the broader reinvention of economics, in which the classical view of
people making rational choices in a world of perfect information is coming under increased
scrutiny. Theil discusses among others Edmund Phelps, a Columbia University economist and
Nobel Prize Laureate who concluded from a 2006 study that attitudes towards markets, work
and risk taking – measured in a series of international surveys – are significantly more
powerful in explaining the variation in countries’ actual economic performance than the
factors economists traditionally look at, such as tax rates, social spending and labor-market
regulation.
There is hope, then, that the influence of non-economic factors on economic behavior
will come to play a more prominent role in economics. However, behavioral economics is
nowhere near becoming a serious challenge to the foundation of standard economics: the
model of competitive equilibrium. At best, it is tolerated as a new branch of economics; at
worst, it is seen as an unscientific phenomenon, too reminiscent of social science, not very
suitable for mathematical modeling and therefore, too “soft” to be “real economics”.

6.3

A new applied economics: purpose and approach

A new economics, then, should be a social science aimed at gathering and systematically
analyzing data and information to understand economic phenomena – instead of a doomed
attempt to capture reality in mathematical models. Now let’s take a closer look at what a new
applied economics would entail. Applied science can be defined as the practical application of
scientific knowledge to meet human needs or, in a more limited sense, solve practical
questions. Because of the importance of economics for society, we should aim to develop a
new applied economics that will help us design economic and financial policies for the
betterment of society.
To develop this new applied economics we have to be clear on its goal. As a first step
on formulating this goal, let’s look at the present definition of economics. Economists
themselves have given a range of definitions of what economics entails. The Penguin
Dictionary of Economics defines economics as the study of the production, distribution and
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consumption of wealth in society180 The Dictionary’s authors argue that economists have
never been wholly satisfied with the definition of the subject – but that this is as good a
definition as any. They warn that the definition should not be interpreted as relating to the
positive aspects of material welfare. For example, waging war involves making choices in the
use of resources and is therefore a proper subject of economic inquiry. In this context the
authors cite Lionel Robbins, former lecturer at the London School of Economics, who defines
economics as the science that studies human behavior as a relationship between ends and
scarce means which have alternative uses. This is a rather general definition: it could also
include studying decision making of a person dividing his time (the scarce means) between
spending time with his kids and playing golf (the alternative uses). Such decision making is
not usually of interest to economists.
Wikipedia gives the following definition of economics: the social science that studies
the production, distribution, and consumption of goods and services181. Combining this with
the above definition from the Penguin’s Dictionary of Economics would give the social
science that studies the production, distribution, and consumption of goods, services and
wealth in society. The addition of wealth to the Wikipedia definition gives weight to the
analysis of accumulation and property, whereas the addition of social science to the Penguin
Dictionary’s definition would emphasize that what we are studying is human decision making
and its outcomes.
Samuelson, in Economics, comes up with the following definition: Economics is the
study of how societies use scarce resources to produce valuable commodities and distribute
them among different groups182. The main problem with this definition is that the term
“valuable commodities” is defined in practice as goods and services people are willing to pay
for. Economists, Samuelson continues, must reckon with such goods and services, or as he
also calls them, consumer wants. They should not question these wants. Economics analyzes
how limited goods get rationed among whatever wants a society generates, but does not
express itself on the desirability of the wants.
For a new applied economics, this won’t do. The main problem lies in the term
“valuable commodities”. Including this term in the definition excludes societal needs that are
not expressed as “wants”, that is, are not backed up by a consumer’s willingness and capacity
to pay. For example, the very poor may need clean drinking water, sufficient food and
adequate housing and healthcare, but these are of no interest to economists as long as no one
is able or willing to pay for satisfying those needs. Since the poor cannot pay for these items
themselves they only become of interest when a government or charity wants to spend money
on them. As long as that is not the case these needs remain outside the realm of present-day
economics.
Related to this is the practical problem that Samuelson’s definition appears to apply
only to the present and the immediate future, whereas humanity faces problems that go
beyond the short term. Several were already discussed in the above, such as water shortages,
the effects of global warming, and the finiteness of our natural resources. Also, population
growth and the continued existence of poverty require not just short term but also medium and
long term solutions. Problem is, since neither the poor nor future generations have the
capacity to pay for the goods needed to effectively address the problems, their needs are not
or are only very partially translated into demand. As said, they are of interest to today’s
economists only in as far as governments and charities finance related activities.
Implicit in Samuelson’s definition of economics, paired as it is with the theoretical
framework of competitive equilibrium, is the focus on efficiency. We’ve already seen that
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efficiency is the key concern of economics, meaning that implicitly and often explicitly,
economists have taken it upon themselves to find out how to allocate resources in the most
efficient manner to meet demand. The goal of maximum efficiency is paired with the concern
to optimize wealth creation, or economic growth. In other words, maximum efficiency is
assumed to yield the highest possible growth and thus, wealth creation.
Within the context of equilibrium thinking the efficiency problem is, especially for
orthodox economists, solved by that marvel of nature: the market. As amply discussed free
markets, tending automatically to the state of competitive equilibrium, will allocate scarce
resources optimally – if the state doesn’t intervene. If left unfettered the market will optimize
production and growth and thereby, wealth – or, in Lionel Robbins’s terms, will result in
goals being met in the most efficient way possible. The less orthodox recognize to varying
extents that market failures occur – leading to unemployment, poverty, pollution and other
externalities183. They also acknowledge markets do not address longer term problems such as
the already mentioned global warming and scarcity of natural resources. Nonetheless
orthodox and more liberal economists do agree on the importance of maximizing efficiency
and thereby, economic growth.
Whereas for the orthodox growth has become a goal in itself, many mainstream
economists favor growth in part to pay for policies that can remedy market failures.
Unfortunately, in line with equilibrium thinking such policies are assumed to hamper growth,
which puts the economists favoring them in a bind. On the one hand they want to maximize
efficiency and thereby growth which, in their view as well in that of the orthodox, calls for
only minimal intervention in markets. On the other they are willing to sacrifice some
efficiency and thus, growth to correct for market failures. The extent to which they are ready
to make this trade-off determines their position on the orthodox– progressive or conservative–
liberal continuum. Nonetheless, as the different definitions of economics show, practitioners
share the implicit assumption that maximizing efficiency in the allocation of resources in
meeting economic demand yields the greatest benefits for society and therefore, should be the
goal of applied economics.
A new applied economics should have a different focus. The focus on optimizing
growth and wealth creation by allocating resources as efficiently as possible should be
replaced by something more in line with the present and future needs of humanity. Reorientation is opportune because discarding the model of competitive equilibrium allows us to
abandon the misconception that society is served best by maximizing efficiency in meeting
economic demand. In other words, it allows acting on the observation, amply discussed in the
above, that maximizing efficiency does not necessarily lead to the greatest societal benefit.
Moreover, the problems humanity faces and our past inability to effectively address them
make it high time to introduce a new and longer term perspective in economics, one taking
account not only of demand backed up by capacity to pay but also, of the needs of those
without such capacity.
Let’s formulate, for now, the goal of the new applied economics as follows: to provide
knowledge and tools for policies that achieve in the most efficient manner the greatest wellbeing for the greatest number of people while ensuring that the basic needs of all people, now
and in the future, are met. Let’s call this, for short, to maximize the public good. The key
question for an applied new economics would then become: What economic policies
contribute most effectively to maximizing the public good?
In addition to its focus on the public good a new applied economics would also have a
broader geographical focus than today’s (macro-)economics, which focuses primarily on
national economies. This age of growing interdependency and globalization, in which the key
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societal problems to be addressed reach far across national borders, calls for an economics
that pays attention to the global economy. And it should take account, as expressed by the
addition of the term “in the future” in the above definition, to future as well as present
generations. In other words, the “here and now” that defines today’s economics should be
complemented with a global, long term perspective.
A new applied economics should retain the focus on efficiency, that is, on allocating
scarce resources as effectively as possible in achieving its goal of maximizing the public
good. But abandoning the concept of competitive equilibrium would allow for new
perspectives on two key concepts in the old as well as the new economics: demand and
money. Both concepts need a radical review – not only to gain a better understanding of
economic reality, but also to arrive at the proposed new policies aimed at maximizing the
public good.

6.4

A new perspective on demand

As said, a key trait of standard economics is that it’s interested only in the supply and demand
of commodities that have monetary value. In economic terms, demand is a request for the
supply of goods and services that is backed up by willingness and capacity to pay, that is, by
purchasing power184. The Penguin Dictionary of Economics describes demand as follows: The
desire for a particular good or service supported by the possession of the necessary means of
exchange to effect ownership”. In the above we’ve already named this form of demand
“economic demand”.
There is, as already indicated, a major difference between economic demand and human
needs or, in other words, demand for maximizing the public good. The close to one quarter of
humanity that lives below the poverty line has urgent needs such as food, housing, clean
drinking water, medical care and education. Likewise, there is a great need for goods and
services for addressing environmental problems such as pollution, global warming, the loss of
agricultural land and natural ecosystems, and fresh water shortages. In standard economics,
these needs are ignored as long as they are not converted into economic demand. In a new
applied economics, addressing these needs would become a priority. By meeting them we
seek to arrive at a socially just, environmentally sustainable society. Instead of focusing on
economic growth, wealth creation and efficiency, maximizing the public good implies striving
for a world in which all of humanity can live in liberty and health, in a clean environment, with
sufficient land, water and other natural resources to ensure a decent quality of life. We can call
this, for short, a sustainable society.
The way to arrive at a sustainable society is through a process we’ll call sustainable
development. The term “development” indicates that getting from the present to the desired
situation is a gradual process. The word “sustainable" means that to get to that state and maintain
it, the world’s resources will have to be used in such a way that now and in the future, there will
be enough for all. The aim of sustainable development, then, is to ensure that all people of
present and future generations have equal access to all things required to ensure a decent quality
of life.
Quality of life has a material and a non-material component. The material component
refers to the conditions for physical health: an uncontaminated environment, clean drinking
water, and adequate food, shelter, sanitary conditions, and healthcare. The non-material
component refers to enabling people to live their lives as they see fit, limited only by the right of
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others to do the same. This means having the liberty to make choices as well as having access to
the knowledge and information that can help people make those choices. It also means the
opportunity to develop one’s mental potential, through access to a good quality education and,
especially in the first years of life, the attention and care needed for full cognitive, emotional and
intellectual development.
A new applied economics should support sustainable development by “translating” into
economic demand the needs for maximizing the public good. This should include those needs
for which, as mentioned above, at present there is no capacity to pay. The new economics
should contribute to meeting society’s needs by fostering a program to address the world’s
earlier described environmental, social and economic challenges: a sustainable development
program.
A first step for the proposed new economics, then, is to redefine demand. Rather than
focusing solely on economic demand, the new economics would take as its starting point the
both economic demand and the demand for goods and services needed for implementing a
sustainable development program. Let’s call the latter, for short, societal demand. Note that
economic demand represents not only private but also public needs: those that are currently
backed up by government capacity to pay. Societal demand, then, would represent a set of
public needs additional to those already financed, the meeting of which can not be financed
currently. Let’s call the sum of economic and societal demand total demand.
The challenge of a new applied economics would be to analyze not only, as is currently
the case, how economic demand can be met in the most efficient manner, but how total
demand can be met most effectively and efficiently. Since meeting societal as well as
economic demand would imply a competition for scarce resources the new economics would
face the challenging task of analyzing and coming up with recommendations on how to
balance the two.
Balancing societal and economic demand would involve a political element. Those
putting human needs above maximizing private wealth would prioritize societal demand over
economic demand. This would imply allocating more of society’s productive potential to
meeting public needs and less for private needs – for example, by reducing private
consumption through higher taxes and interest rates. Others, favoring private enrichment over
meeting societal needs, might prioritize economic demand over societal demand. The new
economics would point out not only the economic and financial consequences of prioritizing
one form of demand over the other but also, the consequences of those choices for achieving
the goal of a sustainable society.
As mentioned, the entity that would have to initiate, finance and implement a
sustainable development program would be the state. Consumers will, as a rule, not spend on
public goods as these are goods and services which, though benefiting society overall, do not
directly satisfy personal needs. Likewise business will not invest in the production of goods
and services which, though providing long term benefits to society, are not profitable in the
short run. It is the task of the state, of government, to strive for the common good, for the
short term and also, especially so, for the long run. This does not necessarily mean that the
state should produce all the relevant goods and services itself: in implementing a sustainable
development program the state should make use of the productive capacity of the private
sector whenever it may be assumed this will lead to increased efficiency in satisfying societal
demand.

6.5

Prices and taxation

For a new economics, finding a balance between economic demand and societal demand
would entail the prime challenge of ensuring that total demand does not exceed productive
capacity. Although as we’ve seen potential productive capacity is much greater than actual
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productive capacity there are, obviously, limits to what society can produce. A large scale
sustainable development program would raise not only societal demand but also economic
demand. Implementing the program would create huge opportunities for private enterprise
and thereby, jobs as well as profits, leading to a huge impulse for the economy. The
corresponding expansion of total demand would carry the risk of, on the one hand, demandpull and cost-push inflation. Measures to manage this risk will be discussed in the next
section. On the other hand the increase in economic demand would be likely to lead to
increased production and consumption of non-sustainably produced goods and services. This
would augment pollution and the consumption of finite resources, thus working against the
goal of sustainable development: a society in which all resources are used in a sustainable
manner. Measures should therefore be taken to make meeting economic demand
environmentally sustainable. One of those measures would be taxation.
A new economics would provide the parameters for the taxation of unsustainable
activities. In a sustainable economy, the less sustainable the production or consumption of a
good or service, the higher the taxes that would have to be paid on it, so as to reduce both
consumption and production. For example, vehicles powered by fossil fuels and other
polluting transport forms would be taxed heavily, whereas zero-emission forms of transport
would be subsidized. Taxation of unsustainable activities would stimulate the development,
production and consumption of more sustainable and therefore, lesser taxed alternatives.
Activities contributing to sustainability would be subsidized from the tax income generated
from taxing less unsustainable activities. Thus a new applied economics would seek to
employ market forces to achieve societal goals.
Standard economics holds that the price of land, labor and natural resources should be set
by market forces. In doing so it pays no attention to the question of whether the exploitation of
land and other natural resources is sustainable in the long term. Nor, in the case of labor, does it
concern itself with the question if wage levels allow for an adequate livelihood for workers and
their dependents. In economic lingo, standard economics does not take account of
externalities185: costs that do not weigh on the production process but are carried by other
individuals, groups or society as a whole. They are of no interest because they are outside the
realm of the market and cannot be valued.
The market mechanism for price setting, then, takes no account of either present or future
costs resulting from environmental pollution. Neither does it factor in the future scarcity of finite
natural resources. Yet at some point individuals, groups, or society as a whole will pay a price for
pollution and resource scarcity. In the case of pollution that cost may come in the form of health
problems and related costs. At communal level it may involve clean-up costs, increased costs for
healthcare and water purification, and damage to natural ecosystems and thereby, to agriculture
or fisheries. In the case of scarcity of finite natural resources future generations are likely to face
higher prices when supplies of certain metals or fuels such as oil run out, or when a resource
such as fish is exhausted by over-fishing.
Samuelson & Nordhaus point out that especially common property resources exhibit
important externalities. They also provide a typical economists’ solution: “scarcity rents”186.
For example, pollution can be reduced by auctioning “rights to pollute” in so-called emissions
trading schemes. Polluters are obliged to purchase such rights, which gives an incentive to
reduce emissions. Note that pollution is not eliminated but that the right to pollute is rationed
out to the highest bidders. This leads to firms for which the cost to reduce pollution is highest
buying rights from firms facing lower costs. Economists expect this to lead to efficiency:
market forces will ensure that a pre-specified amount of pollution reduction is achieved at the
lowest cost. In line with the overall purpose and approach of standard economics the goal is
185
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In full, “external diseconomies of production or consumption”
Samuelson & Nordhaus, Economics, p. 669-670
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not the societal goal of minimizing pollution but to set a goal in emission reduction (this is a
political decision, outside the sphere of economics), and then have the market work out how
this goal can be achieved with the greatest efficiency (this is the economists’ bag).
Although as so much in economics, the concept sounds fine in theory, in reality the
effects of emissions schemes are nowhere near expectations. Political lobbying leads to
pollution reduction goals being set so low that prices of emission rights are too low to form
much of an incentive to reduce emissions. Experience thus far has also shown the schemes are
prone to abuse, including outright fraud. Seen purely from the viewpoint of producers they
may have, to some extent, the desired effect of efficiency in reducing emissions, as low cost
ways to do so will be favored. However, the cost of setting up and managing these schemes is
often high, also because actual implementation is often preceded by years of negotiations and
adaptation. If such costs are factored in – which economists do not – emission trading
schemes are in most cases far from efficient: impact is limited whereas the total cost to
society is high.
The new economics would not part from the principle that pollution can be left to the
highest bidder, but would seek to include externalities into the prices of the goods and
services produced187. Taking environmental sustainability as the point of departure, the
costing of land and other natural resources would have to include the cost of sustainable
management, including restoration or substitution as a result of unsustainable use. The
parallel goal of social justice would entail minimum wage levels that would allow workers
and their dependents a standard of living at which all basic needs are met. In other words, a
new economics would use taxation to incorporate externalities into prices. Likewise, as the
market does not ensure basic living standards a new economics would indicate what
measures, in the form of minimum wages and social security arrangements, would be needed
to guarantee an acceptable standard of living.
The proposed new applied economics, then, would aim at using the pricing mechanism
and taxes, subsidies and levies for promoting a national and global program for sustainable
development. Such a program would, for rich as well as poor countries, be the answer to the
environmental, social and economic problems society has been facing since the 1960s.
Problems which have been addressed only partially in the rich nations, to a much lesser extent
in the poor nations, and which have come to a head in the aftermath of the 2007 crisis. A
sustainable development program would resolve the problem of the growing gap between
productivity and demand. It would help unleash not only the presently underused productive
capacity of our global society but also, society’s potential production capacity.

6.6

A new perspective on money

As we’ve seen in the above, in the present economic context the state lacks the money to set
in motion a program for sustainable development188. Heavily indebted as a result of the 2007
crisis, governments do not even have enough money to meet their current obligations, let
alone initiate a large scale new investment program. This lack of money is not a fact of nature,
187

In some cases, including in externalities in prices would not be sufficient to reduce pollution to the desired
minimum levels or – the preferred option – eliminating it altogether. In such cases the solution would be setting
limits on pollution or outright prohibition. This is not further discussed here as it is beyond the realm of both
standard economics and the proposed new economics: setting limits or determining the need for prohibition
would be a technical issue; the act of prohibition a political matter.
188
When referring to the state and government, I refer to states and governments in general, notably those of the
rich nations – and more specifically, the U.S. With regard to resources for financing sustainable development
there may be exceptions, such as China, with its (in 2009) $ 2 trillion foreign currency reserves controlled by the
state and an (official) debt of 30% of GNP, and oil countries such as Norway and Abu Dhabi with huge
sovereign wealth funds. Overall, though, the generalizations made hold for most countries and economies and
therefore, can be held to apply at global level.
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that is, it is not something beyond the control of man. The expression “in the present
economic context” does not refer to the economic downturn that followed the 2007 crisis, but
to the financial straightjacket imposed upon the state by standard economics.
Orthodox economics is the main culprit, with its emphasis on minimizing the state,
taxation and the tasks of government. But mainstream economics, from right-of-centre to
liberal, also blocks the large scale investment in sustainable development that is required to
address the economic, social and environmental problems facing us. On the one hand this is
because, as with the orthodox, there is a tendency to strive for limiting the role of the state in
the economy and in society overall, leading to an overall drive to cut taxes and have the
private sector assume public tasks. On the other hand the mainstream, as the orthodox,
espouses what is universally accepted as responsible fiscal and monetary policy. Responsible
policy calls for reducing government debt by repaying the hundreds of billions borrowed for
bailing out banks and economic stimulus in response to the 2007 crisis. Within the framework
of mainstream economics all this money will have to be paid for from tax receipts. At the
same time prudent monetary policy calls for halting “monetary easing” and slowly raising
interest rates, to avoid excess liquidity that may cause new speculative bubbles and especially,
to control inflation. Lastly, responsible policy calls for any money that is created through
monetary easing to be channeled into the market by private banks – a process which, as amply
discussed, contributes to renewed speculative bubbles.
The responsible fiscal and monetary policies proposed by practically all economists –
though with variations in timing and severity – effectively starve government of the resources
needed to initiate and sustain a worldwide program for sustainable development and reviving
economic growth. Moreover, as amply discussed, orthodox and mainstream economic policy
prescriptions lead to a shortage of money not only in the public sector but also, a shortage of
economic activity in the real economy, making recovery from the 2007 crisis practically
impossible.
The solution to the lack of money for public investment is exceedingly simple. It is for
central banks to create money for use by the state, for setting in motion a program for
sustainable development. Such a program would not only address society’s environmental and
social problems but also, would pull the economy out of the post-2007 slump. To apply this
simple solution, however, requires a radical overhaul of the image of money standard
economics has imposed upon us.
The proposed new economics would change the perspective on money in such a way
that money would no longer be considered, as presently, as a resource that can be infused into
the economy only by lending through private banks. Instead central banks would be allowed,
within the limits imposed by the productive capacity of society, to create money to be made
available directly to governments for meeting societal demand.
The new guiding principle for money creation and management of the money supply,
then, would be to eliminate the artificial scarcity in the real economy imposed by standard
economics, a scarcity that has led to making financially impossible things that are physically
possible. Instead, the proposed new economics would allow money to be used to take all
actions that are physically possible to meet total demand: the aggregate of economic and
societal demand.
As we’ve already discussed money creation for use by the state violates one of the most
sacred dogmas of standard economics. It is considered the epitome of financial
irresponsibility by economists from all persuasions: from the most orthodox to the most
liberal. Politicians, the press and the general public follow in their wake. There are several
reasons why this is so.
The first taboo on money creation by and for the state finds its origin in the fear of
inflation. There is good reason for this concern. History is rife with examples of governments
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creating money for their own use, and in many cases this did result in inflation. Usually this
happened with paper money, through loss of confidence, when so many banknotes were
issued that the demand generated exceeded production capacity. Suppliers perceived they
could raise prices as their products were bought anyway, whereas workers perceived they
could demand higher wages. Price rises and possibly, rumors about excess money being
printed would lead people to lose faith in the value of money, leading to accelerating inflation
which, more often than not, evolved into hyperinflation. Creating money for use by the state
is, therefore, not without risk. But that’s no reason to disqualify the practice altogether.
Money creation for the public good is possible, but will have to be tied to strict conditions.
These we’ll look into in the next chapter.
What’s important here is to emphasize that money creation for use by the state is
nothing new: it has been undertaken, successfully, before. Galbraith, in his already cited
Money, describes a series of cases where money creation was successfully practiced through
the issue of paper money. When implemented prudently, in the sense that the demand created
by the newly issued money could be matched by producers, it served its purpose – more often
than not, to finance a war. But irrespective of the purpose, money creation through the
introduction of paper money proved instrumental in greatly expanding production and thus,
economic growth.
The biggest threat to money creation for use by the state would be, as said, people
loosing faith in the value of money. The basis of this fear is the belief that others will no
longer trust money to keep its value. Such loss of faith is a social phenomenon, heavily
influenced by opinion leaders. Inflation through confidence loss will become a self-fulfilling
prophecy if economists, other financial pundits and especially the press hammer home to the
general public that inflation is imminent. Money creation for the state would, therefore,
require as a first step the laying of a very strong groundwork of confidence. This could come
about only if a sizeable global majority of economic and financial pundits, including
economists, political leaders, central bank directors and other financial authorities as well as
the mainstream press would accept the principle of money creation for the state. This, in turn,
would require these opinion leaders to change their perspective on money, substituting the
perception of money of the new economics for that of standard economics. Only then could
financial markets and the general public be convinced that money would retain its value even
when created, with measure, for use by the state.
Perhaps the most serious and valid objection to money creation for use by the state is
that governments cannot be trusted to use the privilege wisely. Give them access to extra
money, so the argument goes, and politicians and bureaucrats will only spend it even more
irresponsibly than they already do. Worse, they will demand and spend more than warranted,
causing demand-driven and to a lesser extent cost-push inflation. Again, there is truth to this
line of though: as said, there are many examples of governments issuing money in excess,
leading to (hyper) inflation. Yet as said, there are also examples of successful money creation.
The challenge is to learn from those examples through comparative analysis and, combining
them with common sense and our knowledge of and experience with economic decision
making, to come up with measures that will ensure that such abuse will not take place.
The prime solution to politicians and bureaucrats abusing the option of money creation
for the state is, obviously, to take the capacity of money creation out of their hands. The tasks
of money creation and spending should be separated strictly. In most developed nations or
rather, in all nations which today are considered to have a reasonably sound monetary system,
monetary policy is already managed by an independent central bank. As long as that is the
case a government, responsible or irresponsible, can request money creation but cannot
engage in it itself. A central bank would judge the extent to which the request could be met
without causing inflation. That would have to take place not with models based on
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equilibrium thinking but with estimates of supply and demand and such factors as available
and potential production capacity, the potential for expanding production capacity and time
frames for doing so, and the availability of scarce production factors such as raw materials
and (skilled) labor. In an increasingly open global economy such exercises, and thereby
money creation and monetary policy overall, would have to be coordinated between central
banks and international agencies such as the International Monetary Fund and the Bank for
International Settlements.
Strictly separating money creation (by central banks) from spending (by governments)
should be combined with measures aimed at containing demand-pull and cost-push inflation.
Some of these are already practiced, or have been practiced in the past. For example,
Galbraith describes in Money that wage and price controls, as effected during the Second
World War and during the Korean War, were partially effective in controlling wage and price
inflation. They were most successful in those sectors where a few players called the shots: in
the industrial sector, where a strong government could heavily lean on both companies and
unions. In agriculture and services, with much larger numbers of producers, price controls
were less effective. Nonetheless, governments closely interacting with producer organizations
and organized labor should be able to keep demand-pull and cost-push inflation in check. This
would be a matter of social interaction and political processes, not economics. In this regard it
is important to emphasize once more that inflation is not, as economists would have it, some
kind of natural phenomenon, but is purely the result of human perception and action. It is
people loosing confidence, producers raising prices, rising input costs; often it is a
combination of all three. Being a result of human perception and action inflation can be
controlled by human action. For wage and price inflation such control could be achieved
through a mix of co-optation and coercion: pressuring corporations and unions to keep prices
and wage demands in check. The preferable strategy would be consultation and negotiation,
with as required a measure of arm twisting and horse trading, which should result in
agreements between employers, employees and government to limit wage demands and price
increases. With regard to wages this approach has been fairly successful in some countries,
such as The Netherlands189. The Netherlands is a country with a tradition of co-operation and
compromise between interest groups that elsewhere are more diametrically opposed to each
other: in many countries traditionally the relationship between employers and workers is more
hostile. Yet even in less accommodating nations employers and workers should see the
importance and mutual benefit of arrangements to keep inflation in check, certainly in an
economic downturn such as that triggered by the 2007 crisis. For even the strongest
antagonists it shouldn’t be hard to realize that money creation for sustainable development
would create huge business opportunities as well as ample numbers of well-paying jobs –
which no-one in his right mind would want to see compromised through excessive price rises
or wage demands.
Another measure would be for governments to hold off on contracting work to the
private sector if prices demanded would be too high. New bids could be requested and, until a
reasonable bid were offered, awarding contracts could be put on hold. This would require
both another way of budgeting and of assessing government performance. Agencies,
ministries or departments practicing such measures should not be punished for delays in
awarding contracts and thus, for delays in the completion of the corresponding projects or
programs. Presently such delays lead, especially if they result in non-exhaustion of a budget at
189

In fact, the verb “polderen”, “to polder” has been coined to describe the Dutch habit of consultation and
trying to arrive at consensus. Though the approach has its benefits in terms of creating social harmony and, as in
the presently discussed case, limiting wage demands, is also has its drawbacks. Decision making is a long term
process, and compromise leads on many occasions to much watered-down versions of measures that require
clear choices and forceful implementation to be effective.
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the end of the budget cycle, to the remaining funds having to be returned to Treasury. This, in
turn, may well lead to a lower budget in the next budget cycle. Such arrangements put great
pressure on government units to exhaust their budgets, which more often than not results in
wasteful spending. Adapting the rules of budget management should lead to forms of
budgeting in which incentives are given for forcing contractors to charge reasonable prices,
even if negotiating such prices would lead to delays in contracts being awarded, work being
completed, and budgets spent.
Incentives for sensible spending at the level of government units (ministries,
departments, agencies), responsible both for implementing sustainable development programs
and the other tasks of government, should be complemented with checks and balances at
Treasury (in non-Anglo-American countries, Ministries of Finance) and Central Banks.
Treasury should reduce financing of poorly performing government units until measures to
improve performance would have been implemented, if required with specialized support. In
turn, for certain expenditures Central Banks could withhold disbursements to Treasury if
Treasury would not be able to keep costs in check – until the problem would be fixed.
In summary: if adequate precautionary measures were taken, meaning if an adequate
policy and institutional framework were created, money creation for sustainable development
would be possible without leading to inflation. First, the amount of money brought into the
economy would be limited to what the economy could absorb, meaning it would not create so
much demand that producers and suppliers would perceive the possibility to freely raise
prices, and workers to raise wage demands. Second, as a fail-safe, government would work
closely with business, unions and other interested parties to establish a kind of social contract
under which producers would limit price increases, and workers and their unions wage
demands. Third, even if in spite of such contracts governments, workers or producers would
behave irresponsibly central banks and Ministries of Finance would be able to take measures
to counter such actions and their consequences by temporarily diminishing or halting money
transfers for the programs involved, thus scaling back activities in the corresponding sectors.
Central banks would even have the option of reducing the overall money supply by
withdrawing money from the economy, using traditional methods such as raising the reserve
requirements for banks and raising interest rates. This would reduce demand and thus, the
number and size of contracts and job opportunities. Just the threat of that happening should be
sufficient to bring all offending parties back in line.
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7

ADRESSING SOCIETY’S PROBLEMS

7.1

Approach: whatever works

In the previous chapter we’ve made a very rough first sketch of what a new economics should
look like. In this chapter, we’ll discuss how to go about resolving the main economic, social
and environmental issues society is facing. We’ll do so, of course, within the framework of
the proposed new economics – which means we’ll be casting aside the straightjacket imposed
by standard economics.
We’re not looking for a new ideology, an alternative to capitalism, socialism, and all
other –isms which have proven, in their strict application, to be detrimental to society. We’re
looking at what works. We could call what we’re looking “reasonism”, defined in Wikipedia
as the idea that reliance on reason is the best guide for belief and action: “Philosophically, it is
the theory that the exercise of reason, rather than experience, authority, or spiritual
revelation, provides the primary basis for knowledge”190. Reasonism is a rather obscure term
(less than 4000 results on Google, in May 2011), but unfortunately, is already claimed by
some thinkers with atheist leanings, who use the term as the opposite to religion or
superstition (in their eyes, the same thing). We don’t want to go there, as the issues raised in
this book are too important to be sidetracked by discussions on the existence or not of a deity
(though we do want to put up for debate the deities of economic faith: markets and money,
and the belief in an economic system tending to equilibrium).
Perhaps more pragmatically and plainly we could also use, instead of the term
“reasonism”, the expression “Whatever works”. Problem is that the latter is harder to make
into an “-ism” – though that may also be an advantage: considering the damage wrought by
the fanatic application of communism, socialism and capitalism, it might not be a bad idea to
do away with “-isms” altogether.
If we do use an “-ism”, we might consider eclecticism and pragmatism. Eclecticism
refers to drawing from different theories, ideologies, or other sets of ideas or assumptions. For
example, when proposing a new economics we can and should propose to use useful elements
from current economics, other than those based on the delusions discussed in previous
chapters. For promoting sustainable development we can, and should, make use of markets
and thus, of capitalism – in those situations were markets work. The closely related concept of
pragmatism implies addressing problems with practical solutions that work rather than
ideology. That makes it pretty much synonymous to “Whatever works”.
In the following, we’ll apply pragmatism to outline how a new economics should
contribute to addressing society’s economic, social and environmental issues. We’ll first look
at the “what”: what has to be done to address the problems? In previous chapters, we’ve
already discussed the need for sustainable development and closing the gap between
productive capacity and economic demand; in the following we’ll explore both in more detail.
We’ll then look at the “how”: what strategies are we going to use to achieve sustainable
development at the required scale? And how are we going to increase total demand to such a
degree that the gap with productive capacity is closed rather than widened further, in an
ecologically sustainable manner?
After discussing the “what” and “how” we’ll look at the “who”: who is going to
implement the strategies and measures to be taken for sustainable development and creating
asset-backed demand? In this discussion we’ll look particularly at the roles, tasks and
responsibilities of the private and public sector.
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7.2

Raising demand and productive capacity

In Chapter 3 we identified the growing gap between the productive capacity of society on the
one hand and asset-backed demand on the other as the key issue for a better functioning
economy. We’ve seen how lack of demand relative to productive capacity leads to
unemployment, a downward pressure on wages, and speculation caused by a lack of attractive
investment opportunities in the real economy. The gap feeds upon itself: growing
unemployment, stagnating wages and increased speculation make the gap wider by further
depressing demand, whereas cut-throat competition to satisfy the remaining demand leads to
further increases in productivity. The gap is turning into a self-reinforcing process that is
virtuous in terms of increased efficiency and productivity, but vicious in terms of economic
development and social equity, leading to economic contraction, high unemployment and
stagnating or declining wages.
Theoretically, there are two ways to escape from the above described vicious cycle and
start closing the gap: holding down productivity growth, and increasing asset-backed demand.
Of these two the first, holding down productivity growth, would be impractical, immoral and
impossible. It would be impractical and immoral because the technological development that
underlies productive growth yields huge benefits for society: from new technologies in all
kinds of fields, allowing us to lead healthier and more fulfilling lives, to increased efficiency
in using scarce resources. Holding down productivity growth would be impossible because
technological development cannot be stopped, certainly not in more or less democratic and
free societies. The logical conclusion, then, is that closing the gap between productive
capacity and demand will require policies that will raise demand.
Demand has to be raised not only to match actual production capacity but also, to make
better use of potential production capacity. Actual production capacity consists of the sum of
presently used production capacity and unused production capacity. Even in periods with
strong economic growth production capacity is used for only about 80 percent. In times of
economic contraction, as during the crisis starting in 2007, the percentage can fall to between
65 and 70%. For example, in July 2009 manufacturing in the Euro zone was operating at only
69.5 percent of capacity, far below the long-run average of 81.5 percent. In August of that
same year the U.S. was running at only 66.6 percent of capacity, 13 percentage points below
normal. Activating unused production capacity therefore offers considerable potential for
increasing production and job creation.
The greatest potential for raising production, job creation and increasing asset-backed
demand lies in developing potential production capacity. The possibilities are greatest in
economies where there is much excess labor: in countries in an economic downturn and
especially, in developing countries. In the latter, short term potential would lie mostly in the
production of relatively simple goods and services that do not require advanced technical and
management skills. Creating productive capacity for more complex goods and services would
take more time, both for setting up production facilities and for training workers and
managers, to be recruited from the unemployed and underemployed, in the necessary skills.
The main constraint for developing potential production capacity would not be the lack of
labor as such but the lack of skilled labor. Skills development, through (re)training and
education, should therefore receive prime attention – and in turn, will require expertise in
teaching these skills. This expertise also is in short supply.
Activating both unused production capacity and potential production capacity requires
creating demand. Since, as we’ve seen in Chapter 4, there are a host of environmental, social
and economic problems society needs to address urgently, the logical way to create demand
would be by setting in motion the earlier proposed sustainable development program for
addressing these problems. Implementation of a sustainable development program would
create, on the one hand, a huge demand for the goods and services required to make our
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economy and society environmentally sustainable and socially equitable. On the other hand
the jobs and wealth created by the production of goods and services for sustainable
development would create multiplier effects throughout the economy, resulting in additional
business and employment opportunities. Let’s take a closer look at what a sustainable
development program should entail.

7.3

A sustainable development program

A program for sustainable development would focus, first, on converting the present,
environmentally unsustainable global economy into an environmentally sustainable economy.
This entails an economy powered by renewable energy, with minimum pollution levels,
maximum energy efficiency, and full recycling of finite materials. The end result would be an
economy with minimal or no harmful emissions and a close to 100 percent recycling rate of
finite resources191. Also, the environmental component of a sustainable development program
would focus on the rational and sustainable use of our key natural resources land, water, and
natural ecosystems, through reforestation, erosion control, improvement of deteriorated soils,
rehabilitation and expansion of irrigation and drainage systems, fresh water capture and
storage, and ecosystem protection.
The second major component of a sustainable development program would be creating
the conditions that would allow every human being to realize his or her full human potential.
This implies, for each individual, access to adequate nutrition and drinking water, sanitation
and housing, as well as quality early child care, healthcare, and education.
The increased demand generated by the implementation of such a program would
provide the impetus needed to pull the global economy out of its post-2007 slump. However,
in contrast to past economic growth the expansion generated by investment in sustainable
development would contribute to environmental sustainability and social equity. A key
component for the large scale implementation of the program would be investment in
education and training, to fill the need for the additional technical and managerial expertise
required for program implementation and overall, to increase the opportunities for citizens to
find fulfilling and well-paying employment.
In poor countries additional measures would be needed to alleviate poverty in the short
term. As we’ve discussed it’s an economists’ illusion to think that free trade and the economic
growth it generates will effectively address the poverty problem. However, implementation of
a sustainable development program could effectively eliminate destitute poverty by creating
huge numbers of jobs in land reclamation, reforestation, repairing, upgrading and constructing
irrigation schemes, works for erosion control and other forms of sustainable land and water
management. Also, large scale job creation at various skill levels would result from the
conversion to renewable energy, recycling, minimizing pollution, and infrastructural works
such as road construction.
A program covering all these areas cannot be set up and implemented from one day to
another. Time would be required to plan and prepare such a program, and to get it underway,
with technical and managerial expertise as the main bottleneck. Programs would therefore
grow gradually, in the rich nations but even more so in poor countries, where technical and
managerial expertise is scarcer. Priority would be given to capacity building and to initiating
those measures that would be expected to yield the greatest effects in the shortest time. In the
meantime, however, in the aftermath of the economic crisis the number of poor would be
likely to increase rather than diminish – especially in countries with high birth rates and thus,
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A potentially useful approach is cradle to cradle: a framework that seeks to create systems that are not just
efficient but essentially waste free, to be used among others in industrial design and manufacturing, urban
environments, and buildings (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cradle-to-cradle_design)
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continuing population growth, and in nations suffering from rapid environmental
deterioration.
The demand, jobs and incomes created by a sustainable development program would
not or only partially solve the poverty problem in the short run: initially a large part of
humanity would continue to live in extreme poverty for years, possibly decades to come. This
would be morally unacceptable: the destitute living conditions of the very poor will have to be
addressed on the shortest notice possible.
The most effective way to do so would be to set up a basic social security system
providing direct income support. This could take the form of child support192 and pensions,
parallel to employment programs linked to a sustainable development program. Such benefits
would directly provide the poor with income, enabling them to buy the goods and services
needed for subsistence at a minimum standard of living. Child support payments should be
made to women, who are much more likely than men to spend it on sustenance for the
household. Pensions could be paid to all persons over 65 years of age. Work programs would
serve those that in spite of these new entitlements would still live below subsistence level –
especially working age men and young women.
Child support and pension payments would reduce the worst side-effects of extreme
poverty as well as generate a huge stimulus for the local economy, by creating demand for
food, clothing, and housing materials, much of which could be produced locally. It would also
allow people to invest in small scale productive activities. It would cause a surge in the
demand for simple appliances and means of transportation, providing incentives for local
production as well as foreign investment. Increased local production and foreign investment
to meet the newly created demand would generate new jobs, profits and further demand,
setting in motion a virtuous circle of economic growth.
It should be noted that setting up and especially, managing a basic social security
system will require significant investment in capacity building – including accounting and
auditing. Especially in the many poor countries where corruption is endemic well-functioning
control mechanisms and adequate sanctioning should ensure that payments end up with the
intended beneficiaries rather then with corrupt officials and local leaders. That would require
auditing at all levels, from national to local, by agents who would be relatively incorruptible.
Corruption should be countered by the use of positive incentives, such as adequate pay and
strong support and guidance from higher authorities, and negative ones, in the form of severe
penalties for corruption.
In addition to effective auditing systems most poor countries will require, for the
effective implementation of a sustainable development program, an overhaul of their civil
service as well as their judicial and legislative systems. A mentality change will have to be
effected using the already mentioned positive and negative incentives. Skills will have to be
upgraded and attitudes changed: from considering a public service position as a license to
extort citizens to internalizing civil service as a duty to supply public services in the best
possible manner. This may require the large scale replacement, through early retirement, of
civil servants unable genuinely to make this switch in attitude, and replacing them with
younger staff with both the attitudes and skills for effective public service provision.
An essential element of fighting poverty as well as promoting sustainable and economic
development, then, is investment in human development – of civil services as well as the
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Note: child support should not turn into an incentive for having children. This could be achieved by giving it
only for the first two children, and only after a woman has reached the age of 21. Also, incentives could be given
to limit the number of children to two by providing a 50 percent bonus on child support payments as long as no
third child is born, whereas for sterilization a permanent 100 percent bonus could be given. Parallel to these
measures family planning, i.e., giving all women information on and access to means for birth control, should
become a key component of health services.
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population at large. Instruments are improved public education, preventive and curative
healthcare, and such services as family planning, drinking water supply, and sanitation, laying
the basis for a higher skilled, healthier and increasingly productive work force. Economic
development would be promoted through the development of infra-structure, including roads,
railroads, power generation using renewable energy, and communication infrastructure.
Works to increase agricultural production through the recuperation of deteriorated land,
irrigation systems, and water capture and flood prevention works would lead to both
economic development and increased food security. All these programs would, in addition to
their social, economic and environmental functions – of satisfying people’s basic needs,
promoting economic activity and the sustainable management of natural resources – also
serve as employment generators.
In an increasingly interconnected world, with environmental and social problems that
transcend borders, sustainable development should be addressed at all levels: global, regional,
national, down to local. National sustainable development plans should be integrated at the
global and regional level, through an international organization staffed by experts with indepth knowledge and experience in all relevant fields. An organization comparable to the
current United Nations Development Program, UNDP, could take that role. However, unlike
most UN organizations today a key characteristic of such an organization would be that it
would be depoliticized, with management and staff being appointed purely on the basis of
technical and management capacity, that is, on the basis of merit, not politics.
Generating and implementing the programs would create jobs not only in the public
sector but also, and especially so, in the private sector. Wherever feasible, meaning sufficient
competition and transparency to ensure that contracts are carried out satisfactorily at equitable
prices, the activities involved would be contracted to the private sector. Both societal and
economic demand would increase, leading worldwide to gradually rising incomes for lower
and middle income groups, in line with productivity increases. Thus a better balance between
economic demand and productive capacity would be achieved – rather than the earlier
described increasingly lop-sided situation fostered by current economic policies. Instead of
opening up further, the gap between productive capacity and asset-backed demand would be
closed.

7.4

Financing sustainable development

Sustainable development programs could be financed in part in the conventional way: through
taxation on the one hand and freeing resources through spending cuts in unnecessary and
wasteful government expenditures on the other. One way of raising additional state income
would be through the above-mentioned new taxes on non-sustainably produced goods and
services. Tax income could also be increased through better enforcement of tax laws and
closing tax loopholes, and raising taxes on the highest incomes and corporations. In addition
state resources could be freed through the reduction of bloated government bureaucracies,
streamlining service provision (including making better use of information technology),
elimination of red tape, and dismissing or retiring non-performing or otherwise dysfunctional
staff. Moreover, there are ample options to reduce state expenditure on such items as
corporate subsidies (including those in agriculture, which benefit corporations and large
farming enterprises much more than the family farms for which supposedly they are
intended), and on smarter spending on defense. State income for sustainable development
could also be generated from profits generated by public service supply in banking, insurance
and utilities.
Though the effective application of these more conventional measures of generating or
economizing public resources could raise tens, perhaps hundreds of billions of dollars
worldwide it would not be enough to finance the comprehensive global program for
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sustainable development that is required for the conversion to an environmentally sustainable
and socially equitable global economy. The question of how the shortfall would have to be
covered has already been answered in the above: through money creation for use by the state.
Money creation for use by government should be engaged in within a system of checks
and balances that would restrain irresponsible politicians from spending too much and too
rapidly. As indicated in the previous chapter the structure is, in countries with internationally
accepted currencies, already in place: central banks that are largely independent from
governments, where technocrats take decisions on the basis of their expertise and mandate
instead of the prodding of spend-thrift politicians. With central banks of participating
countries keeping spending in check money creation would be possible without creating
inflation as long as total demand would not exceed production capacity and especially, as long
as faith in the value of money would be maintained.
Ways to contain demand-driven and cost-push inflation were already alluded to in the
previous chapter. Total demand would be balanced with society’s productive capacity by
central banks closely monitoring prices and temporary downsizing or postponing financing
for projects that would generate demand exceeding productive capacity. At the same time
social contracts, backed up by the previous measure, should restrain producers and workers in
raising prices and wage demands.
Confidence in money could be maintained by having money creation coordinated
through a system headed by a globally accepted international financial agency, such as the
IMF193, working closely with the central banks that manage internationally accepted
currencies. All major currencies should partake in the scheme – leaving investors, financial
traders and other actors in financial markets without a serious alternative. Without such an
alternative currency, financial markets would have no choice but to put their faith in the
currencies in which money creation for use by the state would take place. And in doing so
they would, implicitly and explicitly, subscribe to the principle.
At present the IMF provides loans to countries in economic and financial need using socalled Special Drawing Rights, or SDRs It could be given the right to issue money for
investment in sustainable development through the use of new units: let's call them
"Allotments for Sustainable Development", or ASDs would be different from SDRs in two
ways. They would be grants, not loans. And they would be used exclusively for investment in
sustainable development along the lines described above. Exceptions to this rule might be
made for debt repayment and for aid aimed at mitigating the effects of natural disasters.
ASD disbursements would be tied to national programs for sustainable development.
These would define all activities to be undertaken in environmental management and poverty
alleviation, and the capacity building and sourcing of the human resources to implement the
corresponding programs. The programs would also include realistic time frames for
implementation. Priorities would be established according to the urgency of the needs to be
satisfied as well as the national and international availability of the human and material
resources needed for implementation. Also, the programs would define monetary, fiscal and
economic policies aimed at preventing excessive demand and thus, inflation, as well as a
strategy for the balancing of government budgets. Particularly for poor countries this should
include measures for creating a solid tax base, through progressive taxation and the stringent
enforcement of tax laws.
A precondition for becoming eligible for ASDs would be for countries, as far as needed
with external assistance, to set up and operate effective auditing systems at all levels national, regional, local – so as to minimize the possibilities for the abuse of funds. To ensure
the adequate spending of ASD money local auditing agencies would cooperate closely with
193

This is a suggestion already made in my book Global Development, published in 1998. The text that follows
is partly based on the corresponding text in that book.
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local offices of the IMF and of the organization responsible for coordinating the global
sustainable development program.
Jointly with national monetary authorities the IMF would keep permanent track of
prices to assess the risks of demand-pull and cost-push inflation. In case of indicators showing
higher-than-desired levels of inflation national authorities would be supervised and supported
in taking measures to bring inflation back down to acceptable levels. That could involve
reducing or postponing ASD disbursements and thus, sustainable development activities,
paired with measures to reduce economic demand, for example by raising taxes. As ASDs
would be disbursed in tranches, the adequate use of funds could be promoted by making each
following round of financing dependent on the adequate accounting for already allotted funds.
Economically oriented programs and projects financed through ASDs would become
self-sustaining by having beneficiaries pay for maintenance and amortization, either directly
or through taxation. This would be the case particularly for projects aimed at stimulating
production such as roads and bridges, land improvement for agriculture, and water supply for
agricultural and industrial production. After ASD financing for the initial investment all costs
for operation, maintenance and replacement would be covered in the conventional way:
through user fees, levies and taxes.
Recurrent ASD contributions would be made to those programs that would not yield
direct benefits and that would require support over longer periods of time. Examples would be
programs for education, healthcare, ecosystem management, pensions and child support.
However, here also ASDs would be reduced gradually, to be substituted by financing through
taxation. This would become possible as, due to the strong economic growth resulting from
sustainable development, national tax income would rise rapidly. In principle, then, all ASD
financing would be temporary, to be replaced gradually with conventional ways of funding.
All ASD agreements would include a timetable for this substitution.
Where needed ASDs could also be used to pay back the interest and principal on
national debts – of rich as well as poor countries. This would free government resources for
more productive uses. The idea would not, of course, be to pay off all debts in one move: an
injection that size into capital markets would create financial chaos. Rather, ASDs for debt
servicing would be issued according to original repayment schedules – and only if and as long
as the countries involved would meet all of the above-described conditions, aimed at the
proper use and responsible management of funds.
Repayment of the debt created since the 1990s would lead to a huge increase in the
quantity of money in the speculative economy. At the same time there would be much less
demand for capital in financial markets, as government borrowing needs would be sharply
curtailed or even eliminated. Money creation for sustainable development, the economic
growth resulting from the corresponding programs, and the growing tax base resulting from
this growth and from strict enforcement of tax laws would eliminate the need for government
borrowing. With governments no longer taking on debt the supply of private capital looking
for investment could exceed the demand for capital by a wide margin. Creative ways would
have to be found to resolve this issue, otherwise new financial bubbles would be likely to
arise as money managers would hunt desperately for scarce investment opportunities. The key
measures to avoid this from happening would be to cut down to size financial markets and
thereby, speculation. This could be achieved, among others, by putting strict limits on
leverage and eliminating it altogether for speculation. This could be achieved by forcing
banks to restrict lending to supporting production and consumption in the real economy. Such
a measure would greatly reduce traditional forms of money creation as well as speculation,
leading to greater financial stability as well as greater control over inflation. Taxation of
speculative capital transactions would also help in downsizing the speculative economy.
Overall it would be up to financial specialists at the IMF, central banks and the academy to
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come up with effective measures to downsize the speculative economy, and determine what
forms and combinations of regulation would work best at what points in time.
As already indicated, ASD disbursements should be made dependent on price levels
being stable. This means that disbursements should be diminished or halted for countries with
emerging cost-push and 4, caused by excessive wage demands from workers or producers
raising prices. Thus ASDs would be made dependent not only on the responsible behavior of
governments, but also on that of employers and workers. All parties involved should come to
see that avoiding inflation caused by excessive price and wage demands would be in their
own best interest. Workers and their unions would have to be convinced that moderate wage
demands, linked to gains in productivity, would not only maintain the value of their pay but
also retain their country’s access to the funding needed for ongoing and new sustainable
development programs. Similarly, producers would have to be pushed towards business
models based on reasonable profit margins with high turnover, sustained over longer periods
of time, rather than on models aimed at maximizing margins on lesser volumes in the short
run. If a majority of workers and employers could be convinced, with carrot and stick, of the
benefits of such reasonable behavior, unions, business and government could create a climate
in which sustained money creation for sustainable development would be possible.
Not only business and workers, but also governments would profit handsomely from
money creation for meeting societal demand. More and better paying jobs, increased wealth
and overall well-being, and improved social services would result in a more satisfied
electorate as well as growing tax revenues. For all parties involved, then, financing
sustainable development through carefully measured and monitored money creation would
provide huge benefits and thus, incentives to behave responsibly. Next to this huge carrot the
above-described stick of halting ASD disbursements would serve to keep these same parties
in line.
In the first instance the major risk for money creation for sustainable development
would not be demand-pull or cost-push inflation but that other, more destructive and therefore
more menacing cause of inflation: loss of faith. As already mentioned, money creation for
sustainable development would be possible only if the principle were accepted and supported
by the main nations with hard, internationally traded currencies: the U.S., the European
nations using the Euro, Japan, Britain and Switzerland. Their support and that of major
powers such as China, India, and Brazil would be essential to adequately empower the
responsible international agencies and more important still, to keep financial markets in
check. After all, as has happened in the dozens of financial crises that have occurred over the
past centuries, a tiny minority of a few thousand individuals working in finance can cause a
financial crisis. Acting upon the belief that money creation for sustainable development would
cause financial disaster, as well as striving to profit from that disaster while attempting to
retain their privileges in the form of multi-million dollar salaries and bonuses, the financial
class could use the tool of the self-fulfilling prophecy to cause a financial meltdown. They
could do so if they succeeded in convincing politicians, the media and thus, the general public
that the above plans would unavoidably lead to runaway inflation. Thus a very small but very
influential group could block the only solution to getting us out of the sorry state the world is
in today – a solution which not only would get us out of our economic misery but also, allow
us to address effectively society’s environmental and social problems.
Though tempting, it wouldn’t be possible to gag these people – not in a society with
freedom of speech and religion. In spite of the enormous damage the advocacy of their faith
could do economists, traders and other financial pundits should have the same right as other
religious groups to express what they believe in – even if that right were to be abused not only
to defend a faith that is harmful to society but also, to sow panic. The only way to counter this
group would be to neutralize their challenges to money creation on the basis of arguments.
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The strategy would have to be twofold. One path would be to convince a majority of
economists and financial experts to abandon their mistaken beliefs and accept the idea that
money creation for sustainable development is not only feasible but necessary. The other,
parallel path would be to diminish the influence of financial markets in the global economy,
as described in the above and, as will be discussed further on, by making banking a public
enterprise.
Money creation for use by the state will be a huge challenge, not only because it has to
be preceded by bringing down economic faith but also, because it requires unprecedented
international co-operation between all major nations. Unilateral action would be impossible:
currently, if central bank managers and policy makers, even of a country with a strong
currency, were to indicate that money creation for use by the state might be considered, the
value of that currency would fall instantly, as traders would reduce their positions in favor of
currencies considered safer. Prices of imports would rise, leading to overall higher price
levels. Thus the inflation prophecy would fulfill itself: not because of too much money
chasing too few goods, but because of loss of confidence. In other words the risk, in the form
of a panic in financial markets, of even proposing to consider money creation for use by the
state is such that no pundit would dare to put the topic on the agenda.
In the present context, then, those in key financial positions, such as central bank
managers, finance ministers and leading economic advisors, cannot propose such a heresy as
money creation for the state. Just doing so would already bring about a reaction from financial
markets, affecting confidence in and thus the value of the currency involved. Not because of
any concrete economic phenomena or because of objective economic facts, but purely for
psychological reasons: loss of confidence, and the corresponding self-fulfilling prophecy of
value loss. For this reason alone, for politicians, academic economists and other financial and
economic pundits supporting the proposition of money creation for the state would involve a
major risk for their reputation and career.
Other citizens, with less influence in financial markets, could put the topic on the table.
The question is why they haven’t. How come not even the most left-wing action groups have
suggested money creation for the public good, or at least, have put the topic on the agenda for
debate? Probably the main reason is an unjustified awe of economics. Since most people
consider economics a science, and with all its impressive mathematics, a highly sophisticated
one at that, they don’t feel confident to challenge its practitioners or tenets. No one, not even
on the extreme left wing, appears to be ready to take on a discipline that has been around for
two-hundred years and of which the practitioners have been singularly successful in
compensating their poor scientific performance with arrogant confidence. In other words, the
emperor has, through bluff and bluster, been able to blind the public to the fact he’s wearing
no clothes. In addition people, just as economists, see money as some kind of independent,
mysterious, almost magical entity, a phenomenon answering to natural laws. Therefore they
perceive its creation as something outside the control of ordinary mortals – or at least, as
something that if meddled with, will have Terrible Consequences, with Inflation as the Great
Avenger. People do not realize that first, money is created all the time – for private interests
instead of the public good. Secondly, they fail to see that money is nothing more than a manmade instrument created to facilitate trade and hoarding – a tool that in principle can be
created at will.
Another reason for people failing to recognize the option of money creation for the
public good was already mentioned: most people – also those on the extreme left wing – have
difficulty handling the concept of having something for nothing. Money creation for the
public good is too self-evident and especially, too easy: the solution cannot be that simple!
There’s no such thing as a free lunch! But money creation is no free lunch. The actual work
will still have to be done. The engine of society will still have to provide power and actually
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transport us where we want to go; money is only the lubricant. The challenge, then, is to
convince the general public that money creation for the public good is possible, feasible, and a
moral imperative, as a first step to setting society on the path of sustainable development. The
engine needs lubricant, and we have to give it the right amount for functioning optimally.
We’ve already seen that all would benefit from money creation for sustainable
development – business, workers, governments, and the citizenry overall. The very poor
would see their basic needs met; lower and middle-income groups would gain from more and
better job opportunities and public services. The rich and business would benefit from a huge
expansion in investment and business opportunities, with the perspective to make loads of
money in responsible ways, with a long term perspective. Future generations would inherit a
more sustainable economy and a fair share of the world’s resources. Politicians and
governments would benefit from happier voters and citizens.
Two groups might have a harder time with the proposed measures. First, there would be
those who would suffer psychologically from seeing their most basic convictions toppled: the
true believers in markets and equilibrium, the economists and their followers who through
thick and thin have remained loyal to economic dogma. They could compensate, hopefully,
by picking up the huge intellectual, academic and practical challenges of developing the
theory and practice of the proposed new economics. Second, there would be those who now
benefit disproportionately from the economic and financial mess we’re in: those having made
and still making millions, even billions in financial dealings at the cost of the rest of society.
Even for them there would be an intellectually and socially more satisfying (though
financially less rewarding) challenge: to make their intellectual capacities and energy
available for the design, planning and implementation of the world’s sustainable development
programs, and for giving shape to the political and financial infrastructure needed to manage
those programs successfully.

7.5

Free and fair trade

A new economics would approach trade in another way than standard economics. We’ve seen
that free trade has benefits as well as drawbacks. It’s good for consumers: it fosters
competition, leading to lower prices and often, new and better products. On the other hand
free trade leads, in rich as well as non-competitive poor countries, to loss of employment
opportunities and, all over the world, to a downward pressure on wages. Opening up protected
economies too rapidly to international competition increases these effects: as companies in
previously protected economies have not been subjected to the pressure of international
competition they will as a rule be less efficient than foreign competitors. Immediate exposure
to such competitors can wipe out entire sectors, harming the economy. Worldwide
productivity is increased, but at the cost of jobs and wages, contributing to the growing gap
between productive capacity and asset-backed demand.
Free trade is also bad for human wellbeing and the environment. Relentless pressure to
produce more cheaply pushes both business and governments to disregard the health of
workers and of people living close to production facilities. Labor conditions, in poor countries
already poor to begin with, do not improve and in some cases deteriorate. Measures to protect
the environment are avoided or ignored.
So what’s to be done? Should trade be restricted through tariffs and other trade barriers?
No, it should not. We need measures that maintain the positive aspects of free trade while
diminishing or eliminating the negative effects. In the case of formerly protected economies
producers should be given time to adjust to international competition, by temporary and
gradually decreasing levels of protection, for example, through the gradual lowering of tariffs
on imports. But the final goal should be an open global market. Today, for some goods and
services this approach is already being followed under the auspices of the World Trade
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Organization, as a compromise between countries pushing for free trade and those inclined to
protect their home-grown producers.
The major difference on trade between the proposed new economics and standard
economics would be the principle that trade in an open global market should not only be free
but also fair. Free and fair trade would mean not only, as in “free”, the elimination of export
subsidies and of tariffs and other measures protecting home industries – the goal currently
pursued by free traders. The “fair” would stand for free trade not taking place at the expense
of workers and the environment, as it does today. Free trade should no longer lead to business
being drawn to where wages are lowest, worker protection least, and environmental
regulations most lax. The competition to attract investment by minimizing social and
environmental regulations should stop, and taking measures to protect the environment and
workers should be promoted.
To achieve this, and to avoid an ongoing race to the bottom in terms of working
conditions and freedom to pollute, it will be necessary to introduce a “bottom line” in trade.
This bottom line should take the form of a set of minimum social and environmental
standards, including worker safety, minimum wages, and pollution control measures.
Producers in all countries should adhere to these standards and regulations, which should be
agreed upon and enacted worldwide, leveling the playing field for the private sector and
avoiding competition at the cost of workers and the environment.
At present, companies in the rich nations have a major advantage over those in poor
countries in producing in an environmentally responsible manner, because government
imposed and enacted norms for such production are much more demanding. To promote the
conversion to environmentally sustainable production also in poor nations, measures would be
necessary to assist business in these nations in acquiring and applying the required
technology194. Initially, not all conditions would be uniform the world over: whereas a
uniform “bottom line” of social and environmental regulations would be applicable
worldwide, countries could opt for setting higher standards. Also, minimum wages would
vary according to existing standards of living and price levels.
The proposed bottom line would contribute to sustainable development in both poverty
alleviation and environmental protection. Workers and their dependents would see
improvement in wages, working conditions and overall wellbeing. Environmental progress
would be achieved through a more sustainable use of national resources and less pollution.
Moreover, the bottom line would help address the key economic problem of the growing gap
between productivity and demand. The race to the bottom would be halted, wages and salaries
in poor countries would rise, and demand increase. Gradually, the gap would close.
If the concept of free and fair trade would be set on the global agenda there would, of
course, be dissenters: those unwilling to conform to the new standards. To avoid unfair
competition from such countries trade should be freed only between countries agreeing to
comply with the established social and environmental standards. Those countries could form a
coalition: let’s call it a “Coalition of the Keen”195. The Coalition of the Keen would push for
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The way in which such technology should be shared is a complex issue, and would depend in part on whether
the technology would be publicly or privately owned. On the one hand, a company that has developed a lowemission, safe production process will be loath to share its technology with the competition, especially if the
latter is based in a low wage country and therefore has a production cost advantage. On the other hand, it is
important that such beneficial technology is used on as large a scale as possible to replace more polluting and
unsafe production processes. Licensing, joint ventures and direct foreign investment would be options, to be
explored – as many other issues in this book – by qualified experts. Also, a sustainable development program
would involve major investments in publicly funded research, of which results would be made available for free.
195
The term “coalition of the willing”, which also would have been suitable, has unfortunately been tainted by
former U.S. president George W. Bush, who used it in relation to NATO and other supposed U.S. allies
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the World Trade Organization, WTO, to become the centerpiece for not only promoting free
but also fair trade: establishing and enforcing the social and environmental bottom line.
Today the WTO is much maligned, and rightfully so, for its singular focus on unfettered
free trade, without regard for the social and environmental consequences. A major switch is
needed: the WTO should convert from being the champion of free trade to that of free and fair
trade. A reformed WTO would use independent experts to set global social and environmental
standards and adapt the former for individual nations. They would also set a time schedule for
equalizing all standards: whereas initially, account would be taken of the state of development
of each nation, leading to less strict norms for less developed countries, in the long run all
nations should be held to the same standards. The WTO would promote compliance by
fostering free trade between nations abiding by the norms as well as allowing such nations to
take measures against non-complying nations, in the form of punitive tariffs and blocking of
imports. The WTO, then, would continue to promote free trade – but within the framework of
environmental and social regulations, creating a more level playing field.
Poor countries might argue that due to the technological lead of rich nations the playing
field is all but level. Yet there would still be three compensating factors. One is lower labor
costs: even with a social bottom line, minimum and other wages would still be (much) lower
in poor nations than in rich ones. The second is the already mentioned lower standards for less
developed nations. The third compensating factor would be the option of companies from rich
nations setting up shop in poor nations. The latter, of course, has been practiced on a major
scale already over the past few decades: outsourcing and foreign direct investment is at the
heart of globalization and of the growth of economies such as China’s. Foreign investment
would continue to be promoted as long as the productive activities financed by it would
comply with bottom line norms. Especially in countries with backward economies foreign
investment would supply the two most sorely needed production factors: capital and knowhow. Both would be essential for building up production that would be internationally
competitive as well as comply with environmental and worker safety regulations, and
sufficiently productive to allow payment of decent wages. At the same time the production,
jobs and profits generated by foreign investment would foster demand and production
increases in the broader economy, thus further promoting economic growth.
Until recently, mainstream economics was soundly opposed to anything resembling the
above described concept of fair trade. As indicated above economists, and in their wake
mainstream politicians – not least in the poor countries – as well as leading opinion makers in
the media hold that the exploitation of workers and the environment is a phase developing
economies have to go through. They point out that the economies of rich countries developed
in the same way: initially economic growth was obtained at a high social and environmental
cost; only in later stages did productivity and growth increase sufficiently to raise wages,
improve social conditions, and invest in environmental protection. Poor countries, so the
argument goes, will have to go down the same path.
On this issue, economists are once more at least partly mistaken. It hasn’t worked that
way in rich countries, and it won’t work in poor countries. In the past, in the earlier
development stages of what are now the rich nations, workers could probably have been paid
better than they were: the fact that they weren’t is likely to have restrained economic growth
for the same reason as today: lack of (economic) demand. The causes were also the same:
demand falling behind productive capacity, meaning the productive potential of the economy
remained underused. Improvement of worker’s wages and living conditions happened not so
much because of growth in productivity but because of social and political factors. The
formation of labor unions gave workers bargaining power, used to push for wage increases
partaking in the Iraq war. On the other hand, the term “keen” refers to both willing and perceptive, and therefore,
considering the importance of perceptiveness of the importance of free and fair trade, perhaps more appropriate.
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and improving employment conditions. And, at least as important, social legislation was
developed and implemented by somewhat enlightened elites – partly because they thought
that it was the right thing to do from a moral viewpoint, and partly out of fear workers might
revolt. For example, one of the earliest bodies of social legislation was designed and put into
practice in Germany under the conservative chancellor Otto von Bismarck, in no small
measure out of fear for a socialist revolution.
Today, the situation in poor countries is different from that in rich countries in the 19th
and early 20th century. As already discussed, in most poor countries the position of labor
unions, if they exist at all, is weak, certainly in the private sector. Moreover, contrary to the
rich countries in the late 19th and in the 20th century, when more or less enlightened leaders
fostered social legislation (albeit with their own interests in mind), most economic and
political elites in today’s poor countries show few such inclinations. Economists offer them
the perfect excuse in the form of the economic development theory described above: they can
justify their lack of social concern by pointing out that wealth has to be created before it can
be distributed. And – implicitly supported by leading economists, politicians and other
opinion makers from rich countries – they are able to justify the continued exploitation of
workers and the environment by pointing out the need to create a favorable investment
climate, with a minimum of bothersome and profit-reducing social end environmental
regulations. To some extent they are right – thanks to the free trade and unfettered movement
of capital our economic pundits also promote. This leads to a situation in which, much more
so than in the 19th century, industries can move to countries where social and environmental
demands are less and thus, production costs lower. There is, therefore, no historical
imperative to assume that in due course, with economic growth, social and environmental
conditions will improve196.
The simple fact is that, since in many poor countries – and increasingly, in rich ones –
the elites simply do not care about improving labor conditions and halting environmental
deterioration, only external pressure can force them to take the measures needed for
sustainable development. With regard to free trade, pressure from the Coalition of the Keen
and a revamped WTO will be needed to force countries to comply with the established
minimum social and environmental standards. The stick of trade restrictions in case of noncompliance should be combined with a huge carrot: large scale support through a global
program for sustainable development, translating into support for a national sustainable
development program. Once the program would be up and running this carrot could be used
also as a stick: punitive trade measures could be combined with the temporary halting of
financial and technical support for sustainable development to force continued compliance.
As indicated above in economic circles the idea of minimum wages in poor countries
has been anathema- until recently. However, the 2007 economic crisis has made some pundits
give it a second thought. Since economists have started to realize that it may be a long time
before U.S. consumers pick up the pre-crisis pace of consumption they have been looking for
strategies to increase consumption elsewhere. They have even found past cases of visionaries
– business people rather than economists – who realized that all of society, including the rich,
would benefit from increased wealth among workers. Newsweek columnist George Wehrfritz
describes how in 1914 Henry Ford, to the chagrin of many within America's moneyed elite,
more than doubled the wages of the workers producing Model T's on his assembly lines, to $5
per day197. He called it the most advanced labor policy in the world: "We believe in making
20,000 men prosperous and contented rather than follow the plan of making a few slave
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drivers in our establishment multi-millionaires". Over the subsequent decades workers
purchased homes, raised families, sent kids to college and drove shiny new Fords. By paying
decent wages Ford created demand from which he himself, as a producer, benefited.
Wehrfritz argues that in today's global economy, plagued by overcapacity and a shortfall in
demand, Asia's ultralow factory wages are a big part of the problem. Laborers there simply
can't afford to buy much. This, he continues, is why it makes sense to pay the legions of
factory workers more than the $120 per month they now fetch, thus creating the demand that
could haul the global economy out of its slump.
Wehrfritz cites financial analyst Richard Duncan who in 2003, in a book titled The
Dollar Crisis, proposed enactment of a $5 per day minimum wage for South and South East
Asia. That’s marginally higher than starting pay in Southern China, and more than double the
day rate in the textile mills of Bangladesh. He also suggested that the minimum wage be
raised by $1 per day every year—thereby tripling the consumption of Asia's vast working
class in a decade. Thus, according to Duncan, the "race to the bottom" typical among
manufacturers seeking ever-cheaper production bases in emerging Asia could be halted. The
enactment of minimum wages would, of course, be the responsibility of the governments of
the countries concerned. However, Duncan argued that to push those governments the U.S.
could exert pressure through import tariffs for any nation not following the set minimums.
The Newsweek article cites Duncan as indicating in early 2009 that the proposed
strategy is more important today than ever, “as the region's deep pools of labor effectively
thwart the market from pushing up wages fast or far enough on its own”. Duncan calls it a
"trickle up" strategy, arguing that the knock-on effect of Asia's manufacturing class earning
more would create a new nexus of global consumption and thereby save free trade. Leaving
wage rates to the whims of the marketplace could be disastrous, Duncan argues. "If all the
jobs go to people making $5 a day we'll be back where we were in the 1850s", he warns,
referring to the chaotic first phase of the Industrial Revolution, "with the ability to
manufacture a great deal of stuff but nobody with enough money to buy it."
Wehrfritz states that in the aftermath of the 2007 crisis, with policymakers in China and
India struggling to boost domestic demand and a U.S. president considering imposing higher
labor standards internationally, the idea of minimum wages in poor nations is not as radical as
it was in 2003198. He also indicates that economic theory holds that minimum wages don't
work at national, let alone at international level. It’s yet another example of economists being
misled by equilibrium faith, on a key issue for which analyzing what has happened and what
is happening in the real world would yield better insights than mathematical modeling.

7.6

Private or public?

7.6.1 Incentives
In the above we’ve looked at a pragmatic approach to get us out of the economic crisis, raise
lower and middle incomes, and set in motion a process of sustainable development. Now let’s
look at how best to implement this approach. To answer this question requires determining
what incentives are required to ensure that the public interest is met in the most effective and
efficient manner. Once that question is answered, we must look at the type of organization
that can provide such incentives most effectively.
As we’ve amply discussed standard economics knows only one incentive: profit. The
drive for profit is assumed to lead, though the invisible hand of the market, to the maximum
efficiency and wealth creation which, implicitly or explicitly, is the Holy Grail of standard
198
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economics199. From this simple starting point economists and in their wake, politicians and
the press conclude that the provision of goods and services, be they private or public, is best
left to the market and thus, to the private sector.
We’ve seen in Chapter 3 that applying this line of reasoning has led to major problems
in such fields as banking, healthcare, research, and utilities. Since in these fields market forces
do not function adequately, the profit motive is not held in check by the invisible hand of the
market, meaning there is insufficient pressure on profit-oriented economic actors to deliver
the best possible quality product at the lowest possible price.
The fact that in sectors of key importance for society private sector supply leads to
undesirable outcomes could lead one to conclude that therefore such services should be
provided by the public sector. However, to attain the best possible outcomes the key question
is not in the first instance who or what should provide the goods and services involved. To
answer this question requires, first, answering the question what incentives are required to
ensure that public goals are met in the most effective and efficient manner, and second, what
performance indicators should be used to assess to what extent those goals are met.
Answering these two questions provides the basis for determining the type of organization
most likely to act on the incentives in such a manner that societal goals, as reflected in the
performance indicators, are realized.
Incentives for the effective and efficient supply of goods and services for the public
good should be positive as well as negative. Positive incentives could be economic, such as
pay and bonuses, and psychological: promotion, formal and informal recognition of
performance, and work satisfaction. Also, perks could be given such as an improved working
environment, extra holidays and flexible working hours. Negative incentives would be
demotion, reduction in salary, and dismissal. Initially negative incentives might be required
even more than positive ones: in many countries, rich as well as poor, the absence of negative
incentives, notably the possibility to sack non-performing employees, is a prime cause of the
poor performance of government organizations.
To ensure adequate performance in providing goods and services for the public good the
right incentives should be paired with the right performance indicators. Judging if an
individual or unit performs well has to be based on the assessment of those indicators that
jointly, reflect best the outcome that should be achieved. In the private sector, the key
indicator is the same as the key incentive: financial profit. For the provision of goods and
services in the public interest, however, determining performance indicators is more complex,
as is determining incentives. In practice there will be sets of indicators and incentives which
will vary with the type of good supplied.
Let’s take healthcare as an example. For curative healthcare indicators could be
recovery rate, recovery duration, cost per treatment, and death rate. However, in a public
healthcare system preventing disease is much more effective and efficient than curing it.
Important indicators would be, therefore, disease incidence and overall health of the
population. Performance on the latter indicators would reflect the success of the efforts to
minimize disease incidence by promoting healthy behavior and other measures to prevent
disease.
In healthcare the divergence between the profit motive and the public interest is perhaps
most obvious. From the point of view of the public interest prevention is much better than
curing, not only for potential patients who are spared suffering, disability and death, but also
in terms of cost-effectiveness: preventing disease is as a rule much cheaper than curing it,
199
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even without including the cost of lost working hours. Yet from a profit perspective disease
prevention is a non-starter: the room for profit making is much less than for curing disease.
Profit-oriented healthcare will, therefore, not aim at preventing disease as much as at curing it.
The more complex and costly the cure, the greater will be the profit potential and the greater
the incentive to engage in it. Again, then: the private sector incentive of profit maximization
runs counter to the public interest of disease prevention and of effective and efficient cures
once disease does occur.
In short: establishing adequate incentives and the right performance indicators is key to
the effective and efficient supply of goods and services that serve the public interest. Private
sector supply is, unavoidably, dominated by the profit motive. Only rarely will the incentive
of profit and the corresponding strive to maximize profit be in line with the public interest.
Add to this that for most public services markets are not really competitive and lack
transparency, and the belief of standard economics that private is better than public loses all
credibility. We’ll have to be more creative than to blindly follow standard economic dogma,
and identify those performance indicators and incentives that will bring organizations to work
for the public good with maximum effectiveness and efficiency. Since with profit-oriented
private sector organizations the profit motive will always trump other incentives, public or
not-for profit private organizations are the logical choice for the supply of key public services
in insufficiently competitive markets such as healthcare.

7.6.2 Public vs. private: research
As discussed, research is one of the key areas where the private goal of profit maximization
conflicts with the public goal of generating high quality public goods against acceptable
prices. Medicinal research was mentioned as a prime example: the public interest is to have
effective, low cost drugs that are used only when really needed, whereas pharmaceutical
companies aim to maximize sales, profit margins and volumes, with effectiveness being
important only in as far as it promotes sales. The present system of medicinal research, in
which huge corporations control the entire process from identifying and developing
pharmaceuticals to testing, producing and marketing, is sick. The profit motive gives the
wrong incentives, making companies focus on where the greatest profit can be made instead
of those having the greatest benefits for society.
This can be resolved by making medical research a public matter. Publicly funded
research centers could carry out research, with specialized government agencies being
responsible for priority setting, setting research objectives, financing and control.
Development, testing and production would be strictly separated. The state would own any
newly developed drugs and would make their composition freely available. Private
manufacturers could then pick up the results and produce the drugs involved. Once the
composition is known drug production is a relatively simple affair which therefore, can be
picked up by many producers. With real competition between a sizeable number of producers
the market will do its work and prices will be low – as happens today with generic drugs the
patents of which have expired. For the public interest this approach would be strongly
preferable over the present situation, in which drug prices are determined by the monopolist
producer that has patented the drug.
Public research would yield huge savings for public health systems, and would increase
effectiveness and efficiency in coming up with adequate medication as well as integrated
treatments that would offer optimal results at acceptable cost. Of the billions of dollars
pharmaceutical corporations now spent on marketing, lobbying government officials and
politicians, and seducing doctors and hospitals to prescribe their products, at least part could
be spent on research and care that would benefit the general public instead of Big Pharma
managers, shareholders, marketers and lobbyers.
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A major additional advantage of publicly funded and managed research would be that
it would allow joining forces in the search for urgently needed solutions to complex, multifaceted problems. National health institutes could set the national research agenda and, jointly
with those in other nations and such international organizations as the World Health
Organization, develop an international research agenda. Such national and international
agendas should address urgent health problems in the most effective way by promoting the
development of efficient and effective solutions to priority problems.
Similar arguments would apply to other research fields that are of crucial interest to the
public good, for example in agriculture and the broader field of biotechnology. The private
sector would, of course, still be able to carry out research for specific products, but it would
no longer be able to monopolize markets by patenting results relevant for the public interest,
such as specific genes or agricultural seeds of essential food crops.
Contract research by the private sector would be a possibility: public institutions could
commission research for the public interest, against reasonable compensation. Especially
smaller companies could be contracted by the public sector for highly specialized research
projects, if such companies were expected to do the research better and more efficiently than
their public counterparts. The parameters of such research would be determined by the state,
on the basis of public priorities, and results would be made publicly available.
Private organizations could also engage in research on their own initiative, in medicine,
agriculture and other fields. However, the excessive protection currently enjoyed through
patenting would be diminished, so as to avoid knowledge monopolization. Also, promising
results of research initiated by private companies on their own account could be purchased by
the public sector. If it were considered in the public interest to do so, there would be the
possibility of expropriation, against fair compensation, of research findings of which
publication would be considered to be of major importance for the public good.
Lesser patent protection and the possibility of expropriating research results would
diminish the incentives for private companies to engage in research. That would not be a bad
thing, as the human and other resources involved would then become available for publicly
funded organizations, working for the public good rather than corporate profit.
The premise that scientific knowledge should become public property so as to promote
its use and exchange also implies the current shielding of scientific knowledge by a limited
number of publishing companies should come to an end. This would remedy the Kafkaesque
situation that those interested in using such knowledge have to pay inflated fees to access it:
money which has to be coughed up by the same tax payers that already paid for the research.
And it would give also those who presently cannot afford the excessive fees charged by
commercial publishers, especially researchers and academic institutes from poor nations,
access to the international body of scientific knowledge.

7.6.3 Public vs. private: healthcare
In healthcare, as in other forms of public service supply in poorly functioning markets, it is
practically impossible to reconcile the profit motive of private suppliers with the public goal
of supplying good quality service (the goal), at acceptable cost (an economic necessity), to all
persons who need it (a moral imperative). Privatized medicine tends to the provision of
service of varying quality (not the care that is best for the patient but that which is most
profitable for the practitioner), at high cost (the more expensive the treatment the higher the
profit potential), to those who can afford it (no money, no service).
To resolve these contradictions, in most rich nations today healthcare systems are
hybrids, with a role for both public and private sector organizations. The state has an
intermediary role between consumers and private sector healthcare suppliers, to ensure all
citizens have access to care. Often, this intermediary role is outsourced to private or
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cooperative insurance companies. Some countries have special programs for specific groups,
such as low income citizens or the elderly. The U.S. Medicare and Medicaid programs,
providing care for respectively the elderly and disabled and the poor, are good examples.
Theoretically, the option of the state serving as an intermediary can work well in
conditions in which any market works well: when the buyer, in this case the state, can choose
between many suppliers, and the responsible government officials dispose of sufficient
information to make well-informed choices and negotiate reasonable prices. In practice, these
conditions are rarely met. Government agencies charged with keeping tabs on private service
supply often lack the expertise and manpower to do their work effectively, leaving ample
room for private sector operators to work in their own rather than the public interest. Also,
there are few incentives for these agencies to pursue fraud or poor performance: to track down
and prove wrongdoing is time consuming, costly, and rarely successful. In practice, therefore,
in a mixed public and private system, with the state serving an intermediary role by
attempting to supervise and regulate private sector suppliers, the disadvantages of privatized
medicine are largely maintained: in mixed systems also costs remain high and performance
mediocre. The only advantage is that as a rule, the state will see to it that all people who need
care will receive it (among the rich nations the U.S. was the only exception to this rule, until
in 2010 the Obama administration’s healthcare initiative was signed into law).
Whether with or without an intermediary role of the state, then, private sector supply of
healthcare cannot be expected to meet the societal goal of effective and efficient care for the
general public. The preferred option therefore is to have the state, meaning government
agencies, provide healthcare: a public healthcare system. To have such a system work
effectively and efficiently the organizations involved, meaning management and staff, will
have to be given the right incentives and the right performance indicators.
A national healthcare system managed by the state, providing care free of charge or
against a token contribution from users, would be much more efficient than the current,
needlessly complex mixed systems, in which insurance companies serve as intermediaries
between the public and healthcare providers. The elimination of the whole insurance system
would yield many billions of dollars in savings that could be spent on providing care. Also
there would be less need for the huge government bureaucracies charged with regulating the
increasingly complex systems, with only limited success.
A public healthcare system would not necessarily mean that patients would receive all
care for free. To prevent people from making excessive use of the system and to foster overall
cost control a user contribution might be requested for specific types of care. The contribution
could be waived for people unable to afford it and the chronically ill.
In a public healthcare system there would still be room for private enterprise, for the
supply of those goods and services for which there would be many potential providers and the
purchase of which would take place by knowledgeable buyers. Only thus would suppliers
operate in a truly competitive environment that would force them to optimize both quality and
efficiency. The production of drugs and medical equipment, for example, could still be
undertaken by the private sector, and the building and the maintenance of hospitals and clinics
could be contracted to the private sector.
A public healthcare system would eliminate or diminish the need for regulation and
control, as with the elimination of private initiative in providing healthcare services there
would be much less incentive to over-charge and over-treat. Health insurance could be done
away with altogether. There would also be a much lesser need for malpractice insurance,
which over the past decades has been adding importantly to the cost of healthcare in the U.S.
In case of malpractice the state would be responsible. As the state would have in mind the
interests of the affected individual as well as that of the medical staff and institution involved
defendants and plaintiffs would find it easier to arrive rapidly at a reasonable and equitable
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solution. Tort law cases, now gobbling up millions of dollars and pushing up to
unprecedented highs liability insurance premiums for doctors and hospitals, would be reduced
greatly in number and size. Doing away with liability insurance would not only diminish
healthcare costs but also, diminish the risk of moral hazard: instead of buying off their
responsibility with expensive insurance negligent personnel, their employer and the state
could be held directly responsible.
Health insurance and government regulations designed to keep healthcare costs in check
currently lead to major administrative work loads for healthcare staff. The reduction in red
tape resulting from the elimination of health insurance and profit-oriented healthcare would
allow health workers to focus on their core business: providing care. Doctors, nurses and
other healthcare personnel could spend their time on service provision rather than meeting
administrative requirements imposed by government controllers and insurers. Moreover, all
resources now spent on the insurance and control bureaucracies could be dedicated to
preventive and curative healthcare200. Priority could be given to prevention and low-cost
curative care to limit more costly, but for healthcare providers more remunerative high tech
treatments. Smartly designed incentive systems could assess the performance of healthcare
agencies, using a combination of indicators that would foster the public interest as well as that
of the individual patient. Performance would be measured in terms of effectiveness and
efficiency in achieving the goal of a healthy population, such as incidence of preventable
diseases, overall state of health of the population, number and percentage of patients cured,
mortality rates for different types of afflictions, and customer satisfaction as well as cost per
patient and per capita.
A major advantage of a public healthcare system would be that, especially in the U.S., it
would be great for business. Not for the corporations that currently earn billions over the
backs of tax payers and non-healthcare companies, but for all other companies. A public
healthcare system would be especially helpful for small and medium enterprises – the sector
that is responsible for the majority of jobs, innovation and thereby, economic growth. Without
the need to pay expensive insurance for its workers production costs would be lowered and it
would be more attractive to hire people on longer term contracts, including people who, by no
fault of their own, have increased health risks. Relieving business from the burden of
insurance would boost individual businesses as well as the economy overall. None other than
top-investor Warren Buffet has said that the high costs paid by U.S. companies for their
employees’ healthcare put them at a competitive disadvantage. Comparing the roughly 15
percent of GDP spent by the U.S. on healthcare with the average of about ten percent of GDP
spent by other rich nations, he noted that nonetheless the U.S. has fewer doctors and nurses
per person and concluded “… that kind of a cost, compared with the rest of the world, is like a
tapeworm eating at our economic body.”201

7.6.4 Public vs. private: banking
Another key sector in which the state should take responsibility for service provision is
banking. What is now called commercial banking should become a service provided by
government agencies: government banks accepting and managing deposits from and
providing credit to consumers and business. Private commercial and investment banks could
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be allowed to continue functioning, but without, as is presently the case, deposit insurance or
other guarantees from the state.
Since the 2007 crisis started the option of nationalizing troubled banks has been
suggested on occasion. But only as a temporary measure, to avoid the banks involved from
collapsing altogether. In no case has this led to the contemplation of setting up a permanent
state-managed banking system. Even when banks are nationalized the plan is always to reprivatize the nationalized banks as soon as market conditions allow. Public banking systems
are nowhere on the agenda, not even in the programs of left wing parties202. Nonetheless, if
we apply sound reasoning to the question whether banking should be private or public there is
only one outcome: banking should be a public service.
The arguments are similar to those for the public supply of other goods and services
essential for the common good. In banking, the private interest of maximizing profits runs
counter to the public interest of having a sound financial system that responsibly manages
people’s savings and provides loans to consumers and business at reasonable cost. Market
forces do not work adequately, as consumers lack knowledge on financial products. Banking
and finance have become such a complex business that not only consumers but also,
governments and even banks themselves lack the knowledge and information to make
informed decisions. We’ve seen the consequences in the various financial crises that have
occurred in the 1990s and the 2000s, culminating in the 2007 crisis. In such poorly
functioning markets, where private and public interests are juxtaposed but where the service
involved is essential for the public good, the only rational answer is for government to take
charge. Banking is too important and too opaque to be left to the private sector.
There would be many advantages to a public banking system. Instead of the present, allimportant goal of maximizing profits banks can be given multiple goals in line with the public
interest. In addition to being profitable the performance of banks would be judged on such
indicators as the quantity of credit set out successfully in the real economy, the number of
enterprises supported, the percentage of credit recuperated, the growth and financial health of
the companies to which loans are given as well as of the bank itself, the number of jobs
created with the loans, the “greenness” of the supported enterprises (meaning the
environmental sustainability of production and consumption), depositor and borrower
satisfaction, and decent earnings accruing to the state and thereby, tax payers.
By way of example, take the number of enterprises successfully supported with credit.
Emphasis on this performance indicator would stimulate banks to support small and mediumsized enterprises, by far the most important job generators in the economy. This would be
quite different from private banks, for which support to small enterprises is relatively costly
due to the small size of the loans, resulting in relatively high costs for administration and
supervision. That’s why Wall Street does not lend to Main Street but to corporations and
speculators. It’s also why it wants its staff to focus on making big bucks through the design of
and speculation in complex financial products rather than on the arduous and costlier task of
supporting productive enterprises in the real economy. In short: public banking would allow
orienting money flows to where it counts, towards production and job creation in the real
economy. Moreover, a public banking system could orient credit supply to goods and services
the production and consumption of which are environmentally sustainable, thus contributing
to sustainable development.
At the same time public banking, in combination with regulation of remaining private
sector banks, would mean an end to or at least a sharp curtailing of complex financial
products. Those products are designed to line the pockets of those inventing and marketing
202
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them but can turn, as financier Warren Buffet put it, into financial weapons of mass
destruction when things go sour. Expertise and money would no longer be wasted on
developing, marketing and managing such products. And profits on products and services of
use to the real economy would accrue to tax payers instead of financial managers, traders and
shareholders.
A public banking system would greatly reduce the need for and cost of oversight. In a
private banking system the level and intensity of oversight required to keep at least some
measure of control is more than most regulating agencies can deliver. Since the 2007 crisis
there have been increasingly strong calls for more regulation and supervision, increasing the
demands on those agencies even further. Relatively simple and clear-cut regulations, such as
the strict separation of commercial banking (managing deposits and loans to consumers and
business) and investment banking (securities trading, raising capital for mergers and
acquisitions, and other operations in capital markets) could work – as they did in the past. Yet
most other forms of oversight are bound to fall short of expectations or fail altogether.
Limited numbers of relatively poorly paid government officials at central banks and other
financial watchdog agencies are no match for the highly paid talents who produce financial
products so complex that sometimes not even their colleagues understand them. Effective and
efficient oversight is a lost cause, first because innovation in and the number and scope of
financial products is simply too great and second, because financial institutions are
increasingly able to move their business offshore. To achieve, in those conditions, even a
minimum of effective control is expensive, requiring large numbers of highly qualified, wellpaid staff. Even if such staff were found in the required numbers the most capable would
become subject to being head-hunted by private financial players, able to offer a multiple of
the salaries the state would be able to pay.
Even with sufficient numbers of regulators with the required qualities and expertise
there would still be ample room for abuse within the rules, since regulation cannot keep up
with and control all financial wizardry. The enormous amounts and variety of securities and
money sloshing around in financial markets, manipulated by banks in conjunction with other
financial players such as hedge funds, cannot be supervised effectively. And even with
effective control the real economy, governments and citizens would still be exposed to the
whims of the few thousand traders who control the financial markets.
The advantages of a public banking system, then, are obvious. Yet it remains a taboo.
It’s not even considered an option. It’s not only that the lobbying powers of the financial
sector are too strong and vested interests, including those enjoying the spin-off effects of the
huge profits made in boom times, are too great. It’s that economic thinking is so hemmed in
by the dogma that private is better than public that economists and in their wake politicians,
bureaucrats and the press cannot even conceive of the possibility that society might be better
off if a service now provided by private companies is taken over by public agencies. Yet if
neither regulation nor calling on moral behavior is unlikely to have the desired effect, and if
market forces fail to impose the required discipline, it’s time to put the option of a public
banking system on the table. It’s an option deserving serious consideration using unbiased
analysis rather than economic faith.
Some of the benefits of a public banking system were already discussed above.
Government banks could focus on supporting the real economy, especially small and
medium-sized enterprises. Banking would return to its basic societal function: supporting the
real economy by managing deposits, lending, and supporting entrepreneurs in raising capital
to set up businesses in the real economy. Public banks would support stock and bond
offerings for generating investment funds for expanding and improving production rather than
for speculation. Also, public banks could continue to support risk management for enterprises
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in the real economy, by facilitating the trade in basic derivatives such as futures for
agricultural products, currencies and commodities.
Government banking, then, could refocus financial services from the current profit
maximization through speculation to serving Main Street. Public banking would reverse the
increasing detachment between the real and the speculative economy, a trend that Nobel
laureate and Columbia economics professor Edmund Phelps203 describes as follows: "We are
in a very unique period, in which we're seeing the biggest disconnection between financial
capitalism and the real economy since modern economies began in the 19th century”. Phelps
describes how increasingly banks are “existing in a virtual sphere in which they are more
interested in funding each other, and developing complex securities, than in funding real
businesses." A public banking system can do the latter: it can re-integrate banking into the
real economy.
Public banking would yield fewer possibilities for private equity funds and other parties
to borrow from banks, take over companies, load them with debt, pay themselves huge
commissions, and get out – leaving the company weakened, vulnerable to bankruptcy, and in
need of excessive cost cutting at the cost of employees. The outsourcing of mortgage
acquisition and the packaging and sale of mortgage default risks through such instruments as
credit default swaps would come to an end: a public banking system would be obliged to
manage mortgages and other forms of credit, including the risk of default, itself. This would
avoid moral hazard: the tendency to take on excessive risk and not taking proper action to
mitigate it because the consequences of default are passed on to third parties. Thus the chance
of a repeat of the 2007 subprime crisis and the ensuing near-collapse of mortgage lenders,
banks and insurers would be minimized.
A public banking system would also put a stop to banks creating huge amounts of
money for speculation, and would thus reduce the number and severity of financial and
economic crises. Major bubbles, crashes, and ensuing recessions would be a thing of the past.
Public banking and the consequent reduction in speculation would also help keep in check the
prices of key commodities such as food and fuel. It would avoid situations as in 2007 and
especially 2008, when in a speculative economy awash with liquidity, in part from the huge
amounts of capital borrowed and lent on by private banks, speculation contributed to a
spectacular rise in of food and fuel prices204. In short, a public banking system could put an
end to private financial agents engaging in the kind of speculation that hurts the citizenry at
large.
Public banking could also put an end to the excessive, risk-promoting bonuses that
contributed to the 2007 crisis. In the aftermath of the crisis governments have been largely
unable to bring these bonuses under control. This in spite of the rhetoric of government
leaders promising to do so: more proof of the ineffectiveness of regulation. Control by the
state over pay and bonuses would allow formulating and implementing incentive mechanisms
that would reward superior task performance in service provision to consumers and producers
in the real economy, instead of performance in maximizing profits at the cost of that real
economy. Bankers would be judged for only a minor part on the profits made by their agency:
emphasis would be put on the success they would have in satisfying the needs of business and
consumers in a responsible, beneficial, and sustainable manner.
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The need for public banking is also clear from the already mentioned fact that private
banks, in their drive for profit, sell customers financial products that though profitable for the
bank have few or no benefits for the buyer, are costly, and sometimes risky. Here again the
profit motive of private banking runs counter to the public interest. Economists argue and
politicians assume that well-informed consumers can judge whether the products pushed upon
them will serve them or not. In practice very few are able to do so. Research in The
Netherlands has shown that four out of five people are unable to adequately assess financial
benefits and risks. With that distressing figure the Dutch scored best from a total of 13
countries where the assessment was made205. This means the large majority of people are easy
prey for smooth talking financial sales persons more intent on commissions for selling
financial products than on serving the interests of their customers. Traditionally the Dutch,
living in one of the least corrupt countries in the world, have had faith in their banks as well
other financial institutions, such as insurers. However, starting in 2005 it became increasingly
clear that over the past two decades those same banks and insurers have grossly overcharged
their customers for financial products. Such excessive costs were either hidden in the small
print of contracts or not indicated at all. Thus people were led to believe they’d get good
returns on savings plans, allowing them to pay off their mortgages or have a tidy nest egg
after 15 or 20 years of monthly deposits. Instead they ended up in debt or with less money
than they put in206. If that’s the case in a relatively “clean” country like The Netherlands one
wonders what things are like in nations with more opaque banking systems and even less
financially literate populations. Again, then, the logical conclusion is that people’s inability to
judge financial products, the consequent potential for abuse by a profit-driven private sector,
and the fact that this potential has been amply realized over the past two decades, makes
public banking the preferred option.
Taking a broader perspective, a public banking system would also be needed for the
earlier proposed money creation for the public good, to finance sustainable development.
Financing sustainable development on the required scale would require close coordination
between money creation by central banks to meet societal demand and money creation
through lending to meet economic demand. To balance economic and societal demand
government would need a reasonable measure of control over both forms of demand. Private
banks maintaining control over credit supply to meet economic demand would, in
combination with money creation for sustainable development, increase the risk of inflation.
Private banks would be tempted to over-exploit the new economic opportunities created by a
sustainable development program through excessive credit supply. A public banking system
would allow central banks to control credit more stringently, allowing monetary authorities to
keep money creation in line with productive capacity while ensuring an adequate balance
between economic and societal demand.
A public banking system would allow central banks to directly control credit supply to
the private sector, which today is fully controlled by private banks. Situations as in the
aftermath of the 2007 crisis, in which central banks flooded the market with money to
promote production and consumption in the real economy but were powerless to intervene
when private banks withheld credit form small and medium sized enterprises in the real
economy, choosing instead to divert the funds into the speculative circuit, would be a thing of
205
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the past. In short, public banking would allow the increased control over financial markets
needed to pull the real economy out of the downturn resulting from the 2007 crisis, and avoid
further speculation, new crises and, eventually, financial and economic collapse.
Should private banking be prohibited? No, it shouldn’t. If private investors want to set
up and invest in banks, by all means let them do so. In some financial services private banks
might do better than public banks. If both would exist side by side the competition would
keep both on their toes. Private investment banks could still support business in raising money
for investment but would no longer be able to put the risk of failed, high risk ventures on the
plate of governments and tax payers. They would be cut down to size so they would no longer
be “too big to fail”, and be compelled to stay clear from the creation of and trade in products
creating moral hazard as well as consumer products such as mortgages. Public banks would
be backed by state guaranteed deposit insurance, but not so private banks: they would have to
arrange for deposit insurance themselves, with private sector funding. Moral hazard would no
longer be a problem as financial institutions themselves instead of taxpayers would face the
consequences of mismanagement.
So how should a public banking system be set up? Starting from scratch would be too
slow and difficult: the state would have to make enormous investments and would face huge
difficulties in getting sufficient numbers of adequately trained and experienced staff. Taking
over private banks would be a better idea. But buying out shareholders and managers at
normal share prices would involve enormous amounts of money. That’s not an option in the
aftermath of the 2007 crisis, marked already by huge government deficits. Even if the concept
of money creation for use by the state were embraced it would be undesirable to use the
created money to take over banks. Doing so would put huge sums of money into the hands of
private economic players who would be certain to funnel it largely into the speculative
economy, leading to increased speculation, asset inflation, and increased risk of a new bubble
and crash.
The better option to take over private banks and incorporate them into a public banking
system would be for governments to retire the support banks currently receive to maintain
confidence in the banking system. Banks should be forced to value realistically all assets on
their balance sheets, which would show most to be much more vulnerable than is generally
assumed (many banks still use pre-2007 crisis valuations on their balance sheets, especially
for real estate). Banks should also be forced to meet strict leverage standards, putting them
under major pressure to generate capital – which would be hard to come by in a situation
where nationalization would seem imminent. Most importantly, governments should put an
end date on providing deposit insurance to private banks, and on any other form of state
support or guarantees.
The threat of ending deposit insurance, in combination with the exposure of the dire
situation most banks are in would lead to a loss of confidence, the threat of bank runs and
thereby, the end of the banks involved. In such a context most if not all private banks could be
forced to the negotiating table to discuss voluntary nationalization. In the negotiation process
the state would hold all the cards. This position could be used to force shareholders and other
interested parties into accepting a measure of compensation in the form of a share of future
profits.
The combination of a small carrot for shareholders and management and the big stick of
withdrawal of deposit insurance would, at a time of all-time lows of confidence in banks,
cause them to fall into the hands of the state like ripe fruit. The mere threat of ending deposit
insurance would cause bank stocks to plummet while customers would start withdrawing
funds and transferring them to a government bank with deposit insurance. Targeted banks
would want to avoid bank runs at all cost, as in case of a run the state would have no other
option than to nationalize, without any or with only minimal compensation. Thus there would
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be only two options for private banks and their shareholders: to cooperate with nationalization
and receive some form of compensation, or not to cooperate and receive no compensation at
all.
Conservatives, orthodox economists and other defenders of private enterprise will, of
course, argue that what amounts to the nationalization of the banking system, and the creation
of a new system in which government would be competing with the private sector, would be
unfair to private enterprise and shareholders. But what’s fair about the present system, in
which tax payers have to foot the bill when private banks fail207, whereas when business is
good the spoils end up with shareholders and management? This phenomenon, which has
been described as privatizing profits and socializing losses, or “socialism for the rich”, dates
back to at least the 19th century, when U.S. president Andrew Jackson clashed head on with
the nations’ main bankers, leading to the closing of the Second Bank of the United States208.
As the events post-2007 have shown the concept still applies, with bank managers and traders
continuing to receive seven and eight figure salaries and bonuses in spite of the fact that the
banks they work for had to be bailed out by tax payers. Those tax payers will have to pay for
the debts incurred for years to come, thanks to a crisis for which the banks are largely
responsible and from it will take society years to recover. In a public banking system, at least,
both profits and losses would be socialized – a fairer deal than socialism for the rich.
In any case, as already indicated the existence of a public banking system would not
mean the end of private banking. The orthodox, with their faith in markets and free enterprise,
would still be allowed to put their money where their mouths are: in private banks. The rest of
the general public would be given the choice between private and public banks. If they’d have
more confidence in private banks than in a public banking system, they’d stay with the
former.
Another argument the orthodox will raise against public banking – and one likewise
raised against regulation – is that it will constrain financial innovation and thus, wealth
creation. Not a convincing argument: we’ve amply seen what the financial wizardry of the last
decades has led to. Finance is not technology, the art of making tangible things, where
innovation actually leads to improved performance and possibilities. Finance is about
providing money where it’s needed. The simpler, the better – so that all parties involved are
perfectly clear what the financial transaction is about. Financial innovation that goes beyond
the basics serves only to increase the profits of those developing and selling the new product –
mostly at the cost of clients and tax payers. That’s not to say there would not be room for
specific kinds of innovation: innovation leading to better service provision to customers and
to society at large, with greater effectiveness and efficiency, would be encouraged. The right
incentives and performance indicators in a public banking system would be more likely to
lead to such innovation than the single-minded pursuit of profit in private banking.
A third argument against public banking is that it will be ineffective and inefficient. The
orthodox and the mainstream will depict a public banking system as a giant Moloch filled
with lethargic bureaucrats who, without the discipline imposed by the market, will be
interested only in paychecks and perks, and not in service provision to their clients. This
concern with the ineffectiveness and inefficiency of government agencies is not without
ground. Worldwide there are many examples of government services that meet the above
description to a considerable extent. On the other hand, the assumption that civil servants are
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by nature lazy and incompetent is besides the truth, and an insult to the many civil servants
who are doing a good or even excellent job. Inefficiency and ineffectiveness are fostered in
bureaucracies where employees are not held accountable for their performance, and where
excessive job security means it’s almost impossible to fire them, even in case of dismal
performance. But this need not be so, and certainly shouldn’t be the case in a public banking
system aimed designed to facilitate sustainable development. The positive and disciplining
effects of competition are not necessarily limited to the private sector: they can also be
applied to government organizations and therefore, to a public banking system. The proposed
public banking system would consist of several banks competing for clients, forcing them to
optimize service provision as well as efficiency. Management and staff would be given
performance incentives based on such already mentioned indicators as number of clients
served, client satisfaction, percentage of defaults, and efficiency. Poor performers would be
fired: the excessive job security for civil servants in place in many countries today would no
longer apply. In general, inextricably linked to the concept of sustainable development is good
government by well-functioning, accountable government organizations. Staff performance in
such organizations, including public banks, would be optimized, as already indicated, through
a combination of positive and negative incentives.
The right incentives would motivate bank staff to put clients before profits, putting an
end to the present abuse of consumers and the public at large. Granted, such incentives might
not work for the hard-charging, greed-is-good, profit-or-bust personalities that currently
dominate banking. But the – rhetorical – question is if those personalities are really the kind
of people we want to run our banking system, trusting them not only with our own money but
also, with the management of a resource that is essential to the proper functioning of our
economy. The – rhetorical – answer: no, we do not. We need people who have their eye not
only on bottom line and bonus, but also, and even more so, on the interests of their clients and
society as a whole.
A final argument for public banking is that it would contribute to a more productive use
of society’s talents, its human resources. A sizeable part of the brains now working in the
financial sector could be used for something more productive than financial wizardry and
speculation for the personal enrichment of bank owners, managers and traders. The talent now
stuck in banking could be used instead for technological innovation in the real economy, in
such fields as engineering, environmental technology, medicine, and food technology. Society
needs talent for innovation in the real economy, in both the public and the private sector. But
as long as private banking is allowed to make its windfall profits, the seven and eight figure
salaries employers can offer will continue to lure much of the greatest talent to finance.
Allowing private banking to keep its dominant position will sustain the perverse effect of the
best and brightest going to the financial sector, and help sustain and expand its profitable but
irresponsible, distorting and parasitic operations. Cutting private banking down to size will
allow at least part of the best and brightest to spend their energy and brain power on more
productive and socially relevant matters.
The issue of banking absorbing a disproportionate share of society’s greatest talent has
been raised in various quarters, including economic and financial ones. In the 1990s James
Tobin, the intellectual father of the tax carrying his name, questioned whether it made sense
for American society to divert so much of its young talent from top universities into financial
markets209. Adair Turner (Baron Turner of Ecchinswell), Chairman of the British bank
oversight agency Financial Services Authority, proposed a Tobin tax on financial transactions
in August 2009, not only as a means to limit speculation and what he called “socially useless”
financial transactions, but also as a means to reduce the importance of London’s financial
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service sector in the national economy. Saying London’s equivalent to Wall Street, the City,
had grown “beyond a socially reasonable size”, accounting for too much of national output
and sucking in too many of Britain’s brightest graduates, Turner suggested downsizing would
make more talent available for the rest of the economy210.
In the 1930s Keynes also expressed himself on the issue, though with a different tack.
He argued, only half in jest, that the financial markets attracted people with a domineering
and psychopathic nature who could do much more damage to society if their energies could
not find an outlet in money making. There is a strong argument to be made that the events of
the past two decades have proven Keynes wrong: there is no other sector where these
personalities can do so much damage to society as in finance. When all is said and done, the
crises caused by the almost psychopathic pursuit of profit and the resulting financial wizardry
and mismanagement have led to millions of people loosing their jobs, tens of millions being
pushed (back) into poverty and hunger, and all of humanity facing an uncertain, somber
economic future. It’s hard to imagine that even organized crime could cause so much misery.
A good argument can be made, therefore, that Keynes was mistaken: there is no sector where
so much damage on society can be inflicted as in finance. And since there is no way in which
the financial Goliath can be tamed, it will have to be brought down. The only way to do that
and therefore, the only rational course of action, is creating a public banking system.

7.6.5 Public vs. private: other service sectors
In addition to healthcare, banking and research there are other services that on the one hand,
are important for the adequate functioning of society and people’s well-being and on the
other, are too prone to abuse when left to the private sector. Insurance, utilities, and public
transport come to mind. Abuse will occur, as with banking and healthcare, when consumers
do not have sufficient insight in the quality and price of the product, when there is insufficient
choice and therefore no real competition between providers, and when not using the service is
not an option. In such a situation supply by public sector agencies is warranted, as market
forces cannot be depended upon to keep private initiative and thereby, profit-hungry managers
and shareholders in check.
Let’s fist look at insurance. Insurance is prone to even more abuse than banking, in the
sense that the conflict of interest between adequate service provision to clients and profit
maximization is starker yet. Private insurers benefit from selling policies in which the risk for
the insurer of having to honor a claim is minimized. This is a feat that can be performed
relatively easily with a public which is mostly financially illiterate, and rarely inclined to read
the pages of largely unintelligible fine print in policies. Insurers benefit from charging high
premiums and falsely representing costs, and especially, from avoiding payment when claims
are made. All of this happens on a large scale – even in relatively incorrupt countries such as
The Netherlands and the U.S. Recourse is minimal, except in countries and cases where tort
lawyers feel they can make a killing by suing an insurance company. Even in cases where
companies have cheated their clients in a blatant manner little can be done, as the huge
financial resources available, in the form of the premiums paid by those same clients, can be
used to litigate indefinitely. Better, then, to make insurance a public service, so that fairness is
not overwhelmed by the drive for profit, as is the case with private sector supply.
The above does not necessarily mean the end of private initiative in insurance. As in
healthcare and research, entrepreneurs who would see opportunities for making a profit in
these fields would be free to go into business. But in all areas for which insurance is relevant
adequate service packages would be offered by public agencies, at a fair price. Entrepreneurs
210
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thinking they could do a better job, and clients convinced they could do so, would be free to
meet and transact in the market place. But with or without private initiative, the public would
be assured of an adequate service package provided in an honest, transparent, and efficient
manner by public agencies offering the right incentives to their management and personnel.
Public ownership would also be preferable for utilities. For electricity and water supply
there is, again, an inherent conflict of interest between sustainable service supply and the
profit motive. From the perspective of sustainable development the public interest is to
minimize energy use, especially when involving non-renewable, polluting energy sources.
Private energy suppliers are interested in maximizing their profit, meaning they’ll have an
interest in selling more energy rather than less. Also, they’ll opt for cheaper but polluting nonrenewable energy sources rather than more expensive, renewable, cleaner sources. If energy
companies can make more money by selling electricity produced from coal than from solar or
wind they will do so.
The conversion to a “green” economy, based on energy efficiency and the decentralized
generation of renewable energy, goes largely against the grain of the private sector business
model for energy generation and distribution211. The latter is aimed at economies of scale and
therefore, centralized energy generation in large power plants, growth through sales, and
maximizing profit. Government can regulate and subsidize to foster sustainable energy
generation and use but in utilities, as in other sectors, the effectiveness of regulation is limited
and subsidies are prone to abuse. Considering the importance of sustainable energy use and
the lack of competition and transparency in energy markets, public energy supply will be
more effective and efficient than a privately managed, profit-based energy generation and
distribution system.
Public energy companies could provide investment support for people making their
homes more energy efficient, with costs being repaid over time through the beneficiary’s
utility bill (the consumable part of which would be lower, due to lower energy use). Also,
public companies could support households and companies in producing their own electricity
and heating, with excess energy being fed back into the grid. Moreover, a network of public
utility companies would greatly facilitate the regional, national and international coordination
of energy and water supply and thus, the implementation of a regional, national and
international energy and water policy.
A final public service we’ll briefly look at is public transport. Public transport is still a
public affair in most or all of the U.S. but, as we’ve seen in Chapter 4, has been privatized
elsewhere. In the Netherlands, privatization of bus services has led to reduced service supply
in more remote areas as in their drive for profit, private transport companies scrap routes that
do not pay for themselves. As services are reduced potential clients increasingly look for
alternatives: usually their own car. Fewer clients lead to lower turn-over, financial loss, and
further reductions in service supply. Those without their own means of transport, the poor, old
and infirm, are increasingly isolated.
In a state-owned and managed public transport system it is possible to compensate the
losses resulting from service supply in areas with a more dispersed population with profits
from areas with a concentrated population. With private sector supply, the proceeds from
profitable routes are paid out to management and shareholders rather than being used for
subsidizing uneconomic routes. Again, then, the profit motive of the private sector runs
counter to the public interest of providing good quality, accessible public transport for all.
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7.7

Service supply through not-for-profit private organizations

In the above we’ve looked extensively at the pro’s and con’s of private and public service
supply. There is also a third option: service supply by not-for-profit private organizations:
associations or co-operatives. Take financial service supply. The biggest bank in The
Netherlands, one of the bigger banks in Europe, with the highest credit rating of any bank, is a
co-operative bank originally founded by Dutch farmers. It is well-run by a decently paid
management, turns a tidy profit for its farmer-shareholders, did not expose itself to the trade
in toxic assets and as result, managed to survive the 2007 crisis largely unscathed.
The original U.S. Savings and Loans Associations are another example of successful cooperative banking. However, the Savings and Loans scandal of the 1990s, briefly described in
chapter 4, also shows the risk to which associative enterprises are exposed. As such
organizations grow bigger and more deregulated it becomes more difficult for the members to
control potentially overzealous managers. This increases the chance those managers will
emulate commercial and investment banks, and expose the associative enterprise to excessive
risk and financial ruin. Nonetheless smaller associations offer potential to combine the strong
points of public and private sector service provision. Daniel Gross describes how such
associative or community-based financial institutions continued to serve their clients in the
midst of the subprime mess, with profits high enough to keep the enterprise sustainable212.
This is all the more interesting since many clients are low-income families and individuals
considered high risk by the commercial banking sector: in banking terms, subprime.
Gross starts his article with a brief description of how conservative economists and
editorialists have tried to pin the blame for the financial crisis on subprime borrowers. If
bureaucrats and social activists hadn’t pressured firms to lend to the working poor there
wouldn’t be a crisis, their argument goes. The Wall Street Journal’s editorial page has
repeatedly heaped blame on the Community Reinvestment Act of 1977, which meant to
counter the practice of banks and insurance companies to deny credit or insurance to people
on the basis of their ethnic background or the neighborhood where they live. Fox Business
Network Anchor Neil Cavuto in September 2008 proclaimed that “loaning to minorities and
risky folks is a disaster”.
Gross’s article shows that if such lending is done responsibly, that needn’t be so. One
case he reports on is that of the Clearinghouse Community Development Financial Institute
(CDFI) in Orange County, California. At the time of writing the article, in November 2008,
this CDFI had set out $220 million in mortgages. Ninety percent were to first time buyers,
about half of whom belonged to minorities. Out of 770 single family loans there had been
seven foreclosures; in 2007 Clearinghouse reported a $1.4 million pre-tax profit. Gross cites
examples of other community development banks and credit unions – what he calls the
“ethical subprime lending industry”. All sport healthy payback rates and haven’t bankrupted
their customers or shareholders – nor have they rushed to Washington for bail-outs. The
National Federation of Community Development Credit Unions reported to Gross that its 20
members, which serve primarily low-income communities, had delinquent loans amounting to
only 3.1 percent of assets in the second quarter of 2008, as opposed to a national delinquency
rate of 18.7 percent. The Opportunity Finance Network, an umbrella group for CDFIs that in
2007 collectively lent $2.1 billion, had charge-offs of less than 0.75 percent. The Lower East
Side Credit Union, with 7,500 members with an average balance of $1400 in their savings
account, is another characteristic example. The typical member, according to CEO Linda
Levy, is a Hispanic woman from either Puerto Rico or the Dominican Republic, in her late
40s or early 50s, on government assistance, with a bunch of kids. The delinquency rate on the
Union’s portfolio: 2.3 percent.
212
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As Gross describes, what sets the “good” subprime lenders apart is that they never
bought into al the perverse incentives and “innovations” of the subprime lending system – no
fees paid to mortgage brokers, not tricking of customers into high interest loans by offering a
first grace period with low or no interest, and no moral hazard, created by passing on to others
the risk of non-performance through credit default swaps. Instead these non-for-profit lenders
focused on ensuring that borrowers qualified for the fixed rate mortgages they took out, and
helped them meet their obligations by teaching them how to manage their finances and
accounts.
Not-for-profit private organizations, then, could be a (partial) alternative for public
sector service supply. However, there are risks involved, in particular when overly ambitious
managers start putting the profit motive ahead of the general interest of the members and
society at large: the U.S. Savings and Loans Scandal is a prime example. Also, especially in
less developed countries stories abound of associations and cooperatives failing because of
corrupt managers who are held in check insufficiently because members lack the knowledge
to do so. To avoid such abuse would require new public control mechanisms, with
corresponding costs. To assess if private not-for-profit would be a feasible alternative for
public service supply would therefore have to be assessed on a case by case basis, with
judgment depending on such factors as track record in service supply, transparency, and
ability of members to control management.

7.8

Government is not the problem, it’s the solution

Of course, for all of the above cases market fundamentalists will claim that government lacks
the ability for efficient service provision: to them, government is wasteful by definition. Their
ideology blinds them to reality. There are many examples of moderately paid officials
providing effective service at reasonable cost. And there are many examples of state-owned
companies that do as well as private companies. To name just one example: Singapore
Airlines, one of the best run and most successful airlines in the world, is fully owned by the
state of Singapore. One may argue that an airline company should be private rather than
public: after all, the air travel market is competitive and fairly transparent. But that’s not the
issue here: the issue is that if properly managed and given the right incentives, a public
company or agency can work as well as a private one. Vice versa, just as there are poorly run
private companies there are also poorly run government organizations and firms – in rich and
especially in poor nations.
Free marketeers will argue that in the private sector poorly run companies won’t last
long, and they are partially right. State companies can and do hold on longer when given the
opportunity to cover their losses from state coffers. But that’s no reason to assume that
therefore government agencies cannot be effective or efficient, and therefore, to maintain the
dogma that private sector supply is always better. As said, the challenge in achieving effective
and efficient public service supply is to establish the right incentive systems, performance
indicators, and structures. It is also to attract the right people: those with the required skills
and knowledge and with the willingness to assist their fellow citizens for a decent salary.
Those interested only in maximizing their own wealth will still find plenty of opportunity in
the private sector.
For public sector service supply the many examples of government services and even
state-owned companies that perform well should provide pointers to improve public service
supply overall. Analysis of what makes the staff and management of such well-functioning
organizations tick will help to design and implement measures to ensure that service supply is
at the very least adequate and preferably, good or excellent. To do so, the first step is to drop
the ideology-driven, misleading claim that private is always more efficient than public. The
second step is to analyze what works best under which conditions and in which situations and
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sectors. The third is to design and implement the strategies and operational models that ensure
that the supply of public goods and services is optimized – not in terms of profitability but of
meeting public needs.
It’s time, then, to re-instate the state. Let’s reverse the ideology-driven veneration of the
private sector and markets. Let’s recognize that it’s not only capitalism and private initiative
that have led to the huge economic and technological progress society has made over the past
century, but that the role of the state has been at least as great. Certainly, private enterprise
has created huge wealth. But it’s government that has made this possible. Without active
facilitation by government private enterprise cannot operate and wealth creation does not
happen. It has been government that has supplied the private sector with the essentials for its
development, in the form of, among others, infrastructure, an educated and healthy work
force, and a functioning legal system. And it has been government that, by redistributing
excessively concentrated wealth, has created the consumer class that buys the goods and
services produced by private enterprise.
Let’s use an analogy to illustrate the symbiotic relationship between the private and the
public sector. The private sector can be compared to a large herd of very well built, strong and
shrewd animals, each with a single-minded purpose: to eat as much as possible. If the herd is
set free the animals will move in all directions, fighting among each other, damaging and
destroying their environment. Therefore, the herd must be harnessed. It must be set on the
right path and made to face the right direction. Its strength must be garnered to move a huge
structure called society, situated in a delicate environment, on the right path: that which brings
the greatest benefit to the greatest number of people. The only entity able to harness, guide,
and feed the herd is the state. Government is the solution to the problem of developing a
socially just, environmentally sustainable society, in which the strength of the private sector
serves private interests as well the public good. It’s been that way throughout history, and
now more so than ever. Certainly, government can be abusive and harmful. But if run
properly, with the necessary checks and balances, government is the only hope for a
prosperous, socially equitable, environmentally sustainable society. Without government, to
cite the famous seventeenth century political philosopher Thomas Hobbes, “… life would be
brutish, nasty … and short”.
Effective government, then, bridles the herd, feeds it, directs it, and thus harnesses its
strength for the common good. Government must ensure that, through infrastructure, education,
healthcare and a judicial system, the private sector has access to the natural and human resources
needed to meet economic and societal demand. At the same time it must ensure those resources
are used in a responsible, sustainable manner. It must feed business with knowledge generated
through scientific research. It must provide the economy with its lubricant: money. And the state
should set the rules to level the playing field so competition is honest and the single-minded
pursuit of profit that is intrinsic to private enterprise does not harm the environment, workers or
consumers.
Business should not be afraid for a stronger role of government. The state should be seen
as both the coach and the referee in a game in which the rules needed to ensure that the game is
played fairly are set and enforced. This will help all players to perform optimally, and ensure that
non-players don't get hurt. Playing by the rules ensures honest competition, prevents players
from gaining a competitive edge by cheating, and makes certain that players, bystanders and the
surroundings do not suffer the consequences of a participant bending the rules. For all parties
involved, with the possible exception of the most powerful and ruthless players, it's more fun,
safer and more profitable to play a game when the rules are clear and apply to everybody.
Especially smaller players will profit: it is only the strongest, most vicious players who gain in a
free-for-all. Most companies, therefore, will benefit from a strong state that is able to level the
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playing field for all contenders. Those are the conditions under which capitalism and markets
will thrive. They can be created only by a strong state.
In Northern Europe, the outcomes of strong and assertive government can be observed
to a significant extent. Particularly the Scandinavian countries are examples of a viable,
dynamic alternative to the Anglo-Saxon model of insufficiently fettered capitalism. In
Norway, Sweden, Finland and Denmark the public sector absorbs more than half the national
income. In return the citizens of these countries get excellent public education, healthcare and
child care, solid social security, an outstanding national infrastructure and overall, inclusive
and high quality public services. Moreover, public sector facilitation has contributed greatly
to the development of a highly competitive and innovative private sector.
Comparable to the Scandinavian model is the so-called Rhineland model, represented
by Germany, Austria, the Low Countries (The Netherlands, Belgium and Luxembourg), and
to a lesser extent France. Though the role of the state is somewhat smaller than in
Scandinavia, these countries also have strong public sectors. In some Rhineland countries
worker protection is higher than in Scandinavia: under pressure from combative unions policy
and legislation in Germany and especially France focus on having people keep their jobs,
leading to highly rigid labor markets. In Scandinavia labor markets are more flexible, with
emphasis being put on state-sponsored programs for retraining laid-off workers. Again, then,
it is state intervention that leads to the best outcome, certainly when compared to the misery
caused by the lack of support for workers loosing their jobs in the United States.
Over the past decade a range of pundits has compared the Anglo-Saxon economic
model of the U.S. and to a lesser extent Britain with the Rhineland model of continental
Europe. One of these analysts is Andrew Moravcsik, professor of politics and Director of the
European Union Program at Princeton University. In a 2005 article titled Dream On
America213, written two years before the 2007 crisis erupted, he advised the U.S. to take a
close look at the alleged superiority of its capitalist model. In the article Moravcsik argues
that the U.S. is no longer a beacon for the rest of the world, nor is the American Dream a
global fantasy – even though Americans still believe so. He warns for a delusional America –
one that believes, in spite of all evidence to the contrary, “that the American Dream lives on,
that America remains a model for the world, one whose mission is to spread the word”. Much
has been made, he states, of the difference between the dynamic American model and the
purportedly sluggish and over-regulated European model. Why can’t European countries be
more like Britain?, business men ask, … without the high tax burden, state regulation and
restrictions of management that plague continental economies? The better performance of the
U.S. and British economies are taken as proof that the less regulated and therefore more
competitive Anglo-Saxon model is economically superior, and that therefore continental
Europe will go the same way as the U.S.
Those proclaiming the superiority of the Anglo-Saxon model, a group that includes
most economists, should take a closer look. As was already mentioned, even before the crisis
there were long postwar periods in which Europe and Japan enjoyed higher growth rates than
America. Moreover, as we’ve seen the high growth rates in the U.S. and Britain of the past
two decades were due for an important part to unsustainable leverage, financial speculation,
and in the case of the U.S., a voracious global appetite for U.S. dollars. Upon closer
examination, then, Anglo-Saxon economic performance is much less impressive than
suggested by economic growth figures. Moreover, Europeans and people elsewhere in the
world dislike the lack of social protection in the American system. Europeans are aware that
their systems provide better primary education, more job security and a more generous social
net. They are willing to pay higher taxes and submit to regulation in order to bolster their
213
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quality of life – including shorter working hours and longer holidays. Moravcsik cites George
Monbiot, a British author and columnist, as speaking for many when he says: “The American
model has become an American nightmare rather than an American dream.”
Moravcsik goes on to argue that certainly the UK is not as Anglo-Saxon as
conservatives would have it. Public spending in Britain in 2003 represented 43 percent of
Gross Domestic Product, closer to the Eurozone average of 48 percent than to the American
share of 35 percent. The inspiration for British policy makers comes not from America but
from social democratic Sweden. In that country high quality public child care, education and
healthcare have increased social mobility, opportunity and ultimately, economic productivity.
As for the possibilities for advancement: in the U.S., “the land of (equal) opportunity”, the
“American Dream” increasingly proves to be just that: a dream. The assumption is that if you
work hard enough and have the needed talents you can and will advance, purely on the basis
of merit. However, citing Monbiot Moravscik reports that in Sweden you are three times more
likely to rise out of the economic class into which you were born than you are in the U.S.
Moravcsik also points out the high costs and on average, relatively poor output of the
U.S. healthcare system, and the high incarceration and child poverty rates – higher than in any
other rich nation. He claims Europe inspires more admiration than the U.S. even in Mexico,
and finishes as follows: “The failure of the American Dream has only been highlighted by the
country’s foreign policy failures, not caused by them. The true danger is that Americans do
not realize this, lost in the reveries of greatness speechifying about liberty and freedom”.
The success of the Northern European countries in creating a wealthier as well as a
more socially just and environmentally sustainable society than the U.S. is proof of the
importance of the state. Facts and logic lead to an unavoidable conclusion: we have to revalue
the role of government and increase its role in those fields where the public good is at stake.
Those fields are increasing in number, scope and importance. They cover all areas in which
society runs the risk of major damage when the private sector is left unfettered, or where
private enterprise will not meet society’s needs because the rewards cannot be monetized or
will be too long in coming. In those areas where the private sector’s profit motive cannot
successfully be aligned with the public interest, government will have to take control.
The argument for bigger government is not a call for socialism, for a fully statemanaged economy, or for the elimination of markets. It’s an argument for a stronger state that
controls market excesses, regulates or takes over where markets work against the public good,
and creates a level playing field where markets can work for the private as well as the public
interest. A stronger state also does not mean less freedom, as conservatives don’t tire to
proclaim. It means more accountability. What is insufficiently recognized, not only by the
orthodox but also by the mainstream, is that in modern society, diminishing the role of the
state does not translate into more individual freedom, a less fettered citizenry. A strong state
can give its citizens more and better opportunities to make the best out of life. Moreover, it
can protect them better from the potentially harmful effects of enterprise running wild.
Reducing the role of government does not mean more control over one’s life as much as
increased exposure to the side-effects of the relentless drive for profit that powers
corporations. Less government means more power to the corporate sector.
Empowering corporations is apparently what conservative leaders, led in the U.S. by the
Republican Party, are aiming to do when they argue so vehemently to downsize the state.
After all many representatives of this party are, have been or will be, in one way or another,
on corporate payrolls. Their largely ignorant rank and file is given a false choice between
government and freedom, whereas the real choice is between government and a system
dominated by private interests: big business. Government, with all its faults, has as its goal the
public good; politicians and civil servants are, to some extent, accountable. Corporations are
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striving, inexorably, for the good of their shareholders and managers, and are not accountable
to the general public. The choice should not be hard to make.
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8
8.1

CHANGE, ACTION AND REACTION
The potential for change

A French doctor I once met while on assignment used the following, somewhat uncouth but
nonetheless appropriate term for academic grandstanding: intellectual masturbation. He
referred to efforts by scientists to impress their peers but whose work does little to advance
science and are of no use to the rest of society. The term would appear a fairly accurate
description of the activity of economists engaging in the continued refining of the model of
competitive equilibrium: what McCloskey called blackboard economics. Their exercises are
relevant only to their peers: usually a fairly small group of colleagues working in the same
field. The outcomes of their efforts have no practical application, serving no other purpose
than enhancing academic status by being published in highly specialized journals, read only
by academics working in the same niche. Debates are only for the initiated (as Galbraith puts
it, the cognoscenti); the rest of the world remains oblivious to the intellectual efforts engaged
in. No practical purpose is served and what’s worse, financial and especially human
resources, in the form of top level brain power, are wasted.
In a generous mood we might allow our academic economists their intellectual sex fests
– if they would keep them private. The problem comes when they convert their self-centered
behavior into the real act, with us as unwilling partners at the receiving end. That’s what
happens when faulty economic theory is translated into policy.
This is what we should end. Rather than stoically undergo what economists, through
policy makers and the mainstream press, heap upon us we have a moral responsibility to
challenge economists on the misconceived fundamentals of their science, and force them to
rebuild economics as an empirical social science. The fruitless and distorting attempts at
mathematical modeling should be replaced by the evidence-based study of human behavior,
through behavioral research and comparative analysis.
But who will take the initiative to do so? What can we expect from established
economists? Would the opponents of the orthodox, the Ormerods, the Krugmans, the
Stiglitzes, be able to turn economics around? That’s not very likely. As Ormerod himself puts
it: the obstacles facing contrarian academic economists are formidable. Tenure and
professional advancement still depend to a large extent on a willingness to comply with and
work within the tenets of orthodox theory. Ormerod describes how he has been fortunate in
being able to combine academic research with a business career, which has removed the
formidable pressure to conform faced by full-time academics.
If the fight to tumble the model of competitive equilibrium will be hard, imagine the
battle that lies ahead on money creation for use by governments to address society’s
economic, social and environmental challenges. Perhaps there are economists, other
academics, or otherwise responsible politicians who have toyed with the idea of money
creation for sustainable development – if only because it is such a tempting option. The
problem is that even as much as suggesting the topic might be worthy of discussion would be
a major danger to one’s reputation. Economists would face the ridicule of their colleagues and
risk being banished to the fringes of academic life, or being expulsed altogether. For
politicians the risks would be even greater: economists, financial pundits and political
opponents would call their suggestions totally irresponsible and dangerous, and brand those
raising the idea as economic nitwits. There’s little doubt they would be compared with the
hapless Zimbabwean Central Bank Governor who up to 2009, when the U.S. dollar replaced
the Zimbabwean dollar, put the Zimbabwean dollar on the path of hyperinflation through
large scale money printing. No matter that there is no relationship: what happened in
Zimbabwe is very different from what is proposed in this book, and took place in very
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different circumstances. But such nuance would be lost in the din of voices announcing the
end of time if the cardinal sin of money creation for use by the state were engaged in.
From the economics community, then, little can be expected. The problem is
compounded by the fact that though eminent economists such as Krugman and Stiglitz are
critical of many of the assumptions and outcomes of equilibrium thinking they continue to
work within its confines. The same goes for behavioral economics which, thought critical of
the concept of Rational Economic Man, remains aligned with standard economics in its
dependence on the model of competitive equilibrium. Moreover, behavioral economists and
critical economists such as Krugman, Stiglitz and Ormerod still aim to express economic
reality in mathematical models and formulas. And that’s the key problem: it is the desire to
express human behavior in mathematical equations that pushes standard economics to
simplify reality to such an extent that the resulting distortions obscure rather than clarify
economic reality. And it is the resulting lack of understanding that leads to deficiencies in
policy making.
There is some hope in that growing numbers of economists are critical of their
discipline. Ormerod indicates that at the time of his writing The Death of Economics, in the
early 1990s, an increasing minority of economists was prepared to articulate their doubts on
the validity of equilibrium theory, “at the risk of incurring professional odium”, and to
investigate different approaches and methodologies. More recently, organizations such as The
Institute for New Economic Thinking are promoting the development of new approaches in
economics which, as it claims on its website, “can lead to solutions for the great challenges of
the 21st century”214. Apparently, then, there are increasing numbers of economists who doubt
the tenets of standard economics. Hopefully, as a result of the 2007 crisis and the inability of
economics to see it coming and effectively deal with its aftermath, the doubt will expand to
include not only a sizeable group of heterodox but also mainstream economists. Still the
earlier discussed review of the state of economics by The Economist in mid 2009 gives little
hope that, perhaps apart from the slightly increased relevance of behavioral economics,
economists themselves will be able to give their enterprise the radical overhaul it needs.
Galbraith, in Money, has the following to say on the dynamics of change, or rather, the
lack of it, within the economic community. Taking Keynes as the example he states, with his
customary dose of irony215: “Keynes was taken up, in the main, by younger scholars.
Economists are economical, among other things, of ideas; most make those of their graduate
days do for a lifetime. So changes come not from men and women changing their minds but
from the change of one generation to the next. (Keynes’ great contemporaries, almost without
exception, reviewed his book and found it wrong. This conviction they then, with a few
exceptions, carried into retirement and perhaps beyond)”.
Though reality suggests Galbraith is right we can only hope he’s not. There is no time
for a generational change. Moreover, it is not at all certain that such a change would lead to
the needed radical change in perspective. We can hope a sizeable minority of eminent
economists, led by the likes of Krugman and Stiglitz, could be convinced and would be
willing to put their reputations on the line. If not, the impetus for change will have to come
from the outside world. Intellectuals, scientists from other disciplines and the general public
will have to call economists to task – as I have attempted to do in this book. They should do
so for the public good, with the interests of society in mind, but also out of self-interest. After
all many scientists and other intellectuals suffer, and will continue to do so, from the shortage
of money in the real economy and especially, from the curtailment of government spending
which in the aftermath of the 2007 crisis has been imposed by standard economics. The brain
power, the tools are there to expand scientific and technological development for the public
214
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good. What’s lacking is money: money that is withheld because economic faith, based on
false assumptions leading to a distorted view of reality, says it must be.
So how should non-economists go about tumbling standard economics from its
pedestal, thus opening up the way to economic recovery and sustainable development? As
was made clear earlier in this book, the thrust of the attack is exceedingly simple. It’s the
argument that the basic concept of economics, that of the existence of an economic system
that is more than the aggregate outcome of the decisions taken by individual economic actors,
is nothing more than faith. The same applies to the assumption that this system is steered by
its own universal laws that can be expressed in mathematical equations. Faith, in the form of
beliefs that are not supported by empirical evidence, has nothing to do with science. There is
ample empirical evidence that the basic theory of standard economics, that of competitive
equilibrium, is wrong. Or better put: equilibrium theory has been falsified on many occasions.
Yet it continues to be the foundation of standard economics. Faith wins over science, and
that’s unacceptable.
Given the complexity of the human mind and therefore, human decision making, there
is every reason to assume that other theories trying to express economic reality in
mathematical equations and models won’t do better than equilibrium theory. Such models
also will have to distort reality to such an extent that they will lack scientific and practical
significance. This is exactly why most social scientists, such as psychologists and
sociologists, do not engage in efforts to represent human decision making in mathematical
equations.
Non-economists should have no trouble in mustering the intellectual capacity to drive
this simple point home. Pair this with the personal interest all of us have in toppling
economics from the pedestal on which it continues to stand despite its obvious failures, and
there should be a fighting chance to force economists to rebuild their science from the bottom
up. That’s not to say it won’t be hard work: as we’ve seen economists are, if not scientists,
believers. And as real social scientists such as sociologists, psychologists and anthropologists
have documented extensively, the reaction of especially faith-based groups to an attack on
their beliefs is to intensify their fervor, especially when presented with facts that show their
beliefs to be false.
In the end decision making on economic and financial policy is the responsibility of our
political leaders and of top level bureaucrats – notably, those heading our central banks and
ministries of finance. For a radical overhaul of economic policy it will, therefore, be needed to
convince both groups to replace today’s irrational economic policies. Political leaders,
supported by civil servants, will have to decide on the new course of action, in the form of
policies that will resolve instead of exacerbate the crisis and will harness society’s productive
capacity for sustainable development. But neither group can do so without solid back-up,
from academia as well as the mainstream press, other opinion leaders, and the general public.
Perhaps politicians could, under public pressure, be brought to abandon orthodox and
mainstream economics and its restrictions. But they will need the support from at least a
forceful minority of economists and a majority of opinion leaders.
Likewise the decision makers at central banks will have to be swayed. Ironically, as
things stand, in 2012, it would not be the Federal Reserve that would be the greatest obstacle
to a fresh look at monetary policy, and at economics overall. Compared to the strength of the
orthodox in U.S. academia and politics the Fed, headed by an economist who is better known
for studying the Great Depression than for mathematical modeling, follows relatively
enlightened policies. The main barrier to a new economics and corresponding monetary
policy would likely be the European Central Bank, dominated as it is by Europe’s greatest
economic power, Germany. With the Great Inflation of the 1920s having produced a phobia
of inflation that has been passed on through the generations, German central bankers take the
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cake in monetary orthodoxy and sternness in managing the money supply. And under German
influence the European Central Bank, much more so than the Federal Reserve, has the fight
against inflation as its primary target. In line with that target the European Central Bank, as
central banks in other nations with string currencies, has full autonomy: basically, the central
bank governing council answers to no one but itself. Huge pressure, in the form of a concerted
intellectual and political assault, would be needed to make this bastion of monetary
conservatism yield to reason.
With the possible exception of the Great Depression there has never been a greater need
for a revolution in economics and even more so, in economic and financial policy. On the
other hand, the 2007 crisis and the inability of our financial institutions and political leaders to
effectively deal with its consequences have opened a window of opportunity for real change.
That window may expand still further if, as many pundits expect and is predicted in this book,
a second, even worse crisis is in the offing, caused by stagnating demand, a collapse of
confidence in financial markets, over-indebted governments, and over-exposed banks. A
second crisis would be worse than the one started in 2007, as central banks and governments
have exhausted most of their ammunition to fight it. Interest rates cannot or can barely be
lowered further; the deficit spending used to battle the first crisis is no longer possible. A
further financial and economic collapse would raise the possibility that an approach as
proposed in this book would at least be considered – if only for lack of alternatives. With the
existing financial system in tatters and financial markets and central banks in the ropes there
would be a unique opportunity to set up a new system. This could be done in a contemporary
version of the Bretton Woods conference which, in three weeks in July 1944, laid the basis for
the current financial system. All that would be required would be, as in Bretton Woods, the
vision and will of a few leading economists, such as Keynes in 1944, the political leadership
of the main economic powers, and the acquiescence of the main central bank managers.
Yet even without a second crisis there remains an urgent need to consider the ideas and
strategies proposed in this book – for the good of current and future generations. The inability
of standard economics to deal with economic reality and the developments of the past fifty
years are leading not only to the failure to address our economic, social and environmental
problems but also, to increasing social and political tensions and political extremism. Ongoing
economic and social distress opens up the way for populism, demagoguery and worse. Adolf
Hitler rose to power in Germany, in a legitimate manner, at the height of the Great
Depression.
If a renewed financial and economic crisis cannot provide the momentum for change
then that momentum should come from a broad front of concerned citizens: a movement
supported by critical scientists, heterodox economists, non-governmental organizations,
contrarian politicians, and other opinion leaders outside the mainstream. If economists are
incapable of reinventing their faith and turning it into science others, especially scientists,
other members of the intellectual elite, and business people will have to pitch in. We’ll have
to act because economics, as the basis for economic, financial and fiscal policy making and
thereby, of influence on almost all other policies, is too important to be left to economists.

8.2

Pre-empting the orthodox

In the above I’ve already given a few indications on likely reactions from the orthodox and
the mainstream to the analyses and proposals in this book. At this point it’s useful to go a bit
more in-depth in trying to pre-empt the expected critiques. Let’s start with the conservative
response to a relatively minor measure: a tax raise on the rich. The case presented is of
interest because in a nutshell it reflects the conservative arguments against progressive
taxation as well as a larger role of government in society.
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A typical example of the conservative viewpoint is presented by Newsweek columnist
George Will216. In a column on what he calls the “Tax the Rich” reflex he lambasted, in mid2009, a measure to be approved by the U.S. House of Representatives to finance an expected
additional $1 trillion in healthcare costs. The proposal entailed increasing taxes on the rich –
for the occasion defined as those with annual household incomes over $350.000. They make
up 1.4 percent of tax payers but already pay, according to Will, 45.2 percent of income taxes.
It is worthwhile to cite Will at some length, as in his argument he neatly summarizes the
conservative viewpoint: “These people do a disproportionate share of society investing and
charitable giving, so there will be less of both if the House has its way. Less of both would be
an improvement, according to statists who think both should be done primarily by government
rather than individuals, the better to engineer improved equality, understood as a more equal
dependence of almost everyone on government for almost everything.
Let’s start with: “These people do a disproportionate share of society investing and
charitable giving, so there will be less of both”. That may, to some extent, be the case. But the
issue is not how much “charitable giving” and “society investing” the rich should do, or
government should engage in. The question is how government should obtain the resources
needed for, in this case, healthcare – but in a broader sense also for investment in, among
others, education, infrastructure, and protecting the environment as well as internal and
national security, to name but a few public tasks. Apparently Will prefers less of that in
exchange for more charity from the rich. Seen in this context the – largely rhetorical, though
not for Will – question is if the charitable rich spend their money on worthier things than the
state. Sure, wealthy philanthropists often support worthy causes. But on many occasions one
also wonders if the money spent on that new wing for an art museum or a new building for a
university that’s already awash in money could not be spent better. Likewise for large
donations to fundamentalist religious or political causes. One would expect Will to
substantiate his claim that the wealthy sponsors do a better job than government in promoting
the public good. He does not, and cannot.
A second misconception is the assumption that the wealthy would spend less on charity
when taxed a bit more heavily. Will, of course, presents no actual proof that this would be the
case. Perhaps, since charity contributions are tax-deductible, increased taxation might actually
bring the wealthy to spend more on charity rather than less.
Another false impression is created by the remark on “engineering improved equality”.
The issue is not more equality as such – though a strong argument could be made for closing
at least part of the income gap between those making less than $50.000 a year and those
making over $350.000. The real issue here is whether people are enabled to maintain a decent
standard of living for themselves and their families, with adequate access to basic services
such as education, healthcare and, if they lose their jobs, social security. In the U.S., with its
growing numbers of working poor and unemployed, that is obviously not the case. So who
should ensure that people do not die for lack of healthcare, families do not end up homeless,
and children cannot realize their potential because of a poor education? Those who have a lot
can contribute a lot – so let’s have them contribute more, let’s have progressive taxes. Or
would Will prefer the alternative of taxing the middle and lower incomes more heavily? If
not, the conclusion must be that Will’s choice is to leave those who miss the boat, often for
reasons beyond their control, to drown. Maybe such people get lucky, and receive help
through a rich charitable giver. Likely they don’t. Tough luck, according to Will and his
fellow conservatives?
Will continues: “But there are unmentionable trade-offs. Richard Posner, senior
lecturer at the University of Chicago Law School and judge on the U.S. Court of Appeals for
216
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the Second Circuit, says what no elected official dares to say: "As society becomes more
competitive and more meritocratic, income inequality is likely to rise simply as a consequence
of the underlying inequality—which is very great—between people that is due to differences in
IQ, energy, health, social skills, character, ambition, physical attractiveness, talent, and
luck." Hence policies, such as steeply progressive taxation, that are intended to increase
equality are likely to decrease society's wealth. They reduce the role of merit in the allocation
of social rewards—merit as markets measure it, in terms of value added to the economy.”
This is a good example of how conservative opinions such as Will’s and Posner’s are
permeated not only by the fallacies of orthodox economics and conservative ideology but
also, by a distorted representation of reality. Starting with the latter, it is only partly true that
… the underlying inequality between people ... is due to differences in IQ, energy, health,
social skills, character, ambition, physical attractiveness, talent, and luck. Of course people
vary in these traits, but a prime cause of inequality is also disparity in opportunity, due to such
factors as inadequate care in infancy, poor quality education, and living in an environment
that hinders the development of people’s talents and careers. It is the task of government to
change that by providing every citizen to the extent possible with equal opportunities: a fair
starting position and a level playing field. Philanthropists may contribute to creating those
conditions, and already do so. But every civilized society has the obligation to provide all its
citizens with a decent chance in life. Ensuring this basic human right is a public task, not one
to be left to and thereby made dependent on voluntary contributions.
An economic fallacy amply discussed in this book, and in the above citation
regurgitated by Will & Posner, is the concept that higher pay reflects greater merit for society.
As we’ve seen that assumption is based on the largely wrong idea that pay is determined by
supply and demand. This is so only in part: much more important determinants of salaries are
social, political, institutional and psychological factors, including power and shrewdness. In
Will’s and Posner’s view, the work of a construction worker making $30.000 a year is worth
one thousand times less to society than the speculator making $30.000.000 with financial
schemes which after collapsing, run our economy into the ground.
Another Will & Posner mistake is the assumption that reducing the role of merit in the
allocation of social rewards (a fancy word for net pay and perks) … “is likely to decrease
society's wealth”. This idea is based on the concept of Rational Economic Man: less reward,
less effort. Largely wrong: as discussed before there is overwhelming proof that people’s
motivation to perform is based less on pay than on social and psychological rewards. People
blessed with extraordinary IQ, energy, health, social skills, character, ambition, physical
attractiveness, talent, and luck will not perform less if they have to pay an extra 10, 20 or even
30 percent in taxes in the top bracket. Look at the many CEO’s and artists who have made
more money than they can ever hope to spend: they continue to work, to perform. They may
mutter and complain about higher taxes, as Will does. But they will perform as before,
meaning higher taxes will not diminish society’s wealth. And even if government does not
always spend as effectively and efficiently as we’d like to see the part that is spent well will
still yield more public benefits than leaving the money with the rich, to be spent mostly on
conspicuous consumption (million dollar parties, private jets), poorly aimed charity (that wing
for that already well-endowed university, or bibles for the Third World), or sourcing it to
financial agents for speculation.
More Will: “It is, of course, possible to argue that the gain in equality of condition is
worth the net loss in affluence. It is, however, telling that no public official actually makes
that argument. Today, in the midst of what history may remember as the Great Recession, it is
especially risky to siphon away still more of the resources of the investor class. It is prudent
to expect that business investment will have to play a larger role in fuelling economic growth
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than it has played in the last quarter century. This is because private consumption may not
soon be what it was between 1983 and 2008”.
As we’ve amply discussed, our key economic problem is not lack of investment capital,
it’s lack of demand. Corporations do not invest because they lack the resources, but because
they fear stagnating demand. As already mentioned, in the aftermath of the 2007 crisis
corporations are sitting on piles of cash – by the end of 2011, in the U.S., some $2 trillion –
which they are reluctant to invest in the real economy. Taxing the rich and using the proceeds
for government investment and a measure of redistribution to lower and middle income
groups would create demand, stimulating business to invest and thus, create jobs. Also, as
discussed, in today’s economy the rich, those managing their wealth and even corporations
invest more in the speculative economy than in the real economy. Increasing taxes on the rich
would reduce the speculation that has done so much harm over the past decades. And in any
case, most small and medium-sized entrepreneurs operating in the real economy depend much
more on banks and other institutional investors than on the rich and therefore, will barely be
affected by higher taxes on the very wealthy.
Will’s attitude, which may be considered as fairly representative for the conservative
point of view, cannot, after all is said and done, be considered as anything else than an
attempt to hold on to and if possible, increase the huge privileges already showered upon the
wealthy. Will’s rabid dislike of government perfectly expresses the anger and indignation of
the conservative have’s for having to release part of their wealth for the public good and the
less favored. Heaven forbid that the state should confiscate a slightly larger portion of their
wealth to misspend it on, say, improving the chances of the less favored through improved
education, increasing access to healthcare for those unable to afford it, or countering
environmental degradation for the benefit of future generations!
Because of their interest in preserving their wealth by maintaining the status quo the
conservative elites that George Will speaks for are unlikely to be convinced to contribute
more than the barest minimum to the state. At best they may favor government spending on
the protection of their interests against home-grown and foreign enemies: the police and
judicial system, and the army. They will not support measures they perceive might threaten
their riches and privileges, such as money creation for use by the state for sustainable
development. In the name of freedom the more extreme among them will continue to sow
hatred towards the state and all those who propose a greater role for it in managing the
economy and society. And they will continue to garner support among a sizeable part of the
public through the media they control, using misleading information and outright lies217.
Perhaps part of that general public, in particular those with lower and middle incomes,
can be swayed if they can be reached with information that can counteract the misinformation
given by the Right. In particular, as mentioned in the above, it should be pointed out to these
people that the choice is not, as suggested by conservative opinion leaders, between
government and freedom. It’s between government and corporations. As indicated earlier, the
choice is between government managing key public services, such as banking, healthcare and
utilities for the public good, and business doing so for profit, with the proceeds to be
distributed between managers and shareholders. With all its weaknesses government operates
at least in part with the public interest at heart, and is at least in part accountable – with
political leaders and other officials regularly coming up for election. Corporations, on the
other hand, have an interest in the public good only in as far as it serves their bottom line; its
management is accountable only towards itself and its shareholders.
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The choice, then, is not between freedom and government, but between big business and
government. Also, it’s not between taxes or no taxes, but between taxes and corporate profits.
If as now, people have to pay private providers for financial services, healthcare, and
insurance, they’ll likely pay more than if those services are provided by government agencies
financed with tax money. The difference will go to overpaid managers, their cronies in the
financial sector and to a lesser extent, shareholders. Is that really what people want? Perhaps a
few simple, strong punch-lines distilled from the above – the choice between government and
corporation, not government and freedom, between public investment and corporate profit –
can help sway some of those lower and middle income voters who, by supporting the Right,
act against their own interests. It would certainly be worth a try.
One wonders why obviously intelligent people such as George Will and many
conservatives like him continue to suggest funneling more wealth to the rich and to
corporations – even though the facts indicate this is to the detriment of the rest of society, and
serves only the interests of the rich. In the aftermath of the 2007 crisis would conservatives
really believe that a further lowering of corporate taxes would be to the benefit of society –
even though, as they are undoubtedly aware, corporations are already sitting on mounts of
cash? Do they honestly believe they are acting for the common good, or are they simply
promoting their own interests? Perhaps they have a more general interest in defending the
privileges of their class, and perhaps they are even paid to do so, directly or indirectly?
To give at least a partial answer to this question let’s look at an example of right wing
politicians blatantly promoting the interests of big business at the cost of the public interest –
for their own benefit. The case is that of new regulations for the U.S. Medicare program that
took effect during the George W. Bush administration. In the Medicare prescription drug
benefit enacted in 2003, which came about after heavy lobbying from Big Pharma, the
government agencies charged with implementing the program were forbidden to negotiate
drug prices. If politicians didn’t realize the potential effect of this measure, in the form of a
huge upswing in profits for pharmaceutical companies, the stock market surely did: stock
prices of pharmaceutical companies jumped immediately after the bill passed.218 Here’s one
explanation of why conservatives would promote a system that’s ineffective, inefficient and
expensive from a societal point of view and therefore, against the interests of tax payers, but
highly beneficial for corporations. Wikipedia reports that former Congressman Billy Tauzin, a
Republican from Louisiana who steered the above-mentioned 2003 Medicare Modernization
Act (MMA)219 through the U.S. House of Representatives, retired from Congress soon after
doing so. He took a $2 million a year job as president of Pharmaceutical Research and
Manufacturers of America, the main industry lobbying group. Medicare boss Thomas Scully,
who threatened to fire Medicare Chief Actuary Richard Foster if he reported how much the
Act would actually cost, was negotiating for a new job as a pharmaceutical lobbyist as the bill
was working through Congress. A total of 14 congressional aides quit their jobs to work for
the drug and medical lobbies immediately after the bill's passage.220
For at least some conservative politicians and opinion leaders, then, the drive to
defend the interests of corporations and the rich is personal profit. Driven by the desire to
defend and expand their own privileges and those of their class they cajole their poorly
informed, gullible rank and file into joining the choir of protest against “socialist measures”,
“big government”, “taking away our freedom” and “higher taxes”. The greater question,
however, is why the mainstream, from moderate right to moderate left, sticks to standpoints
that promote the influence of corporations aiming to maximize profits at the cost of the
common good. Apparently the axiom of standard economics that private is always better than
218
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public has become so ingrained that, apart from the far left, there are few left to challenge it –
in spite of all the ammunition available to do so. To effect change co-opting the mainstream is
even more essential than unmasking conservatives. The greatest challenge, then, does not lie
so much with pre-empting conservatives as with swaying the mainstream.

8.3

Swaying the mainstream

Since the 1980s the political centre, including the moderate right as well as the moderate left,
has been inclined to belittle the role of the state and idealize that of the private sector. Take,
for example, the comments of the in the Netherlands highly respected Dutch political
commentator H.J. Schoo someone who in The Netherlands would be seen as just right of
center, and in the U.S. as moderately liberal. In May 2009 he discussed in a kind of obituary
the role and influence of political economist John Kenneth Galbraith, frequently cited in this
book, who had died a few days before221. In his article he states Galbraith argued for more
government intervention in economic life, for planning and a sizable public sector, because
the state “is better able to determine what our needs are and spend our money wisely”. He
contrasts this with Jane Jacobs, another icon who passed away at about the same time as
Galbraith. Jacobs, on the basis of her studies of centralized city planning, found that even
well-meaning government planners made error after error. She therefore put her confidence
instead in citizens and their knowledge of local circumstances: according to Schoo a lesson
that had not been absorbed by Galbraith and his heirs.
The fact that a reputable centrist makes such a travesty of Galbraith’s thinking and the
role of government implies that the battle to increase the role of the state in the economy, as
proposed in this book, is an uphill one indeed. It will be a struggle in which apparently, those
opposing such a role won’t hesitate to distort the viewpoints of their opponents. The issue is
not whether public officials know better than private citizens how to spend their money. The
point is that there are tasks and responsibilities, essential for a well-functioning society, which
have to be assumed by government because private enterprise and individual or groups of
citizens cannot. That’s why there is government, why citizens pay taxes, and why in general,
they do so without excessive complaint.
The issue, then, is not who should decide on our needs and the way our money is spent,
but to what extent government should act for its citizens and correspondingly, to what extent
those citizens should be taxed. As amply discussed in this book and elsewhere, at this point in
time there are so many major issues that need to be addressed and can be addressed only by
the public sector, that an expansion of the role of the state is needed. The private sector can
and should be involved in the implementation of the corresponding plans and policies, but
policy making, coordination and financing will have to come from government.
As for Jacob’s city planning: sure there are plenty of examples where public city
planners ignore the views and wishes of citizens and make mistakes. But if one compares the
industrialized world’s cities of the 19th century, with little or no planning, with those of
today, or the latter with the largely unplanned cities in developing countries, even Jacobs
would have to agree that government planning is a basic need for sound urban development.
The issue is not whether it should be done but what mechanisms are needed to ensure that
citizens are adequately represented in decision making, so that their knowledge is put to use,
their aspirations are taken into account, and individual and group interests are, to the extent
possible, safeguarded and aligned.
Another representative of the mainstream is Indian-American journalist and author
Fareed Zakaria, until 2010 editor of Newsweek. Zakaria can be considered a centrist or in the
U.S., even somewhat left of centre – making him, in the eyes of the orthodox, a flaming
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liberal. In mid 2009, in an article titled “Capitalist manifesto: Greed is Good (to a point)”222,
Zakaria argues that after an economic downturn societies need growth, that for growth we
turn to markets, and that therefore, in a few years, “… we’ll be hungry for more capitalism,
not less.”…“America's financial crisis has allowed all sorts of people … to declare that we're
seeing the end of laissez-faire capitalism and free markets. We're not. Let's step back, take a
deep breath, and put this in historical context. What is happening now is a deep, wrenching
financial crisis unlike any we've seen since the 1930s. It's contributing to a broad slowdown
of the American economy. The pain is spreading across the world. It's ugly. But it's not
unprecedented. The history of capitalism is filled with credit crises, panics, financial
meltdowns, and recessions. It doesn't mean the end of capitalism.”
Zakaria is barking up the wrong tree. The question is not whether capitalism will come
to an end: no one is suggesting it will. The question is to what extent the free market has to be
reigned in to avoid or diminish the credit crises, panics, financial meltdowns, and recessions
he refers to. Moreover, the question is how to address society’s environmental and social
problems, and how to put us back on a path of sustained and sustainable economic growth in a
situation of huge and growing debt loads hampering both government investment and
government and consumer spending.
Zakaria continues: “In almost all the financial crises around the world of the last 30
years—and there have been dozens of them—the government has had to intervene to restore
trust and confidence…Such moves have stabilized the entire capitalist system. No modern
society could accept the downswings that used to be routine for Western countries in the 19th
century, an era that saw much less intervention. The average length of a recession between
1854 and 1919 was 22 months. In the last two decades recessions have averaged eight
months. Between 1854 and 1919, the American economy contracted every 49 months on
average. In the last two decades, it has been 100 months between contractions. Many factors
have contributed to these changes but chief among them have been the government's
monetary and fiscal policies.”
Here Zakaria is right only very partially. Yes, in some cases government intervention
can be argued to have been successful in ameliorating the crises, by restoring a measure of
trust and confidence. The latest examples are the measures taken by the U.S. and European
governments and central banks shortly after the 2007 crisis erupted. Yet as we’ve amply
discussed in the above, monetary and fiscal policy have not had much influence on economic
developments, and in many cases have contributed to the crises – notably, at the start of and
during the Great Depression and since the 1990s. Loose monetary policies and lack of
regulation helped cause the 1929 crash, whereas tight monetary policies made the 1930s’
depression worse than it should have been. Lack of regulation and loose monetary policies in
the 1990s and 2000s contributed to the dotcom bubble and the 2007 financial crisis. Inflation
was controlled not as a result of but in spite of these policies: technological development and
globalization, in the form of international competition and outsourcing, helped control prices,
especially of consumer goods.
As for fiscal policy: Zakaria probably refers to the lowering of taxes that has marked the
last few decades. In line with economic orthodoxy he assumes lower taxes have led to more
economic growth – an assumption that cannot be substantiated. As discussed in the above it’s
more probable that the lowering of taxes, with the rich as the main beneficiaries, has increased
speculation, leading or at least contributing to the dotcom bubble and the 2007 crisis. At best,
then, post-2007 monetary and fiscal policy has managed to keep us from worse, whereas
much policy from further back has been ineffective or even harmful.
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The fact that over the past two decades monetary policy has not done more harm than it
has, especially regarding inflation, is due to the mitigating forces of globalization and
technological development. The combination of these processes kept inflation low by keeping
a lid on wage raises, substituting low paying jobs for high paying ones, and developing
sufficient productive capacity to meet demand.
Zakaria continues: “Does this round of intervention mark a return to regulation? Well,
40 years ago governments in most countries controlled their national currency, which was not
freely floating. They often owned steel companies, car manufacturers, telephone companies,
and banks. They set the price of airline tickets, phone calls, stock commissions, and cement.
Tariffs were many times higher than they are today in the industrialized world. Does anyone
think we're returning to this world?”
Again Zakaria is barking up the wrong tree. The question is not if airline ticket prices
should be set by government, or if government should own steel mills – nor if tariffs should
be raised again. The question is to what extent the free market should be reigned in by
regulation and especially, which services should be provided by government agencies and
which should be left to the private sector.
Zakaria: “We can't (return to that world). Capitalism is now a global phenomenon,
powered by the actions of companies and governments all over the world. Countries will
continue to rely on free markets and free trade to get growth and rising standards of living.
Over the last three decades countries have liberalized their markets not because people like
Bob Rubin or Hank Paulson forced them to do so, but because they could see the benefits of
moving in that direction (and the costs of not doing so). This movement will continue to be
halting and episodic, and vulnerable to political pressures. But I would bet that over the next
20 years, more countries will open up parts of their economies (in a controlled fashion) than
nationalize parts of them.”
As we’ve seen in the above, the benefits of liberalizing markets have been mixed,
varying from country to country, and from sector to sector. Moreover, we’ve seen how the
most successful emerging economies have maintained trade barriers at home while making
use of open markets elsewhere. And contrary to what Zakaria claims countries have been
forced to open their markets by intense pressure from the industrialized countries and
international organizations dominated by those nations, especially the U.S.
Zakaria: “… In a world of competitive capitalism, you need not big government or no
government but smart government. We are not in a race to the bottom, on wages, regulations,
or anything else. But we are competing against other countries to come up with the
government policies that most effectively foster growth, innovation, and productivity. It's a
time to figure out what works, not what ideological mantras to keep repeating. It's the age of
Michael Bloomberg, not Margaret Thatcher.”
This paragraph is a fine example of the extent to which economic dogma has permeated
the thinking of non-economist opinion leaders and thus, the public debate. Zakaria’s off-hand
dismissal of “a race to the bottom” is right in line with the economic code of belief that
emphasizes only the positive effects of unfettered competition, better quality at lower prices,
but ignores the negative effects: the downward pressure on wages and the waiving of
measures for protecting workers and the environment. Following mainstream economic
doctrine Zakaria then rehearses the mantra that “smart” government should foster policies that
promote economic growth, innovation and productivity.
With his remark that no big government is needed he suggests that government should
otherwise keep out of the economy and leave things to private enterprise. Yet as amply
discussed in this book, “smart government” that focuses only on facilitating the private sector
will not resolve today’s economic crisis and its underlying causes, nor will it even begin to
address the social and environmental problems society is facing. Yes, we need private sector
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growth, innovation and productivity to get out of the crisis – but without creating demand it
won’t happen, at least not on the required scale. To get us out of the economic crisis in a
manner that is sustainable, socially inclusive, and environmentally responsible, we need the
state to take the lead. Limiting the role of government to facilitating the private sector, as
Zakaria suggests, will no longer do. Let’s not be afraid to say it: we need not only smarter but
also bigger government. We need more government, not less. We need the state not only for
facilitating private enterprise but also, to harness the productive powers of society and aim
them at satisfying societal needs. We need government to provide services that are crucial to
human welfare but the supply of which cannot be left to the private sector, because market
forces do not function adequately and create the wrong incentives. And yes, we need smart
government: government that is accountable and provides public servants with the right
incentives to promote public welfare instead of personal profit.
Zakaria: “In America today we're getting government wrong in a big way. We have a
patchwork of bad regulations, subsidies, and ad hoc interventions. Policies are designed to
pay off powerful constituents rather than generate long-term growth. We have the most
expensive and inefficient health-care system in the industrialized world, the most wasteful
energy usage, the lowest savings rate, the worst maintained infrastructure, a complex and
corrupt tax code. We've gotten by despite all these problems because the overall system has
been dynamic and the world looked to America as the place to put its savings and its faith.
But the free ride is coming to an end. It's time to get serious.”
Indeed. But serious on what? In letting the market run free and subsequently, run amuck
once more? Zakaria seems to imply that we should once more put our hopes on the private
sector to pull us out of the muck, to have markets do their wholesome work. But only the state
has the power to effect the changes that are needed. Yes, governments and civil servants make
mistakes, many things can be done better, the shortcomings he describes are real. But the
answer is not to reduce government but to improve it. The first step to “getting serious” is to
put aside the prejudiced conservative dogma that government is intrinsically bad, ineffective
and inefficient. Let’s get away from the tired old story that all that’s needed to fix the
economy is to unshackle the private sector; that private enterprise will once again create
wealth for us all. The private sector cannot and will not do so by itself. Excessive facilitation
and unfettering will only lead to more crises. Those crises are not a fact of nature, as Zakaria
suggests. They are the result of poor policies, of allowing the profit motive to trump the
common good, of letting the private sector, the herd, run amuck. Smart government harnesses
the private sector, supports it in developing its productive potential, but within confines that
prevent it from harming its environmental, social, and economic surroundings.
Zakaria pleads the case for a capitalism controlled by a sense of morality. As he puts it:
“… the simple truth is that with all its flaws, capitalism remains the most productive
economic engine we have yet invented. No system, capitalism, socialism, whatever – can work
without a sense of ethics and values at its core. No matter what reforms we put in place,
without common sense, judgment and an ethical standard they will prove inadequate. We will
never know where the next bubble will form, what the next innovations will look like and
where excesses will build up. But we can ask that people steer themselves and their
institutions with a greater reliance on a moral compass”
The response to the request in the last sentence has been given by the bankers who in
2009 and 2010 rewarded themselves once more with huge bonuses, financed in part by
taxpayers and in part by speculative ventures that once more, are putting the global financial
system at risk. The message is clear: corporations will steer on a moral compass only in as far
as it helps profits and can be used as a marketing tool. Otherwise, it will be business as usual
– as it has been in the past. Corporations, as Adam Smith already indicated, have to be
reigned in. If it’s not possible to do so effectively, and the goods and services produced are
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crucial for the public good, then the state should take over. That doesn’t mean socialism:
private enterprise will still be the engine of the economy. It means, to some extent, a return to
the capitalism promoted by Adam Smith: that of small and medium enterprises which because
of competition can flourish only when they heed the interests of their clients and to a lesser
extent, society at large. It means promoting real enterprise while bringing under control and if
need be, taking over or breaking up corporations that control markets and use their influence
to push the interests of shareholders and managers at the cost of the public good. Again: the
question is not if capitalism should be replaced by another system, but to what extent
capitalism should be reigned in and managed for the common good. Answering this question
implies defining how the state can garner most effectively the productive forces of society and
use them in the public interest. It also implies marking out a level playing field and creating
an environment in which private enterprise can develop its full potential. And it means
deciding on the role of the state in providing services that are essential for the common good
but for which, due to market failure, private sector supply leads to ineffectiveness and
inefficiency.
Fortunately, in the aftermath of the 2007 crisis some mainstream voices have emerged
that recommend a leading role of the state in pushing sustainable development, for job
creation as well as the conversion to a greener economy. Proponents expect government
programs, financed or subsidized by tax payers and implemented in cooperation with the
private sector, to address problems such as climate change and dependency on imported fossil
fuels as well as boost demand and create jobs. A good example of this perspective is a 2009
Newsweek article by Daniel Gross223. Gross points out that major infusions of tax payer cash
were needed to stop the then $14 trillion U.S. economy from shrinking further after an
annualized 6 percent contraction between September 2008 and March 2009. Yet the greater
challenge, he argues, will be getting the economy to start growing at a pace that creates jobs,
boosts incomes, and raises corporate profits. He cites Lawrence Summers, the Obama
administration's chief economic adviser as saying: "There's a difference between having an
expansion and an economy that has recovered". Gross then expounds on the Obama
administration’s strategy of “what some might call industrial policy or excessive government
intervention, or even creeping socialism”. Gross calls it "the smart economy": “It means
eschewing the blunt economic instruments we've always used and focusing resources and
rhetoric on strategic sectors: renewable energy/green technology, infrastructure, broadband,
and healthcare. It means making investments to run vital systems more intelligently and
efficiently, thus creating a new infrastructure on which the private sector can work its magic.
This philosophy, legislated in the $787 billion American Recovery and Reinvestment Act,
holds that a mixture of targeted investments, tax credits, subsidies, reforms, and direct
purchases can preserve or create jobs in the short term, improve America's economic
competitiveness in the long term, and catalyze private-sector investment.” Gross
acknowledges the customary resistance from the orthodox every time that an expansion of the
role of government comes up: “Those on the right say the Obama plan can't work simply
because it's directed by government. (Every Republican in the House voted against the
stimulus plan).” In response he points to the successes of government programs in the past:
“In his first hundred days, Franklin D. Roosevelt said he wanted 250,000 young men working
in the forests for a dollar a day. Despite the howls of organized labor, a quarter of a million
men were toiling in the Civilian Conservation Corps by the summer of 1933. They planted 3
billion trees, built 800 state parks, and saved the nation's topsoil. Larger public-works
programs like the Civil Works Administration swiftly put millions of people to work erecting
bridges and building dams. … Creating entirely new types of businesses involves the
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government placing bets on specific technology sectors—and on specific technologies within
those sectors. The U.S. government invested in the interstate highway system in the 1950s for
reasons of national security, but it had tremendous economic benefits that nobody could have
anticipated. The U.S. government does have a pretty good long-term record of midwifing new
industries, and creating new commercial infrastructure that spurred massive private-sector
investments. The state-funded Erie Canal, which led to massive growth in upstate New York
and the upper Midwest, was followed by privately backed waterways. Congress built the first
telegraph line from Baltimore to Washington in 1844 before entrepreneurs were struck by
"lightning," as the telegraph was called. The first transcontinental railroad was heavily
financed and subsidized by Congress in the 1860s—and helped trigger a half-dozen copycat
lines”.
Positive as Gross and those he cites in his article are on government spurring the
economy by targeted investments for the public good, they also limit such intervention to
relatively small prods, thus staying safely within the confines of mainstream economics.
Considerable though it is, Gross states, “the stimulus can't fill the hole we've created or bring
a series of large industries into the 21st century. Each imperative requires investments far in
advance of what even the most free-spending liberal could imagine. Transforming the nation's
energy production and transmission system "will take an investment of trillions of dollars
over decades," says Dan Arvizu, director of the National Renewable Energy Laboratory in
Golden, Colo. "The private sector has to make this happen."
In line with economic dogma, then, Gross and Arvizu conclude, as their press and
economist colleagues, that once again the private sector must make it happen. In doing so, as
their colleagues, they fail to ask the question how the demand will be generated to stimulate
the private sector to do what’s expected of it. It won’t come from consumers, nor from cashstrapped governments – meaning it won’t happen at all, at least not for the time being224. So
once more we see, sadly, that under current economic dogma government intervention cannot
provide more than temporary relief, as did the Roosevelt administration’s Civilian
Conservation Corps and Civil Works Administration in the 1930s, and the Obama
administration’s Recovery and Investment Act in the years following the 2007 crisis. By the
1940s the Depression was swept away not as a result of deliberate economic and financial
policy to end it but by the demand created for the war effort. Likewise the measures taken to
fight the post-2007 crisis , though revolutionary in comparison with the thirty years preceding
it, will prove insufficient for a real recovery. What is needed is something of the scope and
size of the war effort in the 1940s. But in this case, the creation of demand and the harnessing
of the productive capacity of society should be aimed not towards a military war but towards
a war on poverty and environmental deterioration, in the form of a global program for
sustainable development.
The hope of economists, politicians, the press and the rest of the faithful, orthodox,
mainstream and liberal, is that somehow, the ingenuity of private entrepreneurs and
capitalism’s profit motive will provide the guiding light to bring us out of the crisis and
effectively resolve society’s huge social and environmental problems. Yet this hope will be
vain as long as the core problem in our economy, the lack of asset-backed demand, cannot be
resolved. It cannot be resolved within the framework of standard economics. The challenge,
therefore, is to convince the mainstream that this framework should be sent to where it
belongs: the dustbin of history.
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EPILOGUE
Imagine I’m right. Let’s assume that many of the things argued in this book hold up against
closer scrutiny: that even the most brilliant economists cannot find significant flaws in the
reasoning presented. Suppose we agree that we cannot continue on our present path, with
billions of people continuing to live in deprivation, with in the poor nations, thousands of
people, most of them children, dying each day because of lack of basic services, with a
deteriorating environment and in the rich countries a stagnating economy in which thousands
of people lose their jobs and homes every day. Suppose we want to choose the path of
sustainable development, made possible through the creation of a new financial system that
would allow for money creation for the state. Suppose we accept that the key obstacle to that
choice is economic dogma, a taboo resulting in an irrational fear of money creation for the
state. A fear not based not on science or solid reasoning, but on a self-propagating incantation
that has been sung so many times, by so many pundits, that everyone is taking its contents as
absolute truth. Suppose all that, then how to go about changing things for the better?
The first step would be to convince that part of the academic economic community that
is aware of the flaws in equilibrium thinking to give shape to and develop the proposed new
economics. That’s easier said than done. The main problem would be to have established
economists cross the line. They would take an enormous risk, putting their reputation on the
line and having to face the scorn of their colleagues. On the other hand, once the first pundits
would cross, others would be likely to follow. If the movement would gather momentum the
reputation of those crossing the line first would be enhanced.
The challenge to make an entire discipline reject both its main theoretical model and its
overall approach to reality and thus, to rebuild from the bottom up, is enormous. But it may be
small fry compared to the even greater challenge of convincing economists, politicians, and
financial bureaucrats to take the next step and, in logical follow-up to the rejection of
equilibrium thinking and the quantity theory of money, start considering the design and
implementation of a new financial system that would allow money creation for the public
good. The first step on that path would be to open the debate on the dogmas of economic
faith, and on the economic and financial options resulting from its disposal and replacing it
with a more pragmatic approach. At the end of the path, if in this book I’m not totally out of
bounds, leading economists would recognize that in principle, under certain restrictions,
money creation for sustainable development is not only possible but desirable.
More challenges would follow. Policy makers would have to be pushed to accept the
need for a new financial system and the principle of money creation for the public good. The
topic would have to be put on the international political agenda, and financial experts would
have to design the mechanisms and instruments for managing the new system, allowing for
money creation for sustainable development as well as minimizing the risk of adverse side
effects, notably inflation. Leading politicians would have to be pressured into establishing an
international coalition for sustainable development, involving the main nations with
internationally accepted currencies as well as the main international financial and economic
institutes. Economic tools should be developed and refined to arrive at reliable estimates of
the productive capacity of national economies and the global economy, and of the availability
of the various production factors. Committees of experts should be charged with elaborating
global and national development plans and defining the required resources, time frames, cost
estimates and forms of financing. After revision and approval relevant international institutes
should coordinate implementation by national agencies working closely with all relevant
interest groups – labor unions, employers, consumer unions, associations – to ensure their
cooperation and commitment.
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The above would entail a greater role for those international financial organizations
which today function as global monetary watchdogs and lenders of last resort. They would
coordinate and become responsible, jointly with national central banks, for creating and
issuing the quantities of money required for the implementation of global, regional and
national sustainable development programs, in a manner that would keep inflation at the
desired low levels and ensure that money would be properly spent. To fulfill this role the
organizations would be kept free of political interference and influence peddling by either rich
or poor countries, and be managed and supervised by qualified, independent professionals,
ensuring policy and decision making purely on the basis of technical criteria.
So who would set in motion the above? Supposing that what has been claimed in this
book is by and large right, who would take the action needed to put the proposals on the
agenda, get them accepted, and have them elaborated further? Perhaps, if economists don’t
pick up on the shortcomings of their science and do not start an overhaul themselves, an
“Association of Concerned Scientists for a New Economics” or something comparable could
push economists to do so. In parallel to such an effort there might be a role for the enormous
variety of action groups and non-governmental organizations that now rally against
globalization and a huge range of social, environmental, political and economic injustices.
Pushing outlandish ideas like the ones presented in this book may require slightly eccentric
proponents. The goals are similar: almost all these groups, in one way or another, strive for
sustainable development. Environmental, anti-poverty and anti-corporate groups could
become a spearhead of a movement to free us from the straightjacket of standard economics
and thus promote sustainable development. Today these groups are or are perceived to be
mostly against things: against globalization, against capitalism, against corporations, against
free trade, and against the IMF and the World Bank. They get together to protest, but it is
sometimes difficult to establish what they are for. Their opposition could perhaps be
converted into a proposition: sustainable development, unfettered by the scarcity of money
imposed by economic dogma. A proposition that will, in almost all cases, be instrumental in
achieving the current, widely diverse goals of the organizations involved. Compromise may
be required: for example, participants in the movement would have to accept that what is now
one of the favorite enemies of the anti-globalization movement, the IMF, would get to play a
key role in a new financial system aligned with the need for sustainable development. That
acceptance could be facilitated by the consideration that the mission, operation and political
dependency of the IMF would be altered radically, and that the IMF would be the only
organization with the status required for creating the new international financial system in
which money creation for sustainable development would become possible.
Compromise would also be required of the many groups and organizations that do not
want more economic growth but less. These groups correctly part from the premise that
today’s economic growth is environmentally unsustainable and therefore, threatens
humanity’s future. It would require a change in mindset for them to accept that economic
growth would be an essential part of the concept of sustainable development. Acceptance
would hinge on the understanding that we’re looking at a different kind of growth: at
investment and jobs aimed at making our economy and society sustainable, and at replacing
sustainable forms of consumption for non-sustainable ones. On the other hand, once the goal
of a sustainable society would be achieved their desire for an economic model not based on
growth would be satisfied. A more or less balanced, no growth economy in which growing
productivity would be converted into more leisure and activity that would not consume finite
resources would be a core element of a sustainable society.
Joining forces to promote a new economics aimed at sustainable development, then, will
require a major shift in the thinking and mode of operation of both economists and those
striving for a more just and environmentally sustainable society. Let’s hope that the people
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and organizations involved can make that shift by realizing that jointly, they hold the key to,
as things stand presently, the only approach that would enable society to effectively start
addressing its problems.
Let me end this book with a call to get involved. The call is aimed at all those with the
interests of humanity at heart. Let’s challenge the economic elite to respond to the issues
raised, and do so with arguments. Let’s not allow them to get away with brushing off the
viewpoints of non-economists by arguing that it takes an economist to judge economics. Let’s
use our common sense and analytical capabilities, and not accept being snubbed. Yes, it’s
difficult to challenge a pundit on his own terrain. But it’s doable: the challenge can be met if
the focus is right. We don’t have to enter the building of economics and discuss its
superstructure or interior – a debate which as laymen we would certainly lose. We have to
concentrate only on its weakest point, the foundations – a sub-structure so weak that pushing
over what is on top of it is almost child’s play. The arguments to topple the superstructure are,
as we’ve seen, exceedingly simple. The logic is inescapable and, in a rational, disinterested
world, would lead to a debate that couldn’t be lost. But our world is not rational – there are
emotions at play, and interests at stake. So the battle will be uphill. Yet it will have to be
fought – by all those who are concerned with our own fate, that of our children, and that of the
rest of humanity. To repeat: because economics and economic policy are too important to be
left to economists.
Paradoxically, even those who will be most opposed to what is proposed in this book,
the orthodox and the Right, will benefit if the proposals made are successfully implemented.
By taming capitalism and, through a new economics, using its strengths to create a more
socially just and environmentally sustainable society, capitalism can be saved from itself. As
Galbraith wrote in Money225: “If anything is certain from history it is that those who see
themselves as the strongest defenders of the system, those who proclaim themselves the most
stalwart friends of free enterprise, even capitalism, will be the ones who least favor and most
fear the measures designed to conserve the system. They will be the most antagonistic to the
action that will improve the system’s performance, enhance its reputation, increase its
capacity to survive…. Those who yearn for the end of capitalism should pray for government
by men who believe that all positive action is inimical to what, thoughtfully, they call the
fundamental principles of free enterprise.”
It is not only society that needs to be saved from unfettered capitalism, then, it is also
capitalism that needs to be saved from itself. Standard economics has proven that it’s unable
to do so. Moreover, it has put us in a straightjacket that impedes us from making our society
and economy ecologically sustainable and socially equitable. All this because of a faith that,
though pretending to be science, has no ground in reality or logic, is held against all evidence
to the contrary, and is based on demonstrably false assumptions.
Letting a faith that has no empirical foundation determine decision making on the most
important issues society faces is unacceptable. We can no longer allow misguided faith
restrain society from developing and using its productive capacity, for a better life now as
well as ensuring our own future and that of coming generations. The enormous body of
science and technology that natural scientists in all fields, from engineering to healthcare,
have produced over the past century and continue to produce every day should be put to full
use, as soon as possible. The straightjacket imposed on society should be lifted, to allow
employing for the public good the enormous pool of currently underused talent as well as the
enormous labor reservoir in poor nations and increasingly, in rich ones.
The hope expressed in the above is that at least some of the hitherto faithful, those who
have had doubts already, will liberate themselves and come to lead the reform effort. The rest
225
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of us should push for them to pick up the gauntlet, and support them once they’ve accepted a
challenge requiring huge academic bravery.
Let’s hope the challenge is picked up. I’m just the child. I can only hope that other,
more qualified, articulate, intelligent and especially better known and esteemed men and
women will pick up my kid’s cry that not only is the emperor wearing no clothes, but that his
nudity is harming us all and will do even more damage in the future. Perhaps it is time for
some faith. Not of the economic kind, but in humanity: faith that the people who count in this
world will finally start using their intellectual, academic, political and economic power to help
dress the emperor – in a real set of clothes that will help make him a better ruler.
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